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This document is a transcript of aCongressi onaI
.hearing held in May 1983 to discuss the impact of robots and,
computers on the work force of the 1980e. At the hearing, testimony
was given and prepared statements were recorded from more than a
dozen persons representing univerSities, technological industries,
government and pzivate agencies that predict the future, persons
./concerned with employment projections, and persons involved in
robotics. Some of those who testified predicted a very gradial iipact
resulting from automation in the workplace, and some estimated
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in offices is just beginning and may result in worker displacement
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a substantial portion of the - testimony concerned the unreliability 0f_
the methods of gathering employment statistics and, therefore, the
inaccuracy of,tffe projections derived from them. Other witnesses
discussed training, programs that their companiS or unione were
conducting to retrain worker-S-Vho had been displaced by automation.
Recommendations were made for federal programs to retrain workers for
high technology jobs. (KC)
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IMPACT OF ROBOTS AND COMPUTERS ON THE
; WORK FORCE OF THE 1980'i.
TUESDAY, MAY 17, 1983
HOUSE OF REPID:SEIATIVESi
St/SCOMMITTEE ON GENERAL OVERSIGHT
\ i AND THE ECONOMY,
COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS,

Washington; D.0
in_oom
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice,ia4:32
.

,

2359-.2

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Berkley Bedell

(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
QPENI

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN BEDELL

Mr. BEnxiii... The subcommittee will come to order.
In what the Washington _Post called the quiet revolntion robot§
are making their way into American life. Their less celebrated but,'
in some ways; more significant siblings;_ numerically controlled ma-

chine4 are coming. with them. With the computer as the brain

.power behind this revolution; workers are uncertain about the consequences of the integration of the steel collar without lunch buckets who have come to loin them;
During the long march of the histor/ of tt=chnolOgy, tools of all
kinds have been invented to extend the arms and legs of man d.
But these were tools to extend man's muscle, to speed, tip initi
Motion, to ;lift. things to-oh-e-avY-for huniankind, sx/a to generally .;

extend the reach and ability for man. The robot comes__ not to

.

extend man-, but to replace him. It comes also to do some of mankind's dullest; dirtiest; and most dangerous work. If one were to .
accept as gospel the popular press, one might conclude that R2D2
is:Indeed; going to take. over the world. But= is he? SboUld he?
What is it that robot% CAD/CAM and other systems can do?
What are their limitations? llapse are among the qUeStiOnt we
Walter Weisel; _a national
will want to directo our -first
expert on_thili wha'serveS- as president of the Robot Institute -of .
America. There are as many interpretations as &ere are analysts,
wheti the question is .asked as to how fast robotg will °come. AS
Membeis of Congress._ who = must _make some attempt to fashion
public polidy; it is important to get the most reasonable assessment
. we
.
1can:
From, the witnesses today and tomorrow we will hear those assessments and t to reach some consensus as to what, the impact
is mere likely to be

The project being unilettaken. by thsoubeommittee_
i
and out of

which _these 'hearings_ come; -is an overall: analysis of the

ment fature of Areericatls. Jobs, or the lack of them, will be the
focus. Where are the jobs of the future coming :fronl? How many

will be employed, and ,how -many will be unemployed? What will be
the nature of the jobs we do?
Analysis of where people .work and the classification of the _occur

pations is a function of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Nearly all
projections _of the jobs future whether made bythe Governmbnt or

by private_analyste from Data Resources, Chase; Wharton, or What=
ever, use BLS 'numbers as their baSis.
We will look at these numbers-when Ron-ICUticher of BLS testis
fles tomorrow. We *ill- hear a sharp criticism of BLS procedures
Ip
from Clyde Helms later today.
'
While not reflected in_current BLS projections, there seems to be
a growing_ feeling. among 'specialists that structural unemployment
.

.

is increasingly; with us, perhaps_ here to 'stay.. Yesterday's,6Ne*
York Times had front pagetstory; the subheading of which read,
"Bigrorporations Retir on Aube/nation to Aid Output_ in a Recov-_

'

ery.7,- In the .storyi_Jairies_H; Evans; .chairman- of the Union Pacifid.

Corp: said that 6,000 of his company's. 44;000 'employeetr were on
*off; "Will they. come back?" he was asked. His response was:
.

The answer * probegy not We're running_ 40 percent more freight tOnnage than
we did 20 yaws w_ with half as many employees. If-we had .the- same number or
employees we had then; we would have priced -ourselves out orthe market. Ho*
have we done it? Automation.
.'
_

The relationship between structural unemployment -and automation is- very _real even though argument persists about its precise
definition. Structural unemployment; now estimated by the .admin-:
istr,ation at 6;5 percent; is the highest since the depression. Thew.
people are generally out of work permanently:
_.
I must ask Myself whether..or_not I_ will live-to seethe day when
the unein_ployment ratein the U_nited_Statis MN below 7 percent. °
_

_

_

.

fl _such : numbers- _remain unemployed What i.should :America do?
Wha
licy should be pursued bYGOvernment; by industry, and'by
labor-,' address this problem? As the country moves seenungly ai-

.

exorably :Aom ,a manufacturing or industrial economy toward an
informational- society_ with 'increasing Mae of-technology, we are
\faded With increasingly serious problems-Of training and retraining.
.

the -work for_ce.

;

.;

=

,

.;

If we are facedas Professor Abraham will teetify. With7a 'situa:.
tion_ .in-- which 10 or more people, want a job for every' job which
exists, trairtiiig in and of itaelf will, of 'course; not solve the probL._
lem. This does- not dimialahthe need for training. There is-a-grow- .4r
ing mismatch between what our people_ are: trained to do and what
is nut there to be_done._

_

__a

The National Commission -on Eicellenge in 'Education or6iii, to

the .Nation_ a.. chilling. analysis of the inadequacy of our kivjo_Oliaoa-

.tion to tritin=young_peoe with the skilla needed to cope with the,
world they. are_. inheriting.

The s
t hane teclnolycOnatabty .reluces the half lifeof the skills of
work force; _One _.mdtatry_spokesnah in the high
tech computer sec
indicated that the hanifeof .skills was down
.

3

to less than 3 yeais: Obviously; a rigorous training and retraining
program must be a part of our effort to cope;
Tomorrow we will have witnesses from both labor and management, who will report an what is being done to keep the skills. of
the work for updated. But no witness could be found who could
argue credibly that in our rush to high tech we can fetrain the 5Qyear-old steelworkers as a group to become computer progracers.
Mr; Olin; did you have a statement?' J.

;
.

Mr. OLIN. No.
Mr; BEDEI:L. Mr._Boehleit;
Mr. BOEnLERT." No.

Mr; BEDELL: Mr; Bilirakis;

.

Mr: BILIRAKIS. No.

come to our first witness who is
Mr; BEDELL. If not; we
Walter Weisel. He is president of Prab Robots, and president of the
Robot Institute of Anierica._We will Eir3k sou to introduce the gen-

tleman who is with you, Mr. Weisel. We are looking forward. to

your testimony; and. we appreciate your being here.
- Mr. WEISEL. OK. Thank, you; Mr; Chairman; I appreciate the opportunity to be_here.
mt. BEDELL. Would you introduce your colleague here with you?
.

TESTIMONY _OF WALTER K. WEISEL_, PRESIDENT,_ PRAli .ROBOTS,
INC.,.AND PRESIDENT, ROBOT INSTITUTE OF AMERICA; ACCOM-

PANIED BY DONALD 'A. VINCENT, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, RIA

'

Mr. WgisEL. This is Don. Vincent; Mr. Vincent is the executive.
vice president of the Robot Institute of America.
I might just say for the record that RIA is the ,officiallIS. trade

association for all industrial robot manufacturers' in .the United'
States; and we also have a user group,which is' part of.our memberShiP.

The total membership of-the organization encompasses about 200
companies. I woul&estiniate ,better than50 percent would be considered to besmadl business; The rest would be fairly large corporations in the United States.
I have been asked this morning to provide-a basic ,overview of
the GlieWth of the industry, and to try to provide some education

with rped' to what a ,robot is and why we jump them? Why do

they get SO muclt attention? My talk is about robots:. What; why;
where; and when.
Now to do this I have brought some sliclesAf, We can have the
lights dimmed; I want to give you some statistics and -background
about the history' of the industry._
First of -all; L think it .virtually unprecedented that rObCt
nology, which has a total .U.S. output of abort $250_thillion; commends the kind of attention that you see in the media, and -certain4y by this Otninittee.
I recently. spoke to Mr. Baldrige 'with his- group at the DepaTtpent of Commerce; and there was a general awareness at the management level at the labor level, and so on..-I think it speaks for
the importarice of the technology and the type.of attention that it
,

is getting, an absolute vital, taol to the .productivity and the jn-

.

4

..
crease in _pretivity that this country has to make if we
.

e going

to stay-a-teal world industrial power.

he

goesAlike tlfis:_ In 1958-,-which may. surprise some of

ou the first- inchistrial robot Was born. It -'was installed i in approximately 1960,_ which means that industrialrobota have really
n around .for_about 22 years.

.

In the late .1960'8,_ after .little. or no acce_ptance in the United__
States; several of the_U:S. Manufacturers involve& at that time
. turned overseas,, and the japanese_picked u the teditiologyt under .
gim production of their in- license _from two U.S. companies and
dustrial robotS in about 1970.
hi 1970,, after 10 yeaziLo. he Scene, the United__ States had installed about 1,000 machines, with the majority of all thoSe-ma7

.

.

chines _; being.. installed

in the automotive :industry

"body

.

spotwelciing.LI will-show you ari-example of that in a moment.
_lly..1980, the U.S. robot population was approximately_ 5,000 ma-

' :chines, and by 1980 the Japanese had installed about 12;000 ma-L.-Chines.
..
.

.

.

I am going to: iraw some comparisons later between the_types of
machines being -title& in Japan and the Uni4ad StateSt but :cleaily ;
the technology_ was picked _up_ and used in_ the factories of_.Japan
much quicker than it was in the.United States. believe that *6
.wore somewhat complacent We did have good output and good eco-- -nomic conditions, at that trine.
-

In looking through some of the material to 'bePresented, it _is
projected that the use of industrial robots in the United States- by
1990 should reach_ about_ 80,000 to ;100,000 machines. That goal is
equivalent to about a $2 to $3 billion industry, which is roughly the
equivalent to _the U.S.' machine tool industry.
_

,

I -would tell' you that I, as president of the trade association;.
don't begin to_ believ'e that can be achievable unless two things.
happen: One that we see a-major turnaround of the_econorily on a
world Scale, by the end of 1984, and tWo,, that we undertakea massive' effoie to train. management; process engineers;Land'I rers on

icult.It
-how to cope with thiS,teclitiology. It is not particularly'
will
-s .computers, arms _and things.t
is..not far out; It em
show you M a minute'. :asically we are in .the educatioh business
in _the United States;
Robot manufacturers who have-salesmen out on the street every
day are educating:manufacturing people .6'n the basis of whafrobot
_.

technology can do... ..

L_

It is pure.foll tO. think that an industrial robot can walk. in off
thei street, and o to work= It takes_ a tremendous amount of- effort;
manpow'er, and lollars_ to install this equipment, and4livill Show.

*_

you the complexity of smite of these installations.
YOur. committee is' really looking_ at the robot as part of CAD/'
CAM,- and- flexible manufacturing aystems. I would cOntend.that_a
flexible mannfactInifig,tWitem would besVirtuallY"inipoSsible Without _havink the basic attributes of_ a : robot: tied to it. It is- such a
Vital. pert of. a' system ,that it really.oends up *awing the various
technologies__of-CM) and CAM together to make a total. handling
, system in .a factory.
Now,. let's get to the "why" of industrial. robots-:'First_ of all, it is
a minimal risk piece of equipment, because as said earlier we had
.

.

.

about 6;800 machines installed at the end.of 1982. ILI go.torward
green
two slides, you, will see the_prOductiOn line
portions of the\slide; and the machines thems lves are very isappointing looki

Those schoo kill that come to visit us are quite disappoiritec. I
will make it Lear that we are talking about industrial robots on
my part of th presentation, and not the home or show-type robot,
which are also gaining quite a hit of notoriety;
c ine
For instance, my compan has built
tend to-work out the bugs after 1,500:machines. The r k tbat goes
into installing one of these the next time you put= one n is fairly
'Another advantage is the reduction in p4ice. Once the robot manufacturer fias built enough equipment, standardized on the components and the installations, then the price comes down. It is fairly
simple to put thein in with the exception of the interfaces and the
grippers, and that type of thing. '
But back to the "why." Here is a man standing at the action end
of a robot ahr.; and if you look at the orange part of the arm, -attached to it- with all the hoses is a spotweldmg 'gin- that -is used to
weld a car body. What lie has in his hmid is the, same device am
holding. This device is uscd brOriiitially everyone's rob-ots and is a
common type of teaching which allows the operator.to drive the
arm. around in space, either hydraulically or electrically. For in-

stance, if I want to move this cup from this point to this point, I
take the teach box, called a programing aid, and I merely go out;
grab e_c p; ick it up; move it to he side, set it down, pull it

back, and I Wil have recorded tharpothition in the robot's memory.;,
proNow; you can get very sophisticated and very complieated

graining the job itself. However, the programing is relatively
straightforwarsi; simple, grid I. guarantee I could take any o'ne of
you on the podium and in -a matter of 30' minutes make you a real
robot programing expert; that is a fact.
I think -that should be a point that you keep in mind wh&n discussing how we convert lab-orers who handle hot, 'heavy parts and
presses in- the robot program; A _robot programer is not necessarily
a Harvard BuSiness school graduate who understandkcamputers.
He is a person who understands what the arm is suppaibed to function like on the jobsite.

Again; I say that virtually every robot manufacturer builds:

standard components, or standard products, and the programing is
the key. None of the robots shown in this,, photo know what their
application is until they haveactually gone out on_the job site
Now, what can robots do for reach and speed? Here,you see one
with its reach and area are outlined in blue: This is what. _ this par-

ticular' robot looka like. That machine can reach out 10 feet in
space; it can swing around or cover 20 feet overall. It can take a
hspeed, n a repetitive
100-pound part,_moVe it at an extremely
any,taught point, as I
basis eround the clock; _and it can re
showed you, 1),x:toying the cup within .008 f inch; There are also robots that can. get down nto one-thousandth or
tATvo-thonsandths of an inch. In many casts;

e' are going Eifter jobs;

and we are taking jobs that humans are not rforming. It is done
b!, other forms of automation, and I think you will see in a little

_

6

bit that in many cases, robots really don't compete solely with

people. They compete with hard automation and other ways of performing a particular job.._

There is another type robot that actually moves around on ihe
ffoor, able to Toyer the area,outlined in blue, and I will go into
some applications of its capability; 0n-this machine; the orange
and white parth make up the machine. Out at the lower righthan
side of- the robot; you see a round; solid steel part; That part weighs
around 125 pounds. You can't cam it around with you; you need
an 'operator. The robot then walkii up-end down the aisle or traverses up and down the aisle arid. loads the battery of machine

:

tools. Although a robot is lboked upon as possibly an outgrowth of
an NC machine tool, in no way does it restrict its application to the.

.

machine tool industry; or to machining. It crosses all lines; and
what we are dealing with here is a technology that is impacting
virtually Every industrial manufacturing process in the country.

For insthnce, these are headlights for automobiles.. This robot
tests them, takes them out of machines, puts them through testing
procedure, and' packs them in boxes;
A television tube is taken off a moving monorail; swung around
at high speed; with delicate handling. Incidentally, this is a very
dangerous job for a human since TV tubes impIode if you break
.
them; They are extremely dangerous. ' .
Here is a job where the orange machine is a robot. On this end,
another robot is grinding the inside of a Stainless steel sink, so we
are using hand-to-hand coordination to do grinding.;
Here; a robot on the left side of the screen is taking a 600- degree
part out of a die-capting machine, which is an extremely hazardous
application. There are about.600 to 700 of these machines installed
in the United States, and the robot has played a very key role in
keeping, the die-casting industry competitide.
Here We a'retalting hot parts; quenching_thern; goiftg into trim!
ming presses. Here is a machine, on the left. You can see the end
of its arm coming out We are 'eking up the small engine part o t
of the molten metal.- foundry. is job has been in operation about
3 years; on a couple of shifts *thont grievances for cataracts,,sterility, back problems, or foot injuries. This shop, incidentally; employs about 16 people, and it has 3 robots.
Here is a sand - pour foundry, which has a very bad environment;
with_toxic fumes; again, a robot in a hostile environment.
I wish I had the slides of this job_lsefore the robot was installed:
This man had on an asbestos outfit. with: a hood. These are the
inner cores of electric motors; and his job was to take the core; dip
it into a solder, go into a hot, molten flux machine, where the part
very quickly caught on_fire. His arms would be on fire. At that
point, he would shake off the excess flux, and put that part on the
table.

,

.

,

,

.

Todnithe operator acts as ar Inspector. He puts the parts in for
the robot; the robot does the dirty part of the job, and he in turn

does inspection and output into the other part of the factory:
I want to give you a feel for the range of the dollars involved in
robot equipment. itobots thy: you are looking at here can sell inically a
stalled for approlimately $25 ,000 up to about' 150,000.
. system would run anywhere from about 51:000 to several million

.11

'

.

dollars, depending on the complexity of the/other computers and
work process technology involved,

,

This_ is a robot handling a- 2,200s' part,. going into a forging
press. This is an extremely bad job wVh many injuries. 'Mere is a
whole battery of robots in this country working in hot forging
stops.
Here is one that the OSHA people say, is a real no-no. Our country is filled with big presses,i whether they be stamping presses,
Molding presses, dieeasting presses, or Whatever; and we have got
people all over the place losing _their arms, having problems with
their backs.
This slide happen' to b e of a job at, Hoover Vacuum Cleaner in
Cleveland. _l( lady is taking two vacuum cleaner components out of
this compression molding machine. She -is now backed over to-the
right of thetslide. The robot goes in and takes out the two pieces,
comes across; Puts the two pieces into a trimming station-with the
trimming of the excess materials taken off, and she cats as an inspector and a packer..
All of the applications.thnt I have shown you sci far have carried
at least a minimum increase in productivity of about 20 to 30 percent: blow; -another. fairly staggering Statistic is that about 90 percent of all U.S. robot shipmente.are installed in existing manufacturing processes.
I
'
We take a real:hard lcook at what it means to increase the productiVity of machine toors_and presses about 20to 30 percent by
investing $25,000 to t100,000. It conies fairly quickly. You see why
manufacturing managers are waking up to the benefits of robot au%
tomation.
4p,
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Mr; Weisel, excuse me, sir;

Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt at ,this point?
Mr. BEDELL. Of course:.:

Mr. BILIRAKIS. You have told us shout five increase in productivi-

ty. Has there been any decretise in jobs in the application that you
refer to?
Mr. WEISEL. Yes. I would say that you are probably looking on
most applications of a_reduction of about three-quarters to about-one person per applicaflon.
.

Mr; BILIRAKIS. In all of these applications that we have see n?
Mr. WEISEL. YeSL sir.
The ones where the process invobieTkeeping a iierson involved in

,

inspection; and in a. sense it is awash, and the cost justification

comes out of increased productivity and quality. Once you get some
of this machinery running on a repetitive basis, quality tends to_go--Up, and you reduce your scrap significantly.
Mr; Muir/oils; And without -the robots, if you had-pointed for .a

20 percent indrease in productivitywould thathaVe been possible
and if it had-beent-,how many employees-wikild it have taken to
reach that point without robots?
Mr: WiisEL:f would say generally it is pretty well accepted by
robot manufacturers that_the human worker is a tremendous piece
of 'automation. If people want the job, we are not going to have a

chance at it. ,---

Generally "the reason there is an increase in productivity is because of the- weight or the reach, and it becomes a stress factor on

.t

,"
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the person over an 8-hour shift. We teach our root salesmen to
look at a job with one hand behind their back, and try to do what a
person is doing with two hands. Very rarely cauryoulpeat the speed

of a tieroil if the person really wants to take the time to give

maximum output; The problem is that-across 8 hours or a couple of
nhifts, the human -tends to -hit 'fatigue, and the robot doesn't. It is
.
very strong; 'very high speed; very. repetitive.
It isn't how .many more people could You throw in the process to
automation process.
make it faster. It is a fallout of
This happens.. to be a:very large injection molding niachine, and
that part in there is a garbage can We have laborers, incidentally;
working very hard_ to keep this robot in production. They pull up in
front of your house evei-y other day or so and try to destroy that
part. That plant is ,working a couple of shifts, and those robots,
have been installed for a good number of years.
Here is a machine that the press is so big, and it took two people
to Walk into the _press to c_:et -the part out; Oije robot here has 4..1splaced one person, and one of the = two people stayed on the job for
packing and inspection. The white machine is the robot moving
into.a 3,000-ton injection molding machine. Once it backs out, what
it has got is a household door; and we thermo-pressed a door which
actually gets piece of glass in it and becomes in the housing in/
dustry.
This robot is going into a stamping press. There is a person workIng.g on the other side of the press; which is feeding 'mita in This
,robot happens to be taking the'part of the job where we are actual
ly -doing multistage maneuvering of the part within the press, and
these are microwave ovens.
The appliance industry is a fairly prime candidate for industrial
robbts because of the high volumes and types of processes.
Now; this robot is serticing three machines and -the gray part in
the left of the picture, is
the end of its hand, which is- more:
the front end of 'a Pontiac Grand Prix. I might add that this happens to be at a very small businees, which is an automotive suppli:
er; and through the iMplementatiorrthis-pgtilar customer was
able to take about 47 cents out of the part, Wine eally kept him
competitive, and did quite a bit for-lhim as a supplier s e _automotive company;

.

Machine tool loading and' unloading is a- big market. Here you
see one robot tending three machine tooln, the parts coming in two
stages are differentials for trucks. This happens to be at an Eaton
plant. But the application of _robots to the rilachine_tool_base-----stalled in this country is virtually untouched.
Here this .robot is picking up transmission cases. They were 26
pounds apiece,_ coming off an inspection machine,_ going_ to a
moving hook. Thisjob was actually a grievance job at the company
an
because of the back injuries. One is a relief_ man,, and one
actual operator to-run this application-One robot o*aainstalled for
$35,000; the laborers labeled it the- ira monkey, and just from an
acceptance standpoint, I want to tell you that labor is not hostile to
this form of automation. I can-address-myself to that a little bit
more later, if you like.
Arc welding is a very big market. We need some sensor breakL
through in the technology to really make it a viable application in
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large volumes. But there areproblems in the factories
the fumes from arc welding; and productivity increases on this job
are fairly staggering because the man here m this casec has to use
his- eye whereas the robot pretty much !lows where the path isi;
and he can do it much quicker.
There is a -lot of noise made aboutr how tan Y machines will be
'4

used in small _parts programable assembly; To date There have
been. 11 lot installed. In the future, with. sensor breakthroughs,, and -forms of vision, tactile sensing, I would seetnore appliCation of industrial robots in small parts assembly application.

This robot is taking a tray of sterilized bottles out of a hot steriI have
The point I have tried to make in showing this is

lizing machine and picking -them up 80 at a time.

tried to stay away from the big automotive companies, the big

spotwelding ;lines which are typically what you read about in the
press. I have tried to show you where the machines are in applicadoss other than automotive, and you can see that they spread to
_
virtually every sector.
Now; the robot revolution, in my opinion, is largely brought
about by the discovery of one thing by two parties; one party being
the press, which is having a very good time writing, about star warsand robots. I have been- in the robot business almost 13 years; I
started when you couldn't give them away, and I am really glad to
see all the press.
Second, a group of people who have discovered robots is the Man-

ufacturing management; and where they discovered it was in

Japan. When they finally woke up to go overseas and 'figure out
how in the world could they bring these products into the United
States at. such low_prices. and yet afford the freight and the duties
and everything to go with it;
I like to use an example about unemployment. Ten, thousand
robots-wilt unemploy 300,000 people, and I have said thib in frOnt
of labor _groups all over the country, and I get a big smile at the
end, because the 10,000 robots that were installed in Japan in the
automotive industry have had a large impact -on their ability to
import and take away 30 percent of our market, and' unemploy
300,000 U.S. workers;

The int I want to make in closing is that the United States has
no cur on this technology; We started it in the late fifties. We are
just now learning to use it. We have exported it. We are ahead to a
certain degree in sensor base technology. But the thing that is
portant is that every single process that you saw on the_slides is
being _done in France; Germany, Spain, Japar, , all the Far East,
and Middle East, and it is an applications race; It is a_race by nations; I attend_ international meetings where they fight to see
which country hostS/the next big International robotics conference,
and major people sit around and brag about how many robots they
have got installed because it is E national. prestige.
It si estimated, the year 1990 world production of industrial
robots Will be roughly $9 billion to $10 billion. We are estimating

that we may see _$2 billion to $3 billion of that market in the
United States;,The reason it is so low; when you stop to consider
that we are one of the largest industrial nations in the_world;_is
that I don't think e have got the train people to cope with in.;

stalling this level_ of machines. I dont thfnk it is that difficult. I
believe our schools are resPcndini well. _I think there is a lot. of
Very good work being .done between. labor and management with
respect to retraining.

/

.

Take the example of whether a_floor sweeper can beciirae a_
pu r programer? No_;he never will be, but he may_be-a re-bet:pro- ,1
r; and the machine operator _may be the line foreman, and'
grthe line foreman may be the electronics technician; and. the Ott=
trOnies technician may4Urninto a computer programer: It thaten-'

eral spreading of the wealth. It is an upgrading just as We have
seen in the computer industry and seen in the-machine tool indus-

try, and so on.
In closing,1 would like to _say that while _I appreciate the opportunity t0 make our point, I think the important thing that we havei
to get across is that it inhere; it works; we don't have_tdresearch it
to death; we-have to_ use it;_ we have to fmd ways to give companies
incentives- to useit.- Small business in the United_States is not the
fair-haired cousin of the big compahy like it is in Japan.
.

.

Small- business takes a direct interest in the automation they =

-.buy.-It= ia a major investment for them, and I don't think it has the
kind of di -placement attached to it at the small business level that
it. does with. a' large company because people tend to serve- across
broader lines, and I believe th-atit is absolutely a vital technology
to intrinture, and J. thank you.
Mr. BEDELL.. Thank you very much, Mr. Weisel.

Mr. Oux._ Mr. Chairman,. I don't really have,. too many questions
for the gentleman, but I would like to make just a statement.
I spent about 30 years of my life in industrial automatiob with.
the 'General Electric Co. , as a user of automation and a designer
and seller of it, and would like to Make _the observation that the
advent of robots has been an extension of a process- that hair been
gOing_on for p_robably 50 years in indastry,'of gradually automating
and- doing things more- mechanically, to lower the cost of doing
them, aiidqa-_get the benefit of generally the. higher quality that
results from that.
'A think that in the period after World War II, our Aiherican
dusty moved very strong_ in many respects- toward automation.
We didn't _call the machines we _put out at thattime robots, but
many of them were -a very similar technology. They were things

.__

.

.

that picked up parts and moved them someplace, and put them
down. They were not as sophisticated in terms of their degrees of
freedom and their flexibility as the present type of products;. but,-;
they were nevertheless the same general idea.
_Let me ask_the gentleman_whether. you feel that with the advent
Of this new stage of automation, which requires, of course; _a comp
puter programer and _service people; and quite _a few jobs involved
in making these robots. There is a huge market 'for their" _through-

out the world and the United States. Whiither you feel that even.,

thouglithe robot itself, when applied, may rePlace` httman -workers :.

in that application, and: whether the net result of all of it, when
you consider the' aervicing Eind the making and_ the computer
graming and the broader applicatio 'Whether this really does represent an opportunity toncrease jobs in the United States;

.

.

Mt.
M WEISEL. I think therei s a god possibility that it with I think.
that at a minimum it is going to equal itself out: When we look at
iniighly 6,800: machines installed now after 22%years; that is not a
very big record to brag about, but I know that we have considerably more people in the United States addressing themselves to
robot kind of things, other than 6,800 people.:
If we were successful in putting-in.- 100,000 machines by4990; my
estimate, and the trade association's estimate is that We would
probably hate generated about 350;000_to maybe 400;000 _jobs, and
thoSe jobs would be everything frOm salespeople, applications engi-

neers-, research people, field service technicians; and then at ;the
user level you would have your maintenance pple_and_maniifac=
taring pjticess poople. You can read estimates from one end of, the
spectrum to the other; but our 'estimate is that it is going to pretty
much be aWaSh.
and I
Mr; Omar: I would_ tend to agree 'With that, Mi. Chairm
think we ought to look at robots as a jobniaking opportunity as
_

-

,

well as one which changes our jObi.
- Thank yoU.

.

Mr. BEDRLL Thank you;

Boehleit..
Mr. Bozinzwr. Thank yOu, Mr._ Chairman.
Where is the_piiiicip_al research being conducted in robotics? Is it

the university community,' in the private sector, or is there a coin=
bination of the two?
Mr. Winsr.L1 think we would say more in the research comma=
nit3 at tiliS point.
Mr. BOEHLEu T. Funded_ where? By the-Bureau of Staiidarde?____._

Wkibit. Some of it there, and some by private consortiums.

A team_ of 15 companies( would team' up to sponsor a re-search pro=

gram. But the amount of research that is going on isn't near the
magnitude that you might suspect _
BoEHLEAT. go you have any figures-on that?
.b1r. WEISEL. No; I don't;
Mr. BEDELL. Would the gentleman yield?

How would our ;esearch compare with thatof-Jai
Germany or some Of the other industrialized compFues?
Mr. WEISEL. I ;think that against Europe, we aresettahily.otiv,

ting more mon* back into technology than they are.'
In:Japan; I am concerned they are just throwing._ peogle at the

development of sensor technology and more sophisticated robots:
You see one thing that you ought to-be carefid of whenyou_g_et
all. these figures throWii atvytiti is, that the_ difference in the way

Japan counts what they cal robots and what the United States
counts as robots because you are going to get figures where you

will see that Japan hasi 60,000 to 80,000 machines instifilled.Well,
what they are counting iS a very: simple air cylinder;that moves in
and goes back and forth
Under the U.S. definition, wg only accepted reprogrammable machine that can move from jobft-job and isn't_ dedicated more to a
process. Soi when we break down what the_ real Japanese numbers
sad we believe they have about 18,000 machines installed, which is
Still better than two times what we have;
-_

.

.
.

They 'have. been 'so good installing machines because they' have
taken the approach they. Want to keep it sinple; and the majority
of the 18,000 machines are fairly simple devices, two and three axis
arms. _ that go in and 4p fairly repetitive ta,ks. In the United States

we have opted to go the _more sophisticiute:the bigger corn
don't need all that As our user base; the manufacturing base;

puter,-the-thore axes; and -So on. We are just now learnink that your
_

learns more about the technology, we will see a trend in this country to go simpler_ in the machines; and I think we will see a **amatic increase in the usage at that point.
Mr; BOEHLERT; Let .men tell you; they are beating us in co
technology too.

Mr. BEDELL. Apparently; you do feel that they areputting inuc
more effort into-the- computer technology?
Mr. WEISEL. Yes, I do.

.

I know Hitachi -took 500 software and hardware engineers.-with

the balance being very heavilY slated toward software, and put

them orr robot projects alone; and said; "Here; these are the
projects we are going to work on."
Mr. BOEHLERT.

would .ponclude by what you are saying there

that not having information' on what, we are doing in terms of

dollar volume that you really feel that it is insignificant' and therefore inadequate.
Is that a fah; statement?.
Mr. WEISE. I would say that is fair.
Mr. BOEHLERT. Do you have any comparison figures on robot
error versus human error?
Mr. WEISEL. No; I would say

Mr; BeEHLEET;_Let me tell you what I am arriving it;

Mr.. WEISEL: OK. I am not sure that I understand the question.

Mr; BOEHLERT. Oh; aboilt 5 or 6 weeks ago; the New York Times

Sunday business section had an outstanding article on the Toyota
Co-. and in that' article it was pointed out that 85 percent of the
automobiles coming off the Toyota assembly line are' defect-fieg,
Whereas the average automobile coming off the American assembly
line had 7 defects. Within.that article, I seem- to, recall, there was
some mention of robotics being used extensively in:the automobile'
mtinufacturing, arid 'then what you have told: us; as you just did,
that 10;000. robots displaced 300000 American workers in the auto
industry scares-the hell Outiof me; It should scare everyone;
Mr: WEISEL. Yes.

Mr..BoEHLEET; So; that is why I am getting back to the human
.
: .
error versus the robot error.
Mi. WEISEL. I have toured the Japanese milt° plants pretty well;
and I would. say that they have got their seven errors, too; it, is_just
that- they are 'catching them farther doNivn the line instead of the
final count,at the end; bkanse they build in this; "Let's all get together and,figure out where the errors are in stages.v
Where they have automated it wasn't directed specifically at gettin _theouttlity up as much as getting the labor out. :
on will go over there; and you will see the arms that are fairly
simple arms that are just picking up. engines from here and setting
them down. Well our_peo le have. tended to laugh at that; and say;
.

"Well, that is not a good robot job;" We are still doing it with a

,s
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$30;000-a-year plus fringe labor, and they are doing_it with, a

$10,0004i=year device that pays for itself overnight, and it works for
.
10-years.

.

_

So, when you go through. It is actually kind of frightening to see
how few people they have;.bitt yet they have got them. They are all
at the back end of the plant working on what--they are going to
automate next: The bodies_ are there; but the headcount- is 'what
goes against the product. The product cost is not down at the prodaict line; it is back-up in engineering.
.

a
Mr. BOEHLERT. Thank you very much:
:
Mn. BEDELL; Thank You very much.
- .
,Mk. Bilikakit,
Mr; BILIIVAKIS; Mr. Weisel, you 'are president of Prab RObots,.Inc.
In summary form, what does your firm do ?..
Mr. WEISEL; We started in 1961 as a small manufacturer of metal=
.

,-,

e

,,,

scrap conveyors and scrap processing equipment; and_we began in
the robot_ business in 1969: Today we 'are :probably 65 percent fib=

tend dollar volume robots,,

we have the second Icgeilt in-_

stalled_haSe in the country.
-

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Manufacturing robots?
Mr. WEISEL; We Manufacture-robots, yes,. sir.

.

n

Mr. BitiitAlciS. Are all of your robots manufictured at your
plant?
_

__

Mr. WEISEL. Yes, sir..
Mr. 13/LIRAKIs; By Americans?
Mr. WEISEL. Right.

:Mi. Biukocins. -Where do the component parts that go :into

making up- that robot come from?
Mr. WEISEL; They come from the United Stiiteli._ We have about
40 or 50 subassembly Suppliers that supply equipment to us, and
.
we have literally hundreds of_component supPliers.
Mr. WEISEL. We send our Prab robots-out with an American flag
''.
on it, whichsays; "Made in America by Prab." ,
We haVe the United Steelworkers, so if you
Mr. BILIRAICIEL, So; would you say that is indicative of the industry in general, that all of the parts, all of the raw materialsLand.
all of the component parts are made in America?
Mr. WEASEL. I *Mild gay that the manufacturers who are manufacturing in the-United States are using priMakily U.S.-built equipment or partS. The thing that bothers me, ancLbothers a lot of the* -:
United States Manufacturers is so many large_United_States corporations haVe rushed to Japan to bring in their equipment; and 1,
think it is a big Trojan Horse.
I think the Japanese have established individual beachheads in

large corporations to help get-* to the market;_ they don't make
25.percent:a the industry by 1985
any bones about it They
'atid_theyintend to dominate i iiiitil about 1990;
'

Mrs BOJILERT. Would the gentleman yield ?_-

7

I am stippOsed to be at another hearing_ at this same time-. The
Subcommittee on Science- and Technology is dealing with the sub=
ject of Strategic materials. Would Strategic materials be involved ip
all your production, or- is it generally the niaterials that are easily .,
found and would not fall into the category of being strategic?
31-912

- i34
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Mr. Wxiszi.. Can you give me an example, of what would be a

-

strategic 'material.?

Mr. BOAT.- Uranium.

1

Mr. WEISEL. _Oh; OK,.

"Now; -we are adding the exotic materials.

M. fkKitizay.Titaiiium?
Mr. WacrEiEL-No."

-Mr. lleaciiizar. Not domeTstidall available:
. Mr. Wzisj. No, you might find . a very -few number f robots
built = each year that .would go into riuclear_ ap licatiom3_ ere: you
.

need some exotic metalsbut it is k

that it is less than 1

perbent of what we are do*
Mr.. BOIlaiLERZ Just out of curiosity; how many people does Your
firm e 10P
Mr. " Easku_ We_ are at about 200;
Mr; BOEIIIXIti._Tliank you.

s

BiLmAsis.1 have. no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Weis-el.
Mi.,13xnaLr... Thank you.
Mr.:Schaefer;
Mr. SCHAkFER. Have you done any cost analysis as- far;as insur-

ance goes in replacing some of the more hazardous jobs with the
ruse of rokiott or is -there anything that has shown a_ thop in :incur-..
.'mice_ costs due to the_ fact that we have fewer down tinier, loos time
acCidenta on some of these.areas?
-;.'Mr. Wauncr. That is an excellent question-01nd we .are unable to
get. .a handle _on the answers. Iiiturance companies know how. to
Charge you because you may have a:risk; but they_don't know how
to give, diseounts when youget rid of them. It is Very difficult to get
anyone to commit what that might be worth: We arelearning what
it: 113 worth when you lose an arm,:or ifyou lose a life beCaUtie of
our Fdduct liability situation._ There is just_ no _way in our amounting structure _to
e any of -that, inUi account. It. is an overhead

number that is there; and..I' doift-think a plant that is fully antemated has any less. insurance -premium. than the. plant that
plo 100workers."
1
Sel6kEFER;. Put there still hai:to be feWer loss time, accidents

in some of these. areas,. and it would seem to me that would fall in
at
line?
,

Mr. WiusEL:-Yes, it would.
. Mr. r)CHAEFER,: With a:dropoff in insurance:

Mr: _Winsm..-- I knoW -that 'among our membershil; there are a
;numb* of robot manufacturers -*holm :robots whO have lost 'arias,
and. you could
'equate those to-actual lost human arms.
How -We. tie that back I just_don't have a good, handle, on that;
Maybe that is something-we ought to work on though.
;

Mr. Bats. Would the gentleman yield for a moment ?.
SOHAEFER. Certainly;

Mr. Bniammi. Mr: Weisel, you mentioned prOduef liabilify. Hag
that pareoftholaw._extencled to robots? ° e
Mr. Warm: Yes: Yes..
,Mr. Bnsamus. At this
a

Mr. WEIBEL. Yom:

M. Bum/dos. It has?

-
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Mi.. Wirssii.. Yes.

Mr. Blik..1AKIi3. In the sense that liability iSgoing back to whom?
Tc:othe _manufacturer_of the robot?
Mr. Winssz. And the people. that sold
and the people thal installed it, and the _people that_made ,the brochures? It i as wide'spread with us as it is everybOdy elSe. -

Mr. Bps. All right; thank you;
Mr. acipmo. No further questio

0

Thank you.
a
mr. WEISEL. I might addthat the Safety record of robots is really
outstanding; We_ have never had a loss of
in_ this country.
There was Niapanese wokker who _lost hiS life, who jumped thd...
hazard enclosure and got inside and was monkeying with the
_

triijW on oneof the lirdit, switth6, and the robot _pinned
and killed him._ But in general; the robot inanufactviers are very
colgilzant of Safety; and our trade association has a strong commit -

went with the- safety committee that is-setting standards at this

point for installation...

Mr; ScilAxiitiL Thank. you;
Mr. BEDEL. Thank you.
.

,

One of.the concerns .that I think geperally exists is th
tion_that the Japanese, have _Moved ahead of us in terms of the
tothation of their 'autoinobile:factories, for examplef-and that they
now have a lead on the number' of.mi-nihours required to Produce
an automobile compared to the
no you see with the robot advancement and_coming,on that that

gapis going -to_ be 'closed between ourselves and the Japanese,-or do
you see it staying where it is, 'or do you see itwidenmg?-Apparently,they_are going to bi producing. more robots than we are.
WEISEL.: Right.1 think it is going to,
Mt. BEDELL-. I am not just talking about automobiles; ;I

ingabout our whole indwitrialfabiic.

talk;

Mr. WEISEL-. I believe it. is going to 'Close; and I believe they are
Working as haid at keeping it a widespread comparison, as we are
trying to close it. ,
They have 140 inaniifaCturers_of robots, and they ,are starting to
-

have _a shakeout now: We Save 30. to 35. Because Of their' downturn

at thii point; they have Chosen the United .States as the big market
they want to getint-o.
-Mr.. BEDELL.
you. are talking about this big market of selling
..
robots here?

.

.

,

Mi. WEISEL. Yea; _sir.

Ise

-ethe automotive industry moving very aggressively _tin try to
catch up with implementation of rcgiots. I gee a textile _industry
moving very quickly to try and-,embody more ro ta, so I- thiiikone
of the things' that has happened is that the Japanese_ have been
very gracious to us. They have OPened-their factories. They gladly
host our tours, and we send vice,piesiderits ofmannfacturing, and
plant managers over; and. we go through,"alid it they Want to take
in what they see, _they_ come_ back with quite an education. They
have learned that they:have got to automate;,_ '
I was tecentIT on, a tour with about 40..U.S.'.executiVes.Who were
all manufacturing people, 'and about a third of 'them walked out
.

"

\
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and said; 'Veil, that is not .so

, we could have,.donelthat 10
years ago."
fs the kiss of death, and I think they 41.4
"could have
..waking-up.
--.
Mr. BEDELL; You said the downturn? Are yoti indicatin_g that iii...
Japan_ the robot induitry is finding that they,' can produce more
,
\.. ' ,T.
than they can sell?

..

-\-

.-

.

\

Mr. WEISEL; Y_e6'.

.

.

.._

-

Mr. BEDELL. You indicated:that in Japan they are Rtitting`forth
significantly' more research effort on robot improvements, and you
:indicated further that in 1990 you' thoght we would have.abotit20
withpercent of_ the world robcit market limy: does ,that
-..
.,compare
._the percentage we have today?- Mr. WEISEL. Today; the world dollar voluMe of robots 'shipPed in
1981 was about $1 billion,, and the U.S.-market in .1981-was about
:..
$160 million, so we were abetit 15 or 16 percent.
Mr. -BEimx. About the Paine-. So you think we would-maintain ,
i
.:.
about the same position? " \
Mr. WEisEL., I think so; I might add that one thing that is very
important, particularly for small.htisinesS is that in Japan, there is
a:national_ leasing, program :_for robots. They _have identified the
robot as a key element in getting their productivity upand keeping
their labor _costs down, which_ helPs exports _of course. There are..
very low interest loans available to small businessiii Japan if thef.'
'

.

.

,..

.-

.

_.

..

-,

'..

.

',

__.

'

_,

:

'''

apply, that tOward robots_or_ to other forms of automation.

..

The other-thing is that there.is a ,joint -revenue share on R&D. I

am _not- exactly 'positive, of how it works. We cansend..a_ paper down

.

on it. We have a writeup on 'What' they do, vhere the Governmen
will Share in the .funds that are required_ to put a robot. on a' new
and, untried applidation.1So _if , they_ are plowing; any new ground;
he Government will back that with -about a 50 percent credit of
some kind. Also the -robot 'in Japan has a faster depreciation ached..
tile.
'
.,
Mr.. BEDELL; Their- robots 'would depreciate somewhat more rapid. 1y; would they not, becauge is it not. true that ours are more corn. .plex; and therefore
are easier to program for new ks than theirs,.
are?
.

.

.

.

: Mr; WEISEL. Well,. I think_ the depreciation schedule is set. without an eye toward; the complexity of _what you are_trvin, g te depre_f'...
.<,

ciate. It is capital equipment, and it has got a 'fix& number 'of :
.
years. Mr. BEDELL. Would it be easier to _program them to do different
jobs generallY'than_it would Japanese.robots, whhtehd to be sim-..
, ..
pler andfor more single- purpose types of things?
.

.

:

_:
..
Mr; WEisEt., Yes; That. is true. .. .
Mr. BEDELL. If there
.are
no
other
.questions,.
we
appreciate
very,
.
'
'much your testimony. ._
'\
.

.

.

:

Thank'you for being here
Thank you very much.
.I-Mr.
BEDELL. Our _next_witneisd is 'Marjory Blumenthal, 'who is
:
....
Project Director in theiOffice of Technolassessment.
We appreciate whEtt errA.hais_done ,ift_, helping us, Ind we lOok
,Mr'. WEISEL.

,

.

.

for -Ward to yotir testimony,_ Marjory, and. .if yau,Will also identify
;
i .
the person who is with you today for usi.---. ---..

it,

-

TESTIMONY_OF_MARJORY S. BLUMENTHAL;PROJECT DIRECTOR;
COMPUTERIZED MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION; OFFICE OF..
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT; ,ACCOMPANIED_ BY FRED :OirEIN
GARTEN,_ _MANAGB114_ COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES PROGRAM...OFFICE" OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESS...;,
,
MENT

Ms. BLUMENTBAL. Yea,,with me today is Fred Weingarten; who is

the manager- of the communications -and iiifdimation technologies
program at the Office of Technology ithsessiiient; I.have submitted written testimony for the record, and I am pre=__
pared .to- provide agitiefer oral .statement today:
My written and oral testimony draw on the contents of the OTA
_

tea-Midair, memorandum_published-on March _18:
.

_

descr&eprograThe hill study; to be completed late this
mable automation._ edhnologies and. their lieveloptnent trendsi discuss anduatrial_ structure and competitive conduct issues, and address net of iabor=related concerns;; including potentials fOr employinent change, _likely change in the working environment, and
implications for edUcation_and:trainng;
issues,:let me explain
Before addressing employment
what we mean by computerized manufacturing automation, or progriunable_ automation. Those are Umbrella terms that refer to a
family of technologibs used -Hi- manufacturing; including not just
robots; but also computer- aided-design and" compiiter;-aided
fadtiiking,domptiter-aided process planning,. ad a-variety of auto:
Mated materials handling; atortige;_and retrieval systems;. We at
OTA have not yet completed our own analyseli of the potential em-

,

,

ploynenttpacth -of programable auteiatio
preliminary work includedaa review_ of how_ suc'
Hovete
analyses are typically Made. We taieluded froth that review it is
extremely diffidtiltio evaluate how the expanding use of fitograma
ble automation may affect employment.

Alto,lt does appear that many of the 'forecasts publicited in _the
bueiness and popular press:are. unrealistic, and such _pionoun
inents should be received warily. Most of the many _publicized_ for
casts- of Prograigable automation employment impact appear to
stem from one or-- two approaches, what -we -have called the "engineering approach!' and -the "economic approach!!
.

There are often -problems with .the way lkith approacheS are

'

The engineering approach _fir 'estimating employment impact inVOlVeij describing What automation technologies can do; and cthnparing those capabilities with what people can dm While such analYaiSis-,neetled to appraise employment impact available forecasts
sugge-St that onettkine 'Comparisons betWeen people and machines

are overemphasized This, can cause the Pbtential for automation
technologies to _ptfottii tasks that are never or poorly done by
people to be overlobked:

,

be a focus on iechrdcEdly, ideal combinations of
people, and equipment whidh ignpre _the complex" managerial considerations_ that -shape observed employment patterns, andrengi7'
'neering estimates are easily confounded by :.errors in projecting
technological capabilities;

Or; there

84`
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gconoinic estinfiftes of empl.oyment impacts re on quEintitative
models of the workings of the economy. They eWicitly account for
many influences on employment; not just itechnology but prices;
consumer preferendes,_ labor supply trends -mid other fectom.cause they are comprelienaive, economic estimates are valuable for
Studying overall industry or national employment patterns. HoWeV:.
er, they are. generally too aggregated for evaluating employment
change at the company level.
Although. economic, estimates draw on engineering estimates,
is uncleat how_ well they capture change in equipment Wchnola,
motes. Partly thiS is because they project future capital stock 'from\
past sleacriptions_ of industry's products and investment& It is also
partly-because adequate data on requirements for materials and on
iinport leitels; _capital intensity, and other _measures of how new
technologies affect the economy are often not available ;Another r1.
problem :with economic estimates is the use of. piu4t_ Staffing pat
terns or_ occupational profiles among industries to forecast einpleyMerit Again; this is a problem reflecting inadeqUate data.
Moving away from methodological issues; _l would -like to cOinment On how pregramable.automation may affect employment
ployment
it is important to recognize; as- has already been said this
morning, that programable automation is not new.

The technologies were first introduced in the late 1950's and

early 1960's. However, the lirnited levels of use tOday suggest that
significant employment change is nbt an immediate problem;
sequenthi, now is a good tithe to examine how these teclMologies
may. affect the work force.
Second, the employment-effecta of programable autornation Will
stem from its distinctive attributes; including the following four::

First, there is. the capacity for information processing, as well as

physical Work.

,

ond, there is the capacity for cfdalitY enhancement which is
reflected in various claims about the precision and the.reliability of
equipment and s- ms
Third, there is reprogranability; which enables prograniable automation to he uwed produce a diverse mix of products.
And fourth, theie is the capacity for directly linking production
and support equipment and systems.
Theee attributes will influence the costs; types; and_aniountCof
prodiKts made with prggramable automatio1i. They Will Wad influ
ence demEtnd for automation products; These attributes 'explain
why -programable automation, unlike conventional automationi. is'
likely to affect all ypes Otemployees; including managers; profee- sionals and teChnical workers, es well as_prOduction Workers

ird; and fmally, programable automation may affect employ=
men by giving rise to changes in the. mganization and, manage-

ment of production. These changes may occur both within indivAdual faCilities, and between facilitieseven between countries. Such,
organizational changes may shape tht.way that prograniable atito!nation influenres the working environment or the qualitative aspec_th of jobs.
\
We have not completed
evaluation of how prograniable auto
mation may affect industrial organs ation.

,
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Flowev r; *a Can Make Fame tentative statements about the_gotential fo these technologies to affect small businesses. Programa:
ble auto ation offers the potential for improving the competitive
prospep of small businesses insofar as it is well suited for producing prOd cts in limited quantities, and it is cheaper to convert from
producih one product to another; using-progrzmiableas opposed to
dedicat equipment and systems.. Also, to-the extent 'that produc;
ing pr amable automation emphasizes development of specialized
softwar arid ,applibations -engineering, activities that relyRrimarily on living good ideas rather than fixed investment; significant
small b iness participation is possible.
To date, small businesses have been involved in su lying both
relativ ly small and unsophisticated automationpro-d -, as well
as rela ively sophisticated and specialized. automation products;
Fina ly, let me close with a few _comments on education and
train g issues. In research to date; OTA has identified several edu=
cation training; and retraining programs relevant tp the produe;
tion d use of programable automation
Sue prograina are Stionsored by industry, labor organizations,
publi ,school systems; technical schools; community colleges; engineeri g programs; and CETA-funded programs. In addition, OTA
censored a survey of 506 programable automation users, producd others failar wth instructional deSigr and deliVe6r.
,potential user establishment Surveyed; .40 percent did use
i' somOfform
of programable automation, but only 22 percent §p-O_Ei=
d training In contrast; 93
or enfidneted relevant educ-atio
SO
some instruction, to their
perc nt of producer companies prove
ours* Very few provided
cliff; niers, _primarily through single
any graduated series of courses for their customers.
any questions about appropriate curricula and targeting for instr ctional programs remain to be resolved._
though the availability of such instruction is growing; current
vie s of representatives from labor; industry, the echicatiOnal coin:

its

m

it', and Government are consistent with other indicators' in

suggesting that training and retraining reqiiirement§ for program =
abe attomation are at this point poorly_ defined;
°mover: curriculum development, change; an4 delivery, are not
in a coordinated fashion
. pr eeding
.
concludes my oral wesentation. I will be pleased to answer
y questions.
Mr. BEDELL. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bilirakis.
Mr. BILIRAKIS,146 questions.
Mr. BEDELL. Mr. Schaefer.
Mr. SCHAEFER. I have no questiona.
-

Mr.

BEDELL.

Thank_you._

Ms. Blumenthal; if I Understand your testimony correctly, you inicate that there is more to the change ini automation than simply
j
obots. There are.other areas as well:
is that correct?
,

.

Ms. BLUMENIEAL. Iref3.

1

i

..

We are looking at computer -aided design; computer-aided maniifa-diming; computer -aided process planning; automated niaterials,
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.

_

_

handling; storage; and_ retrieval- systems, and often theie thchnol-.
ogies-are used in combination.
r_thinit that when Mr-. Weisel referred to 'the use of robots for
loading and unloading of machine tools, that was one example of
how. different tyYei3 of automation technologies may be iised. in
Combination.

Mr; BEDELL; Now; -are you looking at all those various aspectsi
.

Ms. BLumErrrHAL. Yes.

Mr:- BEDELL; Have you been able_to do anything to determine the

size of the work for
be reemployed-in the
ture?

.

lacenient and where those people would
picture; not just robots; but the total pic-

AU. BLUMENTHAL., Weare trying.tO look at that; and we do not

have any answers to those questions at this pint.
Mr. BEDELL. Do you expOCt to have those at some time in the
-_
future ?
_

.

.

.

.

.

_

MS. BLUMENTHAL. We hope tbi yes. We aim to complete our study

late -this fall; and at this point we are still gathering data and con tinuingwith our analysis.
Mr: .BEDELL; And you hope that would include some 'indication?

Ms. BLUMENTHAL. Yea,- we hope to come up with ran es. -.

Mr. BEDELL:; We are talking about something that going to increase jobs or decrease jobs, or- leave them theaame?
Ms. BLumErrrHAL. Well; I think that
Mr. BEDELL. Total-labor really; ratherthan jobs.Ma BLUMENTHAL. From what we have- seen ,already_ there is _a
difference between job displacenient and unemployment; and hey'
don't necessarily correspond -to -each other; one to one.
-For example; drawing on Mr.__Weiseni example; -there are cases
where machine, operatOrs were displaced; but they had new jobs as
inspectors or packagers.

.

,

.

.

t

in a way that operator's job has disappeared,. but there is a

-new'job into which an existing individual has moved; and that indi;.
-vidual has not become unemployed.
i

Mr: BEDELL' Soi you will be looking at that?
Ms. 'BLUMENTHAL-. Right.

We. expect; given displacement that may occiir;_some=but certainly not all,peoplo may- shifeinto new jribs;_ either within their
companies or elSewhere; without people_bein_g_involuntatily uiwnployed; Laweveri_ there is alsO a question about what happens to
people-who would have had the jobs that mkht have boencreated;
harder to analyze.
p that is_a
and that is the part
Mr. BEDELL. For all of history, we, have been moving where it
really requires fewer man hours- or work" hours. to produce -any
I think we have -seen that : It is my iml-a7sion that_ we are
prOdutmoving_much
than we
more tepidly in:that direction
.

_

haproduct.

the ast
.

BLUMENTHAL. hi terms of the actual _production work, cer-

tainly_ the technologies that we are looking at or other trends are

' reducing the_prioduction labor input.
'However; _although some of these trends_.are also reducing the
-: white collar elements, it -also seems to be -the -case thet-addftional
sources_ of that kind _of-job:. of engineering jobs; managerial job j;
sales jobs; and so forth may be created:.
1,

''
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I think Mr, Weisel gave -an- indication of how 350,000-100,000
new jobs would be created. He listed primarily what we call white
collar jobs: sales, R&D, applications engineering, and to forth. To
the extent that the use of
technologies requires a lot of planning, certainly there is going to -be _a significant labor component
for concepttuil work.

Mr. BEDELL. You do indicate that ipparently a robot itself is a
junior member of programed automation.-Is that correct2
BLUMENTHAL. It depends on what you mean by junior. Cer,'
tainly; the technology has been around for a long time; but-actual
usage in this country is relatively low;_and in that sense I gue,as

you -could say it isr
Mr. BEDELL. There are other' areas that are moving at least
equally as rapidly, in terms of automation?
Ms. BLUMENTHAL. Right.

_

Mr. BEDELL. What would you guess the rate at which various as,
"pects of the programmable automation will come? Would you agree
With the testimony as to how many robots we can probably expect
by_ 1990?

ME. BLUMENTHAL. Those estimates are in the ball park with
other estimates weirave seen.
Typically, when I see- forecasts on robots used; and .on, fOr exam7

ple, computer-aided design use, peoPle rely on growth ritiesof
somewhere in the vicinity of 35 percent or more a year; in growth.
Of_course, you mutt remembet_that growth is on a somewhat
small base; for even
alai& growth rate; you don't necessarily
end up with a larke base of use until after a certain periOd of time
has passed, but those numbers that were given before are consistent with other numbers that I haVe seen.
Mr. BEDS_ L.
you think that CAD will pretty well eliniinate
draftsmen?

MS. BLUMENTHAL. Well, in your earlier remarks, you referred to
of, tools extended people; and how robots; for ex- -ample, may displace people.
Well;-CAD systems seem to be more likely to extend the work of
their operators than robots, because_you Still need to have someone

how the past use

working at that terminal to do design work:
You may replace a separate ,draftsman who was a support person
to an individual doing design. In other words; without CAD; a designer came up with, an idea, and someone ...elSe drew the picture;
with CAD, you may combine the drawing with the conceptual as-

pects. The work of the designer may be extended, or enhanced

while the work of the draftsman may be displaced.

I think that most people who have looked at the problem do

expect displacement of draftsmen.
Mr. BEDELL. Thank you very much for your testimony.
[Mi. Blumenthal's prepared statement .follows:]

.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARJORY S. BLUMENTHAL, PROJECT DIRECTOR, COMPUTERIZED
MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION, OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY Al6E138MENT
Good morning.

My name is Merjory Blumenthal; I am the Project Director

for the assessment entitled Computerized Manufacturing Automation: Employment;

EdUCAtinn, and the Workplace at the Office of Technology Assessmenn

With me

tridiY is Rick Weingarten, Manager of the Communications and Information

Technologies Program.
My remarks today are based on the contents of an OTA Technical Memorandum
.

entitled Automation and the Workplace: Selected Labor, Education, and Training
Issues.

This technical memorandum,published in March, is the first product

of the ongoing'assessment just mentioned.

The assessment itself was requested

by the Joint Economic Committee, together with the Senate Committees on Labor
and Human Resources gild Commerce, Science, and Transportation, and the

Subcommittee on Labor Standards of the House Committee on Education and
Labor.

It willbe completed this Fall.

Computerized manufacturing - -or, more simply, programmable automationis
an umbrella, term that applies to several types'of automated equipment and

systems that chk on computers, including robots, pmputer=aided design or
CAD, computer,-aided manufacturing or CAM, computer-aided profess planning or

CAPP, and automated materials handling, storage, and retrieval syatems.

While

V

robots seem to-attractemost of the attention of the media and oth°r public

commentators,they are only one component of a larger set of progrtmable
automated technologies.

It is also important to recognize thatproicammable

automation technologies are not new.

For example, the beginnings of: CAM may

be found in the development of numerically-controlled machine tools in the
AS

Mid-1950s, while industrial robots were introdUced in tff searlys.
'1960
_

In spite of this early introduction, current use of programmable
automation in the United States is limited.

The Robot Institute ofAberica,

`IL

for example, reported that fewer than 5,000 robots were believed" to be in 'me
in the United States in 1981--only a few tenths 54. a-percent of the 2.6

million machine tools reported by the National Machine Tool Builders'
Association to be in use in U.S. metalworking industries alone.by the late
1970s.

Also, of that stock of machine tools, fewer than'47: were believed to

be numerically controlled.

Thus, even with the expected increase in the rate

of introduction of prograqmable autoMation in manufacturing increases, any
major impacts of programmable automation on total employment and on. education
and training needs are likely to, be felt in the future.

The most immediate

impacts may be, elPerienced in industries such as transportation equipment,

pdustrial machinery, -and electronics, which have been the first to adopt
programmable automation.

(An August 1982 OTA survey of establishment° in

those indostries revealed that 40% of respondents used some form of
programmable automation.)

At this point in our-study, we are unable to provide indepen&tnt
.information on the magnitude and timing of any such impacts.

OTA'a recent

24
Technical Memorandum does, hhwever, discuss procedures'Tor projecting

,

While we

potential employment change associated With programmable automation.

have not critically evaluated specific projection attempts, we exatinid
general methodlogical issues to help us decide on Our own approach.

The

Technical Memorandum also touches on some workinjenvironmeneissues, and it
describes the nature and modes of delivery.of education and training for
persons holding or seeking jobs'in manufatturing industries.

These issues,

gauging possible shifts" in skill reqUirements and resulting instructional`

needs, are proper concerns not, since substantial lead times are required for

developing instructional programs.
Four attributes of programmable autOMOtiRn are key to understanding their
ramifications for'the labor force:

(1) capacity for ,information processing as

'veil as physical-work; (2) capacity for enhancing product cuality; (3)

reProgrammability, enabling their application to the production of a diVerse
mix of products; and /4) capacity for linking production equipment and
activities..

These attS;butes will influence the types of Aducts that can be

produced with programmable automation and their costs.

Moreover; theie

tattributes will influence (I) the types and range of human activities that can
be replaced by machines; (2) the types of new applicatiOni providing work for
both people and machines; (3) the-types of skills required to produce and work

with programmable automation; and(4)'the organization and manageMent of
manufacturing lrocebses.

It is through such influences on the role "Of laboi

in manufacturing that programmable automation may give rise to changes in the
numbers. and types of people employed, and therefore changes in requirements

for education, training, and.retraining.
How, when, and Where programmable-automatrg affects employment and

training requirements cannot be confidently predicted, and are even hard to

Si;

25
.

-

.

project in-detail f for three reasons:

First; the design and imPlementefien Of

programmable automata' equipment and systems vary widely ag users. From S
technical.standpoint, logrammable automation comprises a set, of equipment and

46

---------------------------

systems technologies that can be used interchangeably, to some extent; in
different combinations; and in combination with conventional equipment and
systems.

The imPact on labor. however, may be quite different from one system

to another.

.

Second; theextenr to which programmable automation will be useris
itself subject te uncertainty.

It Will dependOn:.(a) the ra

of

p

t

technological change (in particular, the tate atwhich automation innovations
.

_

_

_

.

are commercialized); (b) the nature of the technological change programmable
'
-i"luiLmation, for example; changes production processes threilgh th

use of new

.

equipment but it may also be associated with new mailagement pr

ices, whic%

themselves are a form of new rechnology); and (c) thuattern of-technOIOgy
7
k,-

diffusion (althoqgh programmable automation is currently concentrated
Metalworking and electronics industries, whether and when it spreads to other
'indpstries influences' the Irix of employment opportunities of 'current and

prospective members of the labor force.)

these factors complement and

_

--10

influence change in product demand, which also affects the 'extent of use of
programmable automation.

To complicate matters more, all three factors will

be affected by actions and conditionsin othdr countries'that produce and use
_
4
progratmable automation.

'Thid,ehe-traits and behavior of the labor force influence Whether
changes in the workplace and the role of laborAnlbanufacturing tranSISte into
.

unemployment.

For example; the impact of labor-saving technologies varies

with the rate of growth of the population, and with the willingness and
ability of people to hold differedt types pf jobs.

26
In short, evaluating the effects of increased use of Progfammible.''
automation on employment. is extremely difficult.

Consequently, statements

'about the, uture labor impacts of programmable automation, especially on a

national level, should'be received warily and'their underlying assumptions
_

0

fully explored.

Future Labor Markets. Since many predict 'Iona of Iabor impacta are being

made, IwodId like to discuss some of the methods used to generatAkesiiMetes.
-,41

of 'future OcCupationaIrimpioytent.

BIatorically, attempts to forecast

detailed changes in occupational employment havemetlwith limited suceess.
OTA reviews the ways in which occupationar'forecaata are made, and provides
,

.

1

I

1

general comments and criticisms in the, technical memorandum.

OTA has not

found any methodology which is satisfactory in all-aepecte.
,.._

Publicized estimates of employment change associatedwith ;programme le

I

/
automation appear to derive from two approaches, one 'an'engineering-ori/ ented

/approsCh, and one an economics- oriented approach.

l will briefly rev ew those'

approacbesand some of their characteristics.

.

.

,_

4/1.

.

:. Engineering esqmites 'are based more or less eXclusively On technical
......

aspects of technological change.

;

k

They are made by describing the capabilities

of new automation techno'ogies, projecting improvements over time, comparing.

...
equipment and system capabilities to tasks

performed

by humans, relating human
,/,-.. -.

tasks to different occupiEions, and deriving the number of jobs, b
occupation, that could-be assumed by new and future versions of auleAted
equipment and systems.

A sinner approach can be used to derive the number of

jobs requrred io ,produce. automated equipment and systems.

The engineering approach is easily understood, and it'is-a useful first
step in estibating potential employment impacts of programmable automation.
However, it is subject tnthe'folleiging problems: First, theoie estimates are
4

.

easilyConfounded by errors in OrejeCting fdture technological capabilities.
a_

Seconds because they rely on point- by-point comparisons of electronic and
___

mechanical capabilities iiith'humen lcapabilit ed. the

equipment and systems to either perform jobs in ,

.

human behavior, or to perform,jebs that are poohumans, may be missed.

otehtial
for automated
.,

A O-her
than
1

,

Third, the result of an engineering analysis is
_

_

,

This failure may result in over-, or under - estimation

of job displacemefit.

_

of

_onelor Pon. dofie at AI by

typIrWtIp

:'tentolly~

R

.

ideal Mix of humans and equipment, while ;he actual mix may reflect complex
management and implementation cOnsiderations:---Finally,-engineering7based
It

estimates Ofjeb,ailipledithent:frequently assume that labor force
characteristics remain constant; enother source of potential bias.

Economicestimates are, made by explicitly evaluating'several faitors, in
addition to technology; that impinge .on employment deMands, Auch'as prices and
6

production levels. 'They rely on engineering analySei for diadriptions of the
effects of technologies on industry's requirements, for inputsto.production,
including labor.

The most'detailed economic estimates:Of enpoynotit Change

come from models that include inputoutpuCcomponents:

proje4ions'by.the

Bureau of tabor'Statistics, for example, are made by combining an input-output

model wth other models that forecaet change In the labor force and in; the
.

Ievei'and pattern of-economic activity, and with descriptions
staffing patterns.

-

industry

.

Economic estimates are inherently more compreheneithanengineering
estimates because they rely Oh macroeconomic Models.

oeconomic Modell are

comprised Of mathetatidel'eqUetions that describe gow an economy uses' its
'

resources' to produce and consume goodi ehdberVidea.

This framework prevents

overattributing employment changes to single influCe6 adeWci'technology,,,

_6_

4

Change:

On:the bther hand; their high level Of-aggregation.rendere thee

impractical for geoging'peseible employment change at thecompany level.

.goo, the use of largescaie models carries the risk of oVersimpliiyin
domplix processee :and conveying an impressio n of greater analytical,
thoroughness than' may actually exist.

Other shortcdmings:of economic estimates include the.following:. _Firsts
.'.

J

.

economic modeIt that±poject labOr supply and inddstrial output separately may
not capture the comple4interactiong of demographic and economiCqfattors that
influence the grOwth of the Tabor force -and change ihjabor force
participation by different 'groups within th4A)OPUI4tiOn.. Nor may They Opture
differences in the hhility of the labor force; differences which may govern
the ability of the labor force to adapt to changes in economic-activity.
Second; economic..models tend to project future capital stock by
extrapolating from past' conditions and future staffing patterns.by reflecting

In doing so, they may miss'some important changes

'. past or current practices.

_.

as well'as changeein the organization of productiofl

in equipment

and management that may'accompany new technology.

In sum, the OTA'reviewof occupational emploYment.projeCtion practices
suggests, at this time, that satisfactory projections should takevinto account
b

several factors thatcontribute to the direct and indirect' effects of

Programmable auomation.
Working Environment.

PrOgrammabIe automation may 'change not'otai the

numbers and types of people, working in manufacturing; butaIno the
circumstances of work--what may ,be called the working environment.

We have

1

only begun to examine this set of issues, but we are struck by.ite
importance.

How programmable automation affects the working environment Will-

depend on how it is. applied.

Changes in the wyrking-environment may be

For example, occupational safety and health risks

experiencedin.aany wiya.

:_t,

reduce occupational hazards,
may change; as automated Metalworking tasks may $.
'

while increasinuuseof video display terminals might create -new types of
:

problems;

.

Mao, the introduction

Trogiammable automation may lead to
,

..-.

changes in'iOhCOntenrincluding task variety and. degi:eedf mental ohallenie..
.Education and Training,.BeCause it mityidterthe demand ;for different
types Of employees and the nature of different jobs', the incrEased'application
t
/
of programmable automation in manufacturing can-trigger widespread changes in
.

education and training requireMents.

_

.

:

ProgramMable-autamatido.may ihd&by'

augment the effects other technologies have on the'8.S. economy and
instructional needs, which, were documented in a recent OTAstddyantitIad
ct on American Education;

tional

In

The

utilization of programmable automation, dtpending upon its impact on

.

amployMent leVels -within specific occupations,, may not only alter
instructional requirements-.for people holding or, ieekingjObs in the

manufacturing sector, but it may aIso necessitate the retraining Of

.

individuals for occupations in other sectors;
As new techdblogies, inch as programmable automation, begin to affect.the
.

economy, iodividoald, ifidoshry and labor organizations respondby seeking out

(andproViding) eddeatidtand training.

We do' not know, however, how much of

_.

this au-dation ind7tr.fling is soughtoi provided as-a means of.adapting to
,_

.

.

programmable automation or changing manufacturing .technOlogy in general.
(O.)eraII; we do knOw that professional and technical employees, and people
between the

of 17 and 35,,tand toparticipate in education:and training

more than other groups.

This is noteworthy because othai groups In.the labor

force; such as older semi- skilled and skilled production line, workers, may be

eat)grer: risk when programmable automation is introduced in their facilities.)

.

II
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Private industry is%a 'major proyider of instruction.. The Aterican
.

.

Society for Trainihg and Development estimatea that'US.'ind.....ary now s'Oendek.

Ipproximately 840 billion annualii on'education and " training prograMIPor
employees.

They and ether sources7eiso estimate that. technical instruction

beyond apprenticeship, is'infrequeqtly offered by companies to eeployees. other.

thasengineers and data processing personnel.

This. appears to be due to the

relatively high cost, equipment requirements, and stringent instructor'

eualifitatiOns associated.witheuch instruction.

smaller firms, little or

:no technical or .skille7related instruction is offered. 'These firms
traditionally rely on On-rhe-job training, which is less expensive than formal'.
1eitrUction#1 programs.

Labor organizations are also involyed in instruction, butlueually not as
providers.
.

siftee the I960's,.labor unions representing manufacturing workers

have-taken a growing interestin securingeducation.and,training benefits for
their members through the collective bargaining process; reflecting an.-

awareness of the potentiarimpacianf technology/on their members.

The United

Auto Workers and the International,Asaociation OUNachinists are among the
most active, unions in nromotingtechhefogy-releted education,and_training
opeOrtuniSies for their respective" memberships.

For example; 1982 agreements

that the United Auto Workers reached with Ford Hotor'CompattY; General Motors
and International Harvester contain provisions for training and retraining.
current employees as well as those laid' -off,

In 'addition, each contract calls

1

'for'the establishment of'a joint union-management employee development and
training committee thrnugh which special instructional assistance. will be
proyided..to are'mbers who are displicecihy new technologies, new techniques. of

production and "shifts in customer preference." Employees'both.skilled and

semiakilIed-are covered under other provisions of theagreements and are

-

;
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eligible to participate in upgrade training designed to sharpen job skills and
to familiarize hem with the state -of- the -art of technology being utilized in
- theiq plants.'

The International Association of Machinists has developed model contract
language for its locals that includes provisions for dealing With'in-pIant
.

technological change.

The language on training benefits, for exampIe,, calIs

for instruction during working hours, at company expense and at prevailing'wage
rates:

Model contract provilaioiis' also. state; that senior, employees Should WWI ;

first claim on training opportOnitiSs .

Other provisiOns pertain to training
.

for jobs not necessarily associated with new,technology, in cases where
...either the new technology iecidires substantially fewer workers or present
employees are not carphle of auccessful 'retraining!"
7

Of course, labor organizations and industry'are npt the only parties

-'involved in educating. the labor force and in altering instruction in response

to new technology in general and progrvamable automation in particular.

In

research perfOrmed to date,ATA alsd has identified several publid sehOol
sYstems,_technicaI #choois, community colleges', engineering.,programs and CETA,',funded programs that provide instruction for prograidabIe automation.
-L%

'In order to identify the stoz-of-the-art,Of instroctiontor new
manufacturing technology; OTA sponsored a survey'of representatives of
companies that'produce programmable automation equipment and systemai,
companies that do or may utilize programmable automation; 'as
.

labdr

unions, traditional and nOntraditonal.educational institutions, and other's

'familiar with instructional design and delivery.

Findingsfrom'506'interviews

'indicate that although 40 percent of the manufacturing plants surveyed used
rule form of prograMmable'aUtomation, only'22 percent sponsored or conducted
..

eduCation and training for the new technology.

Amdhg plants currently not
I'

I

4
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'offering education and training programs Of this type, only, J8 percent

- indicated any plans to implement programs in the future.
In contrast to the low proportion of:firms applying the idehnology. in

.,,

their manufacturing facilities who also'saonsored and conducted training for,
,

new technology, 93 percent of the companies who produce automated; equipment
and systems provide_some=i6FE=-OfilinstructiOn for their customeri.HTheinatUre
and Scope. of,the instruction these 'firms offer is.quite.limited.

Over 80

percent provide only single courses and very few provide any sort' of graduated

seras of coursea., Furthermore, only about

.

_indicated that they were'eurrently ready to

third of these, 'companies,'.

rovide all Instructionthefelt

lnecessary for production line employees.
_

Because, programmable automation is on

now .preaentingthe.prospect of

major employment and training changes, many questions about.approprlate.
_

_

_

_

_

curries-An-and targeting for instructional p °grams remain to be resolved..

Although the availability of such instruction is groWingi current view of''
representatives from industry.; labor, the educational community and government

are consistent with other indicators In suggesting that trainingand
:-

:retraining requirements for programeable_automailon are;'at 'this point; poorly
.

.

.definseZsr'iven within specific geographic areas, programf_initiated to address

changing instructional requirements do not, in the aggregate, represent a
coordinated approach to defining instructional needs associated with new
industrial processes.
While it is too soon to know how widespread the applications' of
programmable automation, will be, there is little evidence that any group -,

u

.

including stivate.induatry--is serlobs

implications for oecupationel skill

considering the long-range
equirementsastd_inEitruki'onal....enpatItiaa,----

of growth in the production anduie of proiiamaible automation.

I
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pressing issues facing thoae who provide instruction, in

espouse to the

sPread of programmable automation, are:

1. how and by7whom the need for technoIegida Iiteiacy will be addressedi
2. the types of short-term and long-rahge Counseling and instructional
systems needed;

3. the initiation of appOpriate curriculum design, processes; and

4. fundi4 sources for curriculum design and AmplementatiOn,:including
equipment.

In conclusion, Mt. Chairman; the points that we would like to stress now
'are the followihg! Firtir, robots are but one component of a 1.r;cer

programmable automation phenomenon.

Second, specific- -that is,i)ccupational

*vend ihddatriaI-,-employment impacts are hard to preaict, and we lack confidence
_

,

_

in tho-te pfedictioOs currently publicized.

Third, nhanges in the nanberi of

jobs ate'only a, pert of the consequences
of automation, another, important part
-.-

being changes in the quality of jobs.

instructional programs for persona who

Fourth and
-Oily

Wine pew, :,,.

use Of ,ProdUde' programmable

automation are emerging from several sources, cUrritUlUt development;
and delivery -are not.Oroceeding in a coordinated fashion.

Inge,
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Mr. BEnzu;. Our-next Witness is
_Mr._Hunt, we appreciate you being here; and we appreciate_ the
commitment that Upjohn Institute hail to matters. of public policy;
We appreciate the work that you hire done in Michigan, and car=
tainlythey have got their problems.
Mt. HUNT. Yes, we do.
PEDELt. And we are most anxious to hear you.

I

TESTIMONY OF H._ LAN HUNT; ACTING \MANAGERIOF. RE=
SEARCH, W. E. UPJOHN INSTITUTE FOR EMPLOYMENT RE=
SEARCH

HUNT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is Allan Hunt, and I am acting_ Manager of research at
the Upjohn Institute for Employment: Research in Kalamazoo,
Mich. For those who are not familiar with the Work which we do,
and -I am happy to see:that it does not include Congreasnian
Bedellwe are an endowed nonprofit research
that has
been dedicated to research aiiiiiialication_oa the'
the general issues of
employment and 'unemployment-since 1945. Ian Son* to have to
report that we haven't solved all the problems. Maybe we haven't
solved any of them yet but we are doing our best.
We have _jtist completed a project on the employment implications of robotics. It was initiated at the request 'of the Michigan_Akeupational Information Coordinating Committee; which is-the State
agency in Michigan responsible for providing guidance for edUcational planning, career decisions,et cetera:
It reflected
ected the keen' interest that the State of Michigan has_ in
robotics. Both because the State _of Miohigan; with the auto industu, is_the No 1 target for robot sales these days, and second because the State of Michigan has undertaken. to secure a greater
share of American manufacturing capacity in robots. Therefore we
were interested in both sides of the story, that is job displacement
inipacts oil Michigan's economy, and job breat.ion potential of
Michigan's ecottomy. My C011eLIEWI:_lliiiitithY Hunt, and 1 hiLve
spent the last 13 months examining these employment impacts,
and, we hitve just published a hook containing_thoie
I want to say that ours i s a relatively_ narrow, lstudy... That is W
say;, we onlrconcerned ourselves with robotics, .and there is a good
reason for that The Michigan, OcCupationalinformation Coordinating Committee wanted specific results; and specific aninVerS. They
wanted to know what kind of people, with what kinds of skills
would be displaced, and what kinds of kwple would be required_ to
fill the new jobs that would be created. So in an attempt to_ fulfil
that need, we tried to define the study narrowbf in its scope. In ref;
erence to Ms. Blumenthars remarks, the OTA study has much
greater scope than oars; and will corrwpondingly have a higher
off in a policy sense, I h4e.
ut we believe on the basis of our_ work that Ave,have__seen
enough to -know that the higli=tc.ch by* that we are
fiencing
alidost on a daily basis from ,all the media is misplaced.
coming; they are coming rapidly. They are not -coining tomorrow or
even the day after tomorrow. We are talking about a robot forecast
that corresponds with what mr. WeiSA said. We forecast a U.S.
.

.
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robot _po pulation ranging from- 50,000 to 100,000 in the-year 1990.
Thatmakes a growth_ rate of 30 to 40 percent annually as 1Ks. Bid=
me-nthal, referenced. We are in agreement with that

Our forecast is based upon a number of assumptions about the

.

economy and about specific applications, of_robots, which I will go
into, .but I am not going to address them right now..
The _critical thing about robots is that they represent _ process
technology, and not TrOduct technology; that means that --the rate.
of _change is much less than we find in consumer gciods. ..,
Robots are not an Atari revolution. In fact, I would. take .exception_ to your opening statement, Mr; Chairman. Robots are labor
displacing technology in the same _way that every other _piece of
Machinery is that we_have used; Robots seem different because of
microprocessor control, which -has some fancy implications; but it is
not fundamentally. different. 'The impact of robots will be evolution ar', not revolutionary. We think we have every-.chance to managethis change effeCtiveby.

I would like to impress upon -you' the parallel concern expressed
in this hearing and in the media in _general, to the situation that:
we had -20 years ago; when, we had our 'firstat least in my professional lifetimeautomatioh scare.
We had a halting recovery from-two recessions ,nzs_uccessi on. We

were unhappy with the employment performance of the economy
as a whole; .Many turned to automation as the cause 'for that; in
the person of electronic data. rocessing, otherwise .known then as

digital _computers;. We _ appointed._ a National Commis' sion- to look-- .

into this. In the meantime, we also made some gains, on the employment-front by the _1.964 tax_ cut and- other measures, and. the
problem went away by the time the National Commission had completed its deliberation.
Robots will eliminate jobs.: They _are a.. labor-saving technology.
We are not convinced that this is a fiindainental 'change in the rate
of application of technology or in the rate of displacement9f people
from Jobe. I_ want to make a very clear distinction between the dis

..placementelijobs and the unemployment of people; I will come
back to that in 'a moment. 'I provided in my prepared remarks some
tablims showing the direct job_ displacement_ impact up to 1990; con-

sistent with our Abet' population forecast. Overall,. those results
show that we expect less than 1 _ percent of cur_rent_jobS'Will be '
eliniinated in manufacturing by robots between -now and 1990: :
Soinewhere between _1 and 2. percent of production worker jobS
Will be eliminated in 'that same timeframe._ Overall; :.I would say
those are insignificant impacts. however, there are some places
where I. would not say that._ In particular, in _the. auto industry_
which is very aggressively roliotiting we think the implications of
the auto industry-plans are that somewhere in. the nei?hborhood of
6 to 11 percent of production worker jobs in the auto.- industry
that I
be eliminated by 1990: Now; I want to be_careful in. the way that
say this.- That-is not -a- forecast, per- set. of the employment, in-that
industry.- It is_ an_ attemPt to assess the impact Of thistechnology on

the job base that exists there. It.does not include; for.,instance;_.a
separate forecast of _economic recovery; a separate fereCtiat.of the
success in .repelling 'the Japanese invasion of the :auto industry,>et
cetera.

.'
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In particular in_ applications
and 'spot welding, we
see very dramatic labor displacement, job disPlicement impact: Up
to 40 percent of 'production painters in the. auto industry, for in:stance, and something on the order -of 20 percent- of welder jobs.

Fituikly,_thereason the welder number is not higher reflects the
Smaltfirins, the supplier -firms to the auto industry, which'hae a lot
of wlders also and whidh,we do not anticipate moving to robots at
the_sanie rate as the large'firms;
-The unemployment impact orthia is not going to be massive. I
am talking now about .throwing people but of work. We are con vinced by examining the data that are available, that in a narrow
sense; this kind of job displacement can be handled by normal at
trition rates.

-

We are. using the BLS data estimating how many workers will be
needed ,for replacement purposes, given the average age of workers
is a particular occupation in the labor force, etcetera. Weare talking about elitailiating "I job in 10 for replacement ifeeds for production workers. That is not zero, but it is also not 10 in 10, dr 9 in 10..
We are encouraged in terms of the current work force. -in the auto
industry, to choose an example with which Pam more Ifitiriliar, the
General Motas-UAW contract of 1Q82 provides a rather large com-'

mitment to retraining. There is a $40 million annual pool for a

quality-of-Work life and environment enhancement, and productivity enhancement effofts. There is also an $80 Million annual commitment for. upgrading the current work force;- Displaced workers,:

therefore,- will not be a major problem. J thiak that problem has
already passed its peak; What we obviously. _have is an economic

problem, a cyclical problems to which the media has geneirally-oyerreacted,by ascribing our problerds to other causes; _
Where the unemployment impact will bb felt, I feer,-. is among
our youthi.in the jobs that are -not created because of robotics technology and other productivity improvements. Iwotild reference the
New York Times article of yesterday where it was mentioned that
some large firms avowed thatthey intend to increase their produc-

tion levels an line with their rnvery from recession, but without
adding additional workers:

I have been afraid of that statement hitting the newspapers for
some time. I think that is probably the plan that Will generally be.
adopted,I don't think it is going' to happen in the auto industry
because I am-hopeful that the i*covety-isioing to come faster than
they cam implement the _robotic:it; But nevertheless; those are the
kinds of future scenariosi thin ewe can anticipate.
I do want to say that .1 would make one exception of the displaced worker, and that is in the _plant closin_g_situation. I think
thetas where we should look fOr. the truly displaced worker, if we
mean people who have _permanently lost a. connection with their
previous employer; I think this problem needs to be addressed, and
[ am hopeful that the new provisions under JTPA will move in
that direction;
For ibb creation, in contrast to Our overall displacement' of up to
a00,000 workers by robotics, we ,see the direct creation of someNhere between 32,000 and 64,000 jobs by 1990. Again,, in the
3arrovi sense, this does not ins ude price impacts, et cetera. It is an

-
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,

engineering study, as M 'ory Blumenthal put it saber; not based
on_a_specific economic model.

_

What we think is significant abOut the job creation ;iiii not the
fact that three jobs are- eliminated for every.. job created, because
we don't endorse that Ida of deduction. What we think is sign
cant is that the jobs -that are created are-Very different from the
jobs that are being elithinated. We have labeled_ thisthe skill twist.
It is a significant development.- and we think that it has a much
.

broader -application than just to -robotics.
-The jobs that are being `eliminated by robbtics and by other auto=
mation tend to he the semiskilled jobs,_ the muscle_ jobs. The jobs

that are created are technical, scientific- based, white=collarAoba.
.., which require significant_ skillSi not just narrow job skills training,
-butts broader general skills. training.
biggest occupational group to be created is the robotics tech._ u 'The
ens; by which we refer to people. who are 'able to troubleshoot,
,./104.taii repait;"essentially attend to the _care- and the feeding of the
Vo-pir in_ the industrial environment. We forecast up to 25,900 jobs
for robotics technicians in this decade. We, think this is going to be
a mix of community college trained people, that is --yeargtaduates, andretrained workers, particularly inAnduitrieg like-the:auto
industry where this kind of commitment can be made and haS been
.

.

made. V;

.

...

..

The second largest group is the graduate enineer area.
e We have
foreeast\up to 9;000 jobs in robotics created forlraduate engineers;

We st.liink-t-th'immediate problem,. because we don't see
Where\thoSe engineers are _going to come from Assuming recovery

from file ` recession, we already have a shortage of .engineering

talent in_ this Nation, and .we__think that _has _somelpossibility .of
comprom' in_g the expansion of rohotO, as Mk. Weisel said earlier.

In my oPinionand I would behappy to respond touestiona-4
don't think that the new tethhoh*y represents moreMad news in
_

thesSense_ that it is _being :treated in the _media: I think we aie_ovpr-

reacting WI cyclical problems, and I will gay, that I am confident
that morell)bs will be created, at least 4 the State of.Michigan, in
the next decade by recovery from the recession. than Will be created
by all the high-tech_ areas _together. That reflects some structural
problems in the State of Michigan and hekErvy dependence oh consumer durable industries, as you know: - But it also represent& my
judgment as to the overall potential of high teCh...I. cannot testify to
this directly,. but I would call -your attention to the forecast that
DRI developed for BusineSs Week predicting. somewhere betiveh
730,000 andi million _high-tech jobe. nationwide in the next decade
I am comfortable with that number, in terms of what we are-talk= i.ing aboutiond_that is one of the reasons why I use_ the term "high=

tech hysteria." I don't want to say we turn our backs on it. We

have got to be :involve& but the .payoff to the high-tech stuff is 20
years down the road, not 2 years doWn the road. It is iMportatit to.understand that,. so we don't lose sight of what our current

me_ say that I tbhk the major probleth is the same .problem

that we- have had for the last- 20 yearsoversupply of unskilled
labor. That .results in a general way from automation, from nter-

i'''or

4

..
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national economic development; and other factors. AU those things
ere no doubt true; still the problem is clear, at least to me.

My solution is to stop adding to that.problern, That is Aostop
stop
adding'to the unskilled labor supply in the labor market. Inca demographic sense-let line just say that we are gointo get some helP.
I am sure that Mr. Kutather is going to testify to. this tomorrow.
The teenage labor force is going to start declining 'annual ad=
ditions, at leabt. We hoe had these enormous increases over the
last 20 years in our lar force. Overall, the job creation aspect of
economic performance has not been that-bad; but, since the labor

force increased more rapidly, we have had rising un eruplOnient.
The worst kart of that is behind us; We now ha e an opportunity a71

to try and digest some of that increase in the labor force that we
have exi*rienced. I think we need better basic education, ands am
talking science, technology, math, et Cetera. I think it is a shame
that we continue to turn out functional_ illiterates from our general.
high school Population. I think we need to move on thEit front,- and
I can, without having read the full report, find myself in sympathy

with the Commission on Excellence that recently released their

report;
I think 'We need tax incentives for human capital formation that t>
parallel those on the physiCal capital side. Taking_cownizance of the-

fact there are public subsidies already for eddcational efforts, I
think; we need to signal to the private sector, both firms and indiViduala that we are interested in their investment in their own
on.
human capital-" This- means tax credits, tat deductions, and so
It seems to me folly to continue to say that if you invest in your own human capital, for minimal preparation for your occupation;
that is tax deductible-. if you are attempting to improve your
human capital to qualify for a better joB, that has never made
sense tome.
Last, I Want to mention that rthink that we need to continue to
improve our efforts in occupational information: lalior market information and career guidance. I thinlir -Mr. Kutscher of the .BLS
will address this tomorrow. I will render a helping hand to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, and at-least -avow that theyy are getting
beat, up unfairly, to soroe degree. Th have not had t e data base
in the past. Decennial census data is s Ply not adeqUate to inter= .t
pret trends in occupational demands.
The new 3-year occupational em loyment statistics survey MS);
promises much more in that regard, but those data are only begin,
ning, to- become available. We need to improve that effort andfund
that effort at a reasonable level, and improve the .analysifk-.of it, so
that it gets out on a timely basis.
Our human resources system in the United States has always
been decentralized and unplanned.
That has served us well over_ the years. I- don't think. it, is time to
scrap that system and_go to a European system-of gubtas,and
ing Tor specific jobs; but we need to provide decisionma4kers with
good infor6mtion on which tObuild.
Thank you for your attention. I would be happy to respond to
questions.
a
7
Mr. BEDELL. Thank you very much.
follows:I\
prepared
statement,
with
attachments,
[Mr.
.
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PREPARED STATEMENT Ot H. ALLAN Hum; ACTING MANAGER OF RESWARCH,
W. E. UPJOHN INSTITUTE FOR EMPLOYMENT RESEARCH

My name is Allan Hunt: I am Acting Manager of Research at the_14,-. ;- Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research in Kalamazoo, Michigan. The Upjohn:Institute
it-an'endowed,-nonprofit organization that has been engaged in conducting and
publishing policy7orjented research in the broad areas of employment-and
unemployment tined 1945;

de -have just completedaproject on the emOloyment-implications of
roboticslt_was_initiated at-the request_-of the,MiChi§an Occupational
Information_Coordinating_Committee and reflected the- keen interest within-the
State of Michigan_in robots and_their_employment infiktt. My_colleague Timothy
' Hunt and Il_spent_the_last laJnonths_examining_the_employment impacts Of
robotics and hhe just,published_a book_relating_the_results_of that retearCK
I will be:drawing freely frOm thiS volume in my testimony today;:
What-is the essence of our findinis?' We beli6e the robots_are_cominv, not
as rapidly is-anticipated by some nor withthe,devastating impaCE-5redicted_bY_
tithert, but-they are coming. Furthermore, we all have a'stake in the impending
,change,- at-.least to the extent. that robots will be part of a movement to raise
the productivitY of AMerican factories and retain the competitiveness or
American goods on nation41.and international markets. We argue thatrobots
should be regarded simply as another labor,saving-technology,...one more step in
a process that has been going on for some 20*-earS.
,___Before_proceeding it is necessary tO put the-SO-Called "robotics'
reiolution"_into_some_perspective._ There_are preCiOus little hard data about
industrial ebbots_today.__Most of -the public awareness -of robots has been
,shaped'by the hYperbbleAn_the_popular_press;_ futurists and.othert__Compete for
media' attention with wild projections_of_the_impacts_of_robotics--800;000_
people making robots, 1.5 million technicians_maintaining_robotsi_and millions
of workers displaced;--with little or no consideration of the_practical_issues_
inVOlved.
We believe the intense media attention-on robotics in the past year
or so has seriously confuseirthe issues.
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First, we iUbmit_that_theArery_use_of_the word "revoTUtion"As
inappropriate:when_dealing_with_any_manufacturing process technology. Capital
goods- :for production_have_long.lives:and are not_scrapped immediately when
.something:better_comes along. Numericallycontrolled machine.tools, usually
.regarded-as tho-capital_equipment most closely related'to robots, expanded at a
growth rate of only 12 percent for the mostrecent ten-year:period.- After 25
yearsi on* 3 to 4,percent of all metalcutting machioe tools are numerically
controlled. Even digital computers, widely' heralded as the most' significant:
technological innovation of the 1960s and 1970s, expandedat a growth rate of
only 25 percent (excluding-microcomputers!for-heme market): Yet_many_are_
implicitly assuming. much highergrowth rates for inddStrial robots._,Th terms
evelutionary
of actual application, process technology changes tend
rather. than revolutititiary_because -of-the_phisical,,finincial.and -human

constraints on the rate of change of processlechnology.;
Second; -the_ fear of.massive unemployment Caused by the introduction Of
Such fears began
induttrial_machinery'appeart to be.unfoupded historically:
with_the_dawn_of_the industrial era in the 17006: They are pahiCularly acute
during-major recetsions. For exampleithe "Automation" problem was of urgent
national concern in the early 1960s after aAialting recoveryfrom the sharp
recession-o 1958-59. .There were grim predictions. that automation was causing
permanent'unemployment in'the,autoindustry,and other-ineldstries. A national'
commission was appointed to study theproblem and in 1966, with:the economy,
near full eMployment; the commission rendered-its final ,report., They concluded
that a.sluggish economy: was, the major.cause of unemployment rather than
automation.,
:

Thirdithere appears_to:be a fundamental_lack-of'understandingAhat_the
association of technological change;_economic:growthi_and:job displacement-ii
not -jut a-Coincidence; they areAntertwined_and_inseparable _Thatjs not to
imply_that7adoption:of new technologies necessarily_insures economic growthi.or
that displaced_workerv_will_tliays find -new.jobs. Noweveri it does mean-that
werall'have'a vital stake in productivity gains (i.e.; in.displading jobs)
'because_that is -that- allows the possibility of rising real incomes. The price
0 a grOwingi.dynamic economy that makes more goodt and services available to
.all of us is job displacement, or the eljmination Of,jobt through technological
change.

,

.

In our book we,assess the directAmpact-of robots on the employment- picture
in the U.S. and MiChigan between-nowand 1990. Our data_werevgathered from
published sources and through interviews- with-robot _manufacturerti_robot users;
and-other experts:._ Still; itiwas:ottessary_to_resort,to considerable
projection,and_estimation_._ This creates the opportunity to be extraVagant but
we_tried_td avoldAhis. We selected the conservative, but realistic
alternative wherever there was a choice._ All judgments and assumptions are
explicitly 'stated ih the full monograph. Due to the space limitations here,
hoWever, the emphasis is on conclusions rather than methodology.

U.S. Robot Population------.
The Projections Of occupational impaCt in our-_hesearch_are,the,result
yfirsi forecasting the-U.S.- robot_populatjon byAnduttry_andiapplication_areas.
This approach constrains the employment impacts to reflect the actual expected

"talea=pf_robots:LAtiTthis Way7C6Ontieteleeconomit fraMewpriris established-,
within which it it possible_to_estimateAlot,only_the'popullition of_robots and

job displacement-butalso±the_job creatiortresulting_therefromThis_
consistency is also .very helpful in. aiolding_unrealittleor_exaggerated
conclusions: Table 1 shows Our robot population-forecast. for 1990.

.

We expect strong growth in the e-uttlization of industrial robots in the
decade-of-the.1980s. We'fbrecast that -the, total: robot population in the U.S.
by 1990 will -range from -a minimum-0-50,000to-i'maximum of loomo units.
Given our,estimateqf the-year-end 1982,populatIon orapproZimately 7,000
unIts.':that,implies an,average.annual growth rate of_between 30 and a0- percent..
for- the -eight -years of the_forecast period, or, roughly-a seven to fobrteenfold
Increase In the_totalAmpulation'of robots'. As. shown in Table 2, ourforecast
T tends_to'be_on_the.conservative_ilde:compared_to other published estimates.
, :111dweieri_the:upper end of our range is generally consistent with; ther
fdrecasts.
.

-

Oar,projected4range is intended_to`containLthe-actual_robot_population_with
a.high probabilitY
and allows,for variation_in.interest_ratescapital
investment climate, auto. industry recOverY;,and rate of tconomic growth.. We.
are confident this ranse will contain the 1990 robot populatiol.L_T__hat,means-we--:
do--not exPect_dexelopments such.as the total collapse ofcthe automobile
industry,-a-major renaissance in:U.S. capital investment, the early development
-of-a significant-nuMber of nonmanufacturing robot-applicationso or the
widespread; adoption of rebotics technology by small firms.._
The U.S. population of robots As developed separately for the'aUto-industry
and all_other_manufacturing..-! ThisAs_partly to take.advantage of-the fact-that
the -auto producers_have innounced_soals_for robotAnttellatiths_which could -be
factored into_sur robot_population_forecast.__ItAilso_reflects the fact that
the major impact' of robots in the State of Michigan Willbe In the auto
industry. Our forecast sees 15,000 to 25,000 robots...employed in_theLUeS auto
industry by 1990. If-the auto firmi Were to.exactlY-meet their announced
,
2 plans, there would be approximately 20,000'robots in
auto plants by 1990.

Job Displacement
.

_

-

Utilizing the robot forecait by industry, and:the assumption of_a_gross
displacement_rate_of_two jobs per_ robot_which was strongly supported_in our
interviews, estilates,af_gross__Job_displacementhe_elimination of job- tasks'
rather then actual
of_Workers) can be- derived= We- estimate that-robots
in the
eliminate between_.100.000 and 200:009 jobs by_1990,-.
30.000 to 50.000 of these will be in the auto Industry, while'70,000 to 150:000
jobs in 'other manufacturing industries will-alto be eliminated.

-.-,,

.

;

__In addition-to the astIgnment of robots by-industry; it was necessary to
forecastthi.applications for which they
used:: This is required if the:
.

robot population-forecast Is to be useful, in predicting occupational
displacement. 'Otherwise there is no way to connect the robots with'the, work
content of specific jobs. ;The application areas used in our. research are
welding; assembly;.painting, machine loading and unloading, and other.
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When the robot forecast- by- application area ann7iiiddstry it_matched-against
an occupational data base similarly organ4zed, specific occupational.:
dilhlacement rates can be'estimated. _These results are shownLin Table 3.
Although the maximum overall job-displacement rate.in7manufacturing of_l
percent-through_1990 is not particularly problematical.,_specific:_industry and
occupation displaceMentrates are very_ significant, even dramatic.

To begin with the displacement.rate_derived fbr the auto industry ranged-from 4 to 6_percent:ofuell_empleyment._ But when displaCement was calculated
Only against the,production workers in the auto industry the magnitude Of,
Even when considered to be over a
displacement was from 6 to 11 percent'.
period of. a decade; these rates of job displacement -are significant.
_
When specific occupational displacement' rates are calculated, even more
striking' results emerge. Our results suggest-that between1S-ah0_20percent of
the welders in the auto industry will be.displaced by robotS-by 1990. Even __
more dramatically, between 27.and 37 percent of_the prodUction painter jobs.in
the auto industry will be:eliminated_bY 1990: _While diShlacement_results_are_
generallyiless significant_for specific Occupations in all_other_Manufacturin9i
it is projected that 7 to 12 percent of the production painter jobs .there will
be lott in.the *pie time frame;
.

The. conclusion of_the_jpb displacement estimates is that while,job
displacement due_tc_rnbotswill not be.a genefal problem before 1990, there
will.clearly be particular areas that will be-signifiCantly affected. Chief
among these_will be the painting and weldingjobs for which today's robots are
so well gdapted. Lesser impacts will be apparent on metalworking machine
Operatives and assemblers. Geographicallyi states such as Michigan,-especially
the-southeastern Auadrant with its heavy dependence on autos, W111 stiffer
greater displacement than other states or regions,.

We do notbelieve that this job displacement-will lead to widespread job
lost among the currently employed,. however. ,Table'll-compares the average
annual rates. of displacement by-otcupation with the'Bureau.of Labor Statistics
estimates dl average.annual replacement needs_and total job_openings for the
Clearly, the job diSplacement which can_be_expected
same occupational groups.
is -much less than the occupational replacement_needs-_for_the.foreseeable

future..--Even in-the auto industryvoluntary turnoverrates_historibally have
been sufficient to-handle the reduction iniforce_thit_Mightibe required:- In
addition; the.new:tenefal,Motors.,UnitedAuto.Workers.gontracti-as one. 'example,
seemvto Rrovide_adequate job secufity assurances,_ and the,retfaining '
commitment.necessary to back:them up. Thus we do not expect any substantial
number of adtp. workers to be thrown'out. of work'due to the applieatiorr of
robots. AnyMnemployment impact is likely to be:felt by the unskilled labor
market entrants who will find more and more factory gates closed_th the_new_
employee. Therefore, if there is an increase in unemployment_as_a result_of
the spread of robotics technology, we fear the burden will fall on the less
experienced, less well educated part of our.labor force;
.

,

Job Creation
Turning our attention to-the job.creationissue, we, forecast the dfrect'.
Creation of about 32,000 to 64,000 jobs in_theU.S. by. 1990 in four broad
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areas:

robot manufacturing, direct suppliers to robot.. manufacturers, robot,.
systems- engineering, and corporate robot- users. -The jobs in corporate robot
users identifymaintenance_requirements for robotS,.while the jobs_in_robot
systems engineering_identifYthe applieations_engineeeing: requirements for
robot systems., without regard to. industry of employment.
.

In these projections we assumed that the status gut) woUld be maintained in
both the import and export markets for robots, priharily because Of a Jack of
'
any better informatidn.
But there is certainly no guarantee that U.S,
produceri will maintain their share of the national or worldwide market. This
,
threat is especially menacing because of Japanese and European expertise in
robotics technoldOy.
.

Theprojections of robotfrelated,job_creation_by occupation are very _
'speculative because of the limited eipeilence to date with.robots_and
uncertainties involved in predicting the_futUre_occupational4rofiles of firms
that do not yet_exist., Mowever,the_high:teChnical-component of_laborAemand
is quite startling.
It can be,seen from Table 5 that well!OVer-half of the,
jobs created Will require two or more years of college training.

-

,

The.largest_single occupational.grOup_of_jobi_created_by_robotics_will_be_
robotics -technicians ,_ This.ii a term_whiCh_is_just_coming into- general-usage;:
it refers to an individual with the-training or experience to testi program,
install, troubleshoot, or maintain industrial robots. We anticipate that most'
of the new entrants to this occupation will be trained in-community college
programs of two years duration-. We project that jobs. for about 12,000 to
25,000,robotics technicians will be created in the U.S..by 1990. We do not
anticipate a supply problem for robotics technicians, asAhe-community college
system gives every indication_that they will be ready:and willing to- train
fact,-our current-concern-is that they may, in
whatever numbers -are
some instances,, be increasing the supply too.rapply.
_

.

SpecifiCally; ak_continuation:of the expansion of the last_year_oeso in
course offerings ad-enrollments- in- robotics technician_programs_on
scile will_very_quickly_swamp the_ability_Of_the_industry to absorb trained'
people, .There may already be as many students_egeolledin these programs as
there_are annual 'sales of robots. For that reason, we endorse.tareful
attention to the beeadth'of training. 'Affirm grounding in theory and general
principles of electronics, controls, hydraulics,- etc. will stand the graduates
of such programs in good stead whether they actually work primarily with robots
or not.
,

.

In the auto industry, we expect,the robot-maintenance requireMemt.will .

continue-to be met by the members of-the UAW-Skilled Trades CouncilGeneral

.

Motors- already -has agreed to.a retraining- effort -in excess -of $80 million ,
'annually: -We believe the strong-implidation.of the contractual- arrangements is

that auto industry employers will got be required;to.hire from the outside_to
meet their rebetieSteChniCian needs,_ Other-major robot_users_may_follow_the_
lead_of the auto- industry; burit.is jmpossible to predict that with assurance
-

at this early_.dat
.

'
.

'

There also will be a relatiliely large number of graduate engineers needed
:.
to implement the expansion of robotics technology in U.S. industry.' We

.,

.

-

.

,

'estimated the re4uirement from-about 4,600-to- 8,300 newerigineers. Whilethese,
nUMbers are-comOaratiVel'y.small, 'only one-fifth of.one years production Ofengineers at the.baccalaureate.level; there -is already_a_ClearShOrtagefyf
engineers, so we start from a_deficit:positron. In addition;_we_facethe
challenge -of other-likely engineerjhg.demand"increases as_well as the
historical instability_ofengineering'ynrollments; ThusAt is quite_likely
that a- shortage of:engineers could_compromise_the:ekpansionoflrobotics.!
.technology,_ Thus_we_add_our_voices_to"thoseyalling for:immediate national
attention tothe supply of engineers.
The most remarkable thing .tbout.the job.displacement 'and job 'creation
impactsof_indhstrial robots is not the' fact that more jobs are eliminated than
.createdt this follows from the fact that' robots are labor-saving technology'
designed to raise productivity and lower costs-OU:production. Rather; it is
the skill-twist thatemerges.. so ciaarly when thejObseliminated'are-compared
to the jobs created. .Thejobt-eliminated are-semi-skilled or-ynskilled, while
the jobs created:reguire,.significanttechnical-backgrodnd. We subMit that .this
is the true meaning of the so4called robotics. revolution.
Policy' Implications

,
_We;suspect that_theie_research-resUlts'yn-the impact 'of robotics can be
generalizestto other_sq-called_"high-tech" areas. Data Resources, Inc. (DRI)
has produced a forecait for Business'Week of the'employment potential of the 92
SIC codes labeled high technology or high-tech-intensivebY'the BLS. For-the
period 1983 to 1993, DRI projects 730;000 to -1 million jobs willbe created in
this sector. This'is about-half .the. decline in manufacturing employmentme -have suffered in the'past.three years dueto the:recession.
The most fundamental reason thes6 high-tech employment areas will -not,
dominate in the near.futdreAs'bedause they -are so ,small now. We.estimate
there are only 5,000-to 6,000 people employed-Ah robotics today: only abut.'
2,000-of these -in -robot manufacturing. -The situation is similar_for_other
emerging,high technology, industries. "High,tech_hysterianotwithstanding, we
'are confident that there will be.more jobs created in:Michigan by economic.
recovery'than by high technolggy fin, at-least the next decade..

We alio belieVe.;_howeverOhat_the_changes_Created by the introduction-of
the microprocessor_to_U.S._manufacturing in the future will alter the:
occupational_content_of_the'demand.for labor. This will not happen overnight;
be an.evolutionary change. .In'fact, the skill-twist in the U.S..
economy has-been' Occurging,over the past 40years or so. We believe there will.
be lessand less opportunity for employment by the-unskillecrorthe -'semi-literate in yur economy in the future, Thus while robotics and the other
new manufactUring technologies-do not create-an immediate human resource
Problem, yver time-they will iidd'to our existing prOblemq, an oversupply of
Ahskilled labor relative to demand.
_when the Manpower Ovelopment_and Training_Act_was_passed by the Congress'
in-1962; lt_was_deSigned,primarily_to:attack the problem of technological
uneMployment.__But as Willard Wirtz (Secretary of Labors 1961-1969) puts it, we
quickly discollered we were working on the wrong woodpile. We did, not have a
fundamental need for retraihingyf workers whose skills had been rendered
.

t
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greWing_pedl of_laborAespecially_
obsolete by automation; we faced
,disadvantaged youth) who hal never acquired any skills in the first place.
.-.
Similarly in 1983; we believe the:prophets of high -tech hysteria are
fundaMentally Mitdiagnosing_the prbblem.- We do not have an enormous disPaced
good-jobs with
worker problem; if by that_term_one refers to workers who had
substantial Seniority_who have been permanently separated froattheir_employer.
The truly displaced workers;71n our opinion, are those involved in plant_ ____
closing_situations; not simple layoffcdui to lagging sales. We need_a_cohprent
human resource policy to dealwith the very-diffitUlt problems- associated-with
plant_closure.- ticipefullithe JIPA displeced Wbrket program_will evolve in that
:.

direction as local decision- makers impleMentietUal,programs.

'?

We belieVe a major -share Of. what is popularly:labeled thedisplaced.or
dislocated worker problem is purely cyclical_and wilUdiselWar with an
adequate economic reCOVery;, The:truly structural problems will remain,
however, in theJate,tif 4 jOb market_which_will increasingly require

significant skillt 6i...entry level employment.

,

.

.

History sally in the Uni,W States, we have folloWed a market Sllocation
strategy for, hUMan resources._ -Individuals prepare themselves foithe job
market as they see_fit; _Even_thoPgh substantial public subsidies may be_
involved; there_has not_been any effectiveplanning or coordination involved.
T We allOWStudentsto_choose their own careers with minimal constraints -and only
the vaguest informational support. it is not necessary to_abandon_this_
non - system; but it -is necessary to make it more efficient in theltask_of
allocating scarce resources. Human resource decisions made hy indiViduals can
be made.mbre effective with the provisidief Up-to ,date_and_relidble_labor..
In addition,. Mahy youth have_not_made_any_decision,_but
market information.
simply followed the path.of least resistance: increasingly this path will lead
.

to a dead end.

, _

.
.
.

0

.
,

We cannot perfectly anticipate-future Joccupational

needs in great detail.

It would be diffiCUlt in a_planneol_econpmyt is impossible inia-market
economy: _There are too many influences on market; vents-to make them
_

We can-_ however, improve b r e fforts -to provide _LI__
intelligence -about general trends mite project th go direction._71-he_problem,
has:been_.that there was no.adequate data base with -hash
decennial_censusdata_
they emerged. Until very recently ye were dependent on _Measurements
ten years

predietable in advance._

\

for_detall'On.theoccupatinnal content of due_econom .
task;7especially when the method of
appart are simply not sufficient to -the
classification was'changed with each Observation as,Well.
. .

Statistics (OES) siirVeyiprogram
I believe that the Occupational_Employment
can provide An adequate- remedy to this lack of information, if appropriately
funded and deVelOped.: This would include not only the data gathering and
,
analytis AWhith Must be_speeded_up greatly if its UsefUlnettAt to _be
maximited),but the .dissemination of the information to -individual' decisionAt:a minimum; we need national projections .and Ideal data bases
makert.
sufficient to:make the local implications of the larger picture apparent -.
,

:_ The evidence on the performance of job search Skillstraining;g_JOb clubs,
and the like is sufficient to convince me that there are very significant

1
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frictional_barriers_to_emplOyment for Seine. An improved labor market._
lnformation_system_is requisite:: O,Petter performance inthis area
In
additionan_adequate_upTto.date data bateldr local .labor'market areas would
be of'inestimable assistance for planning _JTPA-and Other local training .
efforts. Such a data base must have sufficient- occupational
detail to make it
-useful_in projecting the need for particular skills; bUt net so -much- detail
that it is confusing. Again, the GES.clata base possesses considerable promise
as,aprototype for this effort.'
.
,

In addition; I believeiwe must provide a better_educational opportunity
in
theAtirst_instanCe, and move to insure that our:youth' taki_advantage_ofAhis__
opportunity.' We_must upgrade our science and technology_training_ali_along the
educational continuum.- We need a new national effort' similar to theiiational
Defense_Education Act to- upgrade preparation for the world of Work. We_also___
needtheiechniques_and_the resources to insure that all our youth acquire some
useful_humancapital.__Atemini-MOM, We should make sure that they have
sufficient_skills_so_that_they can be_retrained-someday, Af necessary. This
Means basic skills_like_reading;-writing and arithmetie.', I would favor
competency-based standards in these areas for highschobl graduation.

.4ne hopeful element here is the development of computerized- individualized
inttFuetionalsysteMs in the:last fewlears.__Such_systemS would seem to offer
great potential-for teaching''a large number of skills_in_non,ClaSSMOM
environments. There should be more.effort directed tp_developing_and.
-implementing such systems:- They would of ceurseA)e useful_for_displaced
workers_as well; General Motort has found the Platq system,' forexample,
very
retraining_older workers who do. not adapt well to 'a traditional
- classroom environment.
-classroom

Itdoes not_make_tense_that, we Offer special tax incentivessfor physical
capital formation only. If one wishes te:;Makeian investment in physical.;
Capital today_there'are
investmenttax_creditrapid deOreciation through the
accelerated cost recovery System;_and_other_OUbliC tUbtidiet.available. But if
one wants to invest in one's ownliumanvcapital,,it_iS only dedettible if it is
required as minimal preparation for the job now, held:
If an indiVidUal Withet
to- improve his /her position, s/he must bear the full prifite_coSt Of such
investment.._ This is illogical and counterproductiveIndividnalsAnd fihMS
'should_receive tax credit subsidies to encourage private_investment An hOman
capital.
Thit SiMple,step would signal the social interest_in_such_inveitment
and_help:Offtet'the rising cost of education due to declining direct public
_

'subsidies.

.1,

Hopeful Signs for the f=uture

,
I would like to conclude my 'testimony _by.iiting-some -deyelopments that have
occurred or are about to occur:that_promise,sOme relief,frOt etirtiirrent:
situation: First, and most important, I believe the signs are -now unmistakable
that,thedbottom of the recession As behind_us_and_econoONC:Conditiont. Will be
improvig.- Approximately 15 percent"of the laid-off_auto_workers_haVe already
been recalled. and I -believe-,the prospects are gooct..forfirthe?_reCalls.;_,_

_

Interest rates-are down, prices are not up substantialM-and_tastes seem to be
changing back-to-larger cars in the wake of stabiliied 4111 prices.

9.
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Second,:tffi-demographi-d-teend5710-the-next-decade-iphea464e7favorable

for reducing the additions to the ISROOLforce;_ While,the_ number of youth (ages
,16;24). in ,the.labor forCe increased by S4 percent, from 1960 to 1970 and 38
percent froM 1970 -to 1980. thit component- will actually decrease b.t14._percent
in thedecade-of the 19805; _If we can insurethatelarge proportion of youth
prepared for the world of-work. .We may
enteeing:the labor force_in
be able to keep from adding,to the existing.unemplOyment vrohlem

___ThirdOhere it_widespread evidericeof reco4nition,that we have Some_
The recent Commission report_on_the___
significant human resource problems.
qual-i-ty-of,our -educational efert is but-the latest example: 2 There has been
dissatisfaction with our dducalkional-perforMaCce frOMcvnumber_of_
policy
'perspectiies. Perhaps this eepoA:will.help bring the debate to a
decision.
Last,!there_is atAeast_alchlince_tha;_the increasing incidence of
This is
labor-management poperation,in_the last'few years may be permanent.
significant beCawle of_the_potential productivity improvement that Can
accoMpany increasel_cooperAion_between"management and labor. Japanete workers
,
may not work_any_harder or any smarter th-an American workers, but every--e
seems to agree they do work more cooperatively.
__
Ultimately_i_there is only one satisfactorY solution-to:the high CoSt
labor_in the_U.S._since this ts.alsto the basis for the Mei-icon standard ok 7living.=_That_Solution lies in the productivity of-our human resources._ If we
are to_continue to be paid more than workers in other countries, we -must
produce more than they,do; Careful management WOur hUMan resources is the'
only.way Uknow to accomplish that;

ofW

Plank you for your aitention;

Table I
Forecast of US. Robot Population

by Application, 1990

Application

Vlteldint
Assembly

Painting

Low

High

3,20_0

4.100

(21.3%)
4,200
(28.0%)

Ranee or estimate

1,803

(12.0%)

bfadhine loading/unloading
Other

_Testi!

,. 5.000 (33.3%)
800

k800

Z500
(10.0%)
8.000
(32.0%)
1.600

(5.3%)

(6.4%)-

15.000

25.000

LiW

High

Low `

High

5;500

.10.000,

8-.7U/

(153%)

(133%)

(17.4%)

14.100
(14.1%)

.13.000_

_(3.00,0

,

.(l6.4%)
(35./44/

Total
---Raste-01-alrni4W-

AO other mantifithicieg

Autos 'Iv:
Range of estIniate

,^,

'

9300,

23.800

(20.0%)

(18.4%)

(23.8%)

3,260

5.500

(9.1%)

-(7.3%)

5.000
(10.0%)

(.0%)

22,500

, 42.000

(14.3%)

17,500

34,060

(30.0%)

(44.0%)

(45.0%) -

3.84X

10.300

(10.9%)

(14.0%)

Z600
(9.2%)
50.000'

35,000

,

75.000 -...

8416

(42.0%)

- 12300
(12.1%)
0)11.(?10
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Table 2
Selected Estinates of 1990 &les, Population
and Growth Rates of Roiots in the U.S.

____1=21

1911040 .

Source

r,Rrugharoa
Aronb,

Unit
sales
1990

mug_

Value_

thillinns)
(1980

31,330
21,575

2.0 +'

33,333
40,000

2.0+

growth rate Cutualatite
(percent)
38
36

1.9

UM/SME
Delphic
Engelbergerd
RIAC

/

,
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3
39-

population
.

122;000
94-95;000
150,000
150,000

75400,000

Nark:

1910-90 annual grOwthgewWIll_ntiuidativit_Poiatledea-W i090 ant mu,/
necesmily stated directly in all of them studio; but an be crJoilatai &OM data that are
Provided.

a. Lam Coultliam. ISo091hJ rensfener, Prudentai.11ac Sectuldes Inc., January Is.
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Ooveiiintent Matins Office. Washington* DC, IuIy 1911, g. 34.
Donald N. -Smith and Richard C. mhos. /Wham.: RoMeir A DolonW rOMOIII of
hforkierrowITecitnelorr.Sodety olManurretmior greneoni,Dairboro. PAIMIgan. 190,
pp 7 -51, and Donal N. Smith, Peter 0. HOPIS, and Muny D. WIkol, .1steioloalcelPificuot the Introduction olltobres ekt1.3. Menufaceming Industry." Industrial Dena*.
00,1 Maslen, Institute ofSdenesodTeel Mlor-aJedverellY of_MkhWur,
Michigan. Unpublished paper presented at the CAMARO 12 Conformer on Computer
.
Aided MoMfottrine and ProMreirtiA cbin6W taM P.7.
d.10Seldt_L_ReSelbeilekllotakiice in _Naar% American &Volumene Association,
AMACOM Press, New York. 1930. p. 115.
a. Robot Institute of limerick NA WorldwkieSurvey end Directory on indtortrfol. Rohm&
Dearborn. Michltan. 1911. P. 30.
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Table 3
Displacement Impact of Robots in _the_ United States
b

Appliation; Cumulatfie 1980 to 1990

Table 4
Displacement impacts or Robots
Compared to BLS Estimates or Job Openings

N\
-

Weldingg
Assembly
Painting
Machin& loading/

unloading

All operatives
Ind libOrtra

All-crnploymas

MI other
manufacturing

Autoi,,

,

2.0

.1.0
1.7

-

.6
.2
1.2

BLS Mil average

repacement_tmeds/ , . Ennui 09e1111181
1978 - 1990
1978 . 1990 ' -

1980 -1490

-..

Application

BLS average annW

Simple average annual
displacement impact or robots'

N

--

.

MI-Indostries-:A111naistriei--

.7

L3

.3

3.0

-.

5.1
6:5

!

1.3

2.4

J

3.9
-

/

10
1

t

.7

15

i

3.0

-7-

8

2

.2

2.9 /

4.0

:1

:1

3.8.

5.5

c

a

.

,

Total

/

,

'

ciiince: an:sm.-sum nue& and total average annual opcninga rem The Notlood lodostrrOccupet fon Employotent Metric. 119,19711. and
Projected /PM U.S. Depanment of Labor. Dureau of Labor StatIstics.Butklin Mk Vol. a, Ap4119S1, pp. ;891402.
Auumina nuutimum growth in robot population.
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Table 5
Direct Job Creation in US:
Due to Robotics; by Occupation; 1990
.

Employment

Riroge Of estimate
LOW
High

.OccuostiOn

4.636

Engineers
, .Robotics technicians
Other engineering technicians
,A.'1 other professional and
_
technical workers
Managers. officials. proprietors
Sales_workess,_
Clerical workers.
Skilled craft and related,workers
Semi-skilled metalworking operatives
Assemblers and all other operatives
Service workers
Laborers

12.284
664

9.272
24.568
1.328

.
436

1.874

1:183

3.166
1.162
3.817
4.326
4,306
7.526

3_81

- 2.908
2,163
2.153
3.763

276

138

279

Total

.

558 ,

64.176

Mr RPruia,L. Mr. Bilir leis.

Mr; ilmurfous. I have no questions; I would like to thank the gentleman for a very fine presentation.
Mr; BlinsceiL. Mr- Schaefer.

-

&HAFER. No questions.
M. BEDELLAn'your table I; what are the percentage figures?

Mr. Hum. Those represent the percentage distribution of roWt
the low -range forepopulation by application; So, for instance,
.doingcast of auto column, 21 percent of the auto rolicitS Will
welding tasks:
Mr. BEDELL. Of all the rob-as, they will IM doing that job?
Mi% Hum; Right; s

-

.

This was necessary in our framework, to get at specific-;occupa-'
.tional impact So, id addition to coming up witlian overall number,
. we tried to get at-specific applications, particularly in the auto in

dustry.

Mr. BEDELL. On table 2,_ you accumulate Population. What is

'that?
,4*
Mr. Hum. Those are attempts to take directly or indirectly from
these other forecasting sources what the implications' of annual
-

growth rates or target date' populations would give us in 1990: We
were trying to show that in.:terms Of the forecasts that were-available to us, ate east a few months ago. These are comparable to our
estimate of 50 to 100,000. In other Words, we are a little bit on the
low side.
Mr. BEDELL.. What is the'first item?

Mr. Hum. Conigliaro?

Mr. BEDELL. What is 122,000? What does that say?
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Mr. HUNT. The robot population; robots in use in the United

States. As we read,Conigharo's forecast which does not come down
in terms of how many robots are there going to be in 1990, but how
many are there at intermediate dates, and what is the growth rate.

So, as we interpret Conigliaro, her analysis is consistent with a
robot population in the United States of 122;000 in 1990:
Mr. BEDELL. You mentioned the New York Times article that
said that recovery will not bring additional workers to most plants
if they would simply increase their efficiency !,-(3 take care of that
recovery. Do you think that is a reasonable projection?
Mr. HUNT. No, I think that is the goal. I am hopeful that the economic recovery will come somewhat faster than they anticipate.
They will also find with the kind of capacity utilization -that we

have got, at 70 percent, that there is enormous ,potential for increasing output without major capital investment;

I hope we have a booming recovery; we don't expect it, but
would like to see it I think- they -are going -to be somewhat less
than wholly successful at making:that transition to a 15 to 20-percent higher sales level; with no additional -work force; but that is
the thrust of the goal.
Mr. BEDELL. You said that you thought small firms would be
slower in adding robots
Mr. HUNT._ Yes.
.

Mr. BEDELL. As compared to large firms.

Mr; HUNT. Both because of the financial problem you can buy a

to $50,000
robot that can 'do a lot -of useful things in- a $40;
range. That represents about half the actual cost of making that
robot work; installing it; working out the bugs; and integrating it
with other equipment.
So; we are talking about a relatively high price: We are talking
about even more integration problems in small- firms, getting the

kind of expertise that they need to help _them with this.

You can't yet gowell, in a couple of planes you- canbut'there

are not many vendors; software vendors; and applications vendors
available for robotics. It is -largely being -made up as we go ,along;
implemented at the time. You can get a lot of help from manufacturers, but they can't -do the whole job for you, so I think that: is
also a constraint in small business.
Mr; BEDELL; We have seen in computers a tremendous drop in
the cost of computers. DO you expect a tremendous drop in the cost
of robots; or do you think they stay somewhat similar in terms of
real cost?
Mr; HUNT. I think that there Will be some declines. Nowhere
near what we have seen in computing capacity; because eVen the

technological breakthroughs that are hoped for are not of that
magnitude.
We are talking about applications breakthroughs. We are not
talking about fundamental changes in the cost of robotizing; like

we were in .the cost of computers. But it is obvious that the reduc-

.
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tions in the cost of computing power, the chips that make the processors, et cetera; are what make. today's robots capable of doing the
things they do,

As those prices come do4 clearly that is rehected in the robot

As mass production ensues in robot manufacturing, costs are going
to come down. These are Eqmost being built on a one-by-one basis
now; 'There are not many robots employed in building _robots; for
instance, right now. They are being assembled IV hand. So, clearly,
there are going to be gains; EL would hesitate to "put_ a number on it
Mr. BEDELL. I take it you would be surprised if the cost of robbta
were to decline where they are half what they are today?
Mi. HUNT. No, I would not be surprised at that. But that would
be the outer limit in terms of what _I see in real terms.
Mr. BEDELL. That would make it more possible for small firms?
Mr. HUN T. Absolutely. ,
Mr; BEDELL. _Would it not?
_ Mr. HUNT. Yes.

Mr: BEDELL; You mentioned the BLS _figures; You thought they
would eliminate 'job in 10 in the work force. That kind of went by
me. Did I understand you correctly?
Mr. HUNT. What I was saying is that if you take the forecast of
job displacement that we made; and you try to find a base of comparison; not for just simply saying that that is 1 to 2 percent of production workers, but of the job openings that are going to occur on
the replacement needs basis, it represents roughly 1 -in 10 of those
replacement needs jobs. In other words, 1 of every 10 workers that
would have had to have been hired in the absence of robots; in the
next decade, will not be hired because robotaVill take that job.
_

Mr. BEDELL Those are from BLS figures?
Mr. HUNT. The one base is ours; the other base is theirs.

So; it is- a rather risky business to try and make these cross-com-parisons; but it is on the same occupational basis. At least it is in
the right ballpark.
Mr. BEDELL. One thing we want to look at
we have BLS
coming tomorrowis that -a' lot of these projections are based

quite a great extent upon their work.

-

Mr. HUNT. Yes.
Mr; BEDELL. Right now; You would agree?

Mr. HUM'. We are almost wholly_ dependent on the BLS to give

us- the basic data of who is employed where and what are they

doing.
Mr. BEDEM. Any other questions?

Thank you very much..
'
Oh, yes.
Mr. FITHIAN. Thank your Mr, Chairman;

Mr. Hunt, you compared today with the sixties. Just a question.
In your projections about the future, what kind of GNP -growth do
you crank into that?
Mr; HUNT. Well; we are talking about historically sustainable
rates of roughly 2 to. 4 percent. Now, that is consistent with a lot of
other forecasts, We are not pinning this onia boom period in the
eighties. We expect, unfortunately, relatively slow growth as most
:other forecasters do..
Mr; FrrHIAN. Thank you;
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Mr. BEDELL. Thank you very much.
I appreciate your testimony very much.
Our next witness is Ted Gordon.
Mr. Gordon.
Mr. GORDON. Malik you, sir.
Mr. BEDELL. We welcome you here. You represent The Futures
Group, which 1 understand has spent a considerable time analyzing
some of_these, concerns; and we appreciate what you have done to
agricultural technology in Third World countries, and we will look
forward to your assessment of the nature of change that we can
expect as a result of this automation.

Mr. GoRDON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Members of the committee, I have prepared remarks- which
Mr. BEDELL. We would hope you would summarize those; we will
go through them. By the way, I should also mention that everyone's prepared statement will be entered completely in the record,
and I appreciate the fact that several of the witnesses have summarized their reports.
TESTIMONY OF THEODORE GORDON, PRESIDENT, THE FUTURES

GROUP

.

- Mr. GORDON. Our firm is a futurist research planning, consulting
organization, located in Glastonbury, Conn; and-Washington; and
we have performed work for the Department of State, Department
of Commerce,' National Science Foundation; OTA, and others, as
well as private cliental' drawn froni large corporations, and my. remarks this morning are taken from those previous studies;
tIr. Hunt referred to the concern which arose when computers.,
were first introduced, that concern proved misplaced becatuie in
retrospect computers created more jobs than they destroyed.
. Common wisdom holds .that new technology will always create

more jobs rather than Jess, but it is important to raise a note of

caution here. This might 'not be so in the case of. automation-mu:1'-v
robotics because electronics has progressed so far so fad; the future
for electronics is so bright and the prospects for automation in general so bright that it is important to ask Whether this new revolution creates jobs or reduces them in both 'a relative. and absolute
serise.

In this testimony I am going_to explore the potential for interactions between technolOgy and thelabor force and ask about directions, up or down.
As we look at the technology of electronics and automation; we
see three-principal trends: Improving reliability, din:Mil:thing costa,
and increasing volumetric compression`that imore components
in a particular_ volume. We have done studies which asked bow
long those trends. we have seen in the past carr-continue Those
trends have been very powerful, about two orders of magnitudeja
facthr of 100 or so per decade.
As we look. at each of those trends and try and imagine where e
they might go; some' barriers become apparent but almost without
exception; those barriers can be bridged: -We have reached the conclusion that these three trends can continue for another two decades at about the current rate; For' example; one barrier- reached
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by photolithography; the technology- principally used in printing
limit is determined by the closeness of two lines
silicon chips_
which have _to be dravTh _on the chips." That limitatiOn 'is .established

by a wave length of light. You 'can only get the lines so close to-

.gether;._ Once that boundary_ is reached,' h.owever, there are other
technologies available Which- use-shorter wavelength- energy -to
__obtain even 'further conikession. That seem "to; be the picture for

decades into- the future. One bollary. can be leaped over by enother technology.

This leads us to it by the year 2000 or so; electronic technol-over- current -capabilities by a

ogyautomation-1 improve

factor of 10;000'Or so. We_ cad make it_kind of index out of it.

_

_

_

This gain assumes that the markett are there, to draw the tech
nology out. The costs will 'drop; as i saidinitially and performance
founded. To imagine that autoimprove. These forecaats ate
mation and robotics will be the same in the year- 2000 as- they are

"' now would be a misplaced belief.

In addition to 'these general trends in _electronics and automation, for _robotics in particular;' there are three other, trends worth
;noting: The prst is in improvement in sensorsi the second. is iniprovernents in artificial intelligence; _it field which - is 'progressing
:fairly welh the third -is the' mmiaturilation of Mechanical coin
nents_in general; using the _same technology as printed circuits: ut
ap_plying that same-technology to. Mechanical.parts.. For example,
some recent work resulted 'in the_ complete printing On a very small
chip of an entire mass spectrometer, not just the electonic elements

but the mechanical parts as well; all packed into a very small
volume.

Artificial intelligence; the deVelopMent that -I- referred .to

moment ago, requires the ability to sense and Operate_ on sensed informatiOnir to draw "judgmente from these .obaervations, and per-form adaptively._

Machines with artificial inteLligence will not "reaioni;

sense of human reasoning; but Will_ like _most of us,_ observe data
learn_Land arrive_ at Pragmatic -rules-of.. behavior _that -are good

enough to accomplish the ends that the machines , have been programed to achieve. With artificial intelligence _a robot 'of the sort

that we are talking about here can perform ftinctions which we
Will recognize as being more cognitive, as time progresses; _
Focusing for a moment. specifically on robots and the development of robot technology; Tvie see _the _accuracy of manipulation- imAovingfrom about A2 inches today to a thouiandth of an inch in

thb year 2000. Repeatability of placement, being able to move ftom
one position to another, imprOVing' by a 'factor of 5;_ Meantinie;:be7,,
tween failure_ 7--that is; maintenance of the.. robots therusellie&improvin_gby a factor of 5 from 1,000_ hours orso in the near future to
5;000._ hours. Fault deteetien

roboth moving from -mcifitly human

detection to self-detection; self- check. Speed will ;improve by a
factor of 4. or so. AlSoi_, to some extent at least, robots will move
toward self-teaching; sensing from silhouette to 3-D, and memory
ca acity will expand greatly.
xpanded memory. is the-key frpartificial intelligence. Finall_yi inr
to_parallelarchiformation processingis moving from cOnventi
tecture, which means simultaneous analysis f problem seta that::_
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the robot is dealing with So that leaves us' with the qUestion about
the future of the number of robot-a in the United States. This is not
certain; by any means, as other testimony has indicated this Morning.

Our estimates are really _quite consistent with others that haVe
been mentioned_,_ 100,000 robots_ or so by the year 1990, and then
growing _considerably, at a slovver _ate, but on a bigger bate to
about half a million by the_year 2000,

It is not adequate to simply describe those robots in terms of
units; we must ask about the capability of those units.-Future
robots will have differiit,apabilities in the future; we have also
made an estimate of the number-_ of people-eq_uivalent of a robot;

going from about two todayWhich coincides fairly well with the
first testimony we have -this morning to, and thit it Stretching it
to ahout 5 by the year 2000.

,

Now, given those assuniptions; and some others Which' I will
Mention, we computed the levers-of- unemployment which might
result. We-used the Department of Labor's estimate of lahOr Three
size between now and the year 2000. Presuming the GNP was assmiled to grow at 2.7 percent per year,which was -in -the middle of
the band that Dr. Hunt talked about we presUmed that productivity would grow 'at a rate of L5 percent per year; which seems a rea-

sonable expectation in, view obthis, technology. These are Scenario'

assumptions mind you, and ithfight prove to be wrong: But with
these assumptions, unemployment did not grow and remained

roughly constant.
If the economy grows at about 2.7 percent per year, it will abdorb
the prOductivity increases, the increasing number of workers_ ex-

pected to enter the labor force, and a half 'million robots of in;
It is very important then to follow national policies that entour-

-creased capability by the year 2000.

.

age 'economic growth. With lower economic growth;_ unemployment
will grow. This is the key to the unemployment picture.,

When we focus on particular industries, the situation is much

differeiik_ again, as Dr. Hunt suggested. We examined the.production .of passenger automobiles. That narrow segment of the laber
fbrce employed
270,000 workers over about the last Vyears.
On the average; the number,uf passenger automobiles produced
during that time ranged from 6. to 9 million units. We asitimed-7

again, these are scenario assumptionsthat output m this industry
wotild grow at the rate. of 3 percent a year, so that by the year
2000, about _10 million automobiles per year would be produced.
Productivity growth in thig industry may actually be higher than
average _because of CAD/CAM and PERT and improvement in
other manufacturing procedures,. bid 'VVe assumed it would grow at
1.5 percentiperyear, as for the economy as a whole.-FinEdly; we
projected that the number of robotii in-this industry would grow to
5,000 by 1985 and 25,000 by thiS_year_2000.

In this instance, displacement of workers in the industry would

be very heavy, approaching. 50_ percent or so by 2000 These resUlts

come directly from-the assumptions; other people can make other
assuniptions and -come up with different numbers but at leaP3t
eatimate tends/to size the extent of the issue. The central point is
While robots displace L9 percent of the labor force as a whale, the
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impadt Can be much greater in speciile industries; and in this case,
Call indeed so;

_

The polio implications are clear, We should develop our full
output potential because it is only through economic gitekth that,

°

ftill employment can be realized. In the presence of such policies,
-automation which improves productivity=and rolkiticaWork to
-the advantage of the country in improving quality,-lowering the
cost of our products; fostering domestic, economic gr&ifth and the
quality- of life that comes with it, and importantly ire/proving the
competitiveness of our products on the world market._
My,_prOai*d statement includes a report of a study=that we did
recently which extends the scope of the issue to devie=g_cotiii;
ds Contries. It is apiece of work that we presented at the W

ference-earlier this year called "Global COnsequences of ImproViiig
PredUctiVity." Basically we examined Third World country-labor
fbrce trends; and asked 'how changing" productivity in Third World
countries would impinge On employment in those countries.

Now; the situation is really quite different than for our country.--

PoPtilatien groWth:ratea in developing countries are- very high, and

pause there are a large number of people of pre-laber=ferce fige,
their big billgp in labor force size -ita _yet to come. . The question is;

there be jobs for all those kids that are going to come of age?_
If developing countries followed-patterns of recent years in industrialization, the first sector to be: industrialized,will be agriculture,
which is the heaviest employer Of the people in the labor force;
We- found -that the people freed from the agricultural sector will

not all be able to find jo=bs in the industrial and services sectors;
although employment in both sectors will grow as productivitY and
the economic condition of _those countries improves. On the one
hand, improvements in agriculture are required for the: indigenous
production of food and that requires_ apital to make agriCulture
more capital intense; which frees labori but the alternative jobs; for
that portion of-the labor force,_partictilarly in countries that have
high toopulation growthrates; will be hard to find.
Labor needs in developing. countries_ *ill, rise in sectors other'

than agricultural;_but these needs will not compensate for the
labor oversupply. That led_us to the conclusion that developinent
polities of 'poorer countries would haVelo consider jobs and em=
ployment as well as econothic_groWth as,policy targets.
Thank you, and I would likeyour questions, please.
Mr. BEDELL. Thank you very much, Mr.. Gordon.
Mr. Bilirakis.

Mr. Bri txaxts. Jiiat very quickly, sir, your percentage figures on
productivity and GNP: Do they take into consideration the potential rate increase in the use of robotics?
Mr. GORDON. YOS; sir
BILIRAXIS. They do?

Mr:.GOaDOR. Indeed.'

I treated them somewhat separatnly. I assumed productivity

groWth of 1:5 percent peryear; and in addition to-that, a half mil=
lion-robots by the year 2000.
-Given that productivity, given that number of robo_ and a GNP

growth rate of 2.7 percent, we can absorb the addit nal, people
sre
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that BLS says Will_jOin the labor force, and keep unemployment
constant It is a very simplecalculation; but the_ numbers balance.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. But isn't the bottom line of robotics, or the concept ofrObotics, to increase productivity?
Mr. GRDON. Absolute y.
-.=
Mr: Bitawkicie._Thinctease GNP?,
Mr. GcianciicT. AbSohittly,. and to improve the quality of the prod7
ucts
Mr. BILIAAKIS. 'Arid a competitive quality, Which, of course, ties
.

right into increasing productivitymore people buy, and that sort
of thing.

.

Mr: GORDON. Yes, sir;
.

Mr. Biti.tiattis. That is the bottom line of it all.
GORnOisT: indeed so:

_

_

_

_

_

Let me Mention -hew: sensitive the calculation is to growth of the
economy: _I said 2:7 percent makes it balance; If I -Were_ to . say 23.:
-percent,_ the situation would be very, very different. At 2.3ipercent;

unemployment grows_ tremendously; at 3;1 percent; on the other
hand, unemployment falls off, and we are looking for workers.:
Those sensitive to -that assumption= --Mt. BEDELL. Are those tablesinclUded with year statement?
_

Mr;_GoanoN: Only one of them; but I will make the other two

available.

Mrs. BEDELL. Which one is included?

GORDON . The baSic one, which show_prnduttivity at-.1.5 pen'
Cent and the one that'assumes_2:7 percent _GNPI-riiiwth;
Mr. BEDELL. I thiiik it Would be most beneficial if We-. could. have
_

_

_

the ether,.-: toe;--because we really don't know what is going to
liappen.
Mr. GORDON. I would be glad to furnishthem; _
Mr. BILIRAKIS. I have nothing fuither, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BEnza. Mr;__Schaefer?

-

.

s

Mr._ &HARPER. Thank you.

.

Just a couple of question& How :: many fiiii&are now involved in
,
to sell?
theinaking of
Mr. Goanor5; I_ _don't knoW the-answer to. that Didn't :we..have
that question eatlier this morning?
,

Mr. BILIRAKIS. I believe_

Mr: BEDELL: I think 30 to 35:

.Mr. SofAEPERi.I would imagine then; of _course,'When welookiat
500;000 by the turn' of the central!, it woUld- be sOmethinglike the
computer business, in a competitive sensc_
Would the gentleman yield? The information that I
Mr.
_

.

wrote 'down_ was =that- he said there were 140. in Japan, and that
there were 30 or 35' here in the United States.
.

Mir. SCHAEFER: One other question: In _ your studies_ in this par,

titular area has anything come up -about the safety factor again?
1 asked this question_ earlier as far as some -of the hazards: _

.

Mr= GoRDON. I would quite agree- with Mr. Weiiel's testimony
that there- are-several princiPal diiveS for tepjacinghuman,labor
with robotic labor. One of the most important is safety. Robots are
extremely useful in dangerous eituations; in tedious situations; in
botingaituations, that offend human work.
_

.

So- -these are. really. important drives for the conversion- to robot._
ics They are safer_Lthey produce higher quality, and they get rid of
jobs that people don't_ like to do;
Mr. &HARM. No further questions.
moment?
Mr. BILIRARI8. WoUld the gentleman
call-it a gamble. and I am not sure
Sir; in your opinion, and
_

.

that is appropriate, but is the gamble worth it to Ainerica and to.
the American people?

.

=_

Geilinog.--The_g_amble?

Mr; _BILIRAKIS;_ When we 'consider the Very high potential of the

lost jobs versus the g_ainaand the benefits.

Mr; GORDON; It is hardly a gamble; sir;
-imitA*4s. I said the word is: not quite appropriateMr; Goanow;;The reason-I pose my response that way is,: were we

not to do -it, we would lose :our competitive edge and. the growth
rate that I_ am insisting,is required her would_-be lbat. All Chance
of it would be lost;_ so_ it, seeins to. the thatwe would' have_ta take
that gamble _and do it welli and in _parallel; foster polities that:.
would promote aneconomic development;
Mr..,BILIRAKIS. Thank you, Mr. Gordon.

Mr; BEDELL; I certainly appreciate. your testimony, very; very-T.

much:
You indicated; if I understood you_ correctly; that for_automobile

workera,you projedted the decline of something like 50 percent in
.
that number of workers?,
_

Mr. GORDON.- Yes, sir, bat this -is a veryextreme prbjection;__

BEDELL. That is quite. different, Mr. Hunt projected 10. per-.

cent.

.

_Mr. GORDON. He was talking 1990; and I was talking the year

2000.

Ohi=you are not ini-reat disagrement,. on that?
You indicated; if I understood you porrectlyiThat_you thought unemPloyment would reniain ahout the same, if we have 27 percent ,
growth in GNp;_and 1;5 percent in.pioductivity?
Mr.

--, Mr. GORDON. Yea, sir.

.

.

".-

Mr; BEpE;z;_That is over. 10_ percent: right now Do you mean that

it will stay10:percent roughly?

,_

As I .r_tin through these numbers; I was roAking at
Mr; GORDON.
IJO
_

were to increase that to 2;8
something that roughly:balanced;
percent growth, then unemployment would drop. It is very, very
;. sensitive to that number:
Mr. BEDELL. What Were your figures?

4

_Mr; GORDON; its I took off from a base of a. GNP of $3,trillion.*
19821_ and at'he _rate. of growth that I used----Mr; BEDELL; Where_did you get that figure? .
.

Mr. GORDON. Oh, I have it here.

That isin published statistics Tor the country
Mr. BEDELL. The concern I have is while I, have been in the Con*I have never yet seen rprections. that were not overly

ituatic what the economy was _going to _do; Maybe that' isias" just_

'cause the period that I have" hapliened to serve I think there is a
tendency-for- people in Government to_ want to hope that Things 'are

going to be better. Do you Have thp 'figures on our GNP -liicrease
for the: last &years; for example? '"

_.
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Mt. GORDON. I think so.

Mr; BEDELL; I don't want to take a lot of time; my understanding
is that they would be substantially less than the 2.7.
Mr._GoaDoN; Oh; I am certain of that I am certain of that; sad
what I am dealing with here is a forecast for the next 18 years, and
we all know how bad economic foreaisting has been;

But let me just say that the 2.7 is right in the middle range of

economists that are brave enough to forecast over that time'
*domain.

It is not the highs; not the lowest. I think it is attainable;
--Mr. BRoELL. You said if it were to be 2.3 percent, it made a big
difference in your projections?
.

Mr. GOELDON..OhyeR, that is correct.
Mrs 'BEDELL.-What would you forecast, unemployment to be if it
-were 2.3 percent? Ro you know?
Mr; Goimoir;_By the year 2000, 16 percent;
, Mr. BEDELL. Is that right?
.
-

Mr. GORDON; The gross national product; accordiiig to the num,
bers that I have, in current dollars for 1981, was $2.94 trillion and
in 1982, it was $3.06 trillion: This is from the Survey of Current
Business.

:

Mr; BEDELL; Do you have 1980?

Mr. GOADON.- I :don't have 1980 'pith me. Maybe somebody else
Mr. BEDELL. I would say, almt,:t coriattuit.

Mr; Hun; If you will; in cons-....qit _dollars; I just have the chart
in front of me. In 1972 dollars) the GNP has been constant since
:

t)

Mr. BEDEW-. SinCe 1979, ahout constant?'

.

Mi-..-11tibil-Yei=

(_

,

.

-_

Mk. GoEnoir.-=-And in constant dollars diminished somewhat between`1981 and:1982;
Mr. BEDELL. OK. Well, so that's 1, 2) 3 years, it has been roughly
constant?
,

.

--Mt. GORDON. Yes.:.

,

Mr; BEDEu What would GNP-have to increase in Ordei to get ,
unemployment down to 5 percent?
,

113 you have that figure?

,

Mk. GORDON. .I would have to guess at that from the numbers
that I have; but something on the order of 3 -percent;
Mr. BEDELL. OK

-

",

I presume if it- stayed constantthat is where it iatodaY;with nn

increaseit would be ii dieaster.--- ,
GORDON; We would be in terrible trouble,-not because of robotics, but the cost, the labor force size is growing, and yes, every-

,

Mk. BEDELL. Yes, everything There was the time when instead of
working 4a hours; we-were working 60 hours. That has constantly

declined. If we were to see a decline in hours of woik,. would that
tend to solve the problem if we don't see our GNP increase?'
Mt. GORDON. Sure, they are tradeable exactly. -All the figures

that I gave you _presumed a constant Workweek.
Mr. BEDELL. Sure.
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Mr. GORDON. If we-were to decrease the number of hours.-of work-

by 10 percent; then the number of workers required would increase:
by -10 percent-Mr. BEDELL.-Stre.-

:-Mr. Goal:omit is a tradeoff;
Mr. BEDELL. If you did end up with 2.3 percent growth in GNP,
and 16_ _percent_unemployraentI am_ not saying how you- go about

doing itbut if you were -to lower the work week by 16. percent,
you' would

,,-,

__

.-

Mt. GosnoN. One- hopes that is increased leisure rather thin a
,forged reduction in the workweek
Mr-. BEDELL. Sure, sure.

But we have seen that move over the total poriod.

tppnrs to me that-what we -have -seen is an increase-in productivit- worldwide. With the problems that you mentioned in the
developing world,- wherein_ their economies are going _to Have a
pretty difficillt time, any b* increase in markets from those .developing,countries would be questOnable under most projections; and
increased competitiveness in world markets, which we have alreadpseen_ in agricultural products.I think you-,would, expect to see
in these other products.
Do' you see that adversely affecting the growth of GNP?
Mr.-.G oano.-In our country?
Mr.Bprom. Yes.
4Mr; GoRDON; I. think 'the nature -of the product- that We sell -to
o developing countries is geeing to change over time. Xis really quite
Visible -to- imagine -a world in which trade. with developing court. triesalbeit with.other- products involvedis-stal-a-veu Impoitant..
of our economy- and theirt -as --well; and I really picture that
or eiample, in the case of avickilture, as we move ,through this
.

.

.

.

time period, I see _our export product_changing to a degree from, the
export of food whiCh we have grown:10 sell overseas,- to-agricultural

inputs; chemicalinputs, irOplements, to help_ theM to develoheir
own prOduction. In other wordsi-We export to them_What the require for the development of their economy.It is probably likely to
cram a-number-of industrial sectors;

Mr. BEDELL; Mans of those countries have a substantial foreign_"
debt: at -this time; and our debt service is _taking an awfully large
part in the 'exchange they gain, from.the sale of their products overGoaDoN. Yes, sir.
'
Mr; BEDELL; Po you_see that as seriously and adversely iiireoting

their ability- to import those - products that we might wish to _sell
them; or 'do_ you think that they are going_ to somehow solve that
problem sothey will have the exchange so theyCan. buy the things
we might like to sell to them? Mr; GORDON; I have failed to discover anywhere a solution to the
problem of developing country debt. I haven't read a. good idea on .
how that __can be solved, and .cause--"of the problems m_the develment of the economies of poor:countries, that alluded to here,-I
t IIII most poor countries who have borrowed a lot of money will
..have a very_ tough time repaying .their debt That is not to say that.
we won't find ways to accommodate or.to continue exports to those
countries.
.9
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Part of the debt will be paid; some of it will be iii trade; money

comes in; money goes out. They raise their foreign- exchange by dif=

ferent mechanisms, and perhaps even borrow :additional money. I
think trade goes on, but by the same token; I-think;it is' very: diffi=
Cult to imagine how debts Will be completely paid in the short
term.:
Mr. BEDELL. SO, you do not see fhat as seriously impinging upon

our- ability to eiport to those countries
Mr. GORDON. I think we wilkand _I -mean we in a very plural
sense hereall exporting countrieswill find a way to accommo-,
date trade.
Mr. BEDELL. Mr; Fithian.;

","'"-

Mr. Finfi AN. I just have one question.

Dr. Hunt was using the 2- to 4-percent figure for GNP growth;
now; what would unemployment be under your projection using
your proiludiirity increased figure at 2 percent? And what would it
beat 4-percent?
<

Mr: GORDON. I don't know the answer, but I can tell y9u it would
be -awful at 2 percent; and very, good at 4 percent.
I means we would need workers 4_4 percent.
Mr; BEDELL. Could you get us those figures?
Mr. 'GORDON. I would have to run it

Mr-. BEDELL. That is what I-Mean

Mr. GORDON. Obi sure.

Mr; BEDELL. We would appreciate it if you would send thoSe ifi.
GoitfioN. May I put one caution in; please?
The calculation that I used, to dekrive at those numbers_ is a vary
simple approximation. It makes a °lot of assumptions about partici-

pation rates of the labor force; about what, produilivity really
means, abblt-hoW many. Workers that robots would replace. The
numbers I am quoting are really just the results of those assuittp=
floss. go please treat them, witht hat idea in min d. The figures rep.

resent order of magnitude estimates designed to -size -the problem.
Mr. BEDELL. I think your testimony has been helpful. I appreciate-it very; very much;
iMr. Gordon's prepared Statement with attachments followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THEODORE aoRDON, PRESIDENT, THE POMMES GROUP

Mr. Chairman and Membeteof the Committee: IVI_y nameis_ThecKlore_Oorclen,I
am Prosident of The Futures Group, a firm s
_g in long-mn_ge,Plinning-for
both private an-itTivernTneritolients. Our pruici
offices are loutte-d in_ GlaSton-

bury, Connecticut, and Washington, P.C. Our government clients include the De
partment of State, Department of Commerce, National Science Foundation and
other governmentagenctes, and our private clients are generally lqrge corporations
from the electrinucs, communication, information, manufacturing Pharmaceutical,
chemical and financial industries. In general, our studies are pragmatic and direct -'
ed toward policy issues that can be influenced hy future changes. We have performed a numher of studies recently_ thatrelate to advancing automation and robotics, and I have drawn my-remarks this morning from thin prior work.
When computers were first intreduced, there was a great deal of concern that unemployment would result wherever computers were used. In fact, this was_not-the
case; wherever computers were used, more jobs werq created. Common wisdom holds
that this situation Will-always continue, but this might not be so. Electronic devices

are so advanced and the prospeCts for automation so bright, that the net effect_ of
introducing such new technologies may be to improve total output with less laor
uired in both a relative and absolute sense. I Will explore the potential for such
teTc

ology-induced unemployment in this testimony:

31-912-0 - 84 - 5
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This technology is profound. Thare are three principal hardware trendi that char=
acterize electronic hardware today: reduction in cost, improvements in reliability,
and increases in-pecking_clensitythat is, the number of components that can be
packed into a given volume- igure 1). All of these trends have been .running at the
rate -of about a facter-oifltX1- or so per decade since 1960; our studies indicate that
thesetrendshave_another twodecades or more to run. As limits are reached during.
this-perio& new technologili_offer_potentiellor further:itraitthroughs. For example, photolithography (the technology _required forprinting microcircuits on_ silicon)
is limited at present by the distance between Tines' that can_ be drawn optically-This,
in turn, is fixed by the wavelength of lights Once this limit is reached, conventional

photolithography impedes further progress toward miniaturization, However; just
behin4 this conventional technology lies the possibility for using shorter wavelength
energy inthese processes, for example, ultraviolpt or X-ray imaging.
If We- assume that electronics has another two -decades or so to run at current
rates of improvement, the electronics of the year 2000 Will tie improved by -a factor
of 10,000 or so. Alid With that kind of improvement possible, specific applications
that are possible challenge the imagination. Some of the more important applications that loom on the immediate horizon are summarized in Figure 2.
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In add ion to thesc continuous trendl, it is worth noting two other developments
of significance these are discontinuities and can significantly affect the application

of electronics in the futur& First the same techniques that are being used to

produce very large scale integrated circuits are also being applied to the manufacture of small mechanical devices. For example a mass spectrometer, a device for
determining the constituent elements of gases and other fluids, has been "printed"
on a chip. This is more than simply printing the electronics on a chip, as is commonplace in very large scale integrated circuitry; rather, the whole_ machide
valves and allis part of the printed apparatus.' The second new development is
the coming of age (Within the next decade) of artificial intelligence, the simulation
of human' intelligence by computers Artificial intelligence requires ability to sense,
operate on sensed information, draw "judgments" from these observations, and perform adaptively in view of these judgments and changing circumstances. Machines
with artificialintelligence will not "reason" but will; like most of us, observe data,
learn, and arrive at pragmatic rules of behavior that are good enough to accomplish
their endS. Progress in this field has been impressive under people sack as Ed Feigenbaum at Stanford and MarVin Minsky at MIT, but we expect the field will accelerate even faster in the future as the price for computer memory continues to drop
and parallel processing of information is developed further. By prOcessing information in parallel through several alternative path& computational speed is improved,
redundancy is achieve& and computer operation becomes,much closer to what some
people feel describes the functioning of the human brain.
With artificial intelligence a robot can perform 'cognitive function& Recent Studits at The Futures Group have resulted in projections of robot technologythat Mimi=
trate the enormous potential for this field. Robotic accuracy is defined as thabeoo=
lute error of the equipment in six dimensionswhen trying to reach a computed destination (Figure 3). Repeatability is a meaSure of the ability to return to amanually
taught prior position, Electric robots have an accuracy of 0.020 inches today, moving
toward (1001 inches by the year 2000, while hydraulic robots have an ,accuracy of
0.200 inches today, moving towatilan accuracy of 0.010 inches by the year 2000. Repeatabilit y for electric robots is 0.005 today; moving toward 0.001; hydraulic machinery has repeatability of 0. 050 , moving toward 0.010 by the year 2000.
MTBF will increase from 1,000 hours in 1980 to 5,000 hours in 2000.

Micromechanical Devices," Scientific American (April 1983).
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Robotic meantime- to-repair lain be 10-15 minutes for electric robots versus 30-60
minutes for hydraulic robots. Electric robots have increased _their speed from 6 fteb,
(Inds in 1977 for a standaid Pattern) to 4 seconds .today; and_ that speed should decrease to under 1 second for the same. pattern in the yew 2000. iiitekact with other equipment via external nrfaces
Robots can be deeigned
_
and to react with human Win* via Spotenlanguaga
to see very simplemeansfseprogramWithin the next decade or so we can
inUdligenca robots_thatirmint through
mincro_bots end, with the- advent of
experience. For examplikoi-robot could be adaptivelyprograrnmed to change its positioning_er sequence -in order le minimize rejection tate&
featured_03- bete- is their versarditytheir abilitytolv used in a
°
multiplicity of appliotitiona In the futtite robOts will becomamone general-purpose,
in_the sense that their im_plementecan b utilized in a variety of jobs without much
will l cotoreonplaie.
cost penalty. Vision and aniiingiiill-impravc; 3-D perceptions
by 1982 the
In 1970 there were only abbut 200 tribute in _the Unitsd-Statee;
number had increased by more than a factor of 20; _to a totalef_about 4,600. Aelis
well known, the Japanese have made much mote atensiVeuseof robots inproduction--eatimntes place the munber at about 14;000. by the end of 1981.5 _af mechanical transfer devices are Madded; the .1982 thud for Japan jumps-to 67,000i and that

for the United States to, 45,000. On this same ban; France has 39,000 and the
'
Soviet Union 3,000.5
by any
The number of `robots likely to be in use in the future_ is -not
of robots' in manufacturing
means; but large increases seem-certain. The number
quadrupled between 1979 and -1981: Senator Lloyd _Beaten; _at a Joint Economic

_

Committee session, iigfetea that by -1990 between-100,000:8nd_ 150,000 robots could
be_place in the United Stated, with Ford and General Motors using 30;000 robots
between them! Forces encouraging this gro-vrth include:_ _
Improvementain-the technology itself, which increase the number of applications
that an be made of these Machines.Diminishing costs. for given robotic capability as a result of "learning-curve" Mi.
provements.
1,
Increasing costs of human labor.
facilitating the switch to ro-

1Growing sophistication on the part of manwinent,

botics.

Ou the negative aide, facteri that limit the speed of diffusion of technology

-a
clude:
The size of the resiiired inVeetnient.

L_

Institutional inertia that &Wig the adoption of automated technologies.5
The rate of capacity utilization
genetal
Now the question is, Will such proire in _robotics and automation inconstant
thidiff The answer hi,. of coursejt will do both; at
create jobs or

perform jobs that
levels of output, it Will eliminate jots because
the _robots applied,
will improve
human workers currently perform,. and automationi_p_rop(mly
people argdu that as auto=
productivity, that is, increase output per man-hour,Some
requirkl_to
produce
the
machines,:
and
matn progresses and Mete twcple will be
drudgeraus, and somethat as people are freed-from their curfently_dull;re
meh but the quality of the
times dangerous actitritite, unemployment_wilL
notMRethriehasgermilly
been the case in
work and its iicePe
note that robotics and the new wave of automation have some new attributes`.
and other automated equipof all, robots caii and pronably will nitintrfacture_robote
ment. Fuithermoie,.ae Robert Ayres;_ professor of engineering and public policy at

Ca_rnegie7Mellon University, points oat_ __ _
in Writ' is not newt rebets
6 -rigiOtide re a kind of automation, and automation
workers 14 doing what many
We the first kind of automation
that-directly replaces
ineuipulate-parts,_lotd,
unload',
and
operate other kinds of
workers de=74tamely
machines anditir portable thole. Almost the sole justifuxition for purchasing iiirfuatrial rohote is to eliminate workers 5
Automobile mannfaurers heady; find it possible to operate rob-cite for $6 an
houT;ompated to $20 per hour for skilled.labor.
*Ayres and Millet,'Thdasiriel Robots on the Line," litehnotokt Review (Ikkiy/Juie4982)..

fron Asti:March 11, 1982).
4 Electronic New. (Aprilott_,Iohroom."The
la, 19810.
Future of Work: Does It &Icing Co US-Or too the
Sar Leeriteri and
FreboW"-sbettArLetxr Revtew (September 1982).
4 Electronic Newe (April 18, 1988. )
Monthly Lablir &Weal (September I982).
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Just how many jobs will be displaced by continuing automation and robotics? The
situation is surnmarizedin Figure 4._ We have created a scenario which rtvolves say
eral critical assumptions._ The U.S. Department of Labrit eiciktta the laor force to
grow from its present level of 110
.tO 134 million by the year 2000. We presume that productivity grows at about 1% percent per year
result of automation that GNP grows 2.7 percent per year_and-that the number 'of robots grows
froni aLeu_rrently installed baie of 5,000. to 500;000 .by -thbof the century. (As
mentioned earlier, Senator Bentaen suggested about 100,000 'robots by the year-1990;
so this forecast represents an ambitious groardi in- the last decade of the century,)
Suppose; further that the effectiveness of each robot also grows. Today a robot is
:equivalent to aboutt wo persons; we-have assumed that by the turn of the centurya
robot could replace five- workers. With these assumptions, the percentage Unemployed remains-essentially constant that is at today's level. The contribution of.robotization to' this picture is relatively Minor: in the year 2000. 500,000 _robots,. die,
placing five workers each, represents only 1.9 percent of the labor force expected et
that time.
While the picture presented In Figure 4 is a homogeneous snapshot of the labor
force as' a- whole, certain indtstrif4- will be more affected by robotics than others: In
general, theae are industries in wlich mechanization of production yields lower coat;
higher -quality, dirniniglie. !:+-ci,iuction time improved efficiency; or improVed
worker safety. hi these
the impact of robotics can be considerable. For
eicample, the production
r-ktconger automobiles has _involved a labor fdree -that
averaged about 270,01.4
T.:- the last seven _years. On the averae-, this laber force
Produced about 30 autturk,:.--=, pert employee; while production during this- interval
from 6.2 to 9.2 million unite. New/ wautne_the following: the employees available for

pasSenger automobile production grow at the sante rate as the labor foite as a

whole. The em,_l -ogees required, however; are affected by level Of prOdiittion of aiitoimpravem_ents in productivity, and introduction of robots= It we assume

that production- rows at 3 percent 'a year so that by the year 2000 more than 10
million units are manufactured in the United States, and that prcidUctivity grows,at.
L5 percent per year (m previonsly assumed), and ,,,het the number of robots grows
from 5,000 in 1985 to 25;000 in the year 2000, then I
those litho might
ordinarily have been assumed to- be available for t.::07.4o.yr,...;:nt it, s.bis industry will
be required: This effect is reduCed as production of the iialustry increases.

The policy in lications, it seems to me, are clear. We should follow policies that
permit us to develop our -full output potential. In the presnce of such policies,' auto-,
mation and robotitawork"very much to our advantage in improving quality,_lowering costs of our prOducta, and thus foster, domestic economic groWth and improve
competitiveness Of U.S. products on the' world market.
As a matter-of interest, I have also attached a recent paper prepared_by our coal,
pony for the Fourth WOOdlands Ccinference on Sustainable Growth, titled- '"Global
Consequences of Iniproving Productivity," describing an' analysis o_f the consequences of advancing technology on the labor force of developing countries..In this
stance, the techniques include not only automation that can be used to sortie extent
by many countries, but other technologies that have the effect of _increasing productivitY in all sectors. We set out to compare available manpower with required manpoWer, that is to find the prospects for ernployin_ent in developing countries; given

the realities of population growth and expectations sboidchanges in productivity

and growth.° We found that the net effect of_ increasing productivity in the developing world is likely to be an increase in_incomes for those working but a decrease in
the percentage of the labor force thatis employed. This increase in productivity per
worker is the only way in which_per_capita incomes will eventually rise; however, it
appears that;-at least in the short term; increasing unemployment will be the cost of
that development.
_Diffusion of technology frorn_deve:loped countriesIto developing countries has-been
and is well under way,-In agriculture; industrialization is proeceding in almost
every 'country. For example, smaller, percentages of the labor force are k2ngaging in

agrIculture,alinost_everrshere.
In Brazil' the percentage_changed from 45 percent in 1970 tti N percent currently:
In. the_lvoTy Coast_ the_ percentage changed from over 90 percest to 65 percent.
In Indonesia tie-percentage changed from 75 Percent to 64 percent over the last
10 years.

8 "The Revival of Enterprise," paper presented by Theodore J. Gordon at The Third Biennial

Woodlands Conference on Growth Policy, October 28-31, 1979.
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Chir calculations were based-on cross-country correlations fo-r 124 countries in the
period 1979 -1 60. The correlations related changes in labor force and productivity to
the state_ of development; as measured by GDP per capita:
We foinid that conventionatdeirelopment patterns would make more people available from the agricultural sector. than:the industrial_ and _services_ sectors could'

absorb in the short term; resulting in net unemployment and most likely urban
overcrowding by unemployed people (Flgure 5):

Figiire 6 -shows Mbor Date growth rates expected over the next two decades inmany developing countrien The highest growth rates will occtu M the countries of
Africa and-the Middle'Rest; where groWth of 34 percent a year is expected in many
countries. These countries will be hard pressed provide employment for the large
number of young people entering the labor force each year. The situation should be

less severe in many of the countries of Latin Ainelewhere labor force gro*tli
rates will be lower.

Our LDC analysis suggested the followingThe current trends in productivity-related technology will lead to increasing unemployment in the agriculturaLsector. Although labor needs will be rising in other
sectors, theseneeds will not compensate for the labor oversupply.
Economic growth targetand_thn_Rolicies by. which those growth targets are pursued may have to conside employinent_effectamorenxplidtly.
may be necessary to make efforta to increase employment generation even if_it :
slows -the pace of development in order to 'reduce- the extent of absolute poverty i.
caused by underemployment
policies designed to maximize- ap.yicultur0 employment Imay be
New
useful iniany countries, not only from the standpoint of food production; but also
as a solution to the looming problem of unemployment.
Without continued control of population, growth rates, the situation will get
.

worse.
FIGURE 5.SUMMARY OF MODEL RUNS FOR ALL DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
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LABOR FORCE GROWTH 1980 -2000
ANNUAL
GROWTH
RATE

_AFRICA

LATIN AMERICA'

ASIA

.4.5 r

Kenya
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'3.0
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1.0
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SCAN IT (The Futures Group; GlastortpwrY:Connecticut; 1982).
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Global Consequences
of Improving- OroductiviO*
THEODORE J. GORDON and JOHN STOVER

--'-',..
'-"I'l",--World populatkli 'today stands at about 4,6 billion and is growing at_ the rate, of
about 1.7% per year. About 1.8 billion, or 39%, of these people are in the labor force,
Precise figures on unemployment do not exist but the International Labor _Organization'
has estimated that as many as 450 million people,_ Or 25%, are unemployed. Obviously

Introduction

this is a vast oversimplificatiow="employment exists at different levels of intensity. Many'
people who are out of work and who would like to work have simply liecome_discouraged
and have given up seeking employment; many people _am employed in "off the books"
activities and are simply not counted in any kind of offiCial surveys. Nevertheless, this.
datum is the best at hand: unemployment; 25%;
Unemployment, Underemployment, and poverty are unholy hanchisaidens:: Without

work, die, poor remain poor: Without work; there are no savings to stimulate capital
investment. With-out work, political structures -even political ideologies -- cannot stirj,
.,
'

Through the early' I960s,, the common wisdom held that poverty and,unemploymcn;
.,
in deVelOping coiintrieS could be overcome by increasing productivity arid improving
economic growth in developing countries. Policies of the United Nations were generally
directed toward this end. The implicit assumption was that if economic growth could be ..
achieved, employrnent would increase and poverty would mitigate.
By the Mid-1960S, however; ciutstions were being asked about whether the fruits
of development would "trickle down," about whether the route._ to development wa'siiiiPbrtant irifileviating poverty: Today; the Policy-emphasis seems to have shifted from
economic growth to a more direct focus on employment -teased strategiei and, for better
or worse, to.strategieS that stress redistribution of wealth from rich to poor.
The situation enormously complex. Any fair` and_ comprehensive examination' of
the pitibleth of red cing poverty would have to be concernedwith not only the productivity
of labor, but the roductivity Of capital, the prospects for accumulating capital; the
&dried& overhead caused by unfortunate and burdensothe dependency ratios; sectorel
.

aiticle was presented at the Woodlands Confeilence on Sustainable Societies:,Future Rates forithe
Private Sector, which was held November 710,1982 at The Woodlands, Texas.
THEODORE J. GORDON is President of-the Futures Grotip, Glastonbury, Connecticut-JOHN STOVER
in a Meddler of:the Senior Staff of the Futures Group. Address reprint requests to Mr. Theodore J.' Gordon,
Preti&iit, The Futures Group, 76 Eastern Boulevard, Glastonbury, Connecticut 06033.
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differences that exist in the balance between productivity; employment, and income, ands
many other concomitant social, economic, and political factors that affect,the stattis and
prospects for the indiVidual.
.
,
.

In this paper we have addressed only a smallbut..very importantpad of the

ptobleni: the relationship between economic development, productivity,, population, and

' employment. Stated simply, we set out to compare avadablemanpower with requited
manpower, that is; to find the prospects, for employment in developing countries; given
the realities of population growth and expectations aboutchanges in productivity and
economic growth. We shall present a more detailed explanation of our _approach shortly
but to set: the stage:

,

,

,

Woirking with a unique data base, we forecasted GDP sectoral distribution and labor
- force productivity that could be expected irl the process of development..
Then, using detailed demographic projections, we computed both the expected number of people, who would be in the. labor force in developing countries over time
and the employment, required to achieve a given level of national achievement.
We reasoned that if ithe available labor supply exceeded the employment required
to achieve a particular level of growth, unemployment,
eremployment, or, at
very least, increased
re
leisure would occur. If; on the other
d; the size Of theiabor.
force required was larger than t e expected number of
ple in the laber force,
incentives would exist for increding productivity or participation rates.
1

'

)

As a- result of this work, we shall be presenting a number of forecasts_ which; for
most countries, indicate thelikelih6ckl of excess lab-or. burplan in presenting, this material
is to begin. with a brief iscussion about the technological revolution that makes these
questions timely and rel ant. Then we shall describe our sources of data and modeling
approach. Finally; we s I present our conclusions about future prospects forproductiVity
and employment.

The Technologies
,
We are ente ng an era in which enormous improvements, in productivity can be
made in most sec ors by the application of capital. In many instances, for, a given level
of improvement, apital requirements will diminigh (for example, through the application
of complex elec onic instrumentation and robotics). Although improvements in productivity will almost certainly accelerate economic growth, these improvements can be at
the expense ofjobs: Initially, when computers were introduced there was a great deal of
concern that unemployment would result wherever computers were used. In fact, thiS
was not the case; wherever computers were used; more jobs, were created. The common
wisdom holds that this situation will always continue, but this might not be so. Electronic
devices are so advanced and the prospects for automation so bright, that the net effect
of introducing such new technologies may be to improve total output with less labor
required in both a relative and absolute sense.
Increasing, productWity, of the sort provided by these e-technologies leatic th increasing

income per worker, a major goof of development. If; however, incasing
re
prOductivity
, also leads to less employment, the result could be higher incomep, for those working and
poverty for those Who are unemployed.
Technologies that affect jobs are of two general sorts: evolutionary, that is technologies that exiSt in developed countries and reach developing countries through normal
mechanisms of geographic diffusion such as trade; offShore operations of multinational

-

.
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,;

bring'
corporations and foreign, education; and revolutionary, that is, technologies that
profound, step-functiori increases in productivity in both developed and developing countries, While many revolutionary _ technologies are currently apparent, they are not yet.
present in any economy. In the first category rs a great array-of agricultural and manufdentring machines and, management techniques'that include_tractors, combines; largexale earth-moving equipment, PERT seheduling; and numerically controlled machinery.
In the second category are technologies such as robotics, genetics, and automation of
design and manafaeturing processes.
Diffusion of evolutionary technology from developed countries to deVeibping_COUn
Uies has been.and is well under way. In agriculture; industrialization is proceeding in
almost every country. For example; smaller percentages of the laber force are engaging
in agriculture, alinost everywhere:
In Brazil the percentage changed frorri 45% in 1970 to 36% currently.
In the Ivory..:CdaSt the percentage changed from over 90 to 85% during the same
period:
In Indonesia the percentage changed from 75 to 64% over the last 10 years.
_

.

- alSb be measured in terms of mechanization:
Industrialiiition can
_

In _1970 Chad' had 93 titetors; today it has over 150. .
Pakistan had 200 harvesters th'1970carict today has over 450:
Peruwent from 10,000 ,tractors in 1970 to over 13000 currently.
Alththigh labor costs are impOrUartt in deterthininwhe pace of introduction of evolutionary technology; policies unrelated to labor supply can also be important: ci.change
rates, subsidized credit and import duties have promoted the spread of mechanitation in
such countries as Pakistan; Egypt, and Brazil____
profound change'and will lead O&M
It is the revoiutionary.teehnologies that promise
teebnioiles,
developed and deveioping co_untries Into uncharted economic areas;' Genetic
for example, can greatly affect agricultural productivity. Through genetic techniques;
_plants may be modified to become more disease resistant, require less'imgation, become
andiiiitolerant to irrigation with brackish water or salt.vater; 'reduce photorespiratidn,
of
teChniquei
also
might
lead,
to
the
cization;of
prove photosynthetic efficiency Genetic
new plant strains that are essentially self-fertilizing.
Genetic' techniques can improve_ pro ductivity_in other ways as well Using genetic
techniqueslaboratory scientists can take scrapings of the fungus that causes southern corn
to obtain the, protoPlast, _and in a
leaf blight; extract individual cejlsk strip the cell
;tit
e
,ells.
that
are
,resistant
to the toxin. Ordinary breeding
remarkably short time select
anigeneratiOnS,:binsuCh
tissue
culture permits location of
methods Would take several
the "one-in-a-milliOn" re- tarit 61 within a week.
would permit
Cloning of divid al plant cells should' certainly be feasible: This
_

_
drawn.from_a studyeonductedby The Futures Group that
The technological forecaits mentioned here are
the world._Staff members of The Futures GrOnp tnlked...7
involveci interviewing ag,ricultural scientists Around
aquaculture,
directly with 240 or so experts in agronomy agritultutal engineering, animal science,
entumologY, plant-breeding, molecular biology, water use and _other technologies. Thr people interviewed
United states, the People's Republic of China. the Philippines,'
included those in scientific communities in the
Japiri.lsrael, France. and West Germany. These people were actively engaged in basic and applied research
facilities, and private business firms.
in academic institutions; government and quasigovenfinent
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developing pew varieties through laboratory praduction of seedlings. To date, the
nique has been most saccessfully applied to floral crops; and it is now possible tecbto have
an entire greenhouse full of identical flowers. Work will soon be going on to adapt the
technique to rice; carrots, and tobacco.
1p our recent study of agricultural technology, we reached the conclusion that genetic
technologies of the sort just described have a potential for increasing productivity
by
.
Other nongenetic techniques also promise to improve productiVity
or increase the
acreage in productive use These include the following:

Advanced irrigation and wafer Use technology. Drip irriga..G. -. Jose to the ultimate
potential in high efficiency water use but cost Waits applicatoi :. to high:value
crop:
Alternatives for other crops include lolidenergy precision application (LEPA)
surge -flow irrigation. Laser-leveling is a proven method of reducing irrigation !t..
requirements.
Hybridization of plants not currently hybrid and devetopment of new crops. Break!

throughs are being reported in deVekTing hybrids, for wheatcotton, beans;
and
improved rice hybrids. A perennial corn plant is a possibility. Thit thetild result in
substantial increases in wheat, cotton, beans, and rice ,yields.
Improved protein,.content of forage crops,. Immediate gains are most likely to be
derived from improved management of'fonige
cropsdetermining optimurh time to
Cut, field drying Methods, handling methods: A major goal is rearing beef ancattle .entirely on pmture, 'Which may become feasible given development of highprotein grasses. This would have the effect of freeing grain now used in feedlot beef

production:

,

.

Improved saltwater tolerance in plants. Two different approaches are promising:
changing irrigation techniques and plant-breeding for salt tolerance; Drip irrigation

allows growing some crops with seawater for irrigation. A California researcher has
grown._ barley using undiluted seawater on sandy soil. Tissue culture and somatic
hybridiiation should speed development of salt-tolerant. varieties. This would eliminate the neeL to .:dOsalihiie land plagued by salt buildups; and result in openly
of marginal lands to production; particularly in and and coastal areas and slowdown
in depletion of freshwater reserves.

---

lilarinefarming and aquaeulture. This it an infant industry, wide open for.exploi-

.

tation. Many LDCS are ahead of the developed nations in fish-farming Whiltilegiet.
While disease control will_ become an important probleni With larger, confined fish
populations; there is Centiderable potential for integrating fish fanning With Agri:
culture in LDCs. Fish are becoming an incitatingly importarit source of protein in

human diets and the trend is likely to continue. Fish producdon .does not compete
for resources used in production of other fortes of food.
New cultural practices. There is a major trend toward multiple cropping and minimum...
tillage in order to increase output per' acre and reduce inputs required for production.
Further development of. short- season varieties will speed the trend toward multiple
cropping. Minimum tillage is a compatible developInent because it decreases the

between-crops time interval require4 for land preparation, This would increase annual
output per unit of land area and reduce tints per unit of output.
New designi for pesticides. Integrated Pest Management (IPM) is on:line and being

adopted internationally: New deVelOments .ire likely to center on more .narrow

spectrum pesticides to minimize adverse environmental impacts. Mott current intCresr

'
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is in a "biorational" apOroach. This would provide a gradual reduction in pesticide
use per unit of land in crops,
These and other technological developmentssuggeSt that the number .of people
required in agricultural production can drop, while agricultural pi6duction grows at a rate
that keeps pace or exceeds population=growill rate; even, considering the lag in:technological diffusion freim developed to developing countries. However, it is not obvious that
these technologies will be employed because the realities of politics; economics; and
infrastructure control the rate at which; agricultural practices change.

This litany of rectiriblogies-on-the-ttrreshold raisc,s:Protnethean images: Growing
"World population demands .increased :agricultural _output and thisprobably otirweighs_ali
other considerations. Birt to the degree that such technologies promise output with lower.
labor content per ca)orie, employment growth may not keep pace with output growth._

The situation in manufacturing and ,services is sindar:'Here the key technological
discontinuity is automationthe integrated circuit and its myriad applications:, communications, entertainment, .education, design production; office maettnery; timekeeping;
organization and retrieval of datai_conversion_of data to info.rmation aitclinformatton to
policy. These and the agrictiltaal tethnoltigies suggest # vast potential-for increased.
economic activity,. To :call the next two decadeg the time of the new agro-industrial
revolution may laCk literary piitati; biit may be quite literally accurate: An attribute of
many of these technologies is their ability to increase output with lower labor input, and
this feature concerns us here: Will economic activity ;VOW fast enough to generate the
reqUired employment in its'Wake; given the realities.of population growth .of the next
two decades?

The Modeling Approach
To restate our objective in a slightly different way, we sought to find out whether
growth in pr6ductivity, poptilation, and economic development was balanced or if
imbalanced; whether the leaned toward increasing.or dec' reasing employment prospects.
We were fortunate in having two excellent data sources available: The first set of
data was derived from our project on Resources for Awareness of Population. Impact on

Development (RAPID), a continuing activity ikifortried by The FutUres Group under
contract to the Agency for International Development. This five-year project is designed
to improve the level- of 'awareness and knowledge of high-level officials iddevelapibg
countries concerning the effects of population factors on development. In this work, an
analysis is conducted for each selected COUritiy. Which determines the likely effect of
different rates of population growth on the achievement of the country!s development
goals'. Among the comporients of development that hake been examined in detail for
various countries are: labor force and employthent; GNP a...td GNP per capita, agriculture,
education, health, housing, urbanization, water, foreStS, and environment: Thete analyses
form the basis of-presentations to senior government officials in each-country; the presentations include the use of color computer graphics and interactive computer models:
The use of the computer permits us to tr-ice interactive changes during the presentation
in response to questiOns from participants/. A data baSe Of information for Over 60 developingeouriiiies has been prepared in this work and in-depth analysis is being conducted
for inure than 40 countries.
The second source-of data, was a data base constructed by The Futures Group known
as GLOBESCAN. This data base contains hiStorical, current, and forecasted demographic
and economic variables for 140 countries. These data include: otal population, population

,
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by Sex, population by age, population by urban/rural residence, number of houieholds,
labor force; gross national product; income per capita, and income distribution. In addition, more thliri 100 other items are provided; thes-/ detailed, data include economic
structure and, growth; trade; investmenl; debt,' fore:ga reserves; exchange rates; and
mineral andenergy resources.
This GLOBESCAN data base is also a forecasting, system, his uniquein the sense
that it exists !on a computer disk, for either the Apple It or TRS-80 microcomputer. The
/
model allows the user to update the data; to change inputs and assumptions; and reestimate
the forecasts that are contained as a baseline on the-disk. -For example, with this computer --population
program aUser may enter infoms" ation descri6ing a particular segmentof
and project the number of people in this segment. In order to investigate conditions in a
puticuluicourirry, a user might request that the program provide estimates of the number
of; all Males between the, ages of, say, 15 and 45, o-r all people with per capita incomes
above $500. The model would then automatically produce such forecaSts: j
The GLOBESCAN system contains information from data files of other Organizations
such as, the World Bank, the United Nations Population DiVisiOn,,and theintemational
Monetary Fund, It also includes information not available in such sources galbered from
the countries of interest themselves. Major advantages of GLOBE3CANjae that it accumulates these data in a single place and treats data on a consistent basis; furthermore,
since-it is available within a single computer source, the data can be manipulated rather
easily for statistical programs.

m

Description or the Analysis
In order to examine the relationship between roductivity growth and labor force
growth, we calculated several 6'r-relations using crcarcountry data for 124 countries for
the period 1979-1980: Our goal was to relate changes-in labcirlorce and; productivity to
the state of development, as measured hy GDP 'per capita.. First, we :determined the

GOP PER CAPITA

Fig. I. Percent orlabor force in agriculture vs. GDP pa: capita: Y = 217.4
CAP) + 0.86 x In (ODP/CAP)2; R2 = 0.79.
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GOP PER. CAP/TA
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_ _Fig. 2._Perient of labor force in industry vs. GDP per wits: Y = -46.4 + 11.48 x In (GDP/

CAP) - 0.24 x In (GDP/CAP)2; R2 =- 0.71.

relationship IktiVeen GDP per capita and the sectorsl composition of the labor' force,
Figures ,l, 2; and 3 show the percent of the labor force in agriculture, industiy-, and
services as a function of GDP per capita: Figure .4 summarizes these results; showing
how the labor force changes from almost entirely agricultural-based activities at the early e
stages of development to lesS than 25% of the labor force once GDP per capita increases
to about S4C00. The steepest decline appears to take place up to al:out $500 ger tvita.

GDP PER CAPITA

Fig; 3; Percent ofishor force in services vs. GO per capita: Y =
CAP) - 0.62 x In (GDP/CAP)1; R2 = 0.68.
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The chmsing *composition of GDP by seivii is thown in Figures 5. b. and 7. and
suirensrued in Figure L A. similar *tern can be seen here. As 'a cottony develops, its
todus.mW
i service sec-von-fonts a der n-tiA Igor stare of the total outpitt.
'Mc third piece of this puzile !he change us laborixoductivity_ with development:
Figures g.
I I, utA 12 stiosiLtl* retstiOridup between GPD per capita and productivity

.
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6. Permit of GDP In Industry: Y = 79.2 + 24.28.x. In (GDP/CAP)
= 0.49.
CAPP;
_ _E U.

1.13 x In (GDP/

.tnt are unavailable fiir most
in agriculture; industry and service. (Since data on env)
.ts is output per labor force
deseloping countries, the productivity shown in these
participant:)
Using these relationships, we can investigate the changes that cane: place with deVelopitient and their effect on employment. For any given level of GDP per capita we
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z
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GOP PER CAPITA

Fig. 7." Permit of GDP In iervice r

18.9 + 15.32 x In (GDP/CAP)

CAPP; R = 0.08.
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GDP PER CAPITA
C51E.

15 000

8. Distribution of GD2 vs. GDP per

can calculate labor force productivity, the distributiOn of` labor force by sector; and the
distribution of GDP by sector. Then; for any given labor force size we can calculate
GDP in each sector and, using the productivity equation, the employment by sector.
Comparing this employment with labor force by sector results in the unemployment'
underemployment estimates-shown in Figure 13.

0

GDP PER CAP! Tk

15 coo

Fig. 9. Agricultural producdvitv r.. GDP per capae: In (Prod) s. 0.3618 ; 0.9824 x 16 (Gpri
rAP); R2 = 0.39.
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GOP PER CAPITA

0
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15;000

10. Industrial produclivity vs. GDP nit tsiniM: In (Prod) = 2.C,S7 +.0.8374 x In (GDP/
= 0.82.

CAN;
_

.

To be more precik, the rrgitSSidri equatiohs shown in Figures 1-12 can be used to
directly calcUlate the unemployment rate for a given level of GDP/capita. Using agncultwe

as the example we have:
Percent GDP in AG

fiGDPIcapita)

percent Li- IP AG

= flGDP /capita)

AG PROD

= fiGDP/capit,i)/ IN AG JNEMP

_,

COP PER CAPITA

IS.000

Fig. II. Servia product...1(y vt x.iliptiii- i:ifsit4i, In (Prod) = 17133 + 0.6671 x 1p . (GDP/CAPI:
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40.00D

INDUSTRY

SERVICES

AGRICULTURE

.0

GDP PER CAPITA

IS,00!`

Fix. 12. Prnductivity per LibOi. ranee Pirtidpsnl n. GDP per capita.
Where_

. GDPttaptta
= gross domestic_product per capita;
percent GDP in AG = percent of GOP, in'agriculturt,
percent LF-in AG = percent of LF in agriculture;

AG PROD - productivity in agriculture (output per worker).

IN AG UNEMP

= initial unemployment rate in agriculture. (Since
the regression equation was developed using
output per labor force participant; some of whom
are unernployed; ct trust be divided by the
Unemployment rate to yield output per worker.)
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Using these relationships we can calculate employment as output divided by pitauctivity:
EMP AG = GDP- x (% GDP in AG)/AG PROD;'

(4)

Whet
EMP AG = employment in agriculture;
= total gross domestic- product.
GDP
Tini Total labor force is assumed to 'ae the population multipled by the participation
rate. The labor tierce in agriculture is the total labor force multiplied by' the percentage
in agriculture.

AG LF = (% LF in

AG) x POP x PART,

(5)

where
..

AG LF = labor force in agriculture,
POP

= total- population,

PART = participation rate (assumed constant).
The unemployment rate is one minus the ratio of employment to labor force.
AG UNEMP = I

EMP AG/AG LF,

(6)

where

AG UNEMP = the unemployment rate in agriculture
By subsiituting in equation (6) from ecigtions

A G UNEMP

1

GDP/Capita

(4)

and (5) we have

(% GDP in AG)/AG PROD

(% LF in AG) k PART

Fly specifying a level of GDP per capita, the entire right-hand side of the equation
can be determined from egeatioriS (1)-(3). Tin.% for each level of GDP/capita there is a.
corresponding level of unemployment.
In each sector We-,... b see whether the decline in t}:4; percentage of labor force
in agriculture is nufficieiirto offset the increases in labor prriductivi0i. Figure 13 shows
the change in unemployment and drideremloymem from the current levels; which are
indicated by an unemployrnent/underemployment imicx of 1.0 at the 19S0 av t:r..11.,,e. GDP
per capita of tzl.nostSttZ.s!.

.

/

In agriculture; r, Iductivity growth appears to' occur faster than the s. ift of labor out
ploymect
of the sector leading it, a t6adily increasing rat f unemployment and unde
This is an interesting result because we k^ow tha igration from rural to u
one of. the major causes Of the decline in the fracdo of the labor force_ in agriculture
takes place only partly due to rising productivity. Certainly, many people leave the rural
area 'eicause of a lack of steady employment or low wages; However; many young people
.

-=_.-

.
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who might --have found work in agriculture migrate because of the attrations of urban
life. better living conditions, and more exciting things to do. It appears that even with
ighis migration, increasing productivity wins the race and too many people are likely to
be available in the agricultural sector.
The role in this transition of government policies that discriminate against agricUlture
is very complex and is not explicitly included in our simple model. For example; many:
E vernments have policies designed to keep urban food prices low. These policies often
have the effect of depressing prices for farm products. This-Often discourages the farmer
frOfn making maximum efforts To raise yields or utilize the land to the fullest, While this
m4\slow the pace of Mechanization it may also act to keep agriculture employment low
lization of the titid:
In the industrial and service sectors, we see a sornsw* different picture. Up to
GDP per capita of about $500 unemployment and underemployment increase: beyond
.

that politt they begin to decline. Since the most rapid decline of the labor force in
agriculture takes place up to $500, it appears that the large influx of agricultural Workers

cat. ies the industrial -and service sector labor force to grow faster than employment
opportunities. Arthur Lewis described this process: industry benefits curing the early stage
of development because it is able to draw upon a surplus pool of cheap labor from rural

areas.' Apparently the attraction of these jobs .with their !noel. wages initially draws
even more workers than the sector can accommodate, although not enough to reduce
underemployment in agriculture.
lo order to examine the effect of these trends over the next 20 yews. we haVe
con
the simple_ model shown in Figure 14. This mode! uses the relationships
discussed earlier and adds a new function relating the savings rate to GDP per c pita:
This relationship is shown in Figure 15. We have used this model to project the situ tion
for all deVeloping countries. Although such a gross aggregation hides the very dill nt
situations that arc:expellent:cif by individual countries, it is useful to give some indica ion
of general trends.
The steps in using this model Le as follows:'

I: Begin with 1980 values of GDP, populatici and labor fcirce participation.rate
for all I. DCs.
2: Assunn a GOP growth rate; a populatio7th rate.
For each

in the ititt,:e:

3. Calculate the population
POP, = POP,

I

+ Population growth rate)..

4. Calculate GDP

GDP, = GDR

x ft

-F

GOP growth rate).

I.conomic Development v. ith Unlimited Supplies of Labor. AI anche;:er .5:ch:+ol XXII 11954).
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!lg. 14. Model outline.

GDP PER CAPITA

Fig. 15.

VIIISP ITA

:

15.000

ptittnt of GDP vs. GDP per capita: Y = -83 + 23.41 x in (GDP/

CAP) - 1.22 x In (GDP /CAI -'it; R= = 0.41.
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5. Calculate GDP/cipita.
GDP/capita, = GDP /POPS:

6. Calculate labor force

LF, = POP, x participation rate
7. Calculate the percent of labor force in each sector
= "(GDP/capita,).

%

8. Calculate the labor in each sector
LF, x To LF actora

9. Calculate productivity by sector

PROD.;, = j(GDP/capitE J.
10. Calculate the percent of GDP in each sector
= f(GDP/capita ,).

%
II.

Calculate GDP by sector

=

x%

12. Calculate employment by setter
=
1

/

i. Calculate unemployment by sect,.

UNEMP., =

EMP-c,.

The average anrual GDP per capita for all developing countries WO f! about_$600 in
198U: The average rake of population growth for these countries over tin next 20 years
is assumed_ to be .aboto_1.9%/year_lf we adjust the model to
GDP growdtof
about 5.2% per year (the current World Batik projection) then GDP per capita would
'grow from $600. to abOin _SI 120 by the year 2000._ In this case; _we_ would see a 15%
increase in the agncultutial labor force, but only a 6% increase in agricultural employment,
leading to an increase, in er_ricultural unemployment of 40%; or 76 million people The
sanation In industry and service is quite different; the unemployment rate deacreasei
3% over this period. The int,:ntrial and service seetor labor fOrte grows altnma 9096 from
1981", -.2000, much rr,orc rapidly than the agiculnaal
force,, but from a tower base.
The net result is an increase in the nuff6er of_people unemployed by 609Inor 220 million
people. Of course, most of these people will not be entirely unemployed,
they will
be in a condition of-severe andere4loyment.
Now suppose . look at the situation with an iacr-r:41e't zIerate off growth of GDP
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of 6.5% per year._ In this case, _rteyelopment_ as measured_ by GDP per capita. would
pnx...-ed inni, quickly; reaching $1460 by 2000: The unemployment rate would increase
even more iniagriculture_ and decline somewhat morc_in_industry andseCvices. The net
result would be about 7 Million -t?..te urienployed by 2000: Thus; GDP per capita would
be 30%_higiter by 20(X) with this higher economic_ growth rate, w(rile unemployment

would also be higner, but only by 1%. If we reduce GDP growth to 4:2%; then by mo.
unemployment would be_ 2% less but GDP per capita would be 16% less. : .
AS a second alternative, suppose we look at the case of even more rapid introduction
of_productivity7enhancing_technology than has been the case in the past. The immediate

effect on employment will be negative as more labor-saving technology is -adopted.
However; increased_ productivity _should lead to higher incornes_for those who re main
employed. Since at IOW levels of income savings rates tend to rise with incomes, the stet
effect should -be an increase_ in savings. Increased savings should lead to more investment
and faSter GDP growth. Will thiS faster GDP growth be enough' toprovale employment
for those who lost their jobs because of the_ adoption of labor-saving technology? According to the model the answer is no. A prOductivity Increase of 20% over the base case
would lead; by 2000; to an increase imthe _savings rate of only about_ 2 'ff7._ The.result is
a GDP per capita that is I% larger iii 20430 but unemployment that is 405', higher. These
results are summarized in Table 1.
_

_

Thus, curren. trendS indicate thatthe net effect. of increasing prOductivity in the
developing world itita-ar.rease inco es for those working but to decrease the percentage
of the 1Am-force that is employed, T is increase in productivity per worker is the only
way in which per capita incomes: will eventually rise; however; it appearS that; at least
in the short term, increasing unemployment will be the cost of that develOpment.
Figure 16 shows the labor force groWth rates expected over the next two decades
in many individual countries. The highest growth rates will occur in .the countnes of
Africa and the Middle East; where growth of 3-4% a year is expected in many countries,
These countries will be hard pressed to provide employment for the large ,numbers of
young people entering the labor force each year: The situation should be less severe in
many_ of the countries of Latin Airwrica, where labor force growth rates will be lower.
So; in summary; Where dOes that leave usUecognizing that t !-_e model we _used is

a vast oversimplification and that impc.,iant country-to-country differences exist, our
analysis suggests the following.

TABU 11

--Summary-or Model-Runs-ror All Develtiping Countries
Difference from

Assumption-

Run

n.:: rdil

GDP4dowth

;, 5 2%:yr
population 8r:wall =

GDP/CAP
unemployment

latillions)

High growth

1.9%/yr
GDP growth : =

5%/yr
.

Lbw itt6.th

GDP growth

=

4.3%/yr

GDP/CAP
unemployment
(millions)
GDP/CAP
unemployment

Productivity by 2000 is
20% higher thrm base
case

GDP/CAP
unemployment

(mtlisonsi

SI I:rd

S6(0

57U

350
.

SEA
350
4

. $146?
577

+ 3n%
1.2%

S 942

- 16%

.

S600_

559.

350

thailliortO_

High
pnxluction
growth-

Run

1980

1.9%

,

$600
350

,

51135
80()

+ Pk_
+ 40%

.
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Thailand
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Fig. 16. Labor force. growth 191'0-2000. Source: GLOBESCAN 11(The Futures Group, Glastonbury,
Connecticut, 19112).

The current trends in productivity - related technology will lead to increasing Uncmocyment la'the agricultural sector_ Although labor nef.ds will bc risirig:in other
sectors; these needs will not compensate for the labnt.,;ersupply:
Economic growth targets and the policies by which those growth targets ere pursued
may have to consider employment effeets.More explietly:
-It may be necessary to make efforts to increase em.ploymeat generation even if it
slows the pace of development in order.to traduce
extent of absolute poverty
caused by undereinployMent:
New agricultural [olicies designed to maximize agriculture! .employment may be
useful in many countries, not only, from the standpoint of fwd production, but-also
as a solution to the looming prOblent Of Unemployment-Without continued control oT population growth rates; the situation will get worse.
.

.
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Mr.. BEDELL. Our final witness is Mr. Clyde Helms, and we are
going to have tog.et out of here by 12 noon. Mr. Helms.
Mr. HELMS. -Yes.

Mr: BEDELL: We would appreciate it if you would `.try to summa -

t, we- are going to have to
possibly can. Ind
In
rize as much aS
get out by 12 noon; I guess.
TESTIMONY OF W. CLYDE HELMS, JR., PRESIDENT AND
FOUNDER, OCCUPATIONAL FORECASTING; INC;

Mr. HELMS. I have been deleting

s--ction"-

of my testimony al-

ready.

I would' like to note that I am president and founder of Occupational Forecasting; Inc. While the preceding testimony seems fo
cused mostly on robots, my firm is concerned with all new high
technologies.

the opportUnitY_ followirig_this_ testimony, if /
I should like to
time permits, to show the committee some of the new occupations

we have developed in the broad - compass of new high technology iii=
dustries, sciences, and arts.

I feel a Major area of your concerns about the economy miffs be

people, specifically the education; training; and employmet t of
people.' Accordingly, my testimony

departments' programs on which

describe- failures of F'deral
oversight concerns might be

focused and critically needed implovements affeeted. We have
heard much discussion about the statistics provided to this/cornmi':
tee. Information presented here in my testimony has been obtained
from civil servants; many -of whom have expressed concerns about
continuance of programs that do net serve the best interests of the
Country effectivelN:

While much has been Written about the shortage of competent
workers in major corporations; the Congressional Joint Economic
Committee an& rectigniied authorities in our Universities have estimatted -that from 60 to 70_ percent of the new jobs created in recent
'the importance of that
years have been in small firing. I am.
information will be noted by this committee._ Whether large
ceirperation: the impact of new technologies; sciences; an
arts'sweeps across all occupations.
I dai;hcit -conceive of any present occupation that hasn't been of
in some way by technology change__Some of my- contemporaries predict that the manufacturing indttstries will follow the decline of agriculture from 70 percent of the-work force in the late
19th century to approximately 3 -to 4 perciint today.
A professor at one of our universities involved suhstantiall' ii
robotic research has been quoted as predicting this-decline in manufacturing industries will occur by the year 2010.
Manufacturers of automated office .equipment bave-adiri§ed th:.t
office automation will impact the jogs of tens of !,:illions of white
diet this will be -.1s high as 70 percent of
collar- workers. Oth,7_rs
the White collar work for -Mr. BEDELL: ,I want t near your Ostimony,_but I do need to
FDFA to Soniedtie for a minute. Could we recess for about I or
minutes here; Mt. Helm
Mr. HELMS., Do you c,-e. t me ;.) stop fcir a minute?

/
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Mr. BEDELL. Would you; just for a minute? I will be right back;
Mr: HELMS. Sure.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Mr. BEDELL. I think i_shouldprobably cheek -this before we start.
Mr. Gordon, I presume that productivity would also make a sigitificant difference .in yoUr -figures? Is that correct?
Mr. GORDON. _Oh, absolutely.

Mr. BEDELL. You projected: 1.5 prcent increase- in productivity.
As I understand it; we have had almost no increase in prOductivitY
recently as well, is that correct?
Mr; GORDON; It has just begun to turn upward, just recently.
Mr. BEDELL. Olc so I. am_just tryipg to put them in perspective;
If productivity increased the same as GNP; we would be in terrible
trouble-again, wouldn't we?
'
.
Mr._Goanow. Higher productivity means greater output and less
room for employees.
Mr. BEDELL.' You said 2:7 pa rcent GNP and 1;5 pereent.anifyOur
projections were that productivity increased about half as much as
GNP increased roughly, and if that wereFrorthe -case, f presurv.
we would also be either in much better or worse:shape, dependir,-.on productivity?
Mr; _GPFIDON._ I might _just_add.IFI-May, that 11/2. percent produc-

tivity increase is a middle of the road hope.
Mr; BEDELL. Thank you:

I am sorry, Mr.- Helios for the interruption; .but I needed_ clariqcation of some _points; I really am interested in what you
?ay and I would ask you to proceed.
Mr. HELMS. Well; as I_ was observing; a recent issue of BUSiikeISS

Week predicts the practical elimination of corporate middle nlanagement It identifies major corporations_ in which such reduaions
-,4-iite_collar work force have already begun.

There will be a significant-impact_ on employment .statistics -as
inanugement- white collar executives now jc..i.n the
bluecollar utiemplutid workers at the _unemployraent.offices. x feel
the Impacts of office automation will be more extensive than --the

of new pro. .ction technologies in our industries. The

,

r work forts: is far more nuinerous than the blue collar

In

ci ^t er and_ industr.iEd _change,- populations have

resisted n11,.;)r- advances, or changes" in the workplace. today the
economic viability-of the Nation is at stake;

A_ fully_ inforn-i-ad public -is essential to Our success in exploiting-

the biiefite that could derive from maintaining OUr industrial _preeminence worldwide._ hope the information presented here will be
helpful to the committee in that respect The change taking place
today is imperative ir the Nation-is to recognize and.pope.--ate fully
in meeting the
that such chti.o.res place upon us. My testimony provides substantial detail and sc..-ppor-b3 my criticisms hare
of th?.-Departmeif:s of Labor, Education, anti (.;omnier.e.. Their

ores have :contriboted more_ to declines in the American -,..-O`rk
effoit- productivity and quality of- American -workthanship than

ar..y anier definable situation or conditioO.
A major _focus_ of`this committee .should be- the performAnce
records of these &pertinent§ and over3ight conditions described in

,.

.

1

this testimony. The economic
incurred by and facing our
Nation today tan:be attributed subslantially_to our failures in.develo_pment, employment, and nrianag.i?.ment of-our supposedly most
valuable resource: human_ beings: The record is clear- to anyone
who will look critically and objectively at the fact-3 I will present in

the following; Today the Nation stands in serious competition with
all industrial nations, nations whose economies and .employment
are as seriously impacted as our own, and in some that _are_ more
severely impacted. -Economic-viability is a critical stake. The degree
of success achieved today will determine the ways of life for many.
nations in the _next century, yet our .occupational infrastructdre
has been overtaken by the sweeping acceIerating rate of technology
change: The Nation's work force is_obsolete;_or at- best obsolescent:
.

While "there arejobs out there" as .the Presiderit has advised,

the national work force -is not prepared to performthese.new jobs;
The National Commission on Excellence in Education er.,,Keribee
some of the conditions most luridly. This testithony_0:,71et
of the reasons. It is essential that we undertak:r, F.^..,'oationr:1,2rngrain
to upgrade and_ rebuild the work force_ to IT' St-5.!."

requirements of. the 21st century work fozaway.

dr.--:ds and;

s theft 17 yei2A,

We must-recognize that tie inexorable change pressing-upon the
Nation is the first wave of the 21 century work force. That work
force will not be born -in- -some Cinderella-like magic at 12:01 on
January 1 in the year 2001. It iebeing forged today in the 'robotic
factories and new computer-aideddesign systems; computer-assisted manufacturin_g_planta, and-.genetic engineering and bioteelinology_firms,:iwtthe new era of photonics 'add_ completely integrated
undifferentiable communications and computer networks.
Ta rebuild; we -need relevant data.
_

_

_

_

_

What information do we, have with which to rebuild our work

forcli?

.

_The Department of Labor's "Dictionary of Occupational Titles"- is

the keystone of the Nation's occupational infrastrticture. It is the
source of occupations listed in the Department "f Labor ,,'Occupa-

tional Outlook Handbdok" and occupations that may be included in
the "Nation's Industrial Apprentice Training_Programs". It is obsolete. The new occupations for the -new high technology work force
were-not been:included in the last: edition; _and_are not included in
the "Occupational Outlook Handbook" or the "Nation's IndustrialApprentice Training' Vrograms". Under present AOL operational

procedures,- such _new oclttpations May. not be 'included in these authoritative handbooks for some time, if ever.And if ever, it will.tuke congressional -action tornake this_possible. The dictionary contains.28,000 occupations .-Of these,_12,000 are
defined; albeit: some going back-almost to color-nal-yesteryear; Eight.
thousam'. a:e tiles. without definitions but which some mystical
way__ relatZ' to. "the 12;900 defined occupations_ and the remaining
8,000 occupations are titles only
The fourth _edition is' dattAi December_ 1977. Mare technologfcal"
displacement .hac occurred-since-that edition than in any pe_,Ood In
_

history Approximately 11 million people are unctriployecl. Yet

those occupations in__which the jobs are gone forever remain in the
dictionary and the "Nation's -Education and Trainin7; -Programs."
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PFevious and recent graduates- of such programs extend the unem-

ployment lines at the employment service offices in all of our ,
major cities; The dictionary is the authoritative reference used by
public service eniployment offices and in G8vernment programs
such as CETA and its successor; the Jobs Training_ Partnership Act.

It is the basis for the job bank operation specified in the CETA
and the JTPA. :Employment service offices cannot place unern,
ployed workers in new -occupations in the absence of- listings- of
such new occupations. Employers search for high tech qualified
workers that aren't being produced under- these conditions and

may not be available in time to preclude serious economic setbacks
for these new high tech corporations.
How many of the 28,000 occupational titles ate 'obsolete? How
Many are current? No one knows. DOL staff have advised me they
have no directive or administrative methodology for identifying or
**initiating obsolete or obsolescent occupations.

I have provided in my written t .mony a set of terms used by
cent, current,emerging, and
my firm in identifying obsolete, o
similar classification terms
emergent occupations. I urge the
be incorporated in a national iSrojec to assess the "Dictionary of
Occupational Titles" and those used in the "Occupational Outlook
Handbook" and the "Nation's Apprentice Training Programs."
Working with obsolete occupations is a poor way to commence

building a new work force, or upgrading the Nation's education
and training program -as recommended by the National Commis-

sion on Excellence in Education.
The "Occupational Outlook Handbook" forecasts employment op-

portunities, and numbers of jobs by occupations listed, in the dictionary. This handbook is a primary reference used by teachers,
career guidance counselors, and employment seiVice staffs; The
number of jobs. forecast is derived in part from the Department of
Commerce current population survey statistics; How useful are
these statistics? These statistics are developed in monthlyisurveys
of approximately 58,000 households; Approximately 60 percent are
made by telephone calls. Potentials for serious error in collecting
these statistics are extensive.
Populations Survey Unit employment and unemployment statistics are based on approximately 400 groupings of occupations, none
with definition. Attempts have been made to correlate these Occupational titles to the "Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
These statistics are used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in estimating the numbers of jobs available, and _are Rublished in the
"Occupational Outlook Handbook," and in employment and unemplo ment statistics furnished to the Congress.
Following my briefing for some members of the Con essional
Joint' Economic Committee, Xhe opinion was expressed, 'Garbage
in; garbage out:" The many -failures in correlating these occupational statistics' hve been documented in special studies by Com-

missions; some going back for deeades.
Yet these are the statistics used by career counselors to guide the`'

Nation's youth into Mcupations for which there is no long-term
employment requirement: It is _difficult to see how the National
Commission on Excellence in Education goals can be achieved
given these conditions:
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The Department of Commerce has developed a standard occtipa-

tional code which relates occupations to the standard industrial

code: However, staff hdvised me that SOC does not assure`- validity
of the occupations included in these codes Surely the value of such
stem to industries should be investigated.i The_ Departinent of
dueittiOn Office of Vocational and Adult Education prepates and
distributes vocational education coded data,

Here too attempts, to correlate_that educational infornlation to
the "Dictionary of Occupationat Titles" has been ;unsuccessful for
years. HOW' can this system accurately relate educational requirementS to occupations in the DOL dictionary?
What occupations? Can the system be of value in achieving the
goals of the National Commission on Excellence in Edfication? I
would say_the Vocational Education Codes and Dictionary of OcCu=
pational Titles -will hinder aehieVement drthe National Commissjon recommendations.
The Congress_ mandated establishment of a National Occupational Information" Coordinating Cornniittee. It would appear from the
failures described here; there has been little success in coordinating these incompatible sources_ of occupational information.
The State occupational information coordination committees and
similar coordinating committees in some of the larger. cities are
ttimilarly affected_ by failures of the national level occupatiormil in=

,

forrriation networks.

.

in the Department of Commerce Standard Occupational

Coi:IeS, the Feder*! State, and local coordinating committee pipelines process' information, of questionable use and may_even be penalizing unnumbered thousands of unemployed workers with misinformation and guidance.
I agree with these staffs that the coordinating committees could
possibly serve a useful purpose if .current valid labor market infor...
motion were available: It is not
That does not Seem pUSSible_under the conditions -I have de=.
scribed in the preceding comments. The lack. of useful information
comproiniSeS the *ork of Government staffs at all level& These
costly bureaucracies and oVerlapping _data systems ate used by
Many other organizations and researchers in the private sector. _ -

I would like to add here after looking at the Statistics in the.

Upjohn Institute study; the researchers compiling 'the statistics for
that studywhich has been ditcuSSed here, this morning --must
have found Government statistics leave much to be desired. I
cannot endorse the dtatiatics in that study.
While this study represents one of the most well-reasoned efforts
of researchers today, it encountered 4iie same type difficulties as
Government analysts, wherever researchers found it necessary to
depend UpOn Government statistic&

Occupational statistics deriVed through these Government -systems do riot provide;one; sufficient; two, specific, three, definitive,
_
four, accurate, and five, current statistics.
Such difficulties as confronted those who" have Waffled here
today evidence a problem bf national dimension and consequence.
information on
The fact is, thatdo not have urgently needed
new high technology occupations; nor reliable statistics' on even
present occupations and employment opportunities.
31-912 0 - 84 - 7
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The DOL Staff have advised me: They have never created a new
occupation; they do not know how to create new occupations; and,
they question whether they have the statutory authority to do this
ACcordingly, there appears to be no way in the Federal Government or the private sector' to identify the. needs for new occiipa-.
tions and to create such occupations.
In the absence of such information, employment services offices
cannot be expected to place unemployed_ workers in the new occupations being generated by high technology firms, and education
and training org_anizations cannot set up appropriate new occupations training programs;
I urge thiS oversight committee to address these with such-urgen-

cy as it deems appropriate: It is. particularly urgent today that
Staff in every State are .now _planning to:implement the Job
Training Partnership Act. If the States and their private industry

action be undertaken quickly.

.

council set up training and retraining programs in sunset occupations, -more billions of dollars will be spent in a massive national'
rec cling_df CETA failures.

Exhibit 2 of my written testimony lists some new
selected' from my occtoations data basis. Some of these occupations
have been published in 'the Washington Post,- the U.S. News &
World Report; the Chicago Tilbune,._ and other leading newspapers
and news weekly magzaines, and have been shown on national television and presented by me in seminars and JTPA workshops
in a
,
numbe of States;
I have- designed other occuptions in new technologies, sciences
and arts in which potentially millions of new jobs-Could be created
before the-end of the century. To the best of my knowledge, Occu-

r

-

pational Forecasting, Inc., is the oily such firm in the country;

Other countries have corresponded with me and requested information aboutthis new emerging science of occupational foreCasting.
Surely a new approach to occupational assessment and forecasting
and creating new occupations is urgently needed in the Nation's interest; At this stage of my work; it appears that private sector organizations are ready and eager to undertake this work.
Nevertheless I urge this rommittee to give consideration to establishing a national project on _a priori basis to ,advance the-uses
and benefits of such techniques and methodologies as I have pio-

neered. Failure to do so can be most costly to the Nation: Some
modest projects have already been undertaken in one major city
and others are being seriously considered in other States.
Additionally, a methodology is available to facilitate such proposed national undertaking The first successful experiment in the
private sector to develop new occupations was funded by the Department of Labor Office of National Programs,

An evaluation of that national model is excerpted from their

letter to me as follows:

Wetelieve that_the madeLhas shown itself to ba successful and adaptable ta other
-occupationaLaress. As_ ynu_rally know, in_ addition to ether activities; the Office of

National Programs funds programs with a special nature or bearirg upon national

employment. problems,

The model programs youTarticipattnt in developing_fallmithin this category. The
purpose for supporting most such efforts_is_that they_ may havinome replicability in
the State and local employment and training systems.

-'

.
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Within this context, we believe that the model education, and training delivery
system has been shown to be effective and is available to others who would wish to
use it.
Further; we feel that the model lends itself to a variety -Of occupationg and that
potential users can make necessary adaptations accordingly.

As you can bet from this testi

.

ny,

have a need to create

met, the model has never
new occupations_This need is not
been replicated. I will now show quickly? if I may- have the privilege, some of the new ocCupations which we have forecast: We can
implement these. new OccuRations through this Model;
In concluding rib, testimony; I would like to quote an economist
of a previous era and I would suggest that the committee and the
Nation today might take guidance accordingly.
Arnold Taynhee once described th rise and fall of nations under
conditichS similar =to conditions confronting our. Nation today. He
said

A young -notion is confronted with -a_ challenge for which it finds a successful re=
Sponge. It then grows and prosper& But as time p_asses,_the nature of the challenge
changes, and if n nation _continues to make the`same once successfAl response to .the
new challenge, it inevitabiy suffers decline and failure,

(Mr. Helms' reared statement with attachments follows:]

0
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Mr. Chairman. Members of the Committee; my, naMe.it W. Clyde,
I am President and founder of Occupational Forecasting,
Incorporated; I wish to thank you for the invitation to presentthis
testimony, and the opportunity to present to this Committee what_is

perhaps the greatest challenge in the history of education,,
employment-and training.
.

.

While the nation struggles_to_cope_with the overwhelming OffettS

of high technology,_high deficitisi record unkployment and increasing

costs Qf socio- economic proltanit. the Cbeigrett produces

new

.educa_tioni_jobs. and unemployment behtfitt legiSlatiori treating with
the affects rather than the'cautet. In this testimony, I will urge.

. The Congress to correct situations within the federal government
which contribute to economic disarray throughout the nation particularly in major cities and industries. I_wilj__f_o_dus upon 'three`
departments in the Executive Branch - The_ Departments of Education.'
Labor, and CommerCe. The. responsiliilities of these departments bear
directly.upon_theed_ucatior4 training; and emplOymeht of -the natiOnal

workforce and the _ability of the nation to teinpete.effectively,,in
world trade and commerce;

The august Cbuncil of Economic Advisers and other economists_ who
.Advrs'e the President and the Congress admit they_tio not .know enough
about -employment and unemployment.,_Yet, they attempt to resolve the
.

nationrs most critical_problcm exclusively throbgh manipulations of
the nation's_ financial systems; Such finanCial manipulations alone
cannot_ac_h_i_eiie a correct - solution: Recogniting that industries which
are 'di rectly supported by government subsides, subtle forms of
import .restrictions, and diredtly funded research and development
projects:have advantages over U.S. industries. I believe a vigorou_s.

productive U.S. wo'r.k.force will offset- slgnificantlythese
governmentt' Capitalized industriesThere_is_a limit _to_ how much

and

how long even ;goVernthents can' corn_pensate_ for inausteiles that are not

as cost effective asoU.S. industries; if we\can toreett the

mis7'mana_geme_n_t_of _our human capital, that will be the most
. significant element in regaining ourecoociC strengths.

Toynnee once dettribed the rise and fall otiations

under Conditions very characteristic of the chatren_g_e_s_to

our nation today. "A young nation, 'he said;' is confronted

With a challenge for whlch it fin

a-successful response;

It then grows and prospeceButi:as firm passes; the nature
.of the challenge changet and if _a nation continues to make
,

4
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the same Once_ successfca response to the new challenge, it

inevitably suffers decline and failure."
I

will describe some of the human _economic challenges

or successes depending upon the nature of our response. The challenges to this
confronting us today, and the consequent penalties

Committee are for major changes in the- three Departments noted above.
- PART I - JEPARtMENT OF EDUCATION -

A major cause of the economic problems facing _the nation today

Sweeping, acce ra ng c anges

e national workforce is obsolte.
ethnology and science have
n

impacted every occupation intrthe nation's occupational

infrastructure, The greatest impacts are yet to come, before the end
of this:century. Evidence of such great change is clearly visible in

the multi-gill ion dollar federal and private sector research.and

development programs, the

ergence

technologies,

sciences and amts; the decline of basic industries, unfaVorable
import/export,ratiOS; and record unemployment.. No one familiar.with
the implications of these events will .dlsagree_ ;bat _technological
change will/affect eery occupation, at every level from laborer to
the highetpryfessions. As Lloyd Dobyns statedin the conclusion of
the NBC IVA-ward winning white paper, "America Works When America

.

Works," - "It isn't change so much, (ilt-is the speed of change!" I
urge thistikommittee to assess the need forA--pr-i-er-i-tyn-ati-enal,

pro,lect -to 7deritify.and to publ icise _"_sunset occ_upationf" and to
repl-ace these with new "sunofise occupations." Change is imperative,

for the nation's economic survival today and in the future. Some

.

organizations may seek to- delay. these imperative changes _-_ make

industries and other employers retain employees- in obsolete

occupational clas.siffcations and at wages established over decades.
Dobyns alluded to is
rkforce - only 17 years
the inexorable pressure --o

The nation-m
away.

Historically, structural ch_anges in the workforce have evolved

over decades. There isn't time for such evolution today, a new
national workforce must be degigned, engineered and emplaced_as soon
as possible. Such challenge has never occurred- before. The 21st
_ century workforce will not occur in some "Cinderella-like ragic" at
12:01 tinAanuary 1, in the _year 20011 it is ,being forged now in the lb
new Computer _Assisted Manufacturing (C)i) plants; In the engineering
departments of Lockheed, General Motors and General Electric and
Fujitsu Fanuc where Computer Aided Design (CAD) is creating radical

changes in the ways engineers- design, engineer and layout new

products; in the Flexible Manufacturtng Systems and Flexible

Manufacturing Cells (FMS /Fl-IC) of the nation's major manufacturing
plants in_ the automated Mice, or- office of -the future. Truly, the
speed of chaLge is overwhelming the bureaucIacies of the_goverruitent
and privateNlyndustries. No important occupati-enwil-lev-e-ra-yin be
current for more.than two years. Hoy can thmnation respond to the

-challenge of Constant change?

Z,
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longer acomfortable b. years
Technology hal f 1 i fe i s
t gierhapt-2-yeari._141_Some_techriologies; What does_ such _sweeping change

imply for the nation's educational _and training institutions? Does

anyone know? Where.are_the assessments__a_nciimpact studies? They do
not exist; The, nation is grossly unprepared! Yeti-the challenges and

opportunities have

never

beehlig. tea tee- - or more imperative; As _the

.currency of occupitions is, now limited to two years -- all education
and training programs must be placed tn ai,state of_continuing
revision__ and updatfp9.. This Oversight Committee shoulil assess the
accuracy of that statement and its economic_ implications: Will we

insist that our education and training systems and institutions

assume_a_major responsibillly and accountability for development . of a
.cost-sffective workforce?
;

Can textliooks beupdated and maintained -current w1,thsuch'
accelerated chang-es in science and technology? I am confident
everyone will aefee - the'answer is an emphatic no. Some OUbliShert
have advised me that they cannot obtain new technological information

in a timely marrner. When they get scich information, it is two to,
three years; or more. behind_the_s_u_r_r_ent state of the art, or
technology; When they get such information, they -have difficulty
finding a writer expert enough_ to write the new. textbook. - Writing the
book takes about a year; another year is required for marketing_ the
book and two or 'more years to get it onta the bookshelves and_in
libraries., and even longer before it-is incorporated into curricula.
Thus, it is rather clear - in this illustration -.why we have been
advi s_e_d by our foremost competitor, Japan, that we "...should have
started 30 years aga." (Advice given some of ocrr inaustrialists on
how we might catch up with the Japanese.)

whi th is reatirig such dern_ancis u_pon
HoWeVer,- the techhol
education will also help with solutiojj'cs While; computer assisted'.
instruction has been around for some time computers_and Softwarp now

being used in industry and in the automated Offices provide new
dimensions and techniques for use in vocational and techrlical
traLning_:- I-have conferred with entrepreneurs who are already at work ,
arm:le:Si-tins for new e9uiment that will, revolutionize the practice of
human instruction and teaching. Some at the new occupatiorrs my firm
haS forecast for the education and "triiniqg _establ ishment seem more

like= industrial occupatiohs - -yet, Kith artificial intelligencei and

CAD/CAM like equipment, great changes in education and training are

_in sight.

We have seen the rapidity with'which popular songs can be-taped
and Aass marketed. And we are intrigued by the intensity of interest
shown by young peopje spending their.allowances and earnings in, the
Atari arcades; Major corparations are now vying for the new markei in.
educational mate_rials_Audi_b,visual instructional cassettes can be
produced rapidly in great quantities and.opdated at_less expense than
books. Expertly planned and programmed tristructional_materialcstrhe
being deVeloped that will free teachers from many of their tea ing

duties in overloaded school rooms. Students in_alT le_vels of
education will work (one-on-one4, with sophisticated "learning.
machines." Such teaching and learning machines will enable the nation
3
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to better meet the needs of the new high-tech work forces of today
raining

and the 21st century._ The qu_ality of educatiK and

up; costs Will oome down; As a/pioneer in computer assisted
Instruction, -and -the- biggest employer_e_n_d_trainer Jif_workers,_ the
Department: of Defense might provide - national leadership in promoting.
i
the use of thesenew "learning machines."
.

I recommend to theCommittee that conferences with the DOD be
underteken en a priority basis. ImproAments ln-DOD training and the
cost reduc'tions that could be achieved by DODwould surely-Warrant '
serious consideratiggat the Secretary or Assistant Se,.retary
These benefits can be extended'beyond DOD.by including_teems from.the
Departments of tabor and -Education* and public and private sector

,-,

-

Schools;

It should-de clear to this Oversight Committee that-professors,
teachers, Instrut ors, and trainers must be among the first to go
back Ato' school,
r to gain experience in the research laboratories,- ,
computer managed ji4gts, and automated offices. Are they sufficiently
expert in the new technologies; -sciences and arts? Do their graduates

go_into _essential, long term occupations, or, to the unemployment
offices?

i

.

As a part of a national assessment, the Committee shbuld note
that programs, curricula, and textbooks should be assessed for
education and
currency. It does seem ridiculous
training programs for obsolete dr obSolespent occupations t at
Whatever level .jdevertheless, these instructional programs and
materials-wil probably continue producing educated and trained

.

persons for "sunset occupations" throughout this century! The nation
cannot accommodate to this possibility.
;

While accelerated-change i -n our-educational institutions and.
programs is urgently needed, credentiating_requirements will deter
such drogress, National accreditation-asSociations and-regioilal

accreditation associations ,must accelei-ate their reviews and,
approvals. of new-degree and certificate 'programs. Again, lack of
familiarity with the character of technology change will inhibit
these associations..Hewevers the nation can ap longer afford the
deterrent effects ofstime.domsuming reviews of proposed new degree
and certificate programs. The very. principle of awarding degrees: and.

the values of.scch instruments may -be shunted aside-as imperative_
.

,pressures compel employees and employers to Concentr4te-upon _courses
and programs that enable them to remain abreast of actual employment

rip'qu I rements. As in 'educational administration, personnel
administrAtion and industrial relations st.effsfmust now accomplish

.

extensive revLsions in all elements of OW work. Education and

0

qualtlication;_vage _and_ salary, -and wtormanse standards

are no

lonter__realisti_c_;_

This_is_a_critical_requiriMent_in_theeting_the high
evidenced in the loss
costs of employment. Penalties are already welt,
......,
of low cost jobs to other' ations,
.
.

I
have recommended a national assessment -of programs, curricula,
and textbooks. The Committee should give' consideration to including

Kt

,,
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ments of the nation's c'redentialing requiremetS and the
of crectentialing 'Staffs with the new world of Work.
-Nurnerous articles published in some of 9ur foremost journals are
familiarity

raising _these q_uestions. And while a national'Oebate is predictable,

it isn't difficult to _predict that new,education 'and trainin
programs_

not -be -held back while_acatiemiciins__a_n_d_ thporvz.lcian's

_debate _todays values of yesterdays pratficesNevertheless", new n(ans
of upholding our traditional excellence must be devised.
.

116..illustrate thie point, my firu has concructed'tec_hnology
assessments'of some of the new- high tech industries, 'automated

offices, genetic engir.r-iirrbrebkthroughs, and other

exciting

-'-developments of high tech ()logy and science. We have identi fled new

occupational fields in which potentiall

many- hundreds of thousands

of_jobs could be cl'eated. Recognizing_ thlt difficultieS in
creden-ti al i ng system's, we have titl etlithEse new_ occuPations A
ists, jhough_ college_ level credit _courses will
Tech'nicians
required in all Of. these tethnitian'Ontiipatigns, I feel the new
courses in new-technologies, sciences, and arts must take precedence.
over some college courses required for degrees. Accordingly, we are

recommending to educational and training institutions that

concentration be dpon thezessential work-related courses, and while
employed .in these new occu'pations, the employees may take-additional

courses needed for the degrees. Hopefully, the Committee will raise
the _question ,_y_e_si;b6t_how long_w1:1 it take to makeall credential
course_work more,'closely related to the workers' constantly changing

educational and training needs? Identificati-on of _obssiletL and
ObSeleStept occupations should faciiitatesuch desired eventuality;

Thezeommittee will reco_gnize that the technological renafssancd
affect's the nation's educational and training.Systems as -much-as it
impacts industries, business, and commerce. The results of industry
"sunsets" and "sunrises" carry portents as 'serious for educational
Jestalilishments as in indtiStries. Only_ those univeriities benefitting
-/ front large research and development funds can adjust ;to_meet the
chall-enges of -technology change. _It would Seem _there should

requirement that these universities provide_ informat on on _t_heir
rte- search to other educational institutions ina us.efUT manner -

ilircluding perhaps assessments of the impac4 of new R&D breakthroughs

on existing curricula.

Teaching _prOl'essors and staff members cannot be 'expected to be

sufficiently familiar with such new research and ;development

accomplishments,as to be able to prepare new curricula and to teach
such_developments._Arrangementi shauld_be made so that teachin9
staffs either vi -sit or participate_in the_research_and_devel_o_p_melt
work at universities where such work is well funded.:_if the authori y
for promoting .suCh._activities on a timely and 'effective basis does
not exist -at the'Department of Educaion, perhaps The Congress Should

arovi de such aithority. It seems' that the National Institute of
ducation mi_ght-take this matter under consideration,. as weal as
other matters discussed here. Perhaps these challenges of 'the 21st

century workfcirCe exceed the authority_and capabirlities of theDepartment?Can the Department 'meet this challengg? I feel the

-

.
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Department -tas organized and staffed cannot meet !Mese challenges of
the 21st century workforce. Rather, I have recommended that eminent.,
leaders in our edr.zational institutions convene a national conference
to.ted matters and iievelo a new order
t a -wi orm*Prolwitvzxr2rx*Tr=7.r earning wi more _D ependent

authorit -and funds to apt directly_and_indepentty or in cooperatir
rs in responding to the needs of the nation.

with

_Slow- moving bureaucracies; in the goVernmentS and in the private
sector, cannot meet the challengeS of Such dynamiC events today.. The
National Science FoUndation has expended many millions of dqllars for .
educational grants.-Some who administered those' programs admit it is

difficult to identify direct benefits. The Congress should consider
how to promcqe ,sindependence of the-universities and help these

institutions to exerciset their private initiative in meeting the
nation's urgent needs. Their continued dependence upon and regulation

by federa L departments will result in serious penalties foe"the
nation and the people. The present educational establishment,
ts as'poOrly prepared to meet the challenge of the 21st
century _as the nation was prepared militarily for the attack on Pearl
Harbor...Today, it is the economic vi'ability of the nation that is at
stake.

A new high tech work force will enable the nation to

prosper- -and

enjoy its investment of billions of dollars in new high tech

industrief, business, and products. Creating a new workforce is the
greatest _c_hellenge ever -to- the vocational education and training
establishment - public and private sector. The President hag SUbMited
proposals to The Congress -in Whith parents would be better enabled to

pay for education in private institutions, or public institutions
according to their determination of which better meets the needs of
their children. With the future of the nation and each individual

more dependent than ever upon the availability of a broad range of
quality education and training programsr individual decisions on'how
to use available resources should be encouraged in line with one's

responsibility for their career _ success; This Committee should

consider whether _the - educational establishment hasmet its
responsibility to_ the nation and whether federal departments can
function_ sufficiently well in these respects inan era Of Continuing
technology change. To what _extent, if any; ShbUld the activities of
the Departments of Label.. and Education be turned over to the private.
sector? An u'nemplOyed workforce of approximately 10'million people;

would seem to demand immediate action.

Vocational 'training in_public_schools seldom compares_well _with
that_im.private_vPtational schools; The importance attached by pUbl it
school_ officia_ls: to this_ form of career development leaves too much
:to _tie desire . Vocaeional training must be -seen-MI --a more important
role_.__The__- mpatency of the-natiOn's workforce is a critical element

in Interna tonal trade -- isn't it time The Congress recognized thiS

fact _and acted- to',bring this economic element into the economists'
calculations and theories? Like investments in industries, investment
in vocational and related training should be viewed in capitalization

plans and measurable benefits. It is time for employers to place
r
..7
,
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accountable values on human capital and to account for their usage
and investments here as they do for other assets.

Costs of vocational training on pew high-tech equipment.and
systems 14111 _increase substantially; Complex,' sophisticated
equipment; materials; and processes are costly. Iquestion_whether at
the secondary or the two year junior college level, the_costs of each.

equipment and competent instructors can be borne. Equipment used
continuously for technical training has a high failure rate. Costs-of
replacement parts,add to the costs of training. Warranties- generally
do not apply to equipment used,for training purposes. Again, given
the speed of technology change, this expensive eqttipment will quickly
become obsolete. Much ot the eguiment now in the vocational schools

is already obsolete - some of it dating back to World War II. The;
Committee_should_consider_thecosts_to_theu_future_ workforce of
training youth _and new entrants on equipment of the_mickindostrial
revolution era; One computer manufacturer has recognized this problem

and offered to provide a computer to each_schbo4 other computer
manufacturers are now making the.same proposals. The Committee should

consider this unique evidence of the values employers place upon
vocational'itraining. Worldwide sales of microchips are forecast to
surge froM $14 billion in 1981 to $27 billion in 1985, and $100
billion_bylthe_paar_2000. 40bs_lor_computer programmers have been
forecast; as increasing by I04_000_a_year through 1985.__Mfteli9ne
considers_the_"etanomics of big tius_i_ness" - such as computers;
communications, genetic_engineerind and_biotechnorogy_, and robotics the essential interdependence ;;of human'capital will be factidved into
economic and-financial formalae- L urge -this ComMittee and_perhaps

the Congresstonal Office of Technology Assessment to provide _the
leadership in developing new principles for weighting human capital
in technology and industrial finance.
,

.

-

*.b6

. For toolong; The Congress has aopropdated billions of dollars
in actual funding and tax benefits to promote the advancement of
science and technology research withoot requiring assessment$ and
costbenefits _analyses of the resultant effect* oponkthe workforce.
Surely;_theJapanese have 06v/ft us the folly of_sucliJOversight, for
it ls U.S. science and technology they have exploited in seizing so
much of world commerce; including notably heavy inroads into busihess

-

and commerce-right here in this country, Our vocational training
institutions and programs must exemplify all the qualities that we
expect in our industries. If pride in work and productivity 'NI our
industries are to match, and hopefully, exceed that of thaJapanese,
then these qualities must be inculcated during the training of the
new workforce-. It is a sad reflection of our once greatness that
educators and industrialists from this country now journey to Japan
to learnt from their educators and_industrialists_and_return_and
proclaim that they_are setting utr:_dQuality Circles", and adapting
other principles of Japanese expertise.

4,

Though I am severely critical of the federal departments, it
should be quite evident that their oversight reflects congressional'
oversight for some years: Governors' -employment and training staffs
have
ave advised me that without-information as .to what are or will be

1'.
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the new high-tech occupations, the Job's Training Partnership Act _(PL
97-300) programs can only be a rerun of Vie Comprehensive Employment
and .Training Act' (b. 93-203) _programy 'and many _thousands_of _trainees

will be trained in the-same occ_upattoni_n _which tnaity_thou_sands of
former; eilifilliyed-x-j-erts now line _up( in queues at _unemployment offices

throughout the_countryI uroe the Committee to take stepS
immediately and initiate - -a national project of occu_pational

assessment and foretasting. Otherwise, we-will fulfill in this latter
part of the 20th century tife philosophy of Arnold. Toynbee.

,
A new begirining, a renaissance for vocational training, is

clearly in the interests of_the nation in_d its people,_ The characterof the 21st cent.uryworkfo_rce_
depend_substantially upon the

ea

character of vocational training. This essential national resource
must be protected' and promoted with all -due recogni ti on of its economic impoptance. Vocational training is not just a "il-ade -school

it must be accorded the status of higher educational
institutions. Doesn' t everyone go to school to enrich and to better.
concepV

their lives? Don't lawyers, doctors, financiuk, and other
"professional s" train for excellence in their professions? But, will
funds__for :vocatittna_t_traini_n_g_"__ever twitch funds_ for _higher_ level

education? Perhaps the'r_scientists_ and technologists on this oversight
committee would find some of these Comparisons more acceptable if
they were back.ed_up. by cost-effectiveness studies. 'I agree that such
studies are urgenty needed - but who is producing that -information?

The Congress has approprtated tens of millions of dollars for
educational research: The National Institute for Education (N1E) is
well conceived for, such important research, -as is ,the Department of

Labor Employment and Training Office of Research and Development. In

vi ew of the large sums 'appropriated_ for ,adult_ynd_vocational
education, I urge this oversight committee. to investigate the_ costs.
and benefits attained by federal departments' expc.pdi tures of these
funds;
I

see no way in the near-time-.frame whereby vocational training

institutions will havethe necessary funds to provide the requisite
training in mew technologies, scienes, and arts. Costs of new

technologies hardware and 'systems are_prohibi tively high for these
institutions. Obviouslyi employers must assume a_ greater_rol_e_than

e/er tiefore_- it is_s_ertainly within_ their "bottom-line" interests to
dcc so. And, as indicated by preVious remarks -.many are al ready
moving in that dirntion..The tei.native* fol employers to provtle

help to private an4 _Odb1 it institutions is to do the- whole Jab
themselves. Analogously,.we may find that vocationai training
institutions trill have to be built in the parking lots of the major
corporationS. That is the only place where current "hands -on"
training can be accomplished on-the-job, working with production
equipment and systenis.

And, thkt is one of the salient differences between the CITA-and
the JTPA, The latter Act provides training funds to employers.
Whether in the autoMobil e plants or the intensive- care units of
hospitals, programs such as work-study and_ cooperative educati45n
appear to be among the most effectivewaYs to meet the constantly
o

'
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-changing requirements of a high technology workforce. Changes in

vocatiopal training must match changes in th'e nations

high-technology workforces.
training will thus be as constant,as intense, and--asi-mo-e-re-ti-v-eas
the affects of technology changps within our industries

-

Is The'Coxigress allocating education and training funds
approprilitely; 'in the 'best interests- of the natioii? Why_are
essentially complementary education and training responsibilities

divided between the Depaetments of-Laborand EdUtation? Is_this cost

effective and beneficial? F.oi."example, why shouldn't the Office of
Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE) be co-located With the Bureau

of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT)? Why shouldn't the National

Institute for Edueation and the DOL OFfice of 'Research and Evaluation
be _integrated? Is_ this Sepiration_of_edacation_and training research

influenced by .academic phi4 osophi es which no_longer_bbtaiiii
beefs that one comes undt. the purview of educators and the other
under the' purview of labor? IS it because The Congress perpetuates
this i-neffectual division in its budgets for the- two Departments, or
that The Congress cannot take the time and do the work needed-to
.

review and re-write Acts that have piled on top of each other. for
decades? I trust in this testimony _I might influence this Oversight
Committee and you will conclude that congressional oversight compares

with that of the Executive Branch Departments', The following
testimony will_treat more_sRecifitally with definable oversight
situations in .the Departments of Labor,'and .Commerce.
1K

- PART II - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR -

The Department of Labor (DOL) publishes the nation's Dictionary

of Occupational Titles (DOT). This voluthe of 28,000 occupational

titles includes 12,000 titles with supporting definitions. (3',000
titles without definitions _purportedly relate to the 12,000 defined
oc_cupationz - though no one can define that,relationship. The
remaihing 8,000 titles:are without any definitionThe DOT is the
"keystone" 'of the, qations occupational infristructure. It is_the

'source of 'occupations for which the Dot Occupational OUt1001: Handbook

forecasts 'job employment, opportunities, the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and--T-m-i-ni-ng approves occupations for .the national apprenticeship
program; and for the Bureau of--tabon BLS) reports on employment and
unemployment statistics to The Congress.
The _Dict_i_onary
updated ari_d_ republished
concurrently_ WW1_ the _Census- Th_e Fo_urth Edition was relea

in

1977; Change_ sheets are issued_or_avai_lable_at_unsp_e_cified ti_m_e_s._

is obviously impossible to- insure that such_change sheets -reach _all
who have purchased the DOT. DictionaTy staff have advised_me _they

have-no directive or administrative methodologyfor_el_iminating
obsolete or obteiletteht occupations listed in the DOT; Yet-, in the
five years since the 007 was last publiShed, more teChnolOgital

chang_e has occurred than ever before. These terms can be of national
importance .- Without _a_ national_ _c1 assi ffaa_tion system,: educators will

continue _to:educate and train stbdents;_unemployed_workers, and
others in "sunset occupations" while.employers_ complain about the
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non - availability of wor.kers qualified in the new technologies_ and

automated offices. 'It is as important toAdemtify the "old'
occupations as it is the new occupations." Exhibit -1 is a 'set of
terminology used by my firm for identifying and assessing obsolete,

obsolescent, current, new, and emerging occupations.

Similarly, the DO! staff' has no methodologrfo-r-i-d-en-ti-fy-i-n-g

needs for new occupations in new_and emerging_tec nologies,

and arts. There_ is_no program in She_ federal departments or the
priTliceiector to fcrecast and create new occupations- Obviously, the
national occupational infrastructure must he replete with Obsolete
and obsolescent occupations. At the same time, no -.one knows what are
the new and emerging occupationsi. How can anyone determine how many

new Jobs - what jobs - are, needed? Educational and training
institutions do not have urgently needed information as to what are
the new occupations.

Exhibit 2 is a listcrigaf some new occupations_ I_ have desioned
and proposed for development-Other occupations have _been qestfned
and are being- presented to GOvernors._ Employment and Training staffs
for use in implementing the JTPA, to Chambers of Commerce Economic

Development Administration staffs, to corporate officials, .and
education and training associationsMost of our new occupations

ifore_c_a;S_ts were _presented in a workshop at The National Center for
Vocatio_nal_Educational Research last December. Potentially, millions

of jobs could be generated in these new occupations, and additionalthousands of essential new occupations could be desi_gned_if an active

national program could be establislied for such purpose.-- I-propose
this be a Cr:ill-abbe-at-41e efftiet by national industries associations
-hi -gher learning - particularly those
benefitting from rarge R&D funding. At this time, My firiii is- the -wily
organization in the country doing this work. We have inquiries from a
foreign government and correspondence exchanged with another.
Proposals for s_u_c_h_ programs have been submitted to the Department of
Labor, and the Department of Education.

Given the tapid pace of changes in industry, commercei_and
business, n-pprinted -dictionary will ever be current; The_nation
needs a real -time compu,ter based occupational and employment
information system. While the New York Stock Exchange can handle-and
report stock transactions well in excess of one hundred million
shares_, amountin_g_to many billions of dollars, thenation .foes not
have a__sy5tem_lsrr_ra_al time employment opportunities rePorting. The
Congress _has _di_re_cted_ the 00L. in both the CETA and the JTPA, to

";;;establish and carry out a nationwide computer ized job bank-and

ro ram...on a re-ional- _state- and_local_basis, usin
ectron c ata processing an to ecommun cations systems to the

matchin
e

.
I

the ur
rvrearr.r-i-rr-rarr-Th
2,munmorrsIn4.

ose_of identif in

win ttee can

he

ascertain that such systems do not exist, functioning as intended by
The Congress.

,"Job Bank" computers are _presently used for storing employment

oppottyhitiei information gl eaned peer a period of up to three
I0

1

U
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months; collected by corresp_ondeo_c_e a_nd through exchange of
microfiche records furnished by state and city employment services.,
newspaper-like publication -- Occupations in Demand at-Job Services;

Offices- sets forth such information. Distribution of t_hi

publication cannot possibly meet the, demand - even if the informat n
were current and usable. In a personal telephone survey of employment
offices in several states, I fciundf,that few of the employment .Staffs
were _a_ware of .thi_s_ publication-, that some were keepyrig Ape

occupational information_ on mitrofiche file, that job opportunities

listed- were- out of date, and that.the sources could not be
identified. The publication is a failure; the requi repent_ fo_r _a real
time occupational information job bank is -a failve;,tompl lance with
the requirements set forth in these Acts is.a failure.

Nevertheless, the need for a real time occupattonal 'and

employment system network must be met. The Committee should promote

assistance by the Department of Defense (DOD). DOD worldwide real

time data bases representa state of the art far exceeding the

comparatively simple requirements for a national_jobs data ban. The
JTPA includes provisions_ for theDOD to provide assistances. If The
Congress or the Executive Office of The President Were to. implernent
would estimate two- or- more years would be _needed
thi s . suggestion,
for implementing such a national System. I believe, as -a matter of

scale.' the NASDAQ_ Network is comparable to what is required,
fliatio_n_al_AiSociation of Stock Dealeis Automated Quotation). As will

be described in the following, the departaients have been unable to

produce a uniform system of occupational definitions, codes and
statistics. It may well be the job is too big and_complex, requiring
technical systems skillS,and knowledges not available in these
departments. Surely, any further consideration of such networks
should include the possible economies and other attainable benefits
that could be derived if this system were to be designed and operated
by the private sector. As recommended previously, perhaps consortia
of industries associations and educational institutions could operate
such system.
4

-

,

The inadequacies of DOL dictionaries and dependent publications!

have- been described. Addiponally, the Committee should consider
-investigating the utility cif_dccupational information published by

the Department of Education, Office of Vocational and Adult Education
(OVAE).- Vocational Educational Codes Are/ disseminated threugh the

.Vocational Education beta System (VEDS). -Why are these co-des
necessary? Why not use the DOT? Both DOL and Department of Education
staffs- have_spent uncOunte_d hams of effort over a period of yearS
trying to develop a rcros_s-walk" (correlation) between these codes.
The Department o_f Ed_u_c_ation_ st_aff advised me the problem is
compounded when the National Center for Education Statistics attempts

to compile statistics developed from differing bases. As in the -DOL
Occupational Outlook Handbook, the National Center__for_Edu_cational

Statistics/produce data to serve the educational establishment. The
only recourse conceived by staffs in the departments -, and supported
by the Congress, is the establishment of a National _Occupational
Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC). That" Committee has
extended, /its statutory mandate by promoting establishment of State
.1.

b
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Occupational information Coordinating Committees iSOICCI. Yeti the
operation of irreconcilable 'data .bases ciintinues_without'improvement.

,

Obviousl_y,_ the value of these extensive and expensive_nefworks
depends upon the quality_rif information distributed through the "pipe
1 i ne_."

i al s with' whom _I have di scussed_ this problem .general ly

agree_ that the rapid pace of technology change today - and as it will
be in the future - -ha -s: overtaken the occupational information' now

transmitted through '- this network. If the quality and quantity of

occupational statistics 'and information could be upgraded to meet the
needs of today, the NOICC and SOICC could become useful Meant of
_la, transmitting information between 'offices at this level.

MoWeveri_Another_ question rernaitis_ as to how effectively this'

information would be _used by local employment _ services jagenties. The
JTP/1 authorizes funds for labor market information ,(1.MI) research: TO

the extent that -such fund's' are used to extend present methods of
,occupational -finformation dissemination, this Committee would be

advised to monitor such expenditures clbsely. Current; valid
information on new occupations does not exist.

This situation ra§es- the question of how public employment

services_offices /can_ match unemployed _workers with the "new work; out

there." They _cannot. One hears -so; much about "structured
unemployment" and while that term has as many definitions. as sources
that,_-uSa it, The C.cingress should recognize that'much of the
unemployment today is-due to the inabilityo(_employment services

staffs to match applicants with new technology jobs that aren't
listed in the DOT; or other gOvernmentiturnisd occupational
information. Even were current high tech Jobs information provided_ to

'

employment pla_cement_offi_cers_ and

many are unfamiliar

wikh such new_te_c_hnialogy_ and cannot interpret such job_ requireme_nts '
and relate these to_ the_ qual ifications_ of previously_ employed highly
qual i fi ed _machinists , 'tool _and' die makers, electronic technicians ,and

other _craftsmen._ Consequently, tile best way-for. persons -with _Stith.-

technical skills to find jobs in the new. high tech workforce is to
new high tech firms have- increased their recruitment staffs and

search -the newspapers and professional journals Want ads. Many of the

displaced workers who have found such employment on their own
initiative will advise the _C_o t_tee_ _the re_ is. no_ comparison ithe

services _and c_arip_reh_en_sion _of state and __local employment offfce

staffs with, those of the corporations; -CorporatP ;recruiter's will

probably adVisq .you they do not-place requestS -for -rectd I [went
pub .1.!& service employment off-ices as the staffs there are unable- to

and the highly technical, character of positions availAble..
- when the numbers an types Of) high
technology' occupations 01.1' have increased greatly - one. might
and

Within A.--gew more years

question whether state and4local public service employment offices

can be even marginally useful in matching`- technologies and unemployed

persons. The Committee shoul d pr_ari__no_w _how to_Cope_with this

eventuality. Typically_i_it,_i_s_ the smallA3usinestes_ - that_ don't _have
1 arg_e personnel_ departibeks - which are most dependent upon these-

employment agencies;

In workshops conducted in several states, I have dlicussed with
12
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educators and _officials_of_major_torporations the concept of national
industries associations forming occupational- information networks-in
which occupational definitions and employment_ information would be

processed through privateckector_clearinghouses. (Ihe
Department of Commence _National lechritealItifOrmatidti Center Js

,

somewhat -illustrative.) I wish to advise the Committee there is
° definite interest in this idea; some 'of the discussions are moving
.
into the system concept stage.

.

.

As _mentioned previously, occupational and- techncilogical
inforMation would_be disseminated by associations' occupational

analysts. Aggregated Occupational_and emplbyment statistics would be
provided- tb_a national clearinghousg; -All-df this information .would'
be available on a. real-time basis to educational establiehtherits.'T,bis

assistance would enable institutions to update'existing curricula and
to develop new education and training programs in-a more timely
manner. Further, university, college and high school- staffs could
assist in developing_ new educational qualifications requirements for

ney and updated occupations at associations' occupational

clearinghouses;

If we can resolve the problem of providing current occupational
information to_ State _and local .employment services agencies, the.
Committee should consider how the Matching ofAinemployed persons with
new job opportunities can be-improved. As noted; it isn't necessarily
the Qualifications of unemployed persons that.determines whether_ they

suece_e_din-getting a job throuAtt the offices. The capabilities _and:

interelts._of_ emp_l_o_yment staffs are a factor. Ways must be identified'

to bridge this deterrent.
The means are readily available to implement far more effective
procedures in which placements of unemployed _persons are-not
dependent upon the knowledge and capabilities _of employment
counselors. National networks gather news reports from all over the
world every. evening. Network reporters here in the states interview
their _reporters face to face in countries 'and remote areas all over
the world. Members of COngress and other distinguished persons -are

interviewed in their offices,_talking with reporters in Washington,'
D.C., New York, and other _major cities. Side by side, face-to-face
interviews are presented routinely on the TV screen. This technique

could be cost-beneficial if implemented' by state and local employment
services agencies - within the states t_ancrbetween states. The video.
telephone is an accomplished state of the art and _within the time to
design and implement such vis -a -vis employment interviews, that

telephone .system co'uld be an 'integral feature. Whether by_tbe,
.

telephone or by-present teleconfereneing systems, major changes must
be made in the present inefficient methods used by-public service
employment interviewers attempting to place unemployed persons in new

jobs. Again, the JTPA.provides.for research funds to be expended in
be
developing labor market_information ILM/). Pilot experiments might'
commenced in major cities whece_reduction of high unemployment rates'
justify costs Of such pilot experiments.
_

_

have attempted to explain why present labor market information
°
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is grossly- inadequate. To the extent it misleads unemployed persons
potentials of obsolete or
concern_ing_thelong
obsolescent pc_c_u_pations, it. merely shifts today's problems to
tomorrow. _Computec_dating_game_s_ do it _be_tter. Neverthel ess with
.

electronic_ employment systems as described here, we can generate the
highest potential employment and bene_fi_t_s_. Without such systems,

unemployment will cantinue_to increase with the. adv.inces of
technology, science, andthe arts;

ot

._

Ttie-riatidnal-toata,of-occupatiohal obsolescense are i

alculable

-perhaps some comp_etent,_economist can derive acceptable- e -timates;

The ability of the nation to compete Wiffoother nations in world
markets 'and even for our internal markets-is well destr bed and
documented in

the

media. While-the

,na ions meet_

highest

in_international suMmits _to_ discuss trade' and all the elements

a ffectirg _commerce ; our basic 1.ndustries have - suffered- losses on the

order -of ,30% dr more - -Steel,__textil-ei, electronics -.are but a few

examples. In debates with officials of qtherinclbstrial nations, and
emergin_g-nations, the high costs of U.S. labor has been.constantly
noted as a primary factor in export/import imbalahces. Japan, more
than any other nation, has. forced us to critically_ examine the cost
of human intervention in all production proCesses. To compete with
JapaIP's i ndustrial _prowess , much of it built upon new production
techniques i_management, and U.S. products and technologies - the U.S..
and other nations rush into computer assisted manufacturing, _computer

aided design;- flexible manufacturing systems and flexible
manufacturing cells:

-.

.

.

The use of these new production technologies at this time favors
the U.S., where leadership in such production systems remains. But,

.

this benefit can be lost if a new workforce Is not designed and put
into place as quickly as possible and feasible.

..

..

.

.

The b_e_nefits -_Of.raur research have been exttmded to all
technologies', sciences,- and _arts.- And while the nation's hi-tech
revglution _ha_s .been og-going; the _nttion'S' apprentice_traindng

programs plod _along _enrolling_ 'and graduating apprentices in crafts
and trades of decades past. Where are the apprenticeships for, the new
,.

technologies?: They don't exist. As a fo.rmer director _of_.Navy
apprentice- programs, I know that one of the most diffitult
administration tasks is to insure that apprentice training programs
are constantly updated -and retained abreast of new technologies.- I
doubt_suck-administrative pressure is exerted in the natiorr's
-industrial apPrenticeship_s _Some of_these pfans .,arei perhaps, still
printed on mimeograph .sheets of years past.

,_

-

_,_

:

_

Apprenticeships are a primary source, Of recruitment ant
enrollment of -union members. The effeett Of_ Obsolescent

apprenticeships may be seen in the -heavy, losses o,f uniOri"memberst

jobs - jobs VIA are ''gone. forever.." But -these apprenticeships are :
continuing- At a time when the Congress, has appropriated bill_ions of

concessions for the industries to rebuild plants -to
where is the esseritialia mpanying assistance for the nation's
dollars

apprentice, training pi-....

s? Will 'the Congress perMit this essential
.

...-
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4prograly to fade into the history of th_e_tpdustrial revolution? In_ my
remarks about vocational educati6n and_ tr'clning, I noted -that the
high costs. of hands-on-training will never again -ye wlthin the
funding range of high:schbols - Dr, for that matter even some post
secondary. education instit.:tions. The apprentice program administered
by the DOL is based upon, the Fitzgerald Apprentice Act of 1937: Isn't

it,,long,pist,,time for the Congress to update that Act? kanyDf.the
chillenges presented here should be addressed -in any such update - or
new legislatfon superceding that_Act. Legislation suCh_as_the_Davis
Bacon Act:, and the Walshilealy_Act_s-hauld be evaluated_ in any new
legislation. It Apes appear that the Congress has for_ the most part

overlooked the nations apprentice programs. It--is late, :time, s_
critically short. The Congress can pull' this crucial program out-or
the mothballs and turn-this valuable concept into a useful-system for
upgrading the national :Workforce. The JTPA recognizes that realistic
training can: best be accomPlished by_;private sector employers, on the
job. Apprentice training programs,pkvide that -kind of training;
*

There are approximately _30_0;000 apprentices enrolled in_ federal
and V.ate:programs,_20% - 25% are in manufacturing - metal trades.

Most of the -industrial small businesses -. -are- in metal working.
Thousands of small metal, fabricators proOde parts to the robotic
assembly lines and automotive manufacturers. According to published
articles - Flexible Manufacturing Systems (PMS) increases machine
tool utilization by as much as 45 percent with a reductiDn in workers
of 37 percent. Computer Assisted .Manupcturing (CAM) has improved
electronics production by. a factor of 10_Aor morel_ andi:when_io_m_bined

with Computer Assisted Desivi(CADCAM)i_productivity inireases_ as
high as 15_:1 have_been achieved. Most of.the others- ire0n the
build
building
and construct'Lon trades-;
'wil 1 assert unequivocally, the
apprentice programs have been overtakRn by new technologies._ Metal
working trades are most impaaed by.the. new nroducttOn 'technologies.
Unemployment in this sector is probably -the
the highest'Of any sector.
Whi 1 e. advances in manufaciu ri ng tec hno 1 Ogi es and, displacements of

hundreds of thousands of- autoworkers and others are well publicised,
there is no plan to 'identify and_pablicise obsdiete ocCapationsi or

to_d_i_sco_n_tinue_ _these apprenticeships; ari_to establish
apprenticeships in the newAschnologiesz Nhy is this? For one reason
among many others = the rftzgerald National !Apprentice Act -and
subsequent, policies_ have pi.oduded ihterpretations that only those

occupations,listed in the DOT can be apprenticed. Further,
administration of these progrlms is encumbered by divisions of
'authority between federal and state apprentice councils and statutory
provisions. requiring employment and wages to be in consonance with
collective bargaining Rgreemerits negotiated by-the unions. Surely;
this vital prolram deserves more current and realittic legislative
guidance and suppOrt. I Submit this is a major aria-for oversight
investigations and remedial legislation:
PART III = DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE .

The preceding testimony has dealt with 'situations In the
Departments of Education and Labor. And while I am inclined to.
discuss similarities in the U.S..

15

Service, I will conclude this
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testimony with_ comment on the employment and unemployment statistics
used by the Corigress in assessing national employment, unemployment,

and associated legislation.

- The Congress must recognize that employment anstilnemployment

statistics are of questionable -Validity; In fact, the_extent

_of

errors is potentially so eictentiVe the Congress should have_serious
reservations about passage of any legislation deriving from Bureau of

Labor (BLS) statistics. One might argue that even inaccurate

1 statistics might be useful in indicating trends - since SUCti invalid
statistics have been in use for years. I feel the Congrett will not

accept kilot argument: Further, if the .Congres takes ijito

consider-Mon the absence of any system to create new occupations,
and to identify the obtelettence of thousands of present ocCupations

listed in the DOT, VEDS, Dccupatibrial Outlook Handbook, and
Department of Commerce data (as.detcribed in the following), -it will
probably agree with the remark' of some of the Joint Economic
Cornmittee_ staff following my briefing-for them - "Garbage in; garbage

out." Ca: the oa_tion afford to expend billions of dollars for new
jobs programs on the basis of such "garbage"?

Jt is Well known -among occupational airthorities of the three

-fh a valid_ "Cross-walk"departments- that the BLSCannot _es
between the occupations used by he DepartMent Of Commerce Current
Population Survey (CPS) data, and occupation -s- in the DOT.

Nevertheless, CPS statistics are a major factor in BLS .employment and;

unemployment statistics reported to the Congress. Further; the CPS
statistics are used by the OOL to forecast-employment for jobs listed
in the Occupational Outlook Handbook.

The Department.Of Commerce Demographic Survey-Division, Current

Population Survey Branch, it responsiBle for the conduct of monthly

surveys of approximately' 58,000 households located in 629 Population
SurVey units..These are geographical units determined on the :basis of
population dehsities. Approximately 60% of these Surveys" are made by

telephone_calls, 40% by direct visits - usually fn first 'Contacts

with a household. The surveys are conducted on the basis of a printed
questionnaire. In _a previou,.*tudx of that questionnaire, it ,appeared
to me that much of the information required in completirig the form is
ambiguous and introduces an-undetermined error rate. Further, the

accuracy of response inforntation is affected by the education and
experience of respondents, including their understandin_g of the
occupations for which employment or unemplognent information_is
elicited. Some of the Oepartment surveyors adVised they were not

fully familier with theoccupations ,,on which information was

Otained..For some years, the CPS Branch has used "400 groupings of

Occupational titles" (without definitions), This has been changed

recently in-attempts to Correlate response information with

Department of Corrinerce Standard Oteupational Codes _(SOC). Persons who

worked on these codes advise that the codes do not serve_to validate
the codes relate: -It seems this system IS
. somewhat analogous to the NOICC. There is -a difference;. The SO_C does
..peomote identifying and relating occupations to the standard industry

classifications (SIC)-. The_staffi recognized the impossibility of
16
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112' establishing \a "cross-walk" between the "40.0 occupational groupings"
and the DOT. And, as noted previously, Department of Educationstaffs

atImit to difficulties in establishing -a-"cross-walk" betweeif-their
VEDS, codes_ and tpe DaTs..Thesc difficulties .are further compounded in

BLS statistics bsa-theinclusion4f employment and unemployment
statistics from:\various industries end 'unemp3ayment compensation

statistics. To what occupations do these 'statistics relate?
confident this Cbmmittee and The Congress. can see the...need for
ipvestigations i\n these conflicting data systems. 1!ricl, I might
suggest that the Congress express reservations henceforth in passing
;
new legislation dependent upon these.statistics..
e

Congress_do?_The Congressshould_address_it_self to

the greatest task ever confronting any nation's legislativellody -_ to
design and ertgineer
new. national workforce; The magnitude and
complexity of such undertaking will challenge the entire Congress.
But, as the chairman of one of the nation's major corporations_ rioted

in an address at Notreame, "What is at stake is a way of life we
have taken for granted in this century." Another official in one of

our major automobile manufacturing corporations advised me - "This is
one competition we must win; we may not have anothet_opportunity in

this century, or the next." The archite_ctual elements_for a new.
national workforce_are indicated-An this testimony; Will the Congress
be the architect of our new workforce?

Thank you- for this opportunity to testify tlpfore thit Commqtee

on Small Business, Subcommittee on Oversight and The Economy.

W. Clyde Helms, Jr.
President
Occupational" Forecasting, Inc.
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4 A STRUCTURE FarrAMSS'ING
.00CUPATIONAL __ CLASSIFICATIONS_ AND FORECASTIVG NE61I-1
NATIONAL WORKFORCE OCCUPATIONS (C)

-

o provide employers,
The purpose of this structure
ers responsible for
nrain.taining a current and effective na ional workfgrce this

_employees, Oducators, and students, and

terminology for assessin_g the status of the workforce, ango,

identifying and acting upon evidence of obsolete and' obsolescent,
occupations, and new, emerging, and emergent occupations;_ to
take such" steps as'are indicated, ...ge,peomoting national and-individual

interests. There is no system sua as this in operation within the

United States, or

any,

other industrial nation. It is believed

establishment of such system and publ4cation of information derived
through the following assessment and forecastingIclassifications will

be of nationally significant value In advancing the interests of the
people and the nation.

_-
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,Obsolete Occupations: Those for _which here is no. present or
foreseeable direct economic Value.

when.

coMpared with employers ". and

employees' sustaining income requirements; and, in which levels of
employment have decreased to a. minimum percent Of previous
.

employment; 'over. a" reasonable statistical period of time: Such
occupations may -b-e disceried_at an-early state in minimal growth
and diminution.of
demi,nd -_ compared with all__other occurations
wages and Salaries._ Other -indications will be noted .in the',workpl ace
andjob security of einployses.

*which conditions- described
Obsolescent,,Occupations. Those
under Obsolete can be forecast within .a r asonable statistical time

occupations mayfirst be
by slower growth (numbers
employed andi_orcompensation_leve si .compared to the average
growth _of _all :occupations. ksignifi a indicator may be noted in
related education -and training requ ements , _changes_ in_appr_oortate
- for example., 5 yea'rs minimum. Su
discehed_ in o_c_c_upations _charecteriz_

sciences, technologieso and .arts. Assessment and evaluation of these

conditions- and other impacts will enable the analyst to identify
.'

obsolescent occupations.
Current_Occupations. ;those for which there is' a strong-wesent
and _foreseeable re_quirementi; with associated economic heriefitt for
employers and employees. Such 'occupations generally reflect averge
or faster than average_ growth compared] to.all occupations. Some

;of these occupations may not be in the paths of advancing-I,:

.
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technologiSi, sciences and arts:- demand may be based
affected by or minimally affected by

conditions not

upon
new

developments, or, the need for such, occupations may be tangekially
improved by such changes. Economic and other-conditions support
reasonable longevity of these oCcupationse

Thas_e for_whNchw new employment
Emerging Occupati
opportunities are_ well evidenced
the changing patterqs_o
business; commerce; industry; science, technoloigyi and_approproate
arts. Such occupations generally_do not have a well defi\ned

occ,upa_t_ional .title, or qualification and employment
classification and wage standards..These appear rather amorphous,
but, sufficient employment is! occurring- to identify this
occupational area. The-numbers of worker:, employed in this emerging

occupational area are likely to be) growing at a rate substantially
programs are being established and demand exteeds supply\,
shortages are clearly evident:

'above the avergage of. all occupations; new educational and training
;

Emergent Occupations. Those for which early trends in
research, and development, and the establishment. of newt.

- industries, businesses, .commerce, and other income producing .1
activities evidence needs which require substantive qualification
and lead time preparation by edUcational institutioni, employers, and
workersImpacts_Noon the workforce evidence needs for substantially

different work skills and educational qualiffications.
Employment,- lacement, and wage and salaries_ standard:s._have to
be_ revised- or _ deve I p:_e_d_
_Ev idence _of _present _and_ .fu tare

requirements for these emergent occupati ons fi rst appear _- for
in res-earch and deVelopment projects, formation of new -

ex- ample- --

or, substantive changes in existing

industries, businesses; and

commerce and other major areas' of emplOyment affected by the need for
such occupations in meeting predictable employment requirements.CONCLUSION_,
1

Note Lf.gIn the absence of any officially _recognized system for

assessing the currency of occupations comprIsing1).the nation's

occupational infrastructure, these definitionsfThave been designed by
the author and will be furnished to contemporaries ,lor 'comment and
publication.

To the extent_pos_sible_,__the__author will correspond with

organizations concerning suggested changes.

In the final"development, it is the play of the market place

that will produce suech definitions and use these in promoting and
maintaining up to date_national occupational infrastructures:
Note 2. In the interests of_promot:ingdiscussion, analyses,' and

develo_pment of nationally acceptable terminology, requests for

permission to quote from and to reprint this material will be
considered.
Address:

W. Clyde Helms, Jr.
P. 0. Box 1650
Occupational Forecasting,_Inc.

Arlington, Virginia
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Copyeight - Occupatiomal.
Forecasting, Inc. June 1981

Excerpts Frour.OF1,

Occupations DB-I k

NEW. CCURATIONS FORECAST

_Foet6st Estimates-199R

Trch'nological
Occupations- re

I. _Hazardous Was
Technician

.

Job Demang
Forecast

Salarieso_
M 4-Range"
Starting

Management
3

;000

$15,000

$28;000
ht,

cn

Industrial Lasr Process
Techniciaq

360;000

$ive°

$25;000

Industrial Robot Production
Technician

400,000

$15,040

$24,000

2.

3.

4.

Materials Utilization Technician

210;000

$10

5

Genetic Engineering TeChnitian

200;000.

$20;000

1-

Copyright waived for The Congre;s;

1 20

$29,000

Holographic Inspection
SpecialiSt
=
p.

160,000

$20,000

$28,000
*

7.

Bionic - Electronic Technician

120,000

521,000

$32,000

S.

Battery Technicians (Fuel Cells)

250,000

$12,000

$18,000

9.

E ergy Conservation Technician

310,000

$13,000

$26,000

500,000

$14,000

$24,000

Rehabilitation

10.

Technician

L

II.

Emergency Medical Technician

400,000

i16,000

$26,000'

12.

Geriatric Social Technician

610,000

$15,000

$22,000

i. Based on Implementation by Mid-1980s.
4
2. 1982 Dollars.

1

Excerpts From_0F1.
Occupations DB-III
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NEW OCCUPATIONS'FORECASTS

Computenterface

Forecast Estimates - 1990
Salaries
Job Demand
Starting
MidrRange
Forecast

Occupations-Operators

A;

Technical-Industrial

1,

Computer OraphiesjechniCian_r

Terminal Operator (All Divisions-of
Graphics, Composition, Illu"stration,
Art)

Computer Drafting_Techniciartz _
Terminal Operator_(CAO-CAM)_All Areas
of Design-and Drafting (Technologies;
Businesses, Sciences)
-

150,000

$20,000

$35,000

300;000

$18;000:

. $30;000

300;000

$25,000

$40,000

$30;000

$40,000

2;

.

Computer-Modelling and SimulaVicia
Technician:Aomputer Assisted Design?
3..

Terminal_aperator - Design, Testing,
Evaluation
'

":

Computer. Assisted Manufacturing
(CAM) Technician Factory Onsite
4.

Monitor/Controller - Robots, FMC,. FMS

s'

-120,000
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B. Office-Business/Commerce

Computer Terminal Information
Processor: Text-Data,,Graphics_=1.

Applications in Offices,.Industries,
Institutions

270,000

$20,000

$30,000

140,000

$20;000

135;000

150,000

$18,000

$25,000

Computer Terminal Distributive
Information Processor: Electronic

2.

Mail; Electronic Funds Transfer;
Information File and - Retrieval;

Telecommunications, Teleconferencing

C.

Technical Industrial

5.

CAG Terminal Input Artist

146'

6.

Computer Modelling

and

' Simulation-Technician

300,000

$25;000

$30;000

7.

CAD Terminal Product Engineer

450,000

$14,500

$27,000

8.

CAD Terminal Parts Cataloger

125,000

$11;000

$17,500
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Excerpts From OF!

Copyright - Occupational
-1Forecastingi Inc. August 19824

FORECASTSOF'NEW OCCUPATIONS NEEDED THROUGH 1990s
New Computer Based
Software -Dc- spat -Ions

.

Ferecatt Estimates--1990
Job Demand-

FOrecT
Software Writers (All Fields)

Salariet
Starting
Mid-Range

Total: li90.000

Jobs.

Examples:
o

Commerce b BusinesA

o

Engineering (All)

Physical Science
Social icience
Medicine
6

LAW.

See following breakdown by'fields. -

Note:

.

"S/W. _Writers" is a new. xoncept originated by OFI;_The concept - as

described_ in OH literature treats with the:needs_fOr applltattons '4
and/or Objett -Ode specialists. many of WhOm will be employed as
artifitial intelligence'program "authors."

124

(W. Clyde Helms)

"7".0"

,

Copyright - Ocodpational
Forecasting; Inc, August 1982

Page 2
-Occupationt DB;11
A. Software Writers---Corhmerce&Iiiittfietat

Examples
S/W_Writers_-_. Business. Manager:Agit

150,000

Automated Office Operations

S/W Writers - Marketing: Telemarketing,Aholesole; Retail &
2.

r,Supporting Informatinn.Batet .

'

$25,000

.$40,000

$25,000

$40,000

.
.

200;000
0

.

:.

3._ S/W Writers-'Financial Managemeq:
EFT; Electrvic_Maili_Teletext. 8anking
Securities, Rea) Estate, Insurance

-160,000

S/W Writers - Publications :, CoMputer
4.
Assisted Information; Retrieval, Composition; Printing. Electric Recording;
Viewing...Teletext; Cable Ty, Cassettes,
300,000
Optical Discs;

125

$30,000

$50,000

$25,000

$40

0

tg

Page 3
OccupationsAMI-II
,

Copyright - Occupational
Forecast/ing,
August 1982

o

8. Software Writers - Manufacturing Production
Examples:

1. -S/Wiiriters - Productionlacility
Desigrq_Production SyStems,tayout.
(CAD=Computer,AssistedDesign),
_
2.

SALWriters - ComOuterAssisted

180,000

$35-000

200,000

.530,000

20,000

$25,000'

.

$75,000

.

.Manufacturing 'Operations (CAM);.e.g,,H
Foundry castings,_moldings,,forming:
Machining; Assembling-, Testing,-

InipectionFlexible-Manufacturing
Systems (FMS)-& Fleiible Manufacturing
Complexes (FMC)

'3. SA Writers = Industrial_Management
JCRM/CAD):1Inventory Management &__
Automated-Operations; Receiving', Storing;.
Transport' to,- Manufacture or Process &

Shipment. (1arts On Demand System"
!

OFI data BaseListing_terminated_here;_
These furnished to The Congress.as exam

,$40,000.
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Mr. BEDELL. Thank you very much Mr. Helms.

The noncompatability of data from the Department of Commerce
current population survey and its occupationNn the Directory of
Occupational Titles is not new, is it?

IS it your view that the rapid economic changes rendered this

noncompatibility more significant today than it MS in the peat?
Mr. HELMS. I would say today that given the coriaitions my contemporaries here have described the urgency of our needs for current reliable data has never been more ,severe. We have the most'
urgent need in the history ?of our country for current valid .data.;
Mr. BEDELL. So you do think it is-more significant today?
Mr. HELMS: I certainly d6,_sir. Mr. Gordon. testified here .a few
minutes ago that if we don't. Move forwardH-and'Yorgive me' for

paraPhraSing MS remarks berewith new technologies; then we

will lose our economic viability, our competitive edge, 'in interne=
tional commerce.
Mr. BEDELL. You project 400,000 industrial robot production tech=
nicians in 1990?

Mr. limb's. Yes, sir.
Mr. BEDELL.' What nuMber of robots in use at that time?
Mr. HELMS. I dOn't see the eexact number or units of robots as
controlling here because ad has been indicated in other. testimony,
robots are not individualistic, self-Operating devices. For example;
-. even the robots we liave _today include sensors such as radar, infra:
red and sonar. And, as Mk. Gordon -indicated, we now have robots
very, well advanced in visual systenia.
Further out robots will have computed brains. The intelligence
of a-robot is in the microprocessor, and so the speed and .extensive=
ness at which we employ robots by whatever definition will be con-.
trolled by the speed with WhiCh these advances are accomplished.
Mr. BEDELL. Do you expect that to be rapid?.
Mr. ,HEr..ms. I certainly do, sir.
BEDELL. W6

have, the Bureau of Labor Statistics coming

before us tomorrow.
_
Mr: HELMS. I understand:
Mi. BEDELL. If. I understood your testimony porrectly; you are
somewhat critical of some of their figures in particular.
Mr. HELMS. They are ;quite aware of my criticism Some of the

remarks I have made here haVe been presented in seminars for
Some of the highest level officials in the Department of LabOr, and
for a substantial number of officials in the Department of Education.
Mr.

,

If you were sitting as I am,as chairman of_ this
what procedure would you recommend irr terms of trying to
investigate their method of gathering these figures and their pro.
; jections that they have?
HELMS. There are, Presidential Commission reports; and' a
National Academy of Sciences report that document and support
conclusively the statements and the criticisms I have made here.
darnmittee,

BEDELL.

.

Mr: BEogrtt. Which are?
Mr. HELMS: The National Academy of Sciences report is "Work,
Jobs; and Occupations."
Mt. BEDELL. No, no; your statements of criticism.
Mr. HELMS. Of criticism?
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Mr. Bkrimt... I understand your criticism of the Dictionary, that it
hasn't been updated.
,
Mr. BEDELL.' But in the gureau Of Labor Standards reports that I
see; they say there will be so many. pec Ile engaged in operating
filling stations and so many people er iged as janitors and so
Many people as secretaries and so on; a this is what they would
project into'' he future. Do you have criticism of that?
Mr. HELMS YeS,Sir!

Mr. BEDELL. Do the reports you talk about *question those statis-,
tics and, how those are gathered'
Mr. mss. To.= the extent the BLS statistics; furnished to. the
Congress on occupations; - employment; and unemployment are affected by statistics compiled by the Mpartment of Commerce Current Population Survey Unitthat information is 'not 'reliable.
The National Commission on Employment and Unemployment
Statistics Published a report similar to that Published recently, by
,the Natippal Academy of Science .
Mr. BEDELL. I would appreciatelit if you would get it for the staff
It would be, good if We could have it before the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. -.

1

Mr. HELMS. I will call you this afternoon.
Mr. 'BEDELL. You indicated also that you thought there was going

to be significant, reduction in white collar personnel
and Iniddle
_

managetnent people.
. Mr. HELMS. Right.
Mr. BEDELL. In Japan they do have significantly fewer layers of
.

.

management than we have for similar things, and I therefore

would .think there would. be some legitimacy 'to your statement in
view of the need for, us to become competitive with, Japan. Every
white collar Worker increases your cost to some _extent So do you
have any documentation of that; because` one of the projections I
think by the Bureau of Labor Statistics would be that we will Wee
an increase in the number of 'white collar _jobs-as-well?
Mr. HELMS.' The Business Week of April 20, cover story is titled:
"A New Erg for Management" It_ identifies major corporations in
"
:1
:1
ma mg mi. e inawement.
reason for this conipression is that in the automated offices, the in,

1

formation presently generated _al operating levele, and p(11314&d to

middle management offiCials,-is now available' in the automated
equipment_and computers diratly to toT anagement and chief eic-,
ecutive officers. So we can leapfrog. to r middle management. I
commend this issue to the_attention-- his committee.
[The article referred to above fol

-
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Mr. FIELMs [continuing]. I chaired a discussion panel in the World

Future Society Fourth Assembly about a year ago. The discussion
'nine' included such authorities as the provost of Carnegie-Mellon
University, the director of Advanced System§ Research Laboratory
at Wang Corp;; an American Telephone & Telegraph official and
others. There was agreement that office automation will have very
significant impacts on white collar workers. !For example, in office
equipment such as the word processor, which is projected to gi.ow at
the rate of about 35 to 40 per.cent ur more per year, we have an
operator for which we don't have an appropriate occupational title;
This operator for examplenow titled secretaryinterfaceS with -a
computer and processes all of the information that goes into the word
processor and is stored on floppy discs.
We can store up to .150 or more letters/ or pieces of correspondence on a floppy disc. That is going to eliminate thousand§ of file
cabinets_ and the jobs of messengers and mail clerks, and people`
like that These lower level employees are being displaced as Well
AS the middle-management executives by,l_office automation;
We have teleconferencing. We have Telecheck. We have electirdn;

is mail. These electronic systems will._eliminate many tens of thousands of white collar jobs.
Mr. BEnti..L. I don't know this; but I /think the Bureau of Labor
Statistics would probably testify their /survey would _indicate that

even though this is claimed, that theirsurvey indicates that this is
not yet happening Therefore, I think, as "they_project_&hings,they
would not expect it to change particularly in the future; If that is
their statement and if you feel the way you do, would you belieVe
the problem .i8 that it is happening and they are not detecting it, or

would you believe that it is something that you think is going to
happen in the future, but has not yet started to happen and the

projection; therefore, based on the past is inaccurate?
Mr. HELMS. I certainly reject any statistics or ,any conclusion
based on statistics developed over the past decade because what is
happening today is without precedent.
This is a technological revolution, and that is a calm_terrn for the
dtamatic, dynamic:change sweeping the country and all of our -occupations. My disagreement with the BLS has been published in
national journals.
__Mr; Rosenthal and I have disagreed _in print in_ the publication
Changing Tinies, for example, and various other publications, And,
when we look at the past_-as the economist Toynbee I quoted here

adviSedthe solutions that worked in the past won't work today.
The statistics of decades past are a very poor basis for extrapolat- -ing Mid forecasting the events throughout the rest of this century.
Mr; BEDELL. So your complaint is not nearly so much how they
gather their data or what their data shows as the fact that in your
opinion, iiast data -Mr. HELMS. Is untimely.
Mr. BEDELL. It is not very accurdte incorecasting what we can
expect in the future,
Mr. HELMS. Yes, sir.

4.34
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r: BEDELL. You have no great argument' with the way they colleittheir data and what their data shows? _,,_
Mr. HELMS. I disagree with the way they collect their data too;
sr.I disagree on both points. .
Mr. BEDELL. What is your disagreement with the way they collect
ate?
Mr. HELMS; _Well; as I've testified, the current population survey
ata and the dictionary .of occupational Cities have been studied by
'residential commissions and others ove a period of decades: They
ave found these data to be inaccurate,- nreliable. Yet the current
population survey data _is factored into BLS statistics along with oc-

cupational employment service stet' cs; OES statistics; Now; I
erent occupational systeniS
don't know' to what extent these two
and statistic's influence how they , fac r this -but when I briefed
some of the members of the Joint 'Ec omic Committee their con;
elusion- was "Garbage in and garbage iit," .
I do have a flow diagraiii Of these = umentS and processes. This
was developed while working with a nator here on the Hill some
time ago. I would be glad to provide that to this committee if you
should like to see it
I 'tried to flow the information from the current population
survey unit into the BLS or the D ctionary,, or the accupational'
Outlook Handhook. Given the fact at there is a history of criti-

cism; by Presidential commissions;_tthink We haVe definite basses
for questioning, to Say- the least; if not rekcting; the occupational
employment statistics being produced by the Bureau of Labor Sta=,
tiaties today. I think there should be a thorough investigation and I
am surprised the Congras has not looked into this in the past.
Lam am still not elear how you would go about
Mr. BEDELL.
such an investigation?
Mr..HELms; Well; as I mentioned; wwidng in collaboration with
a Senator here M a previous-aditimstration, I looked at the survey
questionnaires used by the pollster-8 in the Bureau of the CensuS.
These are difficult to interpret.
The CPU pollsters contacted about 58;000 households located is
628 _population survey units throughout the country; dispersed geo-

graphically based on population n densities.
Most of the data is collected by telephone inquiries. They_call the
--hciCCsehold and ask questions_ of whomever happens to be 'home,

whether it is someone who really knows what dad is doing; whether he is an automobile mechdnic, of whether he is d6wn running
the car wash or- whatever. Neither the census pollster or the _reSPOndent are sufficiently familiar with occupations or jolx5; I recom-

mend the committee evaluate the questionnaire format
Finther,I was advised that many of the_pollsters are not trained;
They are not familiar with occupations. Thff cannot differentiate
between the answers given by people who are really not conversant
with occupations.
Other tenuous _conditions-are laid into occupations. The occupd.

tions to which these statistics are related is the Department of
Commerce "200 grodpings of occupational titles." Those occupational titles cannot be as in the trade talk "cross-walked" to the Dio,
tionary of Occupational Titles. Neither cross-walked nor cOrkeldtd
with the DOT.
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Mr. BEDELL. How many telephone calls did you say?
Mr. HELMS. About 60 percent -or more of the 58,000 households.
Mr. BEDELL. Now, they also, if I understood it correctly, contact
,industries as well?

Mi. HELMS. That is the Occupational Employment Statiatici

Survey; OES.
Mr. BEDELL. That is the one that you think is inaccurate?

Mr; HELMS. Not as much as the one where we are depending

, upon the current population survey unit in the Department of
'

Commerce:
Mr. -Bzumx. Is that the 58,000 household's?

OK. Is that the one that you question?

Mr. HELMS. Yes; I question that.
Mr. BEDELL. Do you mention any other one because I understand

there are two of them in the cross-check system?
Mr. HELMS. Yes; I would like to see how they correlate the OES

information collected from industries with precise occupations
hated in the Dictionary of Occupational Titlea'Induatry does not
respond with DOT occupations. They may give statistics on how
many people are employed or unemployed but do not identify the
specific DOT occupation to which this relates. 1 do not think that

'

can be done with all the OES statistics.
Mr. BEDELL. Without getting into the complaints about the specifics of methodology in aggregate terms; when the BLS .projects
that there are going to be x number of thousands ofpeople working-

at a particular kind of job 5 years or 10 years out; do ,you think
that their estimates are overly optimistic or pessimistic?

What is the- general thrust of this? I understand your quarrel

With individual titles.
Mr; HELMS I would say pessimistic about the accuracy of the es.

timates. First, I r6ect them! cond, I could, therefore, say they
are pessimistic; and the reason I think

FrrituAN.- You think then there will be more jobs than BLS
-thinks there will be in 1990?
Mr. HELMS. Overall, I think there will be more jobs than they
estimate. I think they are pessimistic, particularly in the new tech,
nologies. One of the problems I believe exists here is that the statisticians are not technologists.
They, are not in a. position to assess the changes and to forecast
the growth_ of new technolwies. The dictionary was last published
December 1977. As many have ad-Fisecl me,. a.nd I advise you the
new occupations_ will certainly effect the statistics gathered on old

occupations; and the new occupations are not in the dictionary.

occupa They don't ident"
They have never createdwnetions.

or
recognize all the new occupations: In other words.- on one han we
have the past, the Dictionary of Occupational _Titles; and on the
other hand, we have the future of new occupations. They are still

looking at the past ; How can they forecast employment in the

future if they can't identify the occupations of the future?
Mr. FITHIAN; So you would guess that unemployment will actual,
ly comp down, would be yOur guess, for the future of automation?
Mr; HELMS I apologiie for giving you that impresSion. No. I don't.

think unemployment is going to come down for some time I think
unemployment is going to go up for a while. '.'
1

c.1
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Mr. Flriffi..N. Oh, you do?
Mr._ HELMS. Yes, sir, because so far we haven't seen the impacts
.

of office automation- on the white collar- force. As I stated. here, when the effects of_' office automation like Telecheck teleconference, electronic mail-and other office automation impact the white
.

collar work force, you are going to see losses of jobs- that may

_exceed in this century the numbers, of jobs lost in industry, Obvi,
ously, losses here will be affected by.advances in other areas and
technologies.
'Mr. BEDELL. Do you-have any further' questions?
Mr. FrrmAN. No, I don't. Thank you._
Mr. BEDELL. k appreciate your testimony Veri much. We are late.
-

What are your slides?
Mr, HELMS. Well, I could show them to you in about 5 minutes.
BEngt.t. OK if you go through them real faSt.
[A slide presentation-by Mr. Helms .followed for a bricf period of
time.]

:

Mr. BEfiEu.. We certainly appreciate your testimony very much;
Thank you, Mr. Helms; The hearing is now adjobrned.
[Whereupon, at 12:27 p.m., the subcomiiiittee adjourned to reconvene subject to call of the Chair;]
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IMPACT OF ROBOTS AND COMPUTERS ON THE
WORK FORCE OF THE 1980's
WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1983
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENERAL OVERSIGHT
AND THE ECONOMY,
COMMITTEE ON. SMALL BUSINESS,

Washingtor4 D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in-room

2359-A, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Berkley Bedell
(chairman of the spbcommittee) presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN BEDELL

Mr. BEDELL. The comm ittee will come toarder.

Yesterday; we heard from robot indrieactilieki§ and analysts,
some of whom estimated a very gradual impact resulting from auto ation in the workplace, and some who estimated enormous
ch ge.
_
:
oday we'll hear from the Bureau of Labor Statiaties, and disciiss
their:projections of the future of jobs in America,

'

We'll hear from a profeSsor at MIT, :Whe has compared the

number of jobs available with the number_of people wanting jobs.
We'll hear from analysts of the impact af technology on my society.

I

,

And we'll hear from both 'labor and Management as to training
programs exemplary in the field; :
The subcommittee hearings will be concluded today on. this subject, but the book will not be closed. T/;eSe hearings are part Of an
ongoing project undertaken by this aUbcommittee to make a careful
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assessment of the nature of employment ahead, and "what the
:public and private initiatives could be to address what many be-

li4ve will be chronic unemployment
Unemployment has reached nun:lb-era higher and more sustained
than we have witnessed yin two generations' of American workers.
Let us. then- proceed with our assessment by- calling to the eland
Ron HutaCheri Assistant Commissioner for Economic Growth and ''
Employment ProjeOtions of the Bureau of Labor Statistics;
But before we do; Mr. E utscher, do, you have' any, statement, Mr.
Boehlert?
.

Mr. BOEHLERT. No staternent
Mr. BEDELL. Mr. Schaefer, do you?
Mr. SCHAEFER. No; air.

-

.
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Mr. BEDELL. OK. We'll welcome you here, Mr. Kutscher. It's- beep

my privilegiiiifalk with MrJcutscher over at the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and we appreciate your coming over here to testify.
TESTIMONY OF RONALD E KUTSCHER; ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR; ACCOMPA;
NIED BY NEIL ROSENTHAL, CHIEF; DIVISION OF OCCUPATION
AL OUTLOOK
Mr. KUTSCHER. hankyou, Mr. Chairman.' I haVe with me today
Neil Rosenthal; the chief of the Division of Occupational Outlook.

With your permission, I'd like to summarize my formal std-

mend, then submit it in full detail for the record.
Mr. BEDELL. You not only have our permission, you have our ac-°
commodation for doing so. It seems we often run out of time; and
any sunmiary ?hat you can make will be most helpful.
Mr. KtriscuEtt. I would' like to start by briefly describing- the program at-ihe Bureau of -Labor Statistics for. developing Industry and
occupational projections.
This program on a regular 2-year cycle develops 5- to 10-year r
jections of the U.S: economy, including employment by indu
and occupation. Those, projections are then .updated 2 years later.
We've published these resultt in various formats appealing to different audiences.
For example, technical material is provided for technicians interested in how we do the projections; Documents like the Occupational Outlook Handbook is prepared principally for use by high school
and college students, and by their counselors._ It gives them pur
best judgment to what the future ahead holds. Briefly, the program
that we have is an integrated system that allows us to look at the
size and the age/sex/race composition of the labor force, the various economic trends that we project ahead; and the impact, that we

expect these trends to have on inistry output, and then on em -.
ployment by industry and occupation.
The -projections are developed in an integrated framework, so
each of the sequences are linked gether, and are compatible with
each other.
The system has an accounting fra work so that all employment
is accounted for; bah by industry and by occupation:
Now, that has some advantage in the sense that if we're overesii-

mating in one industry; there's a compensating error someplace
else in the system.
Another part of the projections is that we retrularly evaluate the
projections, and publish the results so that the-user can -gain some
insikht into how accurate the projections are. The last set of eval-uations showed that our average error for industry employment
projections was about /3- percent. The average error for occupational
projections was about 14 percent. That, of course, is available to
users who want to gain insight into the BLS projections.

Now, 'let me turn to what we see ahead. The labor force- we
to grbw over the next decade, at a decreasing rate of increase. Now, this comes about because the so-called baby boom gen.;
eration has largely been absorbed into the labor force, and the

_ expect
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number of 14- to 24-year-olds will decline in absolute numbers over
this decade.
The rate of labor force growth is projected to be about 1.5 per-7
cent annually, compared to 2.5 percent annually in the 1970's. By
the end of this, decade the labor force should be growing at about 1
percent per_year.. Now, within this, overall slowdown in the rate of increase that
not' only will we be getting the age change that-I mentioned, fewer

numbers of young people 16- to 24-year-olds; but We-also will be get-

ting fewer worikers 55 and older. Now, this comes about not because there are fewer people in this age group ; bit increasingly
people -55 and over are choosing to exerCise early7. retirement options.:So the labor force paHicipation -rate of workers 55 and over
is declining.
Within the sex composition of the work force, we project over the

next decade that roughly two out of three net additions to the

labor force ,will be women; In other words,- of every three pwisle
that onter- the labor force, two will be women,. and one will be a
man.
-'1Astly; with regard to the lahor force, we _project that the race
compoSition of the labor force growth will change appreciably over
the decade ahead.
The birth rate for blacks and whites have followed a Much differant pattern. The birth rate for whiteS was lower, -Started to decline
earlier; and declined at a sharper' rate; That- means for the next

decade those,entering the lahor force, blackS will represent a;

higher proportion than they representedin earlier time periods.
We estimate that abbut 1 out of 4 workers over the remainder of
this decade will be black; or-roughly double their proportion of the

.

total _population.

Turning froin the overall look at the_ labor force; what do we, see
;in terms of employment and in particular the indraitry composition.
of employment; Well; if one _could describe .what's happened in the
economy over the last decade,_ youve had-Very smell increases in
what.we term the goods producing Industrieli; This encompasses agriculture, mining, construction, and manufacturing With 'the ex-

ception of agriculture; all of these have had .a small amount of

growth, but at a much slower rate than the total economy.
,
The BLS projections; dontiime this pattern: Albeit; we do see -a
somewhat faster rate of growth for manafaCturing, in this dew&
than we did in the last decade; primarily because; as more emphasis is placed on defense expenditures in this ileeadei_that calls forth
more output and .employment from the- manufacturing sector than
consumer services, or some of 'the other- demand categories do.
However, manufacturing will still decline' in relative terms; because 4he service producing portion of the economy is, projected to
increase much faster.
:When we-look at the constituent parts of-the service produqing
industry7Wilindlthat'iranspertation and public utilities will-grow
but be-the slowest growing segment of the service produaing industry. Wholesale and retail trade generally grows like the total econ-

omy; In other words; ita share of total- employment is roughly
stable over time so that if we get alio& 20 to 25 percent growth in

,
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tille-tOLta-eceilOtty7, we'll' haye4uughly that gT-owth_in_vitholesale_Eatti

retail trade.

The service category where we look for Much faster than _average
growth; is in a segment we ball the _other service_ industry: Thii encompasses business services, health and professional-. services;
These' indUstries have' over the_ past decade experienced 7 to 9 per-

cent 'annual groWth. Our projections are for.; these industries togrow at a somewhat .dlininished rate in the decade ahead, but still .
to lead the economy in terms. of the rate of employment growth;
Significant changes in, the composition of the service producing
industries toward health services, toward business- services; accounting; legal; cleaning; Ifumigating; all of- the. things'_ that the
'business sector requires attA' we become more office oriented. That
note later for such-jobs as janitors;
hath. particular implications
and occupation's such as that.
'Finally; the outlook for. Government: Government_ employment
particularly at the State and local level, was, until about the mid seventies, one of the fastest growing segments of employinent in
the economy. However; in State and local government employment
,slowed down appreciably in the late seventies and.our ;projections
are that the employment in State and. kcal goVernment will not
grow much over the decade ahead:
This_ comes about from two factors, ,one'of which is that 1 out of
.

every. 2 employees of State -and ,local_ government are _ involved in

some lev,el_ of education. Of course the age change. that.I've described earlier means there 'will be fewer- young. people in school.
Consequently, the growth in education willikrless over this decade

than it's been in previous periods; although_ by-the end of this

decade we_ will begin. to have an upturn at the elementary level-v.::

but secondazy' schools..and- Colleges will still decline in_ this decade.

The second factor affecting. State and loCal employment growth 'is
taxpayer resistance to .furtheri tax increases;
Turning. from looking. at the economy from an industry' viewpoint to an occupational viewpoint, we-broadly categorize _etnployMentinto seven different occupational categories. Among those, we
find that for the professional and -technical :category; our growth
rate is projected to be about the average for the total,economy over
;;
thiadecade.
For _managers _we look for slightly below average,- although it
tends tip center close to the average; For clerical workers; _our Tro7
jections are: fOr growth above the average groWth rate for the total
economy..For sales workers we-have- about average.-growth; again
.harking back _to -the fact that wholesale and retail trade( tends to
grow like the totateconomy.
Operatives who tend to be the individuals that operate machines
in manufacturing, we project below averagegrowth_ for this decade.
In other words; if technology affects jobs, it thridA to be the operative occupational category that's most impacted byr. changes in technology or automation.
JThe other-oategory that we have below average _growth is nonfarm laborers. Again; the category most' susceptible to' being impacted by . automation is the' .movement of_ goods. ;I'm sure you've
heard from the witnesses yesterday that robots. can move Material;
.

_

and if jobs are inipacted;..it!s very likely to.. be the laborers job who
--picks-up-material-fr_ortrone-place.andtnioie-aittd-aMither,plat .
Nbwi service workers the -peOplt that _Work._ in :fast food isstau,
.rante and beauty- shops=thisibioad.Category;pf ivoTkers we project
to have above average. growth: This is, the fasteat growing -occupational categoryi: of course- that in ..some. waya is closely "related to
the above 'average growth; fronvan industry viewpOint; for what we
---.
.call the-other service setter:
beginlooking at some
I'd like. to-. move from this broad lOok
but first. .let me describe the job, market for college gradu-

-

-. One 'of the thin_gs that's. :happened to college graduates over the
last decade is that the college ranks were swelled by _the babY beom
generation.. Con uently the-nuMber of people getting college de
grees.bas increased ry rapidly.
Noir,: while the eeonomy demanded. somewhat More individuals
With college:degrees,the Supply 'Of people with college 'degrees in.
creased much faster than the demand:. Aa ,a conseqUente; our data showthat_ during the decade of the
1970's, approximately 1 in 5-'college graduates ,ended. up; taking a .
job that the employer-- said did not require_ a college degree to do.
.

the work_ In fact; nearly; I0 percent of college graduates in the

1970's ended upin a clerictiliob.
Now; our .projection for,the.1980'6 shows about the same. Pattern;
---nanielyiiiP ;to 1 in -5_college graduateimill take:a job not requiring
a -college degree; First of all; we have a reservoir of a large nu
of people_ with college degrees-working iiiljobs that.dc_ not require college degrees. Many of them. would. be m a position to 'compete
for new jobs that open- up thatxeimire college _degrees: In addition;
for most _of; this decade we_. *ill' still be turning out more people
with acellege degree than the job market. demands.
So our estimates are for roughly the .same proportion; -that;
that- 1 in _5 individuals who get a college degree in the 1980's will
end up taking ajob. that doesn't reqUire a college degree. Now;:that
doesn't translate into unemployment for college level people, al=
though obviously their,unemployment rate is higher today than it
:
N''
was-a decade ego;
What it means is a movement in the job Market; that ia;the.col_:Iege _graduate takes- the job that would. normallY be taken by some
one that has s. couple years of college; A person with a couple yearsof_ college takes the job that would normally be taken by the
school graduate, and the person.at the end of-the chain, that -is the
high school dropout will be the one' that's. effected by this 'overstip
ply .oU college graduates 'most .sharplyet least from- the perspective of being unemployed. 'Now while categoriiing_ the supply and
demand of-college graduates as being in oversupply, one needs to
quickly emphasize that this varies a great deal by field; that is; by
.
."
the-type of degree:Jon get. '
E'Ven with thisliversupply, we know today that there ereidegree -fields where there aren't enough pe_ople. These shortages are heatrikr concentrated in such fields as computer_ scientes, some of the'engmeering fields; particularly: electrical, :electronic,. and aeronauti;Alee. such fields as teaching of high school math and :science,
and College teething of engineering and computer - sciences: Now, if
.

:

.

e

t..

we- have shortages in some fielOs that require a college degree; this

means-that-the-oversupply-ihrsorne--other-fields---is-veiy-large.7_indeed; and that is true of most other high school = teaching fields
other than the ones I just mentioned, most collegeteaching fields,
other than the ones I just mentioned as well as in such- fields as -

'

anthropology, sociology, psychology, and biology._ Many fieldt like

this There are many more people getting degrees in these fields

than the job market is demanding. We see this continuing throughout the remainder of this decade.
Turning from the college market to looking at those. areas: that
we think. provide the most job opportunities, in my testimony I. provide three tables that categorize the faitest growing occupations by
level of education required.

,

.The first table tabulateth the fastest growing occupation- for -which
a high school diplo
or
is adequate _preparation. It's led off
by food preparation and se ice workers in fast food restaurants;correction officials and jailers, nurse's aides and orderlies, and so
on.dowit,the list.
.
The next table, table 2, categorizes the fastest growing occupatiOns that-generally require post-secondary education. Again; this is
led off by paralegal. personnel, data processing machine Mechanics;

and:computer operators, and so on down that list. These are the
occupations that we project have the fastest rate 'Of growth . over
this decade.
Table 3. lists the fastest growing occupations that usually require
a bachelor's degree, or beyondi and this is headed by computer systerns analyst; physical therapist; computer programers; speech and
hearing clinicians, and so on down the line.

Nciw; all of these three tables isolate the fastest rate of growth.
However, one of the things that is important to note for Most of

*7

these; although not all; if you look at' the employment column from
the base Kit which we- show this for -1980, you'll see-that many-of
these occupations employ relatively few in number. If you're talk=
ingiabeut an economy with 100-million-plus people employed; an.
.occupation that's employing ,3Qi000, is not accounting for a very
large share of total employment.
Therefore, table 4 brings this' all into perspective, and that is, hi
table 4 we categorize employment growth 01111 occupations. We develop projections at the BLS for about ,1;000 different occupations
.

.

in the economy. However, this list that is tabulated in table 4 accounts for 50 percent of the total projected groWth between now
and 1990. Most people, when they see the list, are surprised in
terms of what occupations are shown hi whatAlas been commOnly
termed high-tech oc.cupationa; that is_, the technicians required in_
health services; cor4fputer-related occupations are not on this list;
When we lbok at the total economy,_we see that the economy is
still run with secretaries; :nurse's'- aides; sales clerks; 'cashiers; and
trucltdrivers, that our projection for the decade -Wiead is that these
are the types of jobs that the t lomy will continue needing in the
future even with. the types of changes that we're focusing on..
This is emphasized most by saying that the occupations that over

the last decade-have -the' fastest rate -of growth are some the computer occupations. I'll list them in the final_pages of m_y testimony
.as having growth rates that vary from almost 500 percent, down to
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keypunch operator with only '28 percent growth._ However when
you accumulate all of the, growth of a-11 the computer-relateil occu,
patimis in the economy over the last decade, they still only account
for 5 percent of the total growthin jobs over this' Period.

So-that one of the points I want to make Is that in looking .at
jobs4 think we need both perspective.I'm not saYingNe_shouldn't
look_ at tlw. fastest4growing occupations, but we should keep in
mind that many of .those that are growing_ rapidly are growing
frorh a very small _employment base. Also look at those occupations
that by and large have a large employment
base, but have relative,
ly slow growth projected for them; _

Finally, tbe point I'd like to make in closingi is that'lhe jobs
robots and other automation that may be introduced this decade.
hated in table 4, many of those are. jobs not likely to be-affected

Now, that's ncittO say there are not jobs that will be:Elifected by
that; In_our analysis .we, find that jobs of welders; production: paint-

ersi and-ThAterial handlers, are very likely to be Significantly affected by- robots in the deCade ahead;

That closes my forma,-remarksi Mr. Chairrnan. I'm ready for
questioni at this time;
[Mr. Ruischer's prepared statement .follows:]
.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RONALD E. KUT8CHER, ASSOCIATE ...whilISEHONER OF LABQR
-

STATISTICS, U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR

ChaitMah*Bedell ind.MiberS of_the_SadoMMIttee on Oirersight and the_ Economy
it LS_ a _pleatdre to be atiked_thia bOrting_to deacribe_for_you_the_Bureau of
Labor Statistics' employment and_occuluitional_projections. In my testimony I
will review the'-'program ,of 'the_ Bureau of Labor Staeistics what' provides
'inthistry and occupational employment projections. Also,j will discuss the
Major .long-term trends in employment at .the:_ industry level and at the
occuraational level that emerge from the analyses done as apart of the Bureau
of-Labor Statistics projections program.
.
One of the programs of the Buteauf Labor Statistics provides projections of
the U.S.
economy, including employMene by industry'and occupation. These
_mojections typically cover a 10 yzar ahead horizonand are updated on a
regular twoyear cycle. The, projections described here were published in the
fall of 1981 and spring of 1982. They will be updated by a new set of
projections in the fall of 1983 -and spring of 1984. The. projections are
developed under alternative economic assumptions and the results are presented
in varying .formats to meet the needs of diverse users. The Occupational-Outlook Handbook, designedprincipally.for high school and college studepts
and counselors . to these students, is one of the ways;, the projection_results
are presented. .0ther publications are designed to meet the needs of eduedEors.
. and training specialists, the research community, and others interested in
employment and occupational trends.. Another important_ element_ of._ the
projections program in the Bureau is a regular detailed_evaIuation of_each set
of projections once we have readied the period.covered:by the projections.

Hi* the BureauPrepares Occupational Projections
The Bdreau'S system for developing occupational _projections was designed to
take into account; as best as we can the factors that can influence trends in
Of course, one has .to be 'Clear that
employment byindlistrk and occupation.
of industry and occupational empieyeent is an
developing
projections
inaccurate operation-because of ihe wide variety%of_ factors that come into
play. Theaareparation of.economic projections uses, to a degree, both science
and judgment. Thus; misunderitandings may arise between the-users, who feel
the need for exact pumbers, and producers, who recognize their inability to
Labor Statistics attempts to
The Bureau
predict with such preciaion.
least a small way, by making clear all.the
address :this dileMma.
in at
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important assumptions underlying our projedtions,__by_developing_._alternative
versions which reflect at beset some Of thiunceiteiotiee_about the future, by
evaluating past projections to assist users_In appreciating the unpredictable
nature of cirtain'eVedtd, and by updating the projections on a regular 27-year,
cycle.
The projection system used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics can be viewed as
idVereI discrete _steps or elements which are closely related to each other.
This
by age,. sex, and race.
Fiitt, We deVeIop_labor, force_ projections
provides an estimate of the total,number'of people available for work-and
their_ demographic composition. _Second, we use an economic model and a
specified set of assumgio.ns to - develop projections of economic growth andits
composition._ Composition of CNP encompasses Changes in consumer demand for
BOOds_Or Services, changes in trends of Federal:and,State and locaigovernment
of
expenditures, business and residential investment, and changing' patterns
exports and imports. Third, these overall aggregate eiOnamic projections and
she changesjn distribUtion of demand are tianslited into,industry outputiknd
employment reqUirements br using an input-output'madel. LAstly,,empIoyment_by
_industry
an
Industry Is. translated- into occupational employment
shows the staffing patterne_fot each lodUstry_to
'occupitional matrix, -which
the economy. These steps, when.combined provide projections of _occupational
of_economic
employment for a future time period _under_9_&
assumptions. A detailed description, of the kethOde:_deed_by.1114 _is:containedi
in,
"BLS Economic Crowthfiyetem Used for Ptedetiddd to 1990, BLS Bulletin
2112, April 1982.
.

.

Technological change--ati-imPeitedt_foeue of these _hearings=inters the BLS
projections. System in two_ explicit_ ways. The input-output portion of. the
Bureau's projection eyetela _deplete' the relationships among_ industries -_by
grinds
showing what theY -buy and den each other to produce their industry!!
for 'a number..q;
and serVides. _Theed idpUt-reatput_relatio,nahipe can change
For example,--. firms within an
reasons including changed in _technology.
ihddetry dad begin purchasing outside accounting services formerly, performed
inside_ the tiro* or clerical work performedt hand can be done by computer,
'neceeelteting_the purchasing of a computer, co router parts, software and other
Seiond. the staffing pattern's by
inputs needed to_'operate a computer.
industry can also change dui to many factors including technological chabge.
In the examples noted,above if firms withinnindustry decidid to_purdhase
outside accounting help. not only would a purch*seof accounting services show,.
accountants in that industry
up in_ the input-output model but a decline
ry-o
would also show up in the industry
-occupational matrix._ Similarly,, changes
from hand calculation to computer, calculation wedld'induce cbangesln_the
occupational mix. In developing projections, we attemptto take into account
the impact that: technology will haire at both Of_thesepoints_in the_BLS
projections process._ In this work, studlia eofiddetea_in the_igureau'sOffice
occurring in
and Technology of tedbfielogical changes
of : ProductiVity
.
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---iii-dustriiii-Eii-important.- HOwever, even, withthese studies _eadb-ther_analyses
deveIoped,_ the future'Ampo st of technolOgicaI change ill'very difficult to
forecast both as to its . 'Speed,
and to the .exact
to its diversion.
quantification Of its impact. ConsequentIy,:we wouId_be less than litmesc if

'

We did outlay theta large element_Of judgment_enters into this aspect_of:our
projections.
To the :extent that we fat to capture future technOlogical
change the projections can be in error; Just as they can .be if our-assumptions
are_incorrect.or if we denot correctly gauge a, change in consumer preferences
or government. priorities. Both of these point up the uncertkinties attached
to. developing
°detailed projections of employment at an industry and
occupational level.
While this system levelops projections of occupational demand, other felated
elements such as education and training requirements, and future job prospects
.addittbnal
considerations.
Thus,
-on
n specifih-. occupations depend
indicate what- =the likely
sections_ of employment by themselves do tto
In. developing
su 1y-demand situation 18 going to be in a given o upation.'

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

dat
,on.
supply- demand balances and future job openings', it.is:very important
to e halite- that, on-average, nine out of ten job opeaings in .the eConomy
stem
ram the need to replace workeriewhO leave their occupation rather than
from g owth.
It is alto important to ' mphssime that this Overall average
varies considerably.
For example, . n some lower skill occupations, the
eplaCements and. growth mgy'be° 20 .7-a,
relationship between openings due to 447
while for -other occupatio4 at the high end.of the skill spectrum,_a much
smaller. relationship exists.. Also,.*Igts important to note. that While the
Bureau has studied and= developed over many years, data. elide system for
projecting growth.in.eiplOyment, job openings due to_OccupationaIilobility_ is
something -on width we hive onIy_iecently begtin to devefop data and on Whieb,
as a consequence, we have far Iest knoWIedge.
:"
-...

i

'.

-

.

The_Bureau has.recentIy developed a_datifserIes that bas_enabled us to_do_some
Oie of_the_Importatt insights
in -depth analysis_ of _occupational
tbe nation7s
gained_from these data is that there.is significant mobility in
work _force; e9en_among OeCtpltions_such st_engineers that have considerable
training oieducatlon_requiremdnts.: Since mobilitA depends on a,.-_-uariety_: of
economic facto a: it' ii'very difficult to use these data to evaluate future
supply.
nts of future. supply -_role given
Further complicating
occupation is .that the number of individuals In a career-oriented-education
For
they, ate .trained.
program do not'alwaYs enter the occu$ation.ie which
it Is estimatedOat only 80'percent of the graduates,of engineering
example,
That
may
be
due.to
job
market
factors
or
schools eventually. become engineers.
it could be due to personal preferences. -All of -this only,serves to point out
the uncertain nature of developing highly accurate projections of job openings
by" detailed occupation ,and assedtment of the supply-demand kalances for an
For this reason, we present our
occupation five to ten yearn ahead.
projections in terms that are carefully worded ,so ai not to give an impression
of.a.precision that is clearly.not there.
1
.

.

.

-

.
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'erm_Trends

I would Iike to turn now to a review of the major trendsemerging' from the
Bureaes projection analyses. Before doing so, I would note that, since these
projections are developed on a two year cycle', they do not always incorporate
For .a description of the
the ,A.dministration's latest economic forecast.
assumptions used in these projections, as, well as the full detail of-.the
'results, see, "4conomIc Projections to 1990," BLS Bulletin 2121, Harch.1982.
The civilian labor force,'
1 will. begin that review with the labor force.
consisting of people- with jobswage and salary workers,. aeIfrempIoyed
jobs-,the
for
workers, and unpaid tiantly workers--and people- looking
unemployed, through Ole late 1960's and the_1970's_grew tremendoutIy._ This
the
growth resulted because many people born during ;the "baby _boom" _entered
.job Lmarket,..and_ an- increasing-propoFtion-of_women in_the_popuIatIon sought
jobs. .In-I9130, the civilian Iabor fore* totaled about 105 mIIlion persons--63
percent of the nOninstitutionaI popuIatiOn 16 years of age and Over.

a

The Labor force_is projected to'continue to_grow_during_the 1980's but at a
slower _rate than_ in,_recent_years..__By 1990;, the_ size of the labor force is
increase
expected to range from-122 to 128 million persons;_ a 17 to 22
pension of the
overrthe 1980_1evel.__Contributingto this growth will be the
working age population and the continued rise'in the proportion of ipmen who
The labor force will grow more.elowly between 1985 and 1990 ehap -in the
work.
early 1980's. This slowdowniwill result. from -a_ drop in the number \of young
people attaining working age and on a projected less rapid growth Of the
participation rate of women.
.

is useful
to
To discuss employment trends and projections 67 industries, it
nine
industrial
sectors under two broad
divide
the
economy
into
Over
groupings--service-producing industries and goods-producing industrlei:
two-thirds of the Nation's workers are 'currently employed in Industries that
communication
trade, ,education,
'provide services such as health care,
services, government, transporation, banking, and insuranti._ Industries that
produce goods through farming, construction, mining, and manufactuang employ
less than one -third of the country's work force.

,Over the-last two decades a lumber of important ,shifts in employment__have
taken_ place. in the economy.' PerhaPs-the most - publicised among_these is the
reative shift_away from the'ioods-producing sectors te the service:producing
industrits.i Most of -the` employment, growth over the last two 'decades has been
growth in service-producIng_Industries_with little absolute job increase among
the goods-producing _Industries. VIthIn'the goods-producing sector agriculture
declined in
hasbad employment declInesi wfille the manufacturing.sector has
relative terms but_ not in absolute levels--at least not over the long run.
CycliCal downturns, of course, have resulted in declines in the number of
manufacturing jobs.
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SERVICE PRODUCING INDUSTRIES.
Employment-in-service-producing-industries has
' been increasing at a faster rate than employment in goods-prodOcing industries
Employment in the
in the past and that pattern is projected to continue.
service-producing industries is projected to increase from 65.7 million
workers in 1980 to between 78.7 and 83.5 million in 1990 or by 20 to 27
percent.
However, growth will vary among industries within the group. The
following paragraphs summarize recent trends -and the projections of employment
in the five industrial sectors that make up the service-producing industries.
Transportation and Public. Utilities. !this is the slowest- growing, sector _of
tHe---service-Oroducing industries. Between 1970. and ;980, empIoyment_in this :41F
sector increased only one-third as fast es in the service-producing_industries
as a whole, due largely to declining employment requirements in the railroad
However, -,ftVen _in_ the_ communications
and water transpOrtation industries.
industries Where demand has increased greatI -"technological innovations have '
relatively_ smaII employment,.
allowed for_the expansion in services
_a
groWth.
Between
empIoyment_in the _transportation;
1980
and.---19 Oe
communications,and_public _utility_sector is expected_to rise from 5.5 million
co between 6.5 and 7.1 4IIion workers, or by 12 to 22 percent.
_

Trade._ Both_ wholesale and_retail _trade _employment have__increased _aft the
population _has grown and _as rising incomes-_ have enabIed_people_to buy_a
Retail trade grew slightly faster than
greater_number_and:variety of goods.
wholesale 'trade during _the I970'_6,. 38 percent compared to 32 percen&-as
a
demand for more shopping centers.
expansion 9f she suburbs has created
Between 1980 and__1990, wholesa16_and retail trade employment is expected to
grow from 20.6 million to bet4hen_25.1 and_26.8 million workers, or by 22 to
percent:' Employment will continue co increase faster in retail trade than
31
in Wholesale trade, 24 to 31 percent compared with 17 to 28 percent.
Financeil_Insurancei_and_Real Eatate. This sector grew 42 percent between 1970
to meet the financial and banking
and
1980 as these
industries expanded
demands ofa growing population. Between 1980 and 1990, employment in this
sector is expected to vise from 5.2 million to between 6.5 and.6.9 million
A-growing population that increasingly- uses
workers, or by 26 to 34 percent.
credit to finance purchases will keep the consumer demand for credit and other
financial services high.
In addition, businesses will need Assistance to
finance the expanSion of their plants and the purchase of new equipment.

taher-Sexvtces-.

This sector includes a variety of industries, such as hotels,

rber shops, automobile repair shops, business services, wblic and-private
priVate_ -education._
hospitals, nonprofit organizations, and public and
Employment in this sector increased 37 percent between 1970 and 1980. High
demand for health care, business services, advertising, _and_ commercial.
cleaning services has been among the forces behind this growth. From 1980 to
1990, employment in the service industries is- expected -to- increase froM
million to between 31.6 and 33.5 million workers, or/by 26 to 28 percent, and
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will provide More new jobs over_this_ period7-5.4. to 7.3 ...Millionthan any
other industry sector. 'Employment requirements in health Care are expected to
grow rapidly_due to continued increases in demand because of population
growthparticularly_ the elderly--and -rising incomes and _Increased health
Insurance coveragi'that increase people's ability to pay. for medical care.
Business iervicesi including accounting, data processing, and maintenance,
also are expected to grow rapidly.
Government. Increased demand for services provided by the government7- social
services and welfarei and police and fire protectioncaused-employment-in the
Mernment sector (excluding education and hospital'services) -to rise about' 36
Employment in State and local governments
percent between 1970 and 1980.
AS a
expanded 47'pereent compared to 13 percent for!'the rederal Government.
result of public desire to limit government piowth, employmedt"is expected to
rise only 14 to 16 percent in the 1980-90 period.
GOODS-PEODUCING-INDUSTRIES. Employment in the goods-prOduding industries rose-1 .
only. 10 percent between 1970 and 1980. Gains in prOduCtiVity,resulting from
automated production, improved machinery, and other technological changes
permitted lirge increases in outrt without significant change in employment.
Between 1980 and 1990, employment in-goods-producingindustriesis expected to
Increase from 29 million to between 32.5 and 35;5 Minion workers; or hy:13to
this
up
22 percent. Growth rates will vary` among the.fourAsectore that make
groupagriculture, mining, construction, and manufacturing.
agriculture, Whieh_ has long been declining,
Agticulture. Employment
dropped an additional -7 -percent _between 1970.and 1080i while farm output
fertilizers, feeds;
increased through the use of_more'And_better machinery;
Between_ 1980 ind_1990i employment-is projected to continue
and .4(esticidee.
declinin but, in absolute amounts, by Use than in earlier periods..
Having declined through most_of
Mining.
sector increnaf,d_subitantiany during
percent between,,I970_ and .19804. mostly
emphasis on developing energy_seUrces.
percent is projected for the 1980's.

the 1960's; employment in the , mining
the 1970'a. Employment.rose about 65
_because of the country's renewed
Continued.growth of between 20 and 30

percent
Construction. Despite several economic slumps, employment retie 25
betWeen I970 and 1980.bedause of strong demand for houses, apartments, office.,
building& and highways. Between 1980 and 1990 employment in the construction
5.6 and 6 minion
--seetor is _expected to4ncrease from 4.5 million, to between

--workers or 24 to 34 percent.
,

Although a growing -population 'and .-rising incomes_ have
increased demand for many types of manufactured goods, improved production
in many.
methods and stiff foreign competition limited employment _growth
manufacturing Industries during. the 1970:s. In fact, employmenkgrew_more
slowly_in manufacturing than in any other sector except agricultu e between"
Manufacturidg.

to' rise

1980, only5 percent. 'Manufacturing-empIoyment_is expected
1970 and
15_t024 percent increase
to between 23.3 and 25.3 million workers by 1990c
This somewhat more rapid
from the 1980 level of 20.4 million workers._
expansion for manufacturing in the 1980's in related to the 'expected defense
in this
build-up and somewhat ,greater emphalls on investment goods expected
-'
decade.
'

ti
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Manufacturing Li divided into two broad categories, durable goods and
nondurable goods.
Bmployient indurable goods manufacturing Is expected to
increase by about 19 to 30 percent; -while employment in nondurable goods
manufacturing is expected to increase by only 8 to 25 percent. Growth rates `In
will vary among individual Industries within each .of these categories.
nondurable goods industriesi'for examplei_employment in bakeries is expected
to decline, while a moderate rise in,employment Is projected for, the paper
industry and strong growth. in drug manufacturing.
Among durable goods
_industries, computer equipment manufacturing and medical and dental Instrument
manufacturing are cApected to showcapid rates of employment Increase.
Occupational Profile
Customarily,
occupations
are
divided
Into
white-collar
occupations professional and technical, clerical, sales, and `managerial jobs;
blue-collar occupations--craft, operative,
and
laborer
jobs;
service
occupations;- and farM occupations.
Growth' rates among these groups have
differed- markedly. , Once a
small proportion of the total labor force,
White-coIlar workers- now _represent about one-half of total employment.
The
number of service workers also has risen rapidly, while the bIuescollar_ work
force
has grOwn only slowly -and farm workers have declined.
The following
section deacribes__projected changes. among the broad occupational_ groups.
'between 1980 and 1990.
Professional and Technical Workers.
many
highly
This category Includes
trained_ workers, such asecientists_avd engineers, medical doctors and_health;
techniciana._teachers, computer_speciallsts, pilots; and accountants. Between
1980 and 1990,_ employment in this group is expected to grow from 16.4 milliOn
to between 19.9 and 20:7 milliog workers or about 20 to 26 percent.

Managers add Administrators.
bank
This group Includes workers such, as
officers end managers; buyers, credit managers i and self-employed business
--6perators.
Between 1980 and 19901 this group is expected to Srow from 9.4
million to between
and 11.3 million, or up 13 to 21 percent.
Changes in business size and organization have resulted in differing .trends
for self-employed and .salaried managers. The number of self -- employed business
m-nagers will continue to decline as large corporations and chain operations
increasingly dominate many areas of business.
Some small businesses, 'such as
quitk-srvice groceries and fast -food restaurants, still w111'provide some
opportunities for self-employment.
The demand for salarLod.managers-w111
management
continue to grow as firms -increasingly depend on --trained
spectalists, particularly in highly technical' areas of operation.
.
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_and
the largest occupational group
Clerical Workers.
This constitutes
includes bank tellers', bookkeepers, secretaries, and typists. Betypen 1980
and 1990, employment in these occupations is expected to grow _from 18.9
million to between 22.4 and 23.9 million workers, or by''19 to_27_percent.
Although new developments in computers, office machines, and _dictating
.equipment will enable clerical workers to do more In less time and-will_change
the skills needed in some jobs, continued growth is expected for most clerical
occupations.
Exceptions include keypunch operators and stenographers which
Conversely. however, _the
will be affected significantly by new technology.
more extensive use of computers will greatly increase the_emploiment of
computer and peripheral equipment operators. _Ann,_ job functions or the
manner in which work is carried out wiII_change_for secretaries and other'
clericals as they increasingly use the Wide variety of word processing
equipment.

These _wirkers_are employed primarily__by_ retail stores,
Sales Workers.
Mandfactuting and Winnfield firms; insurance companies and real estate
agencies._ _EmpIoyment_af_this group is expected to.gtow from 6.8 million to
beteeii CI And 8;8 &Ilion workers; or by 19 to 28 percent.
.

Craft Workers; This group_includes a wide variety_Of highly_skilled' workers,
instrument makers, machinists,
carpenters;
tool-and-die makers
as
electricians; and automobile mechanics. Between 1980 and 1990, employment of
this_ group -is expected to increase from 12.4 million to between 14.6 and 15.8
million; at-by about 18 to 27 percent.
Employment in many craft occupations i8 tied to trends in a particular
industry.' Employment in nearly all construction crafts, for example, are
In contrast, the
expected to grow because of rising demand for construction.
long-run employment decline in the railroad industry will lessen the demand
for some.'eiatt occupations concentrated in that industry, such as railroad and
car shop' repairers. Because of advances in printing technology, very little
,growth is anticipated in the printing crafts.
This group includes such production
Between 1980
production painters, and welders.
operatives is expected to rise from 10.7 million to
million workers, or by 14 to 23 percent.
Operatives -.

assemblers;
1990; amployment_of
and
13.2
between 12.2.. and
workera___As

Employment of operatives is tied closely te_the produccionlof giiadsi because
The
of these-workers are employed in manufacturing industries.
the majority
projected slow growth of some_manufacturing industries along with improved
production processes, InCIUding the widely expected increased use of robots,
Employment of some
will hold down the demand for many of these Workers.
textile
operatives, far etAmpie, is expected to decline as more machinery is
used-in the textile industry.

2
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Transport Operatives. Th14 group IncIudes_workers who drive buses; 'trucks,
forklifts. _and taxis. EMpIoyment_in most of thbae occupations will increase
%Some.
because,of the greater use pf most types of transportation- equipment.
occupations.. such as busdriver and sailor are expected to grow only slowly.
Between 1980 and 1990. the number of transport operatives is expected to rise
from 3.5 million to betWeen 4.2 and 4.4 million workers or by 18 to 26
percent.
.

.

1

.

,

garbage collectors,
Nonfarm-Laborers-. This gro p includes workers such as
construction laborers, and freight and stock handlers. Employment in this
group is expected to grow only slowly as machinery increasingly replaces
'Power-driyen equipment, such.as forklift trucks, cranes.and.
manual labor.
hoists will handle more material in factories,qoading docks, and warehouses:
Other machines will do excavating, ditch,digging; and similar work._ Between
1980 and 1990. employment' of laborers is expected to- increase from 5.9 minion

to between 6.7 and 7.1 million workers or by 14 to 22 percrt.

.

/

Service Workers. This group includes a wide range of )0orker6 -"firefighters;
janitors,. cosmetologists, and bartenders are a few e mpIes. These workers,
most of whom are employed in service-producing_industr e r s, make up the fastest
growing occupational_ group. Factors expected to in dcease the need for these
workers are the rising demand for health services,_ commercial_ cleaning
services and - -as incomes rise --more _frequent_ use of :restaurants. beauty
salons; and leisure services. Between 1980 and 199,0. . employment of service
workersas expected to increase by about 24 to 32/percent from 14.6 million to
between 18.1 and 19.2 million workers.
/
College Graduates
/
,

. Turning to one segment of the future job ma et the expected outlook for
college graduates--the job market for.collyge graduates. during the 1980's is
expected to be similar to thehighly comPetitive market that characterized the
1970.8.
There are several reasons for the projected imbalance between the
number of entrants to the supply of college graduates and the number of job
openings that will require at least a/4-year degree. These-involve factors
influencing the supply of college graduates, the college labor market of the
1970's, and occupational demtnd in the 1980's.

7

SUPPLY OF COLLEGE GRADUATES.
The supply of college graduates over the_1980-90
period will be strongly influenced liy trends in the population, education, and
the labor force.
//-/

Population trends. Although the!Nation's_popuIation will continue to_grow___at
in its cOmposition will
a modest_rate 'during _the_ 1980's, major 'Changes
occur--reflecting_dramatic chahges_in the birth rate over_the_past .7'5 years.
Today, the leading_ edge oethe baby -boom bulge is in its midthirties. while
the trailing_end is in its yarly twenties._ The, proportion of the population
between 16724--the'_typicaI ages for College atrendance--will decline in the
The'popuIatiOn De'tween_16 and 24 yeara of age is expected to drop by
1980's.
about one-sixth during the 1980's; from 37.6 to 31.5 million.
,.,

.

.
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Education trenda._ Sinceithe babyb000_generation_began entering the labor
feted in the mid-1960's, the amount of education completed by workers has
increased substantially. as shown in the tabulation below.
Percent. distribution
1965'

.Labor forcetotal
ces. than 4 years of high school
4 years of high school
1 to 3 years of college
4 or more years of college

100.0
41.4
36.4
10.6
11.6

.

100.0

i 20;5
41;9
18.6
/9.0

The ptoportion of workers who did not have a high mchooI__ diploma shrank_ to
less than half its original' size between 1965 and 1980JouiThelproportion_of
workers who completed postsecondary education grew as the baby -boom generation
sought higher education in unprecedented numbers.
great
is to
This growth in the educational attainment of the_Iabor force
extent the result of growth-in the nuMber of_coliege graduates. The number. of
bacheloecodegreesewarded indeased_from 502,000'during' the 1964-65 school
year to 929,000_ durirg the_1979-410 school years an increase of more then,85
is expected. to
percent. The number of bachelor's degrees awarded' annually
increase_ slowly ..during 2the_early 1960'a; but'as the baby-boom.cohort passes
degrees granted
out of_the typical ages of_collegg attendance, the number of
annually is eX_Mected to fall.

baby-boom
in
the
those
When
The college Labor Market of_the_1970's.
generation began receiving their bachelor's degrees in the late 1960's, the
for
or ..looking
employed
either
supply of,_college graduates--those
:work 7-roughly balanced the number of jobs requiring a college degtee. The_
several
total impact of this generation on the job. market was delayed:. for
years. hOweveri_as many entered military service or pursued graduatesstudies.
;. But beginning about 1970:, the job market for college, graduates deteriorated.
As the Vietnam Conflict wound down, the number of college graduates in_the
Armed-Forces began to drop. uThe job market ,euddenly changed, when these
graduates began entering the labor force from ehe_miIitari and from the
Nation's griduate schools. As the baby-becks geneCation flooded into the_jabor
of college'
force in -the 1970's, armed with college
-graduates began to outstrip the 'number of'opeeings in jobs that traditionally
--had required a college degree.
.
.

.

Requirementsfor college graduates failed to keep-pace with the supply in thin
period for two principal- reasons: First. as the baby-boom. generation began
leaving school, school enrollments began CO fall and employment growth in that
Since nearly one-fourth of all college graduates
sector beganto BLit/.
was..,
employed in 1970 were elementary or_secondary school teachers, the impact
teacher...employment grew only
significant. _Over the-_ subsequent_ decade
Second, overall
onerfourth as fast as college_ graduate_ employment in general.
economic_ growth_ slowed during the 1970's. Particularly affected were many
high- technology industriesi another important source of jobs for college,
the
gradUates.-,_As fewer new jobs were created, an imbalance emerged between
supply of college graduates and the demand for them..
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The_occupational employment '.pattern of cc.lege graduates
during the 1970!_c, as the tabulation below illustrates.

changed greatly

,

....

.

_Percent distribution

-

.

,

----1970

Eakplioymene collelie graduates

1980,

1
.---.

,._

A1114-occepations

Professional and technical *Triter
Managers and administraterd
Sales workers
Clerical workers
Craft workers
Operatives
Laborers -._
Service worker*
Farm workers

.

i

100.0
55.0.

100.0
76.0
16.6
5.3
6.3
1.8

'19.5

0.2

6.8
9.0
3.3
1.4
0;8

1.1

3.3;

0.6

0.9

1.1"
:

traditionally
The OVerfloli_of college_graduates_ipto occupations that had not
more evident, when one exaiiines.the_jobs
is even
Cequired_ college . degrees
entered_by_college'graduatesjoining the labor force-heti/ten_ 1970. and 1980.
denege'greduates'who
Only about 48 percent of the approximately 1.4 Million
entered the labor force:annually--onaverage--found_prefessional_and:technical.
.occupitions and
About 19 percent entered managerial and±addiniatrative
jobs.
of
about 6 percent entered nonretail sales jobs. In,tII,_nearly_:. 75__percent
labor force_duringthe11970's_found jobs.in the
entered
who
the graduates
these three occupational groups that have traditiOnally_employed _substantial
The remainder :entered_ retail sales,
proportions' of college' graduates._
occupations_ that_had employed few
.services farm. and blue-collar jobs,
About ',5 percent found_work_inthe small number of
graduates in the past.
great majority
these jobs that generally require a caIege_educetion;_but_the
occupatione_entered_positions that did not
of graduates who took jobs in these
InAtIli,_about 1.out_of 5 graduates who
require a college degree for entry.
Eorce
during
the
1970's either entered a job which did not
labor
joined the
,require a college degree-dr.eXperienced unemployment.
.

_

force ddring_the
OUTLOOK FOR THE 1980:i. College graduates_ entering the labor
very.elmilar to those,
are expected to encounter job_market conditions
1980.1s
graduates are
faced by entrant!" Of the 1970's._.2 About__15 _million college
expected to_be_new
projected to__ ,entet the labor force--about 60upercent are be ,,_reentrants7-to
expected
graduates. ;Haat. of the remainder are
caligi-eddeated workers who left the labor force to raise a fatiIyi to pursue
graddate edUdationi or,for other reascna.
_.
whole
Depitig on the amount Of economic groWth realised by the_economy as_a
oftupationa_in particular,
and employment - 'growth In college-graduate-dominated
during the
between 12 And 13 million graduates are projected to be required
1980's.
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Ahout 67 Percent of the graduates are expected to be required in professional
aM technical occupations .and 28 percent in managerial. administrative, and
sales occupations.. The majority will be, needed to replace college graduates /
who are expectA to .retire or leave the labor, force for other reasons over the,

period.
A surplus of between 2 and 3 million college graduates is expected to -enter
the labor -force during the 1980's. If the economy grows. :s slowly as it,did
during the 1970's, the surplus would be the higher figure an average '.annual
urplus -of about 300,000 college graduates,about Ilra-date in 5,_jusE,is In
If the economy grows-more-rapidly than it did ift_the 1970'di the
the 1970's.
average surplus would be about 200,000 college graduates about 1 in 7 each
year.
.

.

Even With morerapid_groWth, however, thejob market experienced /by- _e6Ylege
graduates in the 1980's_is unlikely to be_more_favorable thauzin,the 1970's.
JO 1980, a surplus of college graduates_estimated at 3.8 million wad already
in the _labor forcei.either employed_io jobs that did uot:require,their
of_education or unemployed. _Of course. many of these have since begun
satisfying careers in occupations that do'-not require 4 years. of college
education. .0thersi however. can be expected to compete for jobs that more
fully utilize their education. The job market will be more competitive to the
extent that this pool of underemployed .1970's ?entrants competes along with
1980's:entrants for job openings requiring a college degree.
.

.

Like collige graduates in the'4970'8. 'future college graduates cannot' be
assured'that they will find jobs in the occupations. of their choice. _Many may
experience periods of unemploYikist. have to relocate to other .areas .of -the
As in the 1970's,
country, or job-hop before finding one that satisfieethem.
some may have to compete with nengradustes for the more desirailil-jobs not
previously filled by graduates, but in many cases, their additional eddeation
will proveto be an advantage. Even though a -college degree _may:..'hoh, be
reqUired, many employers, prefer to hire the best educated-candidetewho is
qualified for a job. In many cases, a college- graduate Win' also -have_ _au
advantage in gaining promotion_. in -non- college careers_over theseuithout
degrees. Alany_graduates who are forced th_starr_work in Jobs for which_ they
are over - qualified- nevertheless May.,gain Useful-experience that will be an
advantage in competing Inter for More_chalIengingjobs._ Graduates who make a
wise career_ thoice_and_who are best prepared to enter the job market should
make ._smooth transition from school to work.. Those who are not will end up
Most graduates, .hOwever, will
scrambling_ for _the_ best available jobs.
probably find a job and fey should face sustained unemployment.
.

While the overall supply of,coliege graduates exceed expected demand in the
Some
1980's.. the supply-demand picture for individual fields differ greatly.
such as computer science,and engineering are projected to be in short supply,
A college degree is
while other fields are expected to have large surplUses.
not the reliable ticket-to a good job that it once was, but it nevertheless -is
The
other
benefits of a
a
prerequisite for a growing proportion of jobs.
college education remain, however', including opportunities for learning,.
personal development, and broadening interests.

.
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TURF,.10B-MARXET. In looking to the future -there,
The firit of
number of different-ways one can categorize job growth.
Sudh Iiita
se is to libt thoie jobs withthe most rapid-rates of-growth.
a e contained in the following three tables.

ar

a

Table 1

Fastest Crowing Occupations Fdr Which
A High School Diploma':or,Leas is-Adequate Preparation

- Ptojdcted
Percent change
in_employment,
1180-90
-

occupotioq
Food.preparation and service workers,.
_,,,fasr_food:restaurants
Correction officials and_jailers
l'iursee_aides_and orderlies
Psychiatric aides
-Dentn1 assistants
Painters, automotive
Claims clerks
Dry wall applicators
Child care attendants
Insurance clerks, medical
Tapers -{dry wall)
Welfare service aides
Statement clerks
Housekeepers, hotel and motel
Washers, machine and starchers
(laundering, drycleaning)

50-57

:

:73-193

.-

.

.

.

.40-46
39-42
38-44
35-46
35-45,
35-41
34-44
34-39
34-38
33-46

33-46

Employment,
1980
(in thousands)

806
103
1,175
82
139
4i

68
52
41
.29

32
95
33.

50.

59

Source: Occupational Projections' and Training Data, BLS Bulletin 2202,
December 1982

C

Table 2

Fastest Crowing Occupations That Generally Require
PootsecOndary Education and Training
(But Less Than a Bachelor's Degree)
'
.

4 employment,
1980-90 --

Occupation

Paralegal personnel
Data processing nuichine mechanics
Comiuter. operators
Office marhine and cash register
servicers
-Tax_preparers
Employment interviewers

Projected
Percent change

32

109-139
93-112
72-83
60-73

.

.83
185
55
.

31
58
'49
52

-49-70

47-64

Peripheral EDP equipment operators__

44-52

Travel agents and accommodations
-_ appraisers

43-52

Maims agents

43-46
40-51

Brickmasons
Nursesi_professional
Surgical_techniclans
Dental hygienists____
Health records technologists
Concrete and terrasto,finishers

Employment,
1980
(in thousands)

--

40
146
1,104
32

40-47 Co

'39-45
39-42

'''

61
.32-

'38-44

37-47

113.

Source: Occupatignal Projections and Training Data, BLS Bulldtin 2202,
°
December 1982

A...
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Table 3

Fastest Crowing Occupations,
Requiring a Bachelor's Degree °

Projected
Percent change
in employment,
1980-90

Occupation

.

.

.=Computer systems analysts
Physical therapists
Computer programmers
Speech and hearing clinicians
Aero-AstropittIc engineers.
Meonomfsts

_.

_

.

.

205
34
228
35
68
29

'42-50
38-46
35-47

DietitIaiis
_

iin-lg:sands)

68-80
51-59
49-60
47-50
43-52

,

_
ElectriciI_engineers
Medical laboratory technologists
Architects
Veierinarians '
Law_CIerka
Geologists
Mechanical engineers
Psychologists

_
Btpioyment,

_

'

44

24-42
=33-41---

31-41
30-47.--30-38
29-41
29-35

-

327
105
80
36
33
40

213#
82

Souree;.10ccupational Projections and Training Data, BLS Bulletin 2202,
December 1982
.

- -

IS that -a number of
An Important dimension of these occupations, however,
these
rapidly growing, occdpatlons are relatively small so that very rapid
cutes'of growth still may.involWe, in absolute numbers, a relatively small
number of jobs.
The following list contains those occupations with the _largest numerical
growth projected over the next decade.- As can be -seen -from this list, the
occupations listed contain only a few of those that- were-listed among the most
rapidly growing, reinforcing the- point -that rapid growth often. takes place
from a relatively small employment base._'Thum_In_considering future needs of
the economy for workers of.various Wkinsboth dimensions need to be kept in
numerically provide the
focui--the most rapidly growing and those which may
most jobs.
.-
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Table 4

The FollbWing Occdpations 4111 Account For 50 Percent
Of All New-Jobs Generated-During The 1980's.

Occupation

-

Secretaries.
Nurses'aideS and orderlies
JaniiCrc and sextons
Sales clerks
Cashiers

Nurses, professional
Truck drivers
Food service workers; fast fbod restaurants
General clerks;_office
Waiters and waitresses
Elementary school teachers
Kitchen helpers
Accountants and auditors
Helpers,_ trades
AutomoOltwe mechanics,

Bluecollar worker supervisors
Typists
Licensed Practical nurses
Caipenters
Bookkeepers, hand
Cuard6-and doorkeepers
Stock clerLs, stockroom and warehouse
Computer' systems analysts
Store managers
Physicians, medical and osteopathic
Maintenance repairers, general utility
Computer operators
Child care- workers, except private household
Welders -and flamecutters
Steck clerks, sales floor
Electrical engineers
Computer_programmers
Electricians
Ba k_tellers
Electrical and electronic technicians
Lawyers
Sales agents and representativ-..s, real estate

Projected
GroWth.in_
_Employment 1/
1980-90
(in thousands)
700
508
501
479
452
437
415
400
377
360
251
231
221

212
206
206
187
185

173
167

153142
139
139.

135
134
132
1Z5
123:
120
115
112
109
108
107
107
102,t

1/ Low alternative only, other alternative models give differing numerical'
levels but do not change in any substantial way the rankings nor the perceAt
of jobs represented by this list of occupaeions.

S..rce: 3ccupational Projections and Training Dgia, BLS BdIletin 2202;
December 1982
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provide insights Into
Highlights. The projections that LhaVe jOtt_described
I would 'Ike Ed highlight two-points which may lA ofvariety of topics.
a
will .occur In
importance to this Subcommittee. First, most__Job_openibgs
existing" occupations With_ the Iarge majoritY__ in a relatively few fields.
1,000 -occupations,
Although the Bureau-his eStimated_employmenevan_well over
about one-half of_aII job growth is_projected to occur in only 37'occupitions,
from-this list, many, Of
as Indieited ih_the_table above.__And,-; as_can_be seen
jobd -will be in occupations.that_do_not require extensive trainitig,-.
these
related
This same. Odifit_is further_emphasized___by_:looking at the computer
difilidid in the
occupationd which over _the__last__decade were among the more
(programmers_;
economy: FiVe occupstions_closely_associated with the computer
system_ analysts; other computer_ specialists, computer operators, atid_keypnch
greWth
rates_I972-82,__of
and other data entry workers)_experienced employment
Yet; oVeraII,_these:fiVe
477; '200; and 28 percent respectively.
138;
227;
occupations only accounted for slightly over 5 percent of job growth over the
period.

"

The second point, which these hearings are bringing 'into focusi is ilt
wh
expectod impaCt.of robots and other changes in Tre0,recTulable automation
likely will be- introduced this decade at an increasing rate. _Hany of the jobs
in
the economy listed in Table 4 willle affected very_little; if any, by
impact in
these changes. Others, such as sZcretaries,may see a substantial
less impact likely on the
the manner in which they do their work changed with
A feW,such as production painters_end, welders could see
number - employed.
However, past studies made
substantial impact on their futur' 3ob.prospeCts.
byithe BLS on automation in this country have_shsys_that its introduction fis
related fob
most often timed duriOg periods_of growth in demanci_so'that the
Further,
impacts, if necessary, Is Mneh'eaSier-to_adjust_through"Lattrition.
unit cdsts,
of course, to the extent', changes in_production_procedures lower
the reaulting.increinet in detand_for the_ product_ or service may be* high
enough to actually anntnifi a level or an increasing employment,!.base.
-----

_

_

concludes
Hr. Chairman, thank you very_much for_inviting_me to testify'. This
happy,to answer any
my portion of today's testimony,__At xhis time I will be
questions: thdt you or other committee members may have.
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Mr. BEDELL. Thank you very, much, Mr. Kutschet.

Mr. Bilirakis.
-Mr. BILIRAKIS. Sir, I apologize for coming in late for the first part
,-, of our testimony.
The. job openings that ydu project are based on job needs; is that
,
correct? Job vacancies?
Mr. KUTSCHER. Well, they're based on our projection of job Ye

quirements, that's right. That's based on- a set of economic projections that look at the economy. In fact; the reason we have ranges
around those rates of growth_ is that we look at the economy under
different sets of economic assumptions. You get a lower, or higher
groWth,depending on what set of economic assumptions you inake
about the future;
Mr. BILIRAKIS. I really only-had one question,, and that was what
type of jobs dO you anticipate being replaced by,robots?.How do you
determine these projections; as a result of surfteys, °questionnaires,
and whatnot; with employers?
Mr. KUTSCHER. No; the-projections are not The, projections- are
developed based on economic Models and data base's that are fit to
historical data that are provided us by employers. For example, our
industry data allows us to analyze the movement of goods through=
out the economy; but if you produce 'an automobile,_ there are a
'number of inputs required to make an automobile and this type of
model is :called an input/output model. It traces the demand for
automobiles and associated with that is., .all of the raw materials,
inputs of goods or services required to make an auto. We estimate
the 'Share of that betWeen_domestic and imported, and theii iri
order to make an automobik, you need steel, glass; rubber; You

need tires, you need iron ore,` and textiles; and all of the other
goods and services that_g_o into an automobile.

So our model allows us to 'translate estimated automobile'

demand into the demand required in the steel industry, which we
then in turn translate that into employment in the steel industry.
We also have what we call an industryoccupational matrix; whiCh
is the staffing pattern for all of:the skills required in the auto industu, the steel industry, the iron: ore industry; the chemical industry; in the wholesale trade industry, and in retail-trade.
Our data- over time allows us to see how these skills change. Ob=
viously, skills- like computer related skills are-increEising over time.
So we project those to have a higher share of jobs in each of these
,industries, but the overall demand then for employment; first in
the Auto industry; and then in'the'oecupation,_ is related back to
how many autos will we produce, or how many ships; or boats;.or
how much output of the advertising industry we'll have, the induE
tries that supply inputs to that, the people they need; and the Skill
composition that we expect them to have in the year 1990: So that
we're projecting how technology will affect the economy in' two
ways.

First, in the economic model; the input/output model. These
tionships among_industries change due.to technological change.
Sectmd; in the industry occupational matrix, the skill composition changes due to changeS in technology; so that when. we go into
an industry like autos, we'll change the staffing pattern for-produc-

tion painters, and welders; particularly for the next set of projec..
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tions we're doing, because -the expectation is that robots will lower
the need for the number of workers of this type in the auto sector.
That was a very long answer; but I hope it has addggsed our
questioM
Mr. Bri.iftxis. It's a good answer:_
So your forecast on the use of robots for welders, and such occupations, is all aRa_rt of your matrix?
Mr. KUTSCHER.Uight;

Mr. BILMAKIS, Thank you, sir. I have no further questions.
Mr. BEDELL. Mr; Schaefer.
Mr. SCHAEFER. No queltions.

BEDELL. Mr. Kutscher; what projections did you use for the
growth of the GNP, and growth of productivity over this 10-year
period?
Mr; IttrrscHER. Well, as I mentioned to the previous queStion,:we
in fact, have alternatives, The low rate of growth of GNP is 2 percent fr this decade; and the rate of productivity grOWth is 1.3percent.
high side, our projections are 3.9 percent annual
growth in real GNP; and; I believe L9 to 2 percent growth in pro

Mr.- BEDELL. How did you arrive at those figures, becauSe they
seem awfully high:to me, compared to what we've had recently.
Mi. KUTSCHER. Well I think the lower side of- those are- fairly

close to -the performance, particularly on the GNP Side,' for the

decade of the seventies.
_
The higher one is roughly equivalent tol'what we had in the bik=
ties.
Now; on the producArity side; you're correct. Both of those_ pro=
,sections- are higher th
recent historical experi Geri' think arriv-

ing at that estimate; we -loOked. at the f
s_that have affected
productivity growth, and we think that-Tit he 1980'S the opportuni_ -tY.for productivity growth. is higher than; or better tlian it was in
the 1970's, specifically changes made in investment law, Should en=
courage more investment in this decade.
Mr; BEDELL. But -we- haveli't seen that at all?
,Mr. KUTSCHER. We haven't Seen it yet.

Mr. BEDELL; Going just the other way, in spite of those, is that
right?
Mr. KUTSCHER. That's right today; That's true; although again,
that's a typical behavior in a business cycle,is for 'business investment to lag the recovery in an economy. &Abet if
is a benefit from investment tax changes, it's something one,woul_d_
would expect to
happen in 1984, 1985, and beyond, but you're absolutely right; It
hasn't happened yet.
The other factors that we believe would work toward higherproductivity growth this decade is the expectation in areas like energy

the future price changes that the economy can expect in energy

are not like we had. to absorb in the _1970's. So an awful lot of business investment in 1970 was directed toward energy savings rather
than productivity enlaricing type investment
The other element in the productivity that led us to believe we'll

have a somewhat higher rate; is the absorption. -Of the large
number of young people; is already behind us. So the future growth

in the labor force will tend to be a more mature, more educated,
o
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more experienced work labor force than what the economy was

working:with in the 1970's.
-Mr; BEDELL. I'm advised that the average real _increase in .GNP

for our last 5 years was 1.5 percent. The p- rojection for the -next
decade is higher than that, but I think roughly equivalent with the
seventies, the entire decade -of the seventies; from_ 1970 to_1.980

Do you think the next-10 years will be somewhat similar to the

1970's then?
Mr. KUTSCHER.- Well, that's what we were .exploring in one alter-.

nativeAn another one; we explored Something higher than that;
Mr. BEDELL. That's. What I mean. There will be an equivalent to
.
that;
Mr. KurscHER. Or it could be higher.
Mr; BEDELL. That's our bOom time that we had there? Apparent .
that's realistic.
ly
Mr. KUTSCHER. Yes, I think that encompasses the range of-what
Most 'analysts. reviewing long=ran trends are projecting for the
future.
Mn BEDELL: You said your p ojection here by 14 percent in some
-

areas--

KUTSCHER; That's the average error; that's right In fact; if
yon_go baCk and look at the detailed evaluation, there are some occupations that we error by 70 and 80. percent;

Mr. BEDELL. What were those?
Mr; KUTSCHER. 'I'm told that plasterers, is one of the..types of op-%

ctipations we errored a lot on. They .ten& to be- either occupations
which are small, or radical change is taking. place on it. We can
provide for the record others that we had very large. errors in In
the 1980 projection, large projection errors were made for locomotive engineers helpers, credit managers; telephone operators; and
airplane mechanics and_ repairers.
BEDELL: Yes; I noticed in your projections you indicate that
many of the Wilding tradeg you expect big increases in the number
of people employed. -

pparently 'yott don't project any partictilerimprovement in pro- ductivity in those areas than you project--KUTSCHER., A fairlY Moderate------

Mr. BEDELL. Quite a boom in building over the next 10 years,

that right?
Mr. KUTSCHER. Yes.
-Mr. BEDELL; I think we 'better adjourii-for maybe 10 minutes,
while we run over and try to vote.
.

.

KurscHErL OK; Surely;

[A short recess was taken.]

Mr; BEDELL. The committee will come to order.

Mr. Kiitscher; you said that you had estimated a low GNP

growth of 2.5 percent, and a high one of 3.9.
Mr. KurscifEa.-Yes.
.

-

Mr. BEDELL. When did you make those?
Mr. KUTSCHER; Those projectioni were published in August 1981.

They were scheduled for updating in, the fall. of 1983 on our 2 7year
cycle:
-

Mr.. BEDELL: EP, you have any idea at this tune whether those
will be changed up or down?
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Mr. KU.'SC_HER.-

yeally too early to- tell. We haire progressed

for; but haven't arrived at, the_.final answers. I would thinkJhe-range would roughly. cover what we would have. We.may modify
some internal projections hilt that the range probably will not
change_a lot: __Mr. BEDELL. You really have the figures now that you. will-have
.

then; except for_ monthly figures; don't you? Annual figures. are allin that you would haye, are they not?
Mi;'KUTSCHER. You mean historical data?:

Mr. BEDELL. Yes..

= -Mr ifuTsctisa; That's correct; We now have 'all of the historical
data we will usein the current set of,projection.
Mr. .KOTSCHEa. _But_ in developing projections,_ historical_ data is
one of the' elements. The other -element is our- judgment on-how the

historical pattern will be modified in the future; just like I d&

`scribed -to-You on productivity'. We didn't use the historical pattern..
We modified it.
We do that for many other elements in the projection; both based
;

on our judgment, and judgments we can get from outside users of
our materialMr.-13thELL. I presume you're aware of the testimony we had yesterday?_
Mr. KUTSCHER. Yes.

Mr:_ BEDELL: It was critical of two things in your projection. One
was there was criticism of the -way -you gather your_ data._ I don't
know if that's justified or _not, but they said that it had also been .

criticized by some group that had surveyed- it; Are you aware of
that?
Mr._ Kuisciiza:__Vell,_ I'm aware of Mr_; Helms' criticism of our
data:-I-think-if-Youwotild_go back and look at it
Mr; BEDELL._The, National- Commission -for Employment:and Un-

employment Statisties issued their report counting the labor force
.

,

Mr. KuTictiga. I .think that if you would read that entire report
you would find that it's largely an endorsement v.:7 the procedures
that BLS used to collect employnient and unemplo:'uent date; ,
There was some recommendations there for modifying certain
_

things; 'which BLS has already- incorporated; ._such as counting the

military as being empled_; adjusting to the 1980 population base,
and other elements: I guess I would- characterize that Presidential
commission as 99 percent endorsing- what BLS is doing, as the

best----

Mr. BEDELI. I think We.,should get a copy of it.-

.

'Mr. ICum,3cirEit. Yes, surely; you make the judgment yourself.
That's the way -1-would characterize it.
Mr. Boom,. He was also very critical pf-tue DiCtionary of Occu-

pational_ Titles. Do you concur in-his crif.;cism_there?
the Dictionary of OccupaMr. Kurgefign, Well, I gue,-;:::,
tional Titles _has _so little imp:%;_t on_ what we _do_ that if his cnti-,

clams are valit3. he overemphasizes the impact that it -hag on us._
_show. the Dictionary of Occupational Titles is as
The _only pia:
final note in c.: Oilupational Outlook Handbook:. We list an occu-.pation- and foe_ atm by individuals that want to_Cross-reference our
data, we list all the Dictionary of
'-projec.iiona.
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-tional Titles that fall into eachfOCcupation covered in the ac-cupa.
..

.tional Outlook HandboOk.

Now; if those:are wrong or in error, as he claiinsj it would make ..
it difficult for Someone to..croasclassifyLour_projections with'other
system& Bilt _the Dictionary of Occupational Titles- does- not affect
the data, We .huve, It does not affect. the manner it's collected, _nor
in any way our_prdections procedures.
does
Mr. BEDELL. You_collectit by telephone to householdS?
Mr. KUTSCHER. We11= there's ';two different data set& In fact;
there may be _three that.should .come_ into_ play: One is the hoti:Whold survey, that -is a survey.donaliy the Bureau of the Census for
the Bureau of Labor-Statistics:
Mr. BEDELL. How many-householdk do-they
Mr; KUTSCHEIL That's 60,000 households each month on a. rotating basis. NOW that is colle ted usually :by-personal visit . on -initiation. A: household is in for 4 month& out-for 8 months, and back
in for 4 months.
The first visit, the first initial collection is usually done by personal visit.
_

.

.

Mr,BEDELL. IS that right?
KUTSCHER: And then followup surveys are generally done by
,
telephone.

It's this household survey that's used to publish the menthl- m-.
ployment and unemployment data When you _see the. B
nounce. the nnemployment ratO. as _10.1 percent, that's the data
base that is used to collect that information;
Now, it is also true that as a part of that,- individuals are _classified into occupations: But individuals are not asked to
themselves. They're asked what work they'do, and theruprofessional. classifiers at the Bureau of the Cenaus categorize that work into
.

_

an occupational' classification.

-_

_

beam.- We
. In addition_ to that_ the BUreau has two other data
data_ come from

have our em_Oument' by industry data base.. These.
a _monthly sample of emPloyers who re&ularly reporttio the Bureau..
of Labor Statistics each month, and_that .sample is about 195,600 to
-200,000 business establishmenta; ori-anionthly basis. Annually that
data. LS benchmarked to the unemployment insurance records,
-which means that there'S 4.8 million establishments in the itnemployinent insurance filesi-_soTithat-although--the monthIST' data
which' is a samplecOlild go off on tCmonth-to-month basis, annual
ly it's benchmarked to every establiShinent-in the :United States:,
thatrepoit to the unemployment insurance syStem.
we have an occupational -em_O-Oyi:_nerit statistic survey
froth irliith we collect occupational patterns. This surveys a sample
of one-third of businesses annuall#. And the total sample in the 3year cycle is roughly 600;000.
Mn BEDELL. Will that ,business survey include their projection.
what employment they expect in the future?
Mr. -Kirrscntit. No; We do not collect from: thein their antiCiPat=
_

.

.

Mr. BEDELL. Are you acquainted with the article that was in the
New York Times? It came to my desk this morning concerning,

Business Round Table meeting in Hot Springs, Va.
Mr. KUTSCHER. Yes; I am familiar with that

.
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Mr. BEDELL. They said that even though they expected to ircv
prove their production, they did not expect to hire the- laid off
workers; they expected to make changes where it would not re-

quir

Mr. KUTSCHER. I would characteriie that as probably a,Very realistic look at the near-term prospects in manufacturing Significant
l to come
gains in near-term output, with employment gains
king only
id of that is you're
very slow ly. Of course the other side
shout big business. And there's some increasing data which infers
an awful lot of employment gains in the United States come from
small business, not from large business.
Mr. BEDELL. So Would you expect that in the near term, if we do
haye some economic- recovery; as-.it looks like we're having right
now, that we would have a significant improvement in ,otzr unem-

ployment figures?

lgr; KUTSCHER. Well, we ususally don't make_ short4erm forecasts. Consistent with -what the Business Round Table is saying is
the improvement in tie- unemployment would be slow,, if you get
improvements in business; But they're slow to brims_ back people:
-then the unemployment rate can't improve very rapidly.
Mr. 'BEDELL. The other criticism that came forth was, if Y underSt&Od it correctly, that there was a feeling that the impact -43f automation; not just robots, but all automation,including corap,uterization, and so on, had not yet`heen felt If we go by the li!,4-tol-ical
data which you do, it was not going to take adequate account of the
changes that we can expect in the future:At least some of thewit-

nesses we had yesterday felt that that's going to be muck more
rapid. than it's been in the past How would you comment on that --

criticism?
Mr. KUTSCHER I guess our past experience in the Bureau,: where

we do have a prograin that studies the introduction of automation,
and how that's introduced; leads us to believe that most tecfmological changes are diffused sloWly, and that the adjustment process is
-gradual.
Even though the impact of coinputers and robots are yet_to be
felt, I guess our best judgment is these Will be brought on slowly,
arid the impact- will be diffused -over a fairly long period of tine.
Mr. BEDELL. It, seems to me that ought to bt the major .dettfite
that should -be considered here; because .I notice that you list the
jobs in which we Will have the greatest growth among others: sec-

retaries; typists; Stock clerks; and stock room and warehouse

people. At ieast some of the people that testified yesterday *ould
say-that would be some of the areas in which we would see automation take its heaviest toll.' With computers You won't need so many

stock clerlta and so on, bebause it'll all be done automatically_ _with

computers. Typing will:be sufficiently automated; that you won't
need as many typists, and we won't use as manY memos, and writ=
ten messages, because it will be communicated "in other manners
with thaautdmation that we're going to have.
It seems to me that it is an argument we need to look at; and
your answerindicates to me you supply disagiee with him, and we
sure better find out-who's right, because we're depending upon
your figures because they are generally the base from which most
work is done.
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If you're making an incorrect -assumption in that regard, then .I
think it's--a pretty critical issue; frankly:- I'm not saying yoU are or
not, bUt I'm telling you that there were .people yesterday that said
robots are of secondary importance: _The really important thing is
what we're going to see happenini with computers, and this type of
automation; which is _going to cut down. so much_ on other jobs.
They even said there'd going to be significant cutback -in white
collar._ workers in _ our _ society; I'm_ not saying '.who's right; but I

thought you ought So be aware. I think that's 'a major issue that

somebody needs to address.
Mr. Kurscasa.--I-kuess to some extent I would say that I disagree
with them only in degree:_
.

:

Mr. Bsum. It's a pretty- big degree; if you say secretaries are

going to be the occupation that s going to have the greatest growth
of any occupation in our whole society; and they would say that it's
an occupation, I thinki which is probably .going to decline. That's
not _a little degreenf disagreement:.
Mr. Kt:J.1'804ER. Yeah; that is

radicalI guess on a job

Mr; BEDELL. Democrats and Republicansi if you have that much
disagreement.
that, but on jobs like wereMr: KU'rkHEIL I won't comment

tatied, I guess our analysis of what word prodessing equipinentis
doing to jobs like secretariesi is changing. he manner in- which the
work. is carried out; but we have not yet seen _anything that would
indicate; at least :up-to 1990, an impact that will radically alter the
numbers of et._etaries who will be used.
Now that's different than robets i. where when you introduce a
robot; you don't need a welder to do that -work: A lot of the _functions that a secretary carries out are not related to typing: It's true
that -a -word processor makes the typing function .df a secretary
more efficient.
Mr.:13sosm But you list typists; just 'plain_ typists; about 15th on
Your Hat -so you could say secretaries- don't _Spend all their time
typing; but you also say typists . are goingto__be-s7-_it must be alkiiit

right at very near the-top of those professions -where the. biggest
increase in people will be required..
mr. KUTSCHEIL This is back to an: argument as to the_ speed in
which:these changes will take place. I think down the road you -will
,

Sea the number- of typists tend_ to level _Off and go down due to these

technological changed. Just like we' already see a- function taking
place like that_ It's_ happening on the computer side, and 'that's on
data entry. Technology is displacing the 'need for -a lot of keypunch
operators; so _keypunch_ operators are _not growing muCh, in 'fact
much Slower than all other computer-related occupations: Probably
sometime this decade 'they_ will absolutely level out and Start de-dining.- I Wouldn't expect to see that for typists; butiguess my ar-

gument -is I think that is aph omenon. which will take place in

'
the-1990's,.and_not in_the 1980'
t the whOle issue.
-- Mr.. BEDELL ill, thiage
_

Mr: Ktrisclisat-Yeitb_

:.

_

I don't thi k anybody is questioning your sincerity;
jot least_I cetainly am not I think. when we really -_get to_ the
bottom line; what -we're really saying is, that no matter how_ well
you may collect the data, if you project our, GNP growth to be
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.somewliere betWeen .2.5 'and A.9:, and if it has been practically. zero
for the last 4: years; and you are.wrong; then Your projections are
..'
-.terribly wrong.
Ytlf the people happen to be right yesteiday; ;Who. said we're _just
now stattingto see the effects of computers in this _Sort of automa-

.

tion; this sort of thing in work-replacement other than robots, and
thatyou feel' that's. not going to -be the ease; then again. your projections are terribly; terribly _wrong
I guess the concern I have is people _look at you as a specialist
beeause you are the ones that collect data-the best of anyone,- and I
have no great ar_gument with that _You_ collect the data so well; but

then we say, :"Since they're creed at colleeting data, they. rust

therefore begood at projecjzir the future." That is. subject to quesfairness, Mr.. KW acher,' that yOu could be tight; -.or you
tion; in
could be wrong; The efner 1...eople could be right; or they could be
wrong tee. ,

But_ one _problem e:xnes i i that you are sort of the god in that
regard in that eyer,:;Aiil.- says, ."Well; since you're the only enes
that collect the dati; thsn surely you're the ones who we -ought' -to
believe when you say. what's .going to happen in the future.'.
.

Mr: BEDELL. That's troublesome to me as a le_gislator.

Mt. ,Ktirscusa. We certainly tried to warn the users by the literature we put .out that we are not godlike in . terms of our wisdom
.

about the fnture-..
Mt. BEDELL. But -I think you are the oie? f;;?ot atm accepted as

the authorities in that regard :and mast avi,...ything; cs. near.. as
can tell, is based upon your projections.
Kurs.effEa; A lot of the occupational projections do- derive
from. ours; -there's .no question about it We try to do as careful a

job _as we can. _it_ is something on which reasonable people can very
easily have...a different opinion
Mr; ,BEDELL. Did youhave something?
Mr. FITHIAN. Just on this particular.. thing; if I may; Mr. Chair;
man.
,

Mr. Rutselier; when.you take' historical. data; which understand
you're working with ratios up about as recent , as 1977 or there,_.
aborts; you tend to project on the same line thatyou've been on If

that is true and the basic ingredient; then it seems to me likely ..
that you would miss either_an upswing_ or a dovmswing; 'You would

miss the curve. You would be projectingen out and miss thexurve.
'The-sharper the curve; in years_.ahead; the greater the rate of error,
;
is likely to be.
That isi_I guess; my problem. AS I look at the past, the last 5 to 7
years, and you talk to all ,kinds of people; even people who want to
speak for this administration, or the last administration optimistikind§ of figures.
'pally; they come up with some very; .very
in unemployrnent,,Yet -.that would not be reflected in_ your data;
Yonidata is Optitnistic in the sense that every occupational group
is goin&tO-beinefeasing.
exam0e: Yesterday we talked-about
Let. me give you:a
the occupation of draftsman; Most people looking _at the field say
that is, at least; going to be cut in half.by computer-aided design;
but when we go to your projections, it still 'project§ growth. It
seems to me that's the phenomenon of this projecting on a line in
,

_

.

1
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which we've been moving in the past; and making it very/unlikely
that you would .catch a sharp, even or 4-year turn, right. at the
present So that at the most critical time that the Congress needs
guidance, your methodology would by its very nature lead them
astray;
Mr. Ktrrsonsa. I IguesS I would react in this wEq:/1Catching turn1

ing points is by far the most difficult thing th forecasting -the
future. I don't know whether our methddology/is any better than
the alternatives. We try to search- for the besemethoids; We look at
the historical trend, and in cases where "e judge its wrong; we
don't extend it out; We modify it and
it, but I would be the
last to admit we have the ability tocapture every turning

point of every occupation;

.

-

If you look at those places ;where we made the most errorplaster was given as an example. Something _happened to plastering
back in the 1960's and 1970 that radically altered the deniand;
and we missed thayturning Ppint We could be doing that here; On
cases like draftarneit's a case that if you look at how fast Will the
technology diffuse; most technologies are diffused at a moderate
rate because business incorporate the new technology when it will
pay for itself..
So that even though it's' there,even though it has some cost ad-

vantages; some labor saving; everyone doesn't immediately grab _it:

On an occupation like draftsman, again it's a question that the

demand for _draftsman is going to be changed by CAD/CAM type
equipment. The question is will people fire draft:Hi-len and go out
and buy the equipment; or willthey introduce itgradually.
I guess our_jud_gment is they will be gradually introduced. The
rate of kirowth of draftsmen will slow; come to a halt sometime;

and then level off and turn down, tint we would put that in the
early 199Ers rather, than between now and the end of the decade;

Again, albeit an important degree of difference, we don't think it
is not 'going to -happen., It's a question; again; as to when it will
happen.

- There's also something else related to computer assisted design
for drafting,_and that relates to technology, lik, the computer; and
a Variety of other technologies; in which you can actually; by virtue
of the technology; you can do more work, and actually increase employment because there's so many more things you can de.
The computer has 'done that in the field of economics and statistics. There_ are so many more things you can do; and employment
actually prows because there's more output; more things to do.
That c,:ci also happen; that's part of our_ judgment; in the growth
of drafters because there are more things that can be done, as well

asimproving efficienLey.

Mr. -BEDELL. We thank you very much for your testimony; Mr..
Kutacher.
Mr. KUTSCHER. Thank you. ,

Mr. BEDELL. Mr. Conte; would like to introduce the next witness.
Mr. CONTE: Mr. Chairman, it's a pleasure for-me to welcome Ms.

Katharine Abraham, a professo at MIT to Washington. She just
completed a study in the number of jobs, and the number of people
looking for jobs, and. I don't want to steal heT thunder by telling
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her conclusions now. But I'M going to listen very closely to see how
she. reached these Conclusions.

I recently_ read a very fine article in the Washington Post about
PAH' work, Professor Abraham, and it's a real treat for us to have
you here. We welcome you' here.

TESTIMONY OF KATHARINE G; ABRAHAM; 'ASSISTANT, PROFESSOR; SLOAN SCHOOL OF__MANAGEMENT; MASSACHUSETTS IN:STITUTE-OF TECHNOLOGY
Ms; ABRAHAM. Thank, you very much. Mr. Chairman, I have a

Prepared 'statement which I'd like to submit.for the record, if that

will -be- possible.

Mr, BEnkil. With-Out objection, your whole statement will be en-

tered in the record, and we'd welcome any summary that you'd
care to _make.

Ms.. ABRAHAM; Let me say also I'm pirticularly pleased to have
been invited tq testify before this subcommittee, since Fm the product of an Iowa 'childhood and a graduate of Iowa State University. I
.
have more than one connection here.
.

Mr% BEDELL; We do know where that is, of Course,

ABRAHAM. I'll just' briefly go through the testimony that I
have written out, and then I'd be d,elighted to answer any questions .
you might have. concerning my statement.
_President Reagan has commented on numerous occasions that

when he 1picks up his newspaper there are many pages -of help
'wanted ads. Implicit in thiii sort of comment is the conclusion that
something other than a shortage of employmeitt oppoortunities is

the real culprit in our current unemployment "situation. I think
this conclusion appears unreasonable to most Observers, My own
work looking Into how, the number of jobs available compares to
the number, of people unemployed-has convinced, me that it, is very
far the mark. indeed. My examination of the best available, evidence has led me to con-

clude that at the present time the number of unemployed persons
most likely exceeds the number of jobs available by a factor. of 10
or more.

What I'd_ like to discuSs with you this morning. is the evidence
that haS led me to thiS conclusion and what I think:this conclusion
implies; To resolve the question of how the number of jobs airail=
able compares to the number of people unemployed; we obviously
need. information both on unemployment and on job vacancies.
We have' very . good data on unemployment from the monthly
Current Population Survey reports, The -Current-Population Survey
is the household 'survey that the previous 'Witness was discussing.
These reports. are based on interviews each month' with members of
apprOXimately 60,000_ households across the country_ concerning
,
their labbr force activities. and other matters.
There is unfortunately no.ongoing survey of employers to provide

us with comparable information on the unsatisfied demand for

labor, or the level of job vacancies.
I'd like to -Comment_ as an aside, that indeed we lack good inforrelation on 'most aspects of employers' labor market position. Until
quite recently, information on hires, quits, and layoffs in the maim-

1.71

.
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t
facturing sector was collected on a monthly basis. The survey that
provided even this relatively limited, but still quite useful, in orma-tion was discontinued as of December 1981. It seems clear to me
that better information on emplOyers' labor market needs could be.
of, considerable assistance in the policylnaking_procead. I' would
argue quite strongly that the Bureau of Labor Statistics ought to
be given funding for the purpOses of collectin_g this sort of informa-'
tion. But that is, as I said an aside from my /main point:
While- it is unfortunate that we currently operate. no °I:going
survey that provides us with inforMation on job vacancies; U.S. and
panadian employers have_ provided usable=information on job vacancies in connection with six different pilot projects and longer
term survey efforts that have been undertaken since the midsixties.
These sources of information On -the level of job vacancies in par-

ticular areas and at particular pinta in time can be used to estimate the job vacancy rate aseociated with different unemployment
rates. Given that 'relationship, we can make a gaad estimate of the
number of jobs available at our-current unemployment rate;

The available information on job openings has been collected
through surveys sent out to employers. As I saidi there have been
six such survey efforts; The. first was a pilot project done by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics in the midsixties, which produced data
for about 15 cities; covering roughly 25 percent of the .Nation's
total employment.
We collected job vacancy data for the manufacturing sector na,
tionwide from April 1969 -through December 1973. The States of
Minnesota and Wisconsin have continued to collect comprehensive
job-vacancy data up through at least December 1981.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics ran a more recent job vacancy
pilot program -that yielded some information for 1979 and' 198
And in ,panada; a very comprehensive and careful job vacancy
survey was conducted from 1971 through 1978. So those are the
sources of data that we have on the job vacancy rate.
This information on job vacancies has -received kiss attention
than I believe it warrants. I would guess that the primary reason
for this neglect is that the existing job vacancy data are widely believed to understate the true number of kvailable position&
There are a variety of arguments that people have advanced why
this is true. People have- argued there are a lot of discouraged vacancies, analogous to discouraged workers, jobs that employers
would like to fill but that_they've given up recruiting. for because
they can't find anybody. People have argued-that employers are
often willing to hire well -qualified individuals who present themselves off the street, even, if they don't have a preexisting vacancy,
and that counts of job vacancies would miss that kind of employment opportunity.
There have been more teclinidal criticisms levied againsCthe job
vacancy surveys that were _conducted; for example, people have
argued that the samples of firths included in the surveys were not
representatiVe and tended- to have lower than average vacancy
rates, and that if a more representative sample of .employers had
been surveyed, a higher 'est4ate of the job vacancy rate would
have been obtained.
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An important part of my research. effort on this subject has been
to collect information bearing on all of these various possible prob:.
lems with thejob 'vacancy statistics. I have then used-this information to correct the published_ numbers; inflating them as appropri_
ate to come, up with more believable, more accurate numbers:
Whenever there was a question based on the information that I
bad about how important a particular problem was likely to be as
a source of understatement in the job vacancy numbers, I assumed

that it was more important, rather than less important I also

made no effort to adjust the published numbers for possible' sources
of upward bias.
Gis'en that I was very generous in correcting for possible down =.
Ward bias in the vacancy numbers and that I made no effort to correct far upward bias in the vacancy numbers, if anything,_ thenuin=

berS that I carne up with are almost certainly too large; rather
,
than too small:
I should also not that there is a check on the reasonableness of
my correctionslto the vacancy numbers. I performed some other
calculations Using a quite different approach and was reassured- to
fi nd that the job vacancy numbers that I came up with using this
alternative approach seemed quite consistent with the estimates
that I've just deicribed to you."
The corrected job vacancy numbers that I've just described apply
.

of course only to the time periods, and the areas covered_by the
various job vacancy surveys- that I mentioned: However; plotting
the job vacancy rates obtained.by this correction procedureagainst
the unemployment rate for the same time periods and areas makes
it clear that thei!e is an inverse relationship between the job vacan;:

cy rate and the nemployment rate.
When the u employment rate is low, etnployers tend to have
many vacant j S. When unemployment is high, employers tend to
have few vac nt jobs: The existence of an inverse relationship of
this sort maKes good theoretiCal sense. The general shape of the
unemplo not/vacancy relationship is as drawn in figure 1 includ;
ed in my ritten statement.
If it ca be assumed that the unemployment/vacancy relatiOn;
t = e areas where vacanw data have been collected roughly
ship
mirrors lie unemployment/vacancy .relationship __in- the United
States as ,a whole, and if it can be determined whether and how
this relationship has changed over time, my data Can be used to
Support conclusions about how the number of jobs available today
compares to the number of persons seeking work.
All of the data seem pretty consistent; so that I think that it does
make sense to draw conclusions from the survey data for the country as a Whole. Other information has given me what I consider to
be a pretty good sense of how the aggregate unemployment/vacan
cy relationship has shifted over time; so I feel comfortable going
ahead and drawing the.sort of conclusions that appear in my written statement.
Just to put a little historical pers_pective on this: Calculations
using_ the corrected vacancy data that I came up with suggest that

during the last half of the sixties, when the unemployment rate

hovered within__ the 3:5 'percent to 4 percent range; the nuMber of

tig
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job 'o_peningsprobably came close to equaling the number of unemPloyed people.

.

.

4

During the 1970's between 1970 and 1980; a period- that included
'three recessions, and during' Which the tmem_ployment rate' 'averaged above,6 percent; there were probably an- average of four 'or
five unemployed persons per vabant _job. As of April of this year,
the unemploymen't rate; an youltriow,-stood at 10.1 percent meaning that there were over 11 million people without work and seeking a job.
My-calculations suggest that the number of unemployed people
currently_oexceeds the number ,of 'available jobs by more than a
factor of 10. I should note that this conclusion holds even after I've
made an adjustrhent in my straightforward dalchlations to take ac-

toiit of the fact that the . unemployment/vacancytrade-Off ilutry
past 10 years. lit terms of figure 1, this
have worsened, during'
curve may have shifted to the Northeast over the past 10 years.
That is to say, my estimated indicate that 'U.S. employers are 7.
currently in' a position where- they would like to hire only about 1
million additional workers, while at the sameLtime there are more
than 11 million people unemployed. Even if every available vacant
job could be filled instantaneously by an-- unemployed person; we
would have aChieved only a relatively small reduction in our unemployment count...

.

It should be remembered that the job Nacanc3r numbers that underlie my calculations were very generously adjusted upward td:
take account of possible downward bids. I'd also like to note that
the official unemployment rate, which is whit I've used in .my cal- '
culations, excludes large numbers of people who should arguably
be_cotuited;
If the current official Unemployment rate of 10.1- percent_ were
adjusted to reflect a part-time/full-time distinction in liOth hours
desired and hours workedthis is basically getting at people Who
are involuntarily working part time rather than fUll tinie--and to
reflect the number of discouraged workers that is, the people whO
say they would like to work, but hay% d even up,looking because
they can't find a job; the tmemployment_rate would be roughly 50
percent higher.
I may have overstated the number of vacatit jolis and understated the number of_persohs needing work, -which manta. that there
may very well be more.thim 10 people available-to fill every vacantjob.

I think my finding that the number -of linemployed persons

greatly exceeds the number of available jobs has important implications for _Policy; decisions: I _wouldn't-_ want to argue against in-

creased investrivnt in well: designed training programs or against
other measures 'aiterided-ttrimprove- the matching of unemployed

f..-` people to available jobs; that sort of expenditure may:_yery well be//
.
.
appropriate.
_
What I think the evidence that I've presented indicates, though

is that on their own, measures of this sort can have veq-little

impact on the overall unem_ployment rate.
The main conclusion that I'd like to leave you with is the conclw
sion that large reductions in the agg=regate unemployment tat4 "Aro

going to require the creation of substantial numbers of new 10,3,.

/
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Mr; BEDELL; Thank you very much /Professor Abraham.
Mr. Conte.

Mr; Comm; On yOur _last remark/on.training_programs,, you sort
:--__
of give'
e lukewarm endorsement/
_

,

Let me tell you about one little incident that's happened -in my

district.

.

Wang it coming into Holyoke, and as a result of a- $2 million
UDAG grant. I -got- thetri_lastear;.:we_broke ground last fall; and
we'll open up in June. We'll hire 1,200 people. Holyoke today is
maybe about_ one-third Pueito Ricans, many of _them unemployed
and unskilled. They came_pp andLWorked on potato farms, and in
tobacco_ fields, and eventually stayed there., It c-,....04r5 a real prob-

lem in the community. /

I .was able to swing _some money from _labor _to start a .training
'program in Holyoke. I'd -say- 95 percent of the trainees- are Puerto
RicanaHad_it not been for that program when Wang opened up in
June, -the 1,200 new employees in Holyoke :wouldn't have gotten-a ..
job: The result of that training programihey are ,going to be ready
to go -to work whe' the ,doors open; I think -the- training is..very,.

very important, es'

when we have thit Shifting structural

..pr_oblern in our industries here in the United 'States, in- steel,- and
other industries,/We better have some very good,- strong_ training.
progranis so -that wh3ii the economy does turn around, and it gets
'
into high techi these. people Will'be able to go to work. .
Ms._ ABRAHAM; I certainly-Wouldn't argite with that conclusion._

.

do think thattraining programs may serve a very -important role.
in redistributing opportunities. I else think that training programs
may serve ,a very important role when undertaken in conjunction
with stimulative measures or upswings in the economy to help' us
toward full employment
But on their own, I think they are exceedingly unlikely to have
much effect- or the aggregate- unemployment rate; If 'all-you're
doing /is training,: you may affect who gett the jobs, but don't
think' you're going to have a very big effect on the overallounemployinent
Well, the; _point_ I'm trying to make is that all indicaMr.
tions are,
are, and all indicators show that-the economy is goingtO turn
.

around, _and, that it'13 already .begun. There's. been thit- tremendous
_.
shift in high technology in this-country.
' If these people aren't trained, they- aren't going to get those jobs.
They're not prepared to take _those Jobs;
..
'
Mt. ABRAHAM. I think that's correct.
__Mi. CONTE. Somebody who .has_ been working in a _steel mill for
.

20 years, can't come out and step into .a high-technology field,
unless he's trained;
' Thank yoU..

Mr; BEDELL;. Thank you, Mr. Conte.

I eastiMe that you would not have any great argument with. the
societyzEuid
fact that we are becoming a more highly_
that our- educational_ System and training should recognize that,

and, we should hoPe that we would train people adequately. _
-Ms. ABRAHAM; No; I certainly- wouldn't want to argue_with_that.
Mr. BEDELL: I understand your argument. It is that .if we think -training people when there's 10 or 15 people for every job, is going
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to_give all those 15 people jobs, then we're kidding ourselves. Isn't
that your point?

Ms. Ass.AitAiti. Right. That's exactly the argument that I'm

making.
Mr. BEDELL. You raised an interesting question; that is; how -un-

employment will infringe upon the frictionally. unemployed. The
question is; with these .high unemployment rates; I assume that
people are much more reluctant to leave jobs than they would have
been in the past. Are we getting, to Where _there's teas instead of
more flexibility? Did you look into that at all?
Ms; ABRAHAM; I haven't really done an in-depth investigation of
that.
Mr. BEDELL. The problem is if that is the case, that if society is
moving rapidly in terms of job availability, individuals are moving
the other direction and are less willing to hiake changes because of
their need for security.
Ms. ABRAHAM. When we used to have data on the quit rate, it
was in fact true; at least in the manuflicturing sector; that.the quit
rate was quite cyclically responsive. AS the unemoYment rate
goes ups. the quit rate goes down; which is supportive of 'what
you're saying.
.

Mr; BEDELL; One thing we're' trying to look at here !..13 what we

can expect in the future as best we can guess frOm the data available; and what we see happening.
Your study primarily has had to"do what has happened up until
now; and what you see now,
Ms. ABRAHAM. Right.

t

Mr. BEDELL. Are you in a position to hazard any observations
that you have as to whether the current 'unemployment situation is

a cyclical thing, likely to improve,4or whether it's a structural
thing that likely to be with us for some time; which I think is the
major question we're really trying to get at here.

M& ABRAHAM-. I think- it's sdme of both. The main thing I've fo-

cused in the written testimony that I submitted to you is what you
might call .the cyclical component of unemployment. There are a
great manmore. unemployed people than jobs available and we
need to worry about that.
'I think it's also true that structural problems have-gotten worse:
To put it into terms of the picture in figure 1, the uneinployment/
vacancy relationship has shifted outward; so that at any given unemployment rate, there are more job vacant than there used to be.
As far as the_causes of that; two things that people have focused
on are the shift to different industries and the, shift to different
kinds of occupation& Something that has perhaps received less attention is the geographic shift/in employment. ._.
very rapid growth in the. So- uthDuring the J970's there has.'
NireSt and the Pacific. States.- There has been much less rapid growth
in employment in the Northeast and some of the other areas of the
country. I think that is another factor that lies behind the pioblemi we're currently having.
Mr. BEDELL. -It seems to me another thing your study points out
is -that the difference in cyclical unemployment between 5 and 10
percent tineMployment; is much more than a doubling_ of the cyclical unifiriployed. If I understood you correctly, you felt that 4-per.
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unemployed Wag really practically no structural miemploynient, that_there were roughly as many jobs open as there weft tin=
employed. When we get,_ to '10 percent, you have roughly 10 people
:rob-kingfor work foi every job:Ms ABRAHAM. Right.
Mr. BEDELL. One of our witnesses yesterday said that if our. GNP
only grew at 2.3 percent, we could_ have 16 _percent unemployed;
That Would mean a tremendous amount of cyclical unemployment
based upon what you have seen haPpen. It would mean that we
would still have a tremeridbus number of people for which there
simply would not be jobs available,_ even if the-Sr-, coiiid train or
adapt to those joba.
Ms. ABRAHAM; -haven't calculated what an unemployment rate
of 16 percent would im ply a botit job availabiljty:There might be _15
or 20 people per job.
Mr; BEDELL. We certainly ,,thank you very much for being here;
ABRAHAM. Thank you very much; Mr; Chairman and Mi.
Conte;

[Mi. Abraham's prepared statement follows:]
I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF 'CATHARINE G. ABRAHAM, ASSISTANT ;PROFESSOR, SLOAN
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT, MABBACHUSETIV INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Preislant Reagan
newspapers contain

has commented on numerous occasions that his

Many pages of help wanted advertising.

Implicit

in these comments is the conclusion that something other than a

shortage of employment opportunities is the main culprit in our
current unemployment situation.

Most reasonable observers wiil

already have rejected this conclusion; my own research has convinced
Careful examination of

me that it is very far off the markindeed.

the best available evidence has lead me to the conclusion:that. at

the present tiMetthe number of unemployed persons most likely
exceeds the nuMber of vacant jobs by a factor often or more.

It is

this evidence and its implications that I would like to discuss With
you thii morning.

Job Vaeanoy.Dets
To resolve the Important question of how the number of
4

_

eV-Ail-Able jobs compares With the number of persons seeking work, we

heed iiarmation on both unempIoYmentand job vacancies.

The monthly

Current Population Survey reports, based on interviews with members
of approximately 60,000 households. concerning their labOr force

activities and other matters, provide us With-excellent data on

31-912 0 - 84
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unemploymenitere Is unfortunately no Ongoing survey of employers
to provid us with comparable current data on job Vacancies.
Indeed, we lack infortatiOn on most aspects of employers'.
demand for labor.

Until quite recently, information on hires, quits

and leoffa in the tanufaeturing:sector_was collected monthly; the
burver that- provided even this relatively limited but still useful
lafor-3:',1i, was discontinued in December

f 1981.

It seems Cleat

LL:tt better data on emp:oyers'labor market needs could considerably
th -)ollcy making process.

I would argue quite strongly that the

liurau or Labor Siatiatics ought to be given additional funding for
pn.q,os

Of collecting such information.
It 1i Unfortunate that we currently operate no ongoing

j.1 VdCWXV survey, U.S. :and Canadian employers have provided usable
J.; vacancy data In connection with six pilot projects and
longer-term survey efforts since the mid-I960't.

These sources of

can be u.:ed to estimate the job vacancy, rate associated with

lifferUt Unemployment rate levels and thus to make some statement
fLu

t ;ow the huthbee of available jobs compares with the number of

:::1,.mpIOyed persons at the present time.

Me six usable sources

job openings statistics cover the

t.,L1Qwing time periods and areas:

(1)

for selected U.S. cities

7e.,renenting approximately 25 percent of the nation's total

w, have vac.ncy data for each of three dates from late
tw,!.

Apri: :!i6; (2)

nationwide job vacancy data covering the

manfacturIng sector are available for the period from April 1969
thrau4o pect.ml-er 1973; (3)

comprehensive job vacancy data have been

ro4.o2;d In Minnesota since January 1972; (4)

'11 :15
(1

comprehensive job
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vacancy data have been produced in tiiScocsin since January 1976; (5:

the recent Bureau-of Labor-Statistics job vacancy pilot program
yielded 1974 and 1980,data covering four states;-and (6) Canadian j(
vacancy data were generated from the start of 1971 through the end (
1978.

These sources of job vacancy data have received less attentioi
than I believe they warrant.

Perhaps the primary reaspn for this

neglect is: that the existing Job vacancy data are widely believed ti

u nderState the true number f available positions.

Some have argue(

that there were subitantial numbers pf "discouraged vacancies" (job
openings that employers have given up recruiting to fill because the
have been unable to locate suitable applicants) that the published
,job vacancy figures missed.

Others have asserted "at emploS;ors ari

often willing to hire weIlqUaIified individuals
when they have no specific openings.

the street eve]

StiII others have levied more

technical criticisms against the' extant job vacancy data, for'

example, arguing that the firMs participating in the various survey:

tender to have a belowaverage vacancy rate and that a more
representative sampling of firms would have produced higher 'va,:ancy

estimates:

An Important part of my research effort has been to pul

toge..A,- all of the relevant information bearing on these possible

problems and on every other possible problem with the existing job
vacancy numbers that I have heard mentioned.

I then used this

information to "correct" the published vacancy figures.

Whenever

there was a question about how important a particular source of
potential understatement in the vacancy numbers was likely to be, I
assumed that it was more important rather than less important in
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making my corrections.
.

Furthermore, I made no effort to adjust the

published figures downward to take account of.possible sources of
overstatement in the data.

For both of these reasons, the corrected

job vacancy numbers that I came up with are, if anything, almost
certainly too large rather than too small.
As a check on the reasonableness of'my corrected job vacancy
numbers, I also performed some other calculations using a quite
different approach.

The job vacancy estimates derlved via this

alternative approach were reassuringly consistent with the estimates
obtained using the approach I have described here.

The Unemployment /Vacancy Relationship

The corrected job vacancy data that I have described above
apply; Of course, only to the time periods and areas covered by the
various job vacancy surveys.

Unwever, plOtting the job vacancy rates,

obtained against unemployment rates for the same time periods and
areas. makes' t clear_that there is an inverse relationship between

vacancy rate and the unemployment :ate

'ten unemployment is

.Dyers tend to have many vacant jobs;
,

nempllifEent is

employers tend to have few vacazt jobs,

a relationship makes good theoretical sense.

-.'ntence of such
Figure 1. shows the

gtaleral shape of the unemploymert/vaCancy relationship.

If it can be

assumed that the unemployment/vacancy relationship imehe areas where
vacancy d. s have been collected roughly mirrors ,%e

unemployMent/vacancy relationshipid-the U.S. as

and if it

be-determined whether andrhow this relationship has changed over
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time, my data can be used to support conclusions about how the number
of jobs available today compares to the number 4f pezatida seeking

.

work.

FIGURE 1.

The Unemployment/Vacancy. Relationship

Vacancy
Rate

Unemployment
Rate

The Number of Available Jogs
Straightforward calculations based on my vacancy and
'unemplopaz.nt date)iuggest that during the latt half of the 1960's,

whet the unemploylent rate hovered within the 34 percent to 4.0
percent range; the number of job openings probably came close ro
equalling the ::umber Of unemployed persons.

Between 1970 and 1980, a

period that included three recessions aud produced an average
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unemployment rate above 6.0 percent, there were probably an average
of four or five unemployed_persons per vacant job.
As of April of this year, the unemployment rate stood at 10.1
percent.
job.

Over II million people were without work and seeking a

My calculations suggest that the number of unemployed people

currently exceeds the number of available jobs by'more than a factor
of ten.

This conclusion holds even after an adjustment is made to

the figures to take:account of the fact that the unemployment/vacancy
tradeoff may have worsened (in terms of Figure 1, shifted to the
northeast) over the past ten years.

That is to say, my estimates

_

indicate that 'LS. employers are currently in a position Aere they
would like to hire only about I million additional.wOrkers, at the
same time that there are more than 11 million people unemployed.
Even if every available vacant job could be filled instantaneously by
an unemployed person, we would have achieved only a relatively-small
reduLtion in our unemployment conut.
It shOuld be remembered that the job vacancy numbers upon which
this conclusion Is based were v', -1'y generously adjusted upwards to

take account of possible downward bias.

Let me also note th;.t-the

official unemployment rate figures exclude large numbers of people
who should arguably be counted.

If the currentofiicial unemployment'

rate were adjusted to reflect a part time /full t7z,, distinction Sr,

both hors wct:ed and hours desire4

twd to reflect the number of

"di...eouraged workers" (persons who would like to work but have given

ip looking), : would-bealost

5 percent larger.

Thus, I may have

overst-ated the,number of v.cNnt j bs 40 ,:understated the number:of

-
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persons needing work.

This means that there may well be more than

Leil people availat,a to fill every vacant job.

Conclusions
My finding that !the number of unemployed persons far exceeds

the.timber of available jobs has extremely important policy
Iwould not Iike.te-atgue against increased_ investment
in well-designed training progriams or against other measktres designed

to improve'the matching of unemployed workers to.svailable job
openings.

Such expenditure may well-be appropriate.

However, the

evidenc# I :lave presented does indicate that, on their own, these
,measures can have little impact on the overall unemployment rate.

Whatever policy package is adopted; it is imperative to remember that
large-reductiona ih the aggregate unemployment rate will require the
creation -of-substnntita-riniabets Of new jobs;
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Etzioni. It's my
BEDELL. Our. next witness is Prof.
pleasnre_to__know Mr; Etzioni; and we appreciate you being here;
Professtif.-I'Ve're anxious to hear your testimony.
; TESTIMONY OF AMITAI ETZIONI; PROFESSOR; GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Mr.- ETZIONL Thank you,' Mr; Chairman; Thank you Congressman Conte, gentlemen; with your per. mission, I'd like to submit my

statement for the record; and just highlight some of its main
points.

Mr. BEDELL, We really encourage you to do so; and it will be
made part of the record.
we suffer; on
E-TZJONI. Thank you; My main_ argument is
top of all the other problems which inflict our economy and our society, from a tendency to oversimplify matters; and _rely on hypo

which. substitutes for thinking. In part; it's _created because we
have a big townhall meeting; known as _the electronic village, in

which most things have to be summarized in the evening news in 1
minute and..104seconds; even better if you can write it on a b_tn24vr
sticker. One of the most recent slogans which substitutes for our
serious thinking is -the notion -that ,we're going to close down the
basic industries; and beconie a high techiiblogy society.
Most recently. John Naisbitt's book, has popularized that view; if

it needed more popularizing. But first of all there never was in

modern- economic history a society which did basically one thing._ In n-

SwitzerlandThey tried to do that for a while, and just earn a living

by making_ watches._ Then _Americans. came with the digit.l watches, and Switzerland had a big problem.
ours;
In_ effect; _the_ record shows that societies_ much, smaller t

much simpler than ..ourai r a fetter of 10 e.nd 20, in orde to survive have to adapt to change in circumstances; in order to accommodate the variety of _peOple and skills they have to rn twin a
large variety of works; businesses; and pursuits.

Indeed if you look beyond -the headlines at the in

_enable

data available on the subject by the Bur-7,!.! of Labor Sta. istics you
see two things.
don't hold for those who
"'liking about the _mid 1.0 to p r y6.ati
:end thE:t; We talk ab4.-sut a very
they can predict IP
slow shift of the older of 1.6-..gi..tix..de of a three-ch.......:r of 1 percent=
age a year in the composition of the_ labor_ force-.

Now; a three-quarter percent shift ie. inigortant for the human

being involved; and the bur Ireds of thousands of _jobs. involved. ;. But

thert: is a world a difference between threequatters of 1 percent a
year; which amounts to 6 or- 7_ percent over a decade; and that
notion we have of closing_ an industry, or line of industry, a whole

sector; and Shifting most everybody to high technology.
Another reason we cume into this confusion -is bemuse, we con=

fused percentages_ calculated on a base as distinct for the actual

numler of jobs.
i.ei _me explain this point---if I may PeoPle talk abo_gt the fact
that _t? sere are 50,000 jobs, an computers, and they're_ going to ga to
100;000; or a 100 percent increase in the number of jobs' available
in computers..
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We talk about the fact that we have 3 million secretaries, and we
shall- need another 600;000; as a 20-percent increase; Therefore; the
headlines capture there's going to be 100Tercent increase in com-

puters, and only 20-percent increase:in secretaries. :But there are
going to be 600,000 -secretariAl lobs and 50,000 computer jobs.
Indeed; the category most likely_ to go over. the next 10 years is the
unglamorous- nonheadline crabbing janitors and :sextons.

The State of Massachusetts; which has often, had adopted as an
example for high-tech State, has 9 percent of its jobs in high-tech.
And that is; -first of all; in the simple State of simple prediction;
where the jobs are going to -be. There are going to be many. more
jobs in health than in computer programing in the next 10 years;
or next 20 years, by all predictions.
Now, another question is our relative advantage compared. to
other countries.
Peter _Drucker; and_others have-argued; that we should 'let the
basic industries go to Taiwan and Korea, and to the countries with
cheap labor; and we Will concentrate -on doing high-tech. Behind
this there's an assumption that somehow God divided the world
into _peopie who -have a title to high_technology; and the others who

do the blue collar work. But that's not quite the way it works.
Japan, West Germany, France; Britain; isiael; Austriaand I
could name a :few.. othersall want to be and are in s'a high-tech

business. To our 'dismay; we just learn but we -have to_ face the fact
that Atari; the symbol of high-tech in some circles, closed some of
its plants in California and moved to Asia, because it -turns out we
have no monopoly; or even special reason to believe that we necei::Barfly do better in high technology than in other works.
Indeed if you look where we have comparative advantage, it in-

eludes for instance coal..-Right at the moment this is not fat the

depths of a recession in oil glut) Very much on our mind. But there
is.no doubt that if the world economy will go again at a reasonable
rate; and if we ke3p. running doWIi and deplete the oil reserves,

there will come a pointit'a difficult _tn predict exactly whenwe

will have to turn to coal. Unfortunately the other source of energy,
as much- as I like it personally; is solar, and it -ot going to pro-____
vide in the. short run; and in the medium run, a "or replacement
for oil. Coal is a grubby; dirty; blue collar; non-high:tech business;
basically.

The next point is that things -have to be transported; and despite
all the recent science fietion, I'd like to be on the record as stating,
that whatever ,happens in the next 10 or _15.. years, we will not
transport_ grain from, Iowa,_ or coal on laser beams, or on -sat-ellites.

We'll contin- to need things such as railroads; or trucking; again
business.
not a high -P
I could ap J. the rest of my time just listing the important' facts.
We will col ..aue to have a rrnz: of purtuits, a mix of businesses, in
shOrt, a muititrack society; I'm not ignoring the fact that there will
be some shift,Tand there ought to be some shift, into the high-tech
industries.
It' Will be roughly of the magnitude three-qtrarter'of 1 percent _a
year;_which is not small:_ And I think programs should be there to

take into account that shift.
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The only thing I'm warning against in

c

^-

n'

irti-aificritioi

;.nduscries, nqd. dri
Having the picture:of an ciosing..:Aown
largelyone-kind of buidness; cornputers;_and biotrech.
__

asiik from the
Finally, I'd like to call attention to the fact
general macropolicieS, I'd -muck rather put _interest :-stes . :sewn by_ 3
percents than anything else. Given the option, ir I frau do only
one thing;_ red' ping the interest rate by a percent woul,1 do_more
for everything :ve're talking about, than all the other problems
combined. The others should come on top of it, 7,f course; but not

instead.
But we also need_to tie our macro and microeconomic _policies to
.

our trade policy,. Otherwise,_ we'll be thrown by our ccmpetitors
from one end of this thing into . an.ithez according to what they
target at the moment:
Let me just close on one example: One of our best and most suc_

cessful industries; -which is_ neither high nor _low-tech, it's 'middle7

tecli,_ is the manufacture of major airplaner. I'm not talking about
the small ones like Cessna; but I'm talking about Boeing. It's very
important for -us because we're very good-at that, and it's a very
ii:-portant part of our national security, 'This is one industu the
Japanese are trying to knock-out of the market over the-next 10
years; and they've been spending an increasing amount of billions
m-that direction.
What should be learned by thiS is 'we're paying for their'd.Aense,
very largely._ So they're undermining _one 'of our major defe rise: indense.
defense.
dustrie% while we're paying for

In the _longer run; it's ineonceivable to have competition where

end at the same time pretending
we keep handica_pping ourseive.:end

that we're part of a_ free trade_gl,...ne. We don't play_by those rifles;
the other sides don't play by .;-hose rules, and until the ideal world
of free trade will be achieved; and I pray for it like everybody

they have to /recognize the fact that there will be a managed inter.
national_division of labor; rather than one nature will take care of
-"In that processi would very much think we_ should sit down_with
' Japan and say, "Lbok,either each one pays for their own defense,
let's say, '1 percent of GNP each, or you not only will not under7
mine our military industry, but you'll help underwrite it Then we
can have free trade!
But short of that being the case, we have to put- ogether measures to_ protect of r_ industries for the period of rehabtationi reindustrialization, ret;tructure, until _they're able to cprapete-on- their
own feet, and not try to keep 'adjusting_ so retraining and unemployment problems, to whatever_our_competitors happen to target
in a particular year. Thank youMr. Chairman..
BEDELL: Thank you; Mr: Etzioni. You have hit on something
rt+11
that imping_es upon this study we're trying to make, and that is the
international situaticn; and the ability of the U.S. to_ compete
and_how that
world market-% including. our-own 11:-.,re in the
7.re:,_ affect our employment Were ynif)the one whi). told me that
the Japanese had bought Rolls-Royce in 'England?
Mr. ErzioNt._No; but I'm sure it's true.
Mr. BEDELL. Somebody_ told me that; and they're expecting to Oncompeting with
prove those air.- aft engines. to where .1,';
General Electric; zi't
__
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'Ir. Erzio NI. Yes.
Mr. BEDELL. That builds them here? We were going to see much

more competition than we nave seen in the past. In that regard,_ it
may tit into what you're talking about with regard to the total aircraft industry.
One of the questions
have asked is whether or not the U.S:
firms are goinrsi to automate sufficiently and rapidly to.- remain com-

petitive with the Japanese, Germans, and others as well Do you
think they will?
Mr. ETZIONI. Well, at the moment it doesn't look like it. We have

at the moment excess -capacity in robotics, rather than people
lining up to buy those we make or import.
The problem is that they are rather expensive in capital outlay,

and that we have become somewhat like asrunderdevelciPed counti. We have a surplus of labor, and shortage of capital; We used to
associate such situations with India, and Panama, and we used to

Scoff at the Indians when they used to build steel milli with an

baskets, We said they'd 'miler heard about. a crane,-or a tractor.
But for the Indian economy,_ the logic was, hands were inexpensive and abundant, and there was a social purpose in putting them

to work while the machines were expensive.] We face a similar
What high interest rates mean is that capitj1 is expensive, when

problem now.

a corporation faces the notion of throwing out its old assembly line
and replacing it By the way, parenthetically, there's very geed evidence to show that if you want to get the benefits of thoss comput-

erized machinesthat's all they areit's not good to replace one

element; you have to convert the whole system; then you ;et your
real benefit;
It's an extremely expensive proposition. So._given the shortage of
markets becatise of the continuous slow and sluggish national and
international economy,A and the continued uncertain future of markets,- corporations, on an average, are not quite rational; not logic.al,_to_rnske major capital outlap.

.

We have seen in the last 2 yearsthese are supposed to be the
years of economic- recoverya cancellation of investment pr69-: sus
in robotics, and otherwise. And we have lesF.; of a capital cotlay
than we had before 1980; And so unless this turns around, unless
capital becomes more abundant, and less expensive,/ don't see car porations being in the po.,;ition, most of them; to make major out,
lays to-renovating any area, including this one.
Mr. BEDELL. I have the impression that it's not porticularly 6
shortage of capital at this time, as the cost of capital,.and the various opportunities for investment of ca_pital wh(Te it may in..Ae
more sense for United States Steel to- buy oil _companies; than -it

does to modernize their steel plants. It; my thinking incorrect in
that?
Mr. Ezzioin Yes, it's absolutely true. A shortage is reflected in
the high cost. When something is abundant, the cost comes down;
and something is short, the costs go up. So there's a close comie'.ttion. Shortage doesn't mean its not avrilable at all. So the high
cost of capital is the factor;
There are other investment opportunities which are mere attractive; Again; unless we want to nationalize the ecoronty, or 'start
;
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having what I would personally prefer, but I think WS
Unacceptable, is managed credit: Then we'll face the fact that as
long as a free economy, when United States Steel has money, it
goes- and buys what makes more sense in the free market
Now the reason they could buy_ oil was we had a recession, because then you could buy the stocks of the coMpany, and in that
way get control of assets_ at lower costs than building them. Recent-'
ly we have many fewer of those mergers. It's not aecause of every==
thing being_brought out it was the stock market being up. You no
longer can play that game.

So I'm not as worried as some of my colleagues are about this

merger binge. It was largely a symptom of a depth of the recession,
and largely decline, once you return to a normal economy.
Mr: BEDELL. If indeed, we do not remain c'-n'y-iitive in world
wo directions,
markets, and if indeed_what we see is movemecompetitors.
one is more and more lossof world market:3-

,;;Y:-.11facturers a
Secondarily, more and more of a moverani.
automated in
way to get cheap labor simply because they
that direction; Would that significantly impact Ju Your projec=
lion that they're not going to see much of a change in the labor
requirement? Do you believe that what you say would be true, tE-.
gardless of whether that happens?
Mr: ErzioNi. It could move ei:er an eighth of a percentage, but
not much more One has to remember that these high-tech industries are not labor intensive.
Mr. BEDELL- We're not talking about high-tech industries now, I
don't think. We're talking about whether ,we're going to be corn
k

petitive
Mr. E.ricir;u. Oh, I see, generally.
Mr. BEDELL; In other types :of manufacture, or whether We're
going to become uncompetitive arrtita-ove more of our work overseas to whe: there's cheap labor, !,3ecause we have not automated.
Mr. Emory. I'm sorry;I triisuincerstood the question.

Yes, though I would expect under those circumstances we will
grow either more protective, we at least 'will not becom0 -eery depending on export. We are now up to 12 percent, but we used to be
only a 4 percent export society. What people keep throwing at us
and saying i§ to be a trade war, everybody is going to suffer; That's
true, but we will suffer less than most.
accommodating to
So unless the other countries will be
open the market at their farm products, because we are veiy good.
We are Very cnpetetive
in farming; as I know you know. We keep
rn
having this notion that we cannot hack it, and definitely losing. I
don't think that's the complete pidture. 0e reason _we_ don't-hack
it is because they play by two sets of rules.For instance, we have a tremendous advantage, like impOrting
farm product§ from Japan,..and they don't let us da it
Let me just give one example of how extreme it is A few months
ago the Japanese Prime Minister was here; and he ret17.1,,!Pd the tariffs on the importation of tobacco and cigarett^s to Japan. And 3

weeks after he returned home; they increased the prices, by the /
same amount; by the var.
HOW can he dr that:. Because Japanese tobacco and cigarettes
EIr i+andled by Govern. eni. =aopoly completely. So,. he reduced
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tPie tariffs and he increased the taxes and prices on the cigarettes;
and we cannot sell an additional cigarette in Japan; they're 40 percent above loCal prices.

Now, when they do that to our farm prOdmctat-and we Upen the
door to their VCR's without limitations, then you pee that it's_ not
just a question of competence, though of course it is a factor. So I
think,what will happen if this squeeze is more; we will find the po?Weal will to engage them on that level and win.
Mr. BEDELL. One of your statements was that you expected us to
use considerably- more janitors?
Mr_ ErztoNi. Yes.
Mr. BEDELL. HOw do you arrive at that projection? Where do you
get your figures?
Mr. ETZIONI. The Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Mr. BEDEM. Da you have a question?
Mr. FrrniAN. I have lust one question, Professor.

Professor Reich of Harvard argues that we should go- into that
segment of manufacturing where the highest value added segment,
or proportion of labor can be used. We seem at this point to have a
surplus of relatively expensive laborauto workers, steel worte-rs,

and the like; What comparative advantages do you see for" the
United States if we go that direction,. particula.rly in light of the
ability of the multinationals to sip.:!oit- shift the wanufacturing
process to wherever labor is cheaper?
air; ETZIONL I join most of my colleagues who disagree with -Pro-

fessor Reich, that you can tell where there is a high value added.
He sometimes implies that industries come with a little sticker at,
tached to their smokestacks which says, "Here's high value," and
some other ones say; "Here's low value."
You cannot tell by the future especially because what's high
value today may not be high value tomorrow You cannot adjust
overnight.
There's an extremely difficult; if not impozrsible, task Jost to
give one example: One of our most successid industries at the
moment is personal computers; Well; 2 years ago; I'm -not talking
about '5 and 10 years ago; dill was not expected so I'd like to hear
much more Irma him how you predict where the high value added
is going to be, and I am worried abbut us adjusting to the lateSt
fad; only to find out that by the time we shifted people around;
that fad has cone and blown over.
Now; to- the high cost a labor I think there is a different issue;
I'd just like to separate the two. We begeu_ a process from U.S.
Steel to Eastern Airlines; where I don't enjoy it; and I don't celebrate it, but I think it's terribly necessary. There are unions, and
nonunionized workers participating in major giveba,:ks from fringe
benefitS to salaries because they are one reason we On priced ouzselves in the international market;
I'm afraid to say it, but the fact is that mom. will have to heppen
in that direction; We will not be able to afford ini.1 eases in wager
cnd solaries, not only not being able to match paSi wages, especially b: expensive labor; but in effe-tt herwe to; get back some e those
N

improvements.
Mr: BEDELL. Mr. Ray; did you have any questions?

.
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caught in anRAV. Mr. Chairman, I'm sorkY to have gotten
abbut what he's

other committee, but I really don't know enough I hope to later.
been sairig at this time to ask a question, but
Thank you.
EtMr. BEI:JELL. We appreciate very much year being here; Mr.
,

zioni. Thank you.

Mr. ETZIONI. Thank you
[Mr. Etzioni's prepared statement follows :]
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It is technical) y wrong and politically unwise to suggest

that the United States is transforming from an industrial
society into an information (0:.- knowledge) Or nigh technology
society.

To put it briefly firsti-the statement; about the

suggested trapvformation vastly exaggerate trends which Are
taking place at a slow pace, and they disregard some
.

.

cant countertrends resulting from th,t need to adapt to the new

energy environment, to shore up the basic economiefoundatloni
(to "reindustrialize"), and several national security

The political implications--writing of.

Id consti-

tuencies, and hitching one's political wagon to tne new stars-disregard that the trailitional oonstituencies,_are, and will

continue to be, core constituencies of the Democratic Party,

coNstituecies which need-arid deserve--to be represented by

Theloost-Industria: vision;
is widely preuicted.
'runs 4s follows:

The end Of industrial society

One of the MOSE Common lines-of argument

We started as a zartihg society; soon trans-

formedinto an industrial one;

we are now well Ht5 the next

-

trar,:formation, into the post - industrial society:

Already, the
_

manufaczuring sector employs only one out of every five Americans
most work in, services;

and the most rapidly growirg services

are ifdrtation-based.

We move frommanual labor an.i IpaIing

With objects--to dealing t:ith symbols And'words.

1
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The way this is typically hyped up in the media is
reflected' in a front page Wall-Street Journal column Under
the title: "Infor'mation Remolds U.S. Economy" (February 23,

,

1981).

It tells of "a trend as fundamental as any ever to

have transformed the U.S. economy- -the switch to an infoi.ma,_

Similar/yi

tian economy from one based on manufacturing."

John Nainbitt of Yankelovidh, Skelly, and White puts it
flatly:

society.'
..

"the post-industrial society is an information.
Peter F. Drucker feels that "America cannot main-

twin a manufacturing base resting on traditional manual work
and worKers" and hence predicts/Sugge

hat the U.S. will/

should "shift" its labor intensive clem

s to developing

nitions. -±Advin' TOffler made post-industrialism the Third
Wave, to sweep all _.n -its wake.

Professor F.M. Esfandiary, author of Telespheres,
writing in Los kngeles, reflects well the oversell of the
post-industrial thesis;

He reports that "powerful forces

are revolutionizing life on this planet," that "we are leaping far beyond the context of industrialism;"

that "in the

age of international telecommunications 'far' and 'near'
have no meaning.''

For anyone Who feels these statements

are not .overdohei maybe his 1980 conclusion will do: "we

are going through a time of speeflcular growth."
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Building on this view of historicaljtrends it isfurther
suggested that the U.S. develop an industrial policy to distinguish between industries which are deemea to be future-

1

oriented ("winners") and others, found to be mired in the

...

pist ("losers");. The winners are to be endowed with pUblic
support (tax benefita, credits, etc.) to be denied to the
losers;

While different Iists of potential winners and loseri

have been drawn up, the knoWIedge Industry (especially com.

puters) ranks high; if not at the top of most winner lists,

and bailc manufacturing industries are'often placed among
the losers.

The Actual Pace of Change.

It should first be noted.. that

changes in the sectors of the economy do take place; but at a
very :flow pace--less than one percent a year. Far fro

closing

'petrii -new ones--a marginal and very
place.

For instance, over

20 years (1959-1979), manufacturing in the U.S. declined from
24.1 percent of the labor force to 2Q.6 percen1., or an average

annual decline of 0.175 percent, less than one fifth of one
percentage point.
(,

The manufacturing.sector is expected to further decline
by another 1.4 percent by 1990 (compared to 1979)--over 11'
years.

Services have increased more substantially: between
._,

1959 and 1979; their shard of the labor foree grew at an

(-average

---.

.

annual rate of 0.3 percent, and they are expected to

31 - -912 0
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rise some more--2.4 percent over II years (1990 vs. 1979).
( While it is-true that each percentage point represents many

Tthousands of people, thebaSid picture is not one of closing
down of one business and opening of a; new one--"the way cars
1

replaced horses and biiggida"--bu-t a very gradual change in

\the total business-miX.
It follows that While.it Might well be 'worthwhile to invest,
encourage, and promote rising, "with it,"

Industries, it is

neither practical nor deSirabIe to ignore the older ones.
They will be with us into the 1990s as important sources of
'employment, prOdUdtion; and export.

After all, even agri-

culture is still a very }important U.S. sector that no sensible
In 1980, for example, the V.S.

Rerson would wish Ed 'close cdt.

_

exported $41.3 billion in agricultural products, accounting

for 19 percent of an U;S. exports.

.

It ahOU,Id aIso.be noted thatpart of the projected shift
is the result of statistical redefinition, not economic transforMatiOn. Thus "printing and publishing" has been redefined
AS information; rather than the way it used to be--manufacturing.
Computers are defined as a knowledge indUatry pat excellence,
although the hardware (as distinct from the softWare) is increasingly 3 matter of routine manufacturing.

The new rising

robotics industry is the product of.new knowledge bgt the "arms"
and "legs" and bodies of t.le robots., are not made out of symbols

but cranes

metal beams, and such.
)4'
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'Important Countertrends and "Counter"-Consideratione.

The

pos-industrial, 'thesis draws on a tri-sector view of the economy.

Accordingly, the primary sector is agriqultur

secondary-=Manufacturingand the terrier
,

nd mining; the

services. (More

.

recently a-diAinction has been drawn within services, between
regular services and knowledge-based ones.)
The primary sector is expected to shrink first and most,
the manufacturing is the next

to -go," while the service
s

sector is to be on the rapid uptake.

Thefact, though, is

that the changed energy conditions and the neglect of the
ecOnomy's infrastructure both require and are achieving a
rededication of resouices4 not only to the secondary (manufacturing) sector, but also to the primary sector, especially
mining.

It is already a -growing sector and one expected to

be larger in 100 than it was in 1979:

The same holds

for consteucton.
Above all, while the knowIedge sector grows - -the shoring

up of the economy requires attention to basic, sectors that
have been.negIe

and are not about to berepIabed by know-

_

Iedge.industries.

The rise of communications tools will not

replace the need for an efficient transportation. system. The
notion That people -will use picture- phones; conference calls;

and data-phones inS4ad of travel is highly simplistic.

If

such technologies were to replace 25 percent of travel by 1990i
they would have captured much more'bf the sector than any
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reasonable prolectiOn alloys.

More to the point, traveliiing

'6y people is less central to modern economictransportation
than that of raw material, semi-finished goods,and products.
C0aI, grain, and steel will not be communicated over telephone
lines or by satellites;

They will require modernized ports;

ralIs. or other object-carrying facilities (trockslurries;
1

barges).

As this vector has particularly deteriorated, it

would be very unwise not te'rehati/itate it--for the future;
Goods in transportation are akin to goods in inventory;
add to the costs, and pull down productivity.

they

Furthermore,.

the less efficient transportation, the less integrated the
economy, and the lower the benefits of economies ofi,scalh:
Similarly, energy is not, by and large, a knowledge -based
industry.

We need to sink more and deeper and different oil

wells, mine more coal, mass produce and install passive solar
units, and probably build more nuclear plants.

All these

indUstries have technical elements--but they are basically

object-industries andblue-collar jobs.

Much the same must

be said about the work generated by energy conservation.
Within defense, the "industry" most likely to grow in
the near future, thel-a-r-gestou-n-t- of resourcee-is clearly-

-committed--to hardware.

TheTe is an important electronic/

knowledge component, and it is rising,

but battleships; 4nks

and missiles arc largely the product of '"basic" industries.

Moreover, it is already widely held that too much investment
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Is made in the,. military ,ystem, making them too complicated
a.Id costly, and the newest trend is to seek large production

of simple items, the manufacturing of guns, grenades, etc.

Also,

the defense mix should be changed to-provide more for foot soldiers, the "blue collar" of the defense sector, and reduce the
reliance on nuclear forces.
InteAati-en-al Division of Labor.

The notion that the

U.S. should "export" low-skill jobs to,third-world countries
and concentrate on high-skill.ones is similarly d combination
Lof a partial fine insight with\aidangerous overstatement. It
is true that in an abrtract world, in which each country de.,tes itself to producing whatever its "comparative advantage"
prescilibes, and to exchange its products with others in an

uninhibited fiee trade--aII wOuId benefit.

But the reality

of }nitern,;tionallteIatios is one of OPEC, Soviet and,Chinese

blocs, and hidden and not so hiddeno deliberate vid unwitting
,

protectionism in Japan and Europe, ;and elsewhere.
.

To follow

in this contevt a'simpIe-minded dedication to two economists'
1

abstractions (comparative advantage and uninhibited tr.71a6)
e.

would have disastrous consequences for our less-skilled workers,'

'whose numbers are being increased by massive immigration;.
The notion that we can take our less-skilled vol.kers ancr

train all or most of them to work in high-skill jobs is all
too optimistic.

We should invest more in schools, training;

ti4
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retraining, and improved tool; fOr matching people with jobs.
But we should not delude ourselves than we shall be without-a
sizeable low-skill segment of the labor force 'in the foreseeable

future: And they will need jobs, 8r they will swell the social

costs very consideraby.
Nor is it cleamirat all that if we were to "export" ouriow-

skill jobs, we would not.face other countries better suited to
do high -skill jobs. Then, the U.S. might be found "most suited"
to produce Coca-Cola, hot dogs, short-order cook;, and 'little

Also, services'tend not to generate much of a chain

else.

reaction, in the sense that once you have served a hamburger,
that does not create nearly as much additional work as building
a -car.

Clearly, the criteria of comparative advantage and

free trade must be mitigated by common, sense-considerations
of national security- social sensitivity; and demand for

LmwtuaIity in international trade concessions. ,
Politically

the're are major Democratic constituencies-

in the basic industries (auto and steel workers; for example)0
and minorities and less affluent whites (who often command
lower skills and are less educated than the knowledge sector
,requires).

To write them--and their jobs --off, and to go

after the college-educated, is not a route. to .a broad-based

politicalparty.
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I conclusion; we have been for a long time, and we will
continue to be--a two -track society, with strong-el.mens in
both basic industries and high technology ones.

The basic

industries need to be retooled and may beitrimmed;

the new

once encouraged, but not oqe at the expense of the other.
tunately, the two-industries have different needs;

the

older ones require more infuston of capital, the newer ones -are shorter in human resources.

Hence promoting one need

not con, directly at the cost 'of the other.

Both provide

vital foundations for America, at least for the next decades.

4
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Mr.
next witness; is Ms. Leslie Lob le who is with the
Communicatio Workers of America; We appreciate very much
your being here and For you patience:
Ms. LOBLE No problem. I have with me Mike Dymmel who is our
feSident expert in training programs at the Communications Workr

_

_

_

ers of America. I will be reviewing one of them later, and if you

have any questions; Mike can answer therm_
I, too; like the other witnesses have a written statement. I would
like to submit it for the record and I Will try to be brief in my summary.
Mr. BED LL. Very good. I would appreciate that very much.

TF,STIMONY ()F LESLIE LOBLE, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE.
coMNIUNR7ATIONS WORKFRS OP AMERICA; ACCOMPANIED IVY
MIKE OYMMELi EXPERT IN TRAINING
PROGRAMS; CWA
_

Ms. Loam It is pretty clear, as we have heard testimdny already
this morning and you heard yesterday -too that we are on the verge
of a new economic era that_deals with i motion arid data and
word processing much more than just p
ction of an actual prod=
Uct. The members of CWA are experiencing this change firstIrand.
A day hardly goes by without some new technology being intro=
duced into their working Jives. The telecommunications industry;
in which most of our members are employed; is therefore both leading and exhibiting the technological-revolution. Our whole concept
of telephone service, for example, is becoming rapidly outmoded.
When you and I call home for dinner; which is what we think of as
telephone service, it really is quite an old-fashioned idea. Each day

it becomes a smaller and smaller part of telecommunications.

Today, communications is computer to computer. Information isn t
transferred by voice; it is essentially transferred, by the beeps and

..

buzzes of machines.
This is an exciting and very stimulating phenomenon. New tech=
nology cariApprovide many benefits to our Nation: Lower costs and
improved productivity could boost our lagging economy; standards
...

.

Of living can improve allowing us to enjoy more and better, products.

_TechnolOgy can bring us everything from timesaving household
gadie-tg to lifesaving medical devices. In the workplace, develop=
ments in technology can improve working conditions and open'up
ness jobs:

.

.Perhaps not quite so clear as the benefits are the possible costs of
technologicaLchange. The dynamism is both exciting and a little
frightening. There are huge numbers of our population who cannot
begin to comprehend the impact of high technology in part because
the inventors of the high technology have not even figured out how
to apply it yet.
American workers,, including CWA members of course are not
just a little disconcerted by the new technology. They also see immediately the negative and often devastating effects it has on-their

'

quality of work life.
I would likr! to review some of the consequences of new technologY.

,
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A common assumption about new technology is that it will upgrade the skill requirements of existing jobs.
To a certain extent, it is true that new skills will be required; but
sophisticated equipment like computers so fhr has proven also to
have the opposite effect. Essentially it downgrades skills. We have
heard a lot of statistics but maybe me anecdotes could shed some
light on this effect.
It was easy 10 years ago, it was easy to-find an inside plant technician in the Bell System who was familiar with all the equipment
and was capable of both diagnosing problems and making Irrepairs.
Because of new technology, however, many technicians are not involved anymore with bands-on experience. Instead, the problems

are identified on a highly automated test desk whibh directs the
worker to replace the faulty. piece of equipment and it is usually
sort of a snap-in, snap-out process that requires very little skill,
A_ related consequence of new technology is the transfer of highly

Skilled and better compensated jobs' to management employees.
Rank and file workers who make up the majority of the American
work force therefore lose the opportUnity for future employment:
They are lOsing out on hit the benefits of the bigh-tech era. A few
statistics bear this out as Mr. Etzioni related them to you Three of
the fastest growing occupations.by 1990 'are high tech in nature,
but in terms of the number of jobs, American workers can look forward to becoming a janitor or a fast food worker or kitchen helper,
et cetera.
The consequences for the skilled union membei is that his or her
job is continually downgraded as new technology is used until he or
she becomes a virtual_ automaton: But at the same time; however,
the challenging, skillful jobs are being shifted more and more to
management employees; The opportunities of the 21st century thus.
will be reserved for those already advantaged.
MeariwhileAhe backbone of America's work force sweepsup the
paper refuse of high tech or serves the systems analyst his or her
lunch.
New technology also increases the size and centralization of man-

agement control: Decisions that were once made by the individual
worker now are made by managers several levels removed or by a
computer which is programed to monitor and command.

.The telephone operator's experience is a good example. The
modern -operator is continually paced and timed by a computer.
She can't take more than seconds to answer a service call. She
cannot spend too long at her machine- programed break or else the
machine and then management will come down on her
The consequence for the worker is that she or' he suffers a great
deal of stress. The consequence for the consumer is that she or he
loses human and resiionsive and adeqiiate service.

A fourth effect of new technology_ is the replacement of vast

n.unbers of workers.
The automobile industry's experience with this has gotten a good
deal of attention but _zinfortunately it is not unique. There appears

widespread belief that emulating the Japanese model, including
using robots to produce; will bring automatic success to the American car business. Certainly there may be productivity increases
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and management loves to .retnind us that robots can't strike; all if
that is the sole cause of the American car industry's trouble.
But the truism that robots cannot buy cars, telephones, or clothing shouldn't be taken lightly. The introduction of new technology
which replaces workers creates tremendousieconomic problems: unemployment, excess supply; and underutilization of capacity, in
short, conditions 'much like tOday's recession. This raises what I
think is a really essential policy question: Are the productivity increases really worth it if the Americap economy as _a _whole suffers.

As new technology reduces the skills required of workers and
a werst demands for workers in general, pair levels begin to fall.

'. he position of central office technician in the Bell System; formerly a top craft job; 4 years ago was changed dramatically by the in
. trOduction of computerized testing equipment. Management conse-

quentlyproposed lowering the pay level to 60 percent of top craft
compenMtion. After extensive bargaining, we got the final level of
80 percent of top craft.
.
The consequence for some 6,000 CWA members is that now they
are earning hr less than 4 years ago and it is a direct result of new
technology. To help combat the problems of teehnolivical change,
CWA has implemented a number of what we consider rather innovative programs. One such program, which is supported by our na-

tional training fund which will receive formal accreditation this
month; authorizes the establishment of training centers iris -such

communities as Indianapolis, Phoenix, Los Angeles, and Denver.

These centers _provide training for a .wide range of skills from
electronics to coin utter use and programming to human relations
and marketing; T e training needs are determined by the union
locals participatin 'n the centers, usually in close cooperation with
area employers having CAVA-represented workers. Our chief criterion for determining skill requirements it employment security.
We therefore.take into account the expected directionot only -of
the employer company but of the industry as a whole. We hope the
training programs will allow CWA members to better meet thev_
challenges- of the high-tech world. Instead of watching teehnologi- .
cally skillful jobs go more and more to managerial employees, our
members will have the skills needed to compete. Our employers
also benefit; they get a highly skilled worker that is immediately
productive at minimal employer expense.
Our secondprogram is the technology! change committee. Our exPerience with technological change in telecommunications Ilan

shown that the unilateral introduction by-management of new
equipment is one of the most important underlying causes of the

problems with technology. New systems are brought on line with
little or no concern for the human impact. Consequently, productivity falls; virtually-canceling out any benefits provided by sophisticated machinery. The only way to counteract this effect is to provide for effective worker involvement in all aspects of the techno.-logicarprocess from inception to implementation and eventually to
replacement
The purpose of our technology change committee, which IV the
way is in each of the Bell System operating companies; .Western
Electric and Long Lines, is to foster a truly cooperative relation, ship between labor and management, vis-a-vis technology. For ex,

t.
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ample, one of the requirements is that management provide us
with at least 6_months notice of a major technological change. This
gives both AT&T and CWA the opportunity to analyze these
changes; assess their impact; and perhaps recommend alternative
means of implementation.
The approach in turn will reduce the hostility and apprehension

caused by arbitrary introduction of tieW equipment: If there is less
hostility, then there is greater efficiency adapting to a new routine,
with the associated effect, of course; on productivity' and_service; ,
Our third program is the joint national CWA-AT&T quality of
Work life committee; The genesis-of this. quality of work life committee was a 1980 study which showed that job pressures caused by
oversupervision and technological change could be reduced.thrd
increased participate n. In essence; we saw that the controlling

proach to manage ent was counterproductive. In the long run

human values Su port economic ones. All the evidence shows that
workers are highly productive if and when they are tr4ted fairly
and given the chance to contribute fully to their work--

Unfortunately-, manzigers don't always see this They tend to ,

focus more an the short 'run andthere is no denying thisyou

can always get more immediate production out of a worker bypushing him oY her and increasing control;
The cost, though, of worker diisatisfaction often shows up later

when that individual manager- has moved on:
Finally, our fourth way of dealing with the effects of technology
is the joint occupational job evaluation committee. Despite our initial skepticism about_ job evaluation, we entered into this project
because of a need to make sure that our members were being properly compensated for their work.
Technology has drastically changed jobs around the country. A
job evaluation plan will help us identify and adjust compensation.
where new technology has rendered traditional wage_ relationships
meaningless. Only with unions involvement b.an we be assured that
our members are being paid for the increased skill, responsibility,
and adverse working conditions that result from the new techno1OgY

_I would like_to focus ft little bit on the public Policy implications C
of all of this Technological. change is already being dealt with by
public policy and in fact a wide range of recent decisions are actu'
ally fueling and pushing the technological revolution:
If you look at the Reagan tax bill, for example, there are tremendous tax_ cuts for businesses. They actually get a return from the
Federal GOvernment for investing in thin g; like com_puters
data processing equipme Similarly; in our Federal budget -decisions, you see that we have had large increases in R&D financing,
-for example. But at-the same time; the Federal budget has cut programs which benefit middle or lower income workers far more
than R&D or corporate tax breaks.
Thoseprcgrfuns, like employment training and retrat4ng; vocational education and bask education, all have been sl ed over
the past few years. Even the Reagan proposal to tax fringe benefits
has a negative effect on the majority of American employees be=

cause it hits at something like employer-supported tuition aid
which woulclgive people the oppOrfunity to leern new skills.
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Congress. therefore must __approach technological change in a
sober, careful manner. We fear:that _we are in danger of rushing
into this new economic era armed -only with scanty and even; questionable statisti and very optimistic dream% erwting policies and
programs thrt_tiTot only are haphapArd; but whit lt only may 10:it-etc,

bate the _problem rather than improve it.
A _lot can be dotie_in_ the private sector and the CWA
Atha
are just a few exacopleg But the Government must get into the act;
Everything from taxed to spending to trade and labor. laws should
and must be considered.
_
_

New technology opens up a world of _opportunity and :we all

stand to benefit. _But clearly there is a downside; If vCre are not careful only_a_few will_gain._For Arnerican workers; new technology seriously could mean continuing low-skilled; low-paying jobs, or even

for many permanent unemployment..
I would like to stress that our cautious approach to this is not aii
attempt_ to throw sand in the wheels of progress; We infect believe

that only through a cooperative and careful approach tei
menting new technology can the economy reap its benefit;

In closing, I would like to share with you a sentiment of one of

our eniployees. Ian Ross-of Bell Laboratories recently said:

We are being led _by..the _techriology_of the moment and I think that we Shatild
'never lose*sight of the fact that technology shOuld be serving people and not people
serving technology.

We concur wholeheartedly with_ this sentiment and we are working to insure it becomes a reality. Thankyou very much.,
[MS. Loble's prepared statement followsd

.0"
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P/LICPARIED STATZNIKNT or

Lasuz Long,_LEGisuawr

REPRESENTATIVE,

COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee:
thank you for this
opportunity to testify on the critical subject of technological change
and its impact on American workers.
My name is Leslie Loble. I am a Legislative Representative of
the Communications Workers of America (CWA) shich represents some
675;000 workers in telecommunications, public service, cable TV, data
transmission_and_technology production._among other fields. Most of
our members aro employed by AT&T and the sell System.
Phrases like "high tech" and "technological change" are heard
more and more frequertly these days- Everyone from policy-makers to
educatOrs._from_economistS_to_Stockbrokers are_predicting huge
benefits from the introduction of new technoloqY._ The high tech areas
of our economy, including the communications and sorvice sectors, ale
projected for explosive growth rates.
.

Evidently we ace -on the edge of a new_economic era, what some
call_the_Information Age.__Just_at we_moved from_an ,griculturallydominated economy to the industrial age. we are now ir an "information
revolution" which will take us into an economy where RoductS are not
produced so much as data is transmitted, processed and serviced.
The members of CWA are experiencing this change firsf hand.
It
often_seems_like_a_day_doesnt go_hy without_some_new_tectlology being
introduced into their working lives. Bell Labs churns out inventions,
Western Electric manufactures them, the local telephone conra nies
'install them, and our members use them.
_

The telecommunications industry,_therefore._is both leacieg and
exhibiting the technological revolution. Our whole concept
Tel.phooe
telephone service is fast becoming outmoded, for example.
service--when you or I call home to check on dinner--is really Tjite
old- fashioned; -each day-it becomes a smaller and smaller part of
telecommunicationsToday, communication Is computer tn_coTpute-.
Infnmatinn isn't transferred by voice, its by the beeps and buzz
of machines.
C)

Clearly this is an exciting, stl-mulating, wondrous phenomenon.
New technology can provide many benefits_to our nation. Lower_costs
and improved productivity_ can booSt our__Iagging economy. _Standards_ol
living can improve-, allowing us to enjoy more and better products and
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Technology can,bring us everything from time-saving
In the workplace,
household gadgets to Iife7iaving medical devices.
developments in technology can improve working conditions and open up
new jobs.
services.

But not quite so clear are the possible- costs -of technological
Just as this dynamism is tremendously exciting, so too is it
chanse.
Not only_is_the_process Of_change_itself a
some4hat frightening.
littIe_scary,_but also the technology itself. Huge numbers of our
population cannot begin to comprehend the services provided by high
tech, in part because the inventors don't even know how to apply it
And American workers, CWA members among them, are not just a -'
yet.
little disconcerted by L'he_new technology, they also see immediately
the negative, often dewastating effects it has on their:quality of
work life.

-.-

IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE ON WORKERS
Technological onanqe_clearly has both positive_and negative
Our own e7perience with the Bell System shows that'on the
effects.
positive side of tte ledger, new technology:
Expands productionimpr,ves productivity
4 ErikOaces compensation levels initially relative to job
derands

Wes layoffs
mdkes jobs easier

In the debit column, however, the emerging high tech world:

Deskills jobs
Denies employment security to rank and file workers
Increases management control
Reduces pay IeveIsin the long run
RepIades_empLoyees_.wIth=madhineS
Negates productivity increases by expanding supervisory personnel and by creating worker stress
the experience of.the teIephone_operator is a_good example.
Fi.tren_years_ago_most_operators_used_the_old_COrdbeatd--the equipment
(5, which calls came into the central office:, were received by the
Ni,rator, and then plugged into a cirsuillithat carried them to their
,,stination.
Although that equipment-is still used in some rural
,arts of our country, it generally ha; been replaced by the
zomputerized_TSPS 4Traffic Service P6Sition_System),_ This_system
allows for the elimination of local phone offices
paces the flow of
calls to the individual operator, catalogues the operator's average
work time for each call, predicts the future flow of calls, and
schedules the operator's breaks. -In general, it welds the operator to
the equipment. Combined with scripted responses that the operators
are required_to_provide_; this_equipment removes all decision-making
and human responses from the operator's job.

207.
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Workers are Deskilled
A common assumptiOn_abOut_new techneIngy is.that,it will upgrade
the skill requirements of existing jobs. To a certain extent
true that new skills will be needed. But sophisticated equipment like
computers so far has proven also to have the opposite effect: a
downgrading of skills..

As two Stanford University_economists_Henry_M,_Levin and RuSsell
W. Rumberger, point out, 'The proliferation'of high technology
industries and their products is far more likely to reduce the skill
requirements for"-jobs in the U.S. economy than to upgrade them."
The telephone operater,:fOr_exampIe, needs far less khowledge
today to handle a long-distance call than a_decade_ago_._ She_or_he _
isn't involved with the customer, doesn't handle billing, and merely
monitors, rather than controls, the call placement process.
SirailarIy, ten years ago it vas .easy to find an inside- plant
technician who_was_familiar_with_all_thd_equipment and_capabIe of
diagnosing problems and making the reparrs. But because of_new__
technology, many technician's no longer are involved with hands-on
work.
Instead the problems are identified dawhighly automated test
desk which directs the worker to replace the faulty piece of
equipment, usually a snap-out-snap-in-process requiring very little
skill.

Goss --of -ejape.
t

A related consequence of new technology is the transfer of highly
skilled,-arld_better_COmpenSated,,jabS_to_management_empIpyeesRank
and file workers, who make up the majority of the American workforce,
therefore lose the opportunity for future employment. They lose out
on all the benefits of new technology.
/ifew_StatiStiCa_baar_this_out.

Three -of -the fastest growing

-

occupations ate-high,-tech in-nature..

According_to government figures
these occupations will grow more than 1001 by 1990.
But in terms-of the number of jobs-gertgrated by-1990, American
workers_can_IoOk_forward to_becoming a janitor, cashier, fast food
worket or kdtchen helper_.
These occupations will provide threei. four,
five times as many jobs by 1990.as high tech work.

'What happens to theskilled union member, given'thdse
_
projections? His_or her_job is continually downgraded as new
technoiogy_ie usedi_until_he_or she_becomes_a grtual_automaton.__At
the same time, however, the challenging, skillful jobs of the high
tech era are shifted more and more to management emptRypee
The opportunities of the 21st century thus will be reserved' for
those_already_adeantased,,aided._by_public_paIicy_WhiCh,_fer_gempIe
stresses the higher'rucation which not every future American worker
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'will enjoy. _Meanwhile, the backbone of_Atericals_workforce_sWeeps_up
the paper refute of high'tech or serves the systems analyst his or
her lunch.
managemen-t Control -Inc-eases

New tedhhaIdgy &Ida indtedstes_tbe_size and centralization of
mariagement_control.__ Decisions once made by the individual worker now
ar4 made by managers several leveli removed or by computers programmed
to monitor and command.
The_mOdor07daY
The operator's experience
_
OperatOr_iS_continually_paced and Oiled-by-a computer. She musn't
take More than seconds to complete 'a service call, or dawdle too long
at her machine - scheduled bathroom break else the machine,.and then
higher management, will come down-on-her. The,wOrker thus _
suffers-a great deal of stress and the consumer' loses human-, and I
might add, .respontive, adegOate service.
In the Bell Syetem_, we have seen this increasing management
control virtually negate the positive effects of new technology% A__
..recent study demonstrated that supervisory- hours worked grew_from 58..9
million hours per year in_I947 to 120;2 thillion_hours_in_1978.
Telephone Operator* worked 402.1_million hours per year in 1947. but
this_plummeted'to 117.1 million hours in 1178 because of the'
elimination of the operators' jobs by technology. -Increased
management control is exhibited by the fact in 1947, there were I2
operators for-every supervisor, but by 1978-there were more
supervisors than operatori.

_This-technology-driven approach to management is called the
It generally exhibits rigid and inhuman logic--take
systems approach%
the following st5tement by sociologist Robert Boguslaw to a group of
systems engineers:
"Our immediate concern is the
exploitation of the operating unit
approach to systems design_no_matter__
what matetiaIs_are_used.- We must take
care to prevent this dimussion from
degenerating into the single-sided
analysis of the complex =haracteristics
of one type Of systems__materials,_
naMeIy.human beingS.___What we need_is
an_inventorY of the manner -in *11,4
human-beharvi-or-can-be-con-t-rolled, and a

ttearrIptIon-ot some of the instruments
whieb will help -us achieve that -_
control. _If thii_ptevides_u_s_with_ _
sufficient handles on human materials
so that we can think of them as metal
parts, electriofil power or chemical
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reactions; then we_have_succeeded in
pIading hUman_material on the .same
tooting as any other-material and can
begin to proceed witt our, problems of
systems design. Thereare, however,_
many disadvantages -in the_use_of these
hUMen Operating_units _They are

;

somewhat _fragiley'tfi

stun

,

-memarycapacity.

to

n

But beyond alI this,

they sometimes- -seek to deSigii,theit own

Thid.in_a materiel
drifergivablei_and_any system utilizing

circuitry

thea_must deviseappropriate
safeguards,' (emphasis added)

.

Employees are Replaced
_A fourth effect of new technology is the replacement of_vast
The ont_atudy tited_eanier not only demonstrates
numbers gf workers.
increasing- management control_but_also the steep decline in employment
With machines doing the job there sitiply is
Of rank and._fiIe_workers.
no need to use humans.
The automobile indulitry!s experience With_thiepheoomenOn has
gotten a-good deal of attention. Thereeppears_a widespread belief
that emulating theJepanese_modeli including using robots to produce,
Will bring automatic,successito the Aderican car business.
Certainly, there may be productivity increases,_and_management
loves to remind us that robOtd dan't_strike,,as if_that_ware the sole
cause of the Ameridan aUte_industry's troubles. But the truism that
rebott_dan't buy cars--or telephones, or clothing-shouldn't be taken
lightly.
The introduction of-new technology Which_replaces_Workers creates
underntilited indUatrial_capecityi_etc. In short, conditions much like
This
raises
a
critical
questionsAre
those of_today!s recession.
there produciivity increases (which themselves are questionable_ given;
whole:
available data) really worth it if the hierican economy as a
suffers?
tremendous economic problems -- unemployment,- excess supply,

Pay Lavoie Fall

As new technology reduces the skills required of_workers_and
Lowers demand.for workers th general, pay levels begin to decline.
The pOsition_of central office technician in the Bill System
formerly_a_top_craft_job, four years ago was-changed dramatically by
Managements
the introduction' of compUterized testing equipment.
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consequently proposed lowering the pay tb 60% of the top craft
compensation level.
After extensive bargaining,':.the final pay level.
was set at 80 % -of top craft. Some-6,000 CWA members today are earning
_significantly less then they were four years ago, a direct result of
new technology.
A recent study confirms the CWA experience. The manufacturing
wage of a high. tech worker pays 25 cents per hour less'than the
average manufacturing wage across Massachusetts..
__

When_new technology_initially_is ampioyed.i_compensation is_more
than adequate for the work required. But ai that technology becomes
more entrenched, and lobs are fractured into smaller and smaller
components,there remains little justification for previous pay

levelsConsequently, they-quick4 drop off, leaving those workers
who still have jobs with a far lower standard of living;
CWA PROGRAMS
4b

To-helicombat the problems of techAalogical change, CWA
has implementedia number of innovative programs.
National' .raining -Fond
3

One such-program, supported by our National Training Fund, which
will receive formal accreditation in May, authorizes_the establishment
of_training_centers in such_communities_as_indianapoIis, Phoenix, Los
Angeles, and Denver. In fact_, our Indianapolis facility officially;
opened its doors just last week.

_These centers provide training for a wide range oUskilis, from
electronics to_computer_use_and_prograMming_te=human
ations_and
marketing.
The training needs are determined by the'
ion locals
participating in the centers, usually in close coo
tion with area
employers having CWA-repreiented workers and' withth CWA-employed
and-outside educational experts. Our chief cr
rion for determining
skill requirements is_employment_sec.urity,_and,
therefore take into
account_the_expeoted_direction of the employer- rawly as well as of
the industry as a whole.
The /ndianapolis center, for example, has set up °outsell in such
areas as computer literacy, computer technology_for_boeb users and
technicians4 computer_ptogramming.i_marketing_and_ssiee.,_and_date
transmission.' Training participan=will complete their courses with
a facility in the theory, use and i,vice of such sophisticated
technology as fiber optics, micro-wave,.and computer components from
micro-chips to keyboards.
4

These training programs will allow CWA members to better meet the
challenges of- the -high tech world.
Instead of watching
technologically-skillfuljohz go more and more_to the managerial
employeei our_members_will_have_the_skillsheeded to_Compete.__Our_
employers also benefit--they get a highly skilled worker who can be
immedittely productive at minimal employer expense:

Technology Change Committees
CWA's eaperience_with_technolonicalchange_in_the_teIeCOMMUOications industry reveals that the unilateral introduction by
management of new equipment constitutes a significant underlying'
cause of technology's negative effects.
New systems are brought on
Line mith IittIe-or no concerri,for the .human impact. -Consequently,
productivity_faIIS, virtually cancelling out any benefits,provided by
sophisticated machinery.
The only way to counteract this effect is to provide for
effective worker involvement in all aspects of the technological
process, from incistion through implementation and, finally,.
replacement.
Our 1980 Bell System contract set up a Technology Change
Committee in each of the,Bell'System Pperating Companies, Western
Electric-apd Long Lines. Each committee consists of as mepy as-three
Onion and three ComPany representatives. The committees talk about
employment_and_training_fer_workets_affected_by technology and discuss
possible applications of existing job protection programs.
.

The purpose of these committees is to foster a truly cooperative
labor-management relationship-vis-a-vis-new technology.
Such-a
relationship benefits -both sides, as well as the consumer and_ the
economy_as_a:'Whole. Cooperation_means peak_prO4netiiity can be
achieved more quickly with less stress for-the worker.
By providing adequate advance notice of any major technological
change (the 1980 contract-requires a six-month notice), for example,
both AT&T and CWA can analyze the changes, assess their impact -and
recommend aIternatiVe_methedt_Of_iMp/ementatiOnThis approach in
turn will reduce the hostility and apprehension caused by arbitrary
introduction of new equipment. And if there's less hostility, then
there's greater efficiency in adapting to a new routine--with the
associated effect on productivity and service,.
-N

*

Because the program is so new; it is to early_to make any
judgments of its effectiveness.
But eax2y reports are very
encouraging.
Right now, the committees are learning to work together
to solve problems and build up confidence.

At present,_we alno_are_trying_te bUiId_up_a network thiough_our
stewards to channel information to the committee,
We feel that this
is the best way ti, harness the nowledge of the true experts on the
effects of technological change
the workers.
This approach not only
increases participation b- th workers, but also provides practical
boIutions to the probler
new technology creates.

...j

.

We hope that.the committees will mature and expand their scope of
responsibility. After the parties have learned to acknowledge and
respect the concerns of the other, it may be time to introduce a
,,
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"vertical_slice"_approach_to_the_introduction of_new achnoIogy. _Th1A
would mean that a group of employees from all levels of the Company
down to the shop floor, would meet to decide how the technology would
be introduced.
-

_

Oual' - of Work Life (OWL) Committees
The joint national CWA/AT&T Quality of Work Life /QWL1 Committee
set up by our 1980 contract also is developing a procesa to help our
members-deal with issues of-job pressures and technological change at
the workplace.
The genesis of th4e Quality_of_Work_Life_committee_was a!1980_
stpdy which Ahowed that job pressures caused by ovetsupervision and
technological changes could be reduced through increased
participation. And like the Technolggy Change,Committees, a
motivation for management_shouId be to- reduce- job pressures so thatefficiency and productivity_improve._ The motivation for_the Union_is
to improve our members' working lives and protest_their jobai which in
turn will allow them to give good service to consumers.
Initially, the national OWL committee reached agreement on a
statement_of_princi0Ies_comprising the framework_for_all woFkerPerticiPstion_activities_within the Union at AT&T.
In brief; these
guidelines establish that:
workers' rights are explicitly protected '(e.g., np layoffs
or speedups) ;

the activities will not intrude on-collective bargaining;
.

there is an explicit commitment to human goals in addition
to economic ones. We have no objection to increasing
productivitywe want AT&T -to be an efficient and
profitable_ company. _But phe vaIges_of gsfety. dignity
and_human_development at work should be equalein
importance;
the Union should be involved on an equal basis in all
phases of the process, from planning...to implementation;

.;

'and
....;

.

all decisions about work changes should come primarily
from discussions by the workers themselves.

After establithing these_goideIides_heth CWA_Mid_A AT began to
train and educate &lion and management' leaders respectiv lyi aboutd
worker participation. We plan to move carefully on actua
participation at the'shop floor level. Once the local programs begin,
they will be-quite independent and work out their own way -0f
.,
approaching-OWL process. But they cannot succeed if a strng'cIimate
of support has not been created at the higher levels first.
.

We believe that the controlling approach to management is
counter-productive. In the long run, human values support' economic
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ones.
All ..he evidence shows that workers are highly productiVe_if
and-when th,!Y are treated fairly and -given the chance to contribute
They tend to
fully En t-.41r_werk,_±.But_managers don't always see it.

focus more on the short run, and you can always get more immediate
The
production out of workers by pushing them and increasing control.
costs of worker dissatisfaction thus often don't -show up until,the
manager responsible has moved bn to another position.

,

Given thiss the Union's role in the Igkl, process is crucial:- to
stick consistently to the long-term goal, guided by ihe human values
'which we have 41ways advocated. We see workerjarticipation as a __ _
tremendous opportunity, as well ass challenge. _The_resilIts will be a
strengthened Onion and/hopefgIII, alp parties in the industry will
benefit.

Job Evaluation
finally, I will explain to- you-our- fourth way_Of deaIing_with_the

effects of technology, the joidt CWA/ATaT_Occupational Job Evaluation
Committee. This is_a jOint_national committee of three union and
three_maoageMent_representatives. It's charged with developing a job
evaluation -plan for the Bell System to construct a hierarchy of jobs
acceptable to both parties.
Despite initial skepticism_aboet Job evaluations CWA entered
into this prolect_beCause of a need to make sure our members were
Technology has drastically
being_properly compensated for their work.
changed jobs across the country. A job evaluation plan jointly
developed and implemented by CWA will-help us identify and adjust.
compensation where technalogy has rondered_traditional_wage
_Only_with_Union involvement can we be sure
relationships meaningIesd
that our members_are_being paid for the increased skill,
responsibility and adverse working conditions that result from
technological change.
PUBLIC POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The issues'surrounding the impact of technological change alreapy
are being treated by public policy. Indeed, a wide range of recent
policy decisioni actually are pushing technological change_and thus
44
contributing to some of the prokIems, as well as the benefits.
Take the Reagan_tax brill for example. Along with huge tax
breaks_for_higher income individuals, the Reagan supply side. tax cut
also gave tremendops:reductions to businesses. -Some of these breaks_
created significant incentives to rapidly expand new:technology. _The_
new depreciation rules, for instance, allow businesses to actually 221
a return from the federal government by investing in computers, data
processing equipment etc.
Similarly, recent federal budget decisions are driving_the___
In the-past few years, we've seen large
technological revolution.
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increases in funding for_research and development. Higher education
programs, particularly Chose aimed at high tech,have received a
federal financial boost too.
But at the same time,-the feJerel budget also has cut a nOMber
programs_which woad benefit-middle- and lower-income workers more
than corporate tax breaks,and R i O financing.- Specifically,
employment training and retraining_hsve_been slashed, along with
vocational and basic education. Even the Reagan_proposea_tc tax
fringe benefits has a negative effect on the majority of Ameriesh
workersEMpIoyer-supported tuition aid programs allow workers to
obtain the_skille_heeded in the future, and help employers retain a
stable, educated workforce. Taxing these benefits eliminates such
positive effects.
Congress therefore must approach technological change in a sober,
careful_manner, _We_are in danger of rushing forward into the
Information Age armed with_scanty statistics and optimistic dreams,
enacting policies and programs that not only are haphazard, but which
also may only exacerbate the problems of technological change.
The Subcommittee's hearings these past two days are a critical
Before_we can_deaI with -a problem, we must know what it
Also, you aid the process by collecting examples of existing
programs serving to ameliorate the negative aide- effects of new
technology.
first step:is.

A lot can be done_in_the private sector.
outlined here are an example.
Yet-government must get into the act, too.
to spending to labor laws must be considered.

The CWA programs
Everything from taxes

I've already reviewed just a few existing laws which affect
technological change.
But there are other proposals_which could
vastly-improve America's ability to lead and profit_from the
technological revolution.
For example, there 'should be established
rules_to_guarantee notice of new technology, to assess technological
change through impaet_Statements, to encourage joint labor-management
implementation and decision-making_in this crucial area, and to
protect those hurt by technology fallout.
PROGRESS PoR ALL
New technology opegs up a world of opportunity. America's
economy-can expand and improve with the advent of "high tech." ,All of
us stand to benefit as we move into the Information Age. 0;
But clearly_there_is_a down side to -new- technology. If we are
not careful, only the advantaged feW_WiII_gain.
For American workers
this could mean low skilled, low paying jobs or even perninent
unemployment.

CWT s cautious approach ie_not an_attempt_to o_
throw sand in the
wheels
%prowess.
In fart-, we believe that_Only through a_careful
and_cooperative_process of Mplementing new technology can_the_teennmy
reap its benefits. Otherwise, employers, workers and consumers
cont.inually will work to protect a narrow self-interest to the
detriment of all.
_
me share with you a sentiment of one of Our__
employerS.__Ian_RoSs of_BeII Labs recently said that "We are being led
by the technology of_the_moment and l-think that we should never lose
sight of the fact that technology should be serving people, not people
serving technology..."

CWA concurs_whoIeheartReily and we are working to ensure this
becomes a reality.
Thank you.
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Mr. BEDELL. Thank you very much, -Ms: Lob le; for you testimony;

Mr. Ray, do you have any questions?
Mr.. RAY. I would just like to say it was a very excellent presentation and I enjA..:76:1 it very much. 'You pointed out some of the directions_in which you recommended that we travel but do we have a
specific plan?
Technology is going to advance;. we know that. In fact, there is a
.

great cry around the country right now we are losing, or falling
behind in technology and that we must catch up particularly in
certain areas.
I am on the Armed Services Committee in Erefense nd we have
a problem there with technology to a degree. I am in eat sympathy. I have been a small businessman for 22 or 23 yea . I bUilt the
business. I worked with people: -I have a high regard and a strong
feeling and a personal concern for folks, but I don't see a clear-cut

for us to deal with this;
Obviously we can't retard technology. We must g% ahead in it I lb.
guess we just have to work together with you The union that you
represent of course has been a geed one for many years.
w

I have made a statement and have not asked a question. One
question that I do want to ask is with the break up of the'Bell

system; as it goes off in a great many different directions, do you
see technology .-noving in and advancing too rapidly with this or
do you see this to the advantage of theworker in any way?
MS. LODLE. Well, the whole issue of what is happening in telecommunications is complex to say the least, and in fact it is_rather
up in the air. First I would like to agree with you that there are
many areas in which labor and management can cooperate.
You are correct: we cannot xetard the grliwth of technology. It
would not serve any purpose for worlws or management or consumers. However, there are serious queNons for the implementation of that technology and hew that is accomplished.
What are we striving for is to say that the issue of tithing and
the quality of implementation can be considered and shouldn t just
be an arbitrary decision .because that is only Lounterproductive in
the long run.
Regarding the break up of Southern Bell, I really_don't know.
Technology is playing a .big part in all aspects of telecommunications. It remains to be seen how it interrelates with deregulation.
I mean the local- -phone companies will be providing essentially
just voice service. The sort of sophisticated data transmission both
intra and interstate will be in the AT&T province. Yet the local
phone operator is now connected to a-very-sophisticated piece of
machinery and his or her job is being compartmentaliied and fractured. I do not know if that answers your question or not; but that

,

gives you some of my perspective.

Mr. RAY. I for one share. your frustrations and will toe working
to do what I can on the committee to work with you.
Ms. LDELE. Thank -you:

-

Mr._ BEDiLL. Me. Lbble, first of all I want to commend you and
the CWA. I_ have read your publications and as near as I know you
are out in front of everyone pretty much in trying to at least look

at tha future; That is what this committee is trying to do with
theSe hearings. AS we look at the Bell System certainly we are
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seeing tremendous automation. I use the example of hOw 1 now
make a long distance credit card call and no operator is involved in
the whole process. As you look at that do vop anticipate that tnere
are going to _lie mere jobs for people -in the telephOne service; for
example, or fewer jobi? What is your forecast?
LosLE» Well; I could give you both -sides of the equation;

When we shifted from the cord board operation-Mr; BEDELL. Sure;

MS. TABLE. To corn. terized systems, CWA opposed that. This
. we opposed it because we felt it would
was quite awhile ago
erode the job security ofif members.

We now see we wereIncorrect. What happened was quite the

contrary. By adding to the sophistication of the entire industry and
vastly expanding its capability, people began to use it much, much
more, so overall employment increased.
However, we are also talking about technology that is literally
completely replacing jobs, and in addition; even_ if jobs are still
there, the question is what kihd Ofjole are they? For our members,
as I tried to point out here; the job is being fractured into shnplef
components. Thus, one of our prvosals for example would be to

allow a telephone operator to work for awhile or the TSPSthe
traffic service position system- -which is the 'computerized calltransfer system; and allow them maybe in the afternoon to go work
in another job.
The idea is that the more boring the job is the less productive a
worker is and it has nothing to do with whether they are unionized
or not. It is just a fact of life that the quality of the work life plays
an important role in the productivity of that individual worker;
So our proposal would be to allow people to have more variety in
their jobs.
Mr. BEDELL. You see the riddle that I face as an individual and

as I try to look at this problem is the one you have brought out,
that is, for all of history _people have said if we automate and replace people's jobs; it is going to _cause us, therefore, not to have

work for everyone. In fact, people have been wrong all through`history in that regard.
There is an argument to he made; _I think with some legitimacy;
that that is true. But we have never hit anything quite like thig nn

our history where this was going to, happen as fast as it appears
that it is going to happen, where we are really Loins to completely
replace people as compared to making- their job easier and more
productive. I have to tell you, in my opinion we also face, the prob-

lem which you have quoted. Will there be more janitors and fast
fbed operators and so on? This all comes froth the Bureau of Lab&
Statistics; I assume.

I think this is subject to serious questioning; frankly; We have
talked; for example about typists and secretaries.
It isj a great question, and Mr; Etzioni said there are going to be
so Many more secretaries. I think that is subject to serious question; with automation; whether that is going to be what will really
happen.
As long as we say things have always been this way in the past
so we better assume they are going -to be that-way in the future
and as long as we depend upon the Bureau of Labor Statistics as-.
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sumptions for what is going to happen, there is sure some chance
we could get ourselves in a terrible, terrible mess by accepting assumptions which we find were true in the past but are not true out
in the future.
I do not know what is true in the future but it appears to me
that there is at least some reason to 'question these things, and I
think that is what you folks are doing, is it not?
Ms. Loin..e. Yes we are; and we recently spent Ph years with

rank and file Committee calling in every expert that we could

think of to try to give us some advice abimt what the future is, not
only for the union but for the industries. in which our members are
employed.

get around the question: It seems to me
I do not knetv how
there are aspects of the
thenew technology that clearly are_going to
take away_jobs. How do you get around the'fact that a robot can do
what the individual has clone until today?
It May be, and __I know that some people put forward this posi-

tion; that we are going to expand; the economic pie to such -a degree'
that everyone will benefit.

The problem with that that we are again back to what is the
quality of participation in this economic pie and what is the diStri=
bution. If we are not_going to .change the distribution; we are just
going to merely create a- bide- class of people who are_ excluded
from the stimulating high:tech jobs that everybody is saying are
appear:.going to appear._
people do not say there are going to be a large
Mr. BEDELL
number of high-tech jobs.
MS. LO$i.E, NO; it is clear that there isn't; in terms of numbe:s.'
Mr: BEDELL. You hit upon another problem that exists, and you
mentioned how the Government tends to have optimistic dreams.
That iw very normal, Ms. Loble. I don't care if it is a Democratic or
Republican administration; historically they have always painted
the future; since I have been here, as better than it has turner; out
-

to be.

That is natural I think Viet that would take place. You brought
up another thing that I hadn't really thought of before. You mentioned the fact that for many of your workers; they are actually
.
seeing a decline in pay as a result of this automation.
Mr. Etiioni brought up the fact that in order to become competitive in world markets we have seen declines and probably are

going to see further declines in workers' pay.
At last, it is my belief that -our- economy is primarily driven by
the purchasing power of the people in our society. When that drops
off, you see the whole economy drop off.
If it is indeed true that we can expect to see workers pay decline,
and I am even Seeing it for example in meatpacking; which does
not face foreign competition. I am seeing significant cuts in.the pay
for my people that work in meatpacking plants.
You could argue they were ton high, but whether you argue that

is that they_are not
one way or ithother, the fact _of the matterthat
they had in the
going to have the same purchasing power
Oat.
So, added to the unemployment, it appears to me that you have
Softie argument to be made that people are not going to have the
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same purchasing Pewer. If that is the case, then isiFitill-realiStit
to project a grdwth of GNP of somewhere between 2;5 and 4 percent, which is way higher than we have had in recent yeara?
Does thamake sense?

Ms. LoBEE. I share your consternation exactly.
Mr. BEDELL. You see in addition to that, more of the tax burden
is faced by individuals as compared to corporations so that also diminiahes their purchasing_power, it seems tb me.
Ms. Lost.E. You are exactly right; Economic consequences of this
group of peoPle
new technology may be seriously creating a wh

who are going to be dependent on the Govern tent, beyond those
who already aye in that unfortunate position, because their jobs
are eliminatedfor are paying so little.

Mr: BEDELL. Well, I really appreciate your testimony. I am going
to have to run because of a vote.
Arc you Peggy_Canada?
CANADA.
ANADA. Yes; I am.

Mr. BEDELL. I have to apologize to you greatly; but if it is all
right with you; I will go run and vote and come right back. I am
realty tfi = anxious to hear you and I am sorry that I am so inter- \

ested in this issue that I ask too many questions maybe; but I
would appreciate it if you would wait.
Thank you; I will` L< back just as quickly as I can
LA brief recess was taken.]
Mr. BEDELL. I owe you a very deep apOlogy;

`TESTIMONY OF PEGGY CANADA, MANAGER OF TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT, COX CABLE COMMUNICATIONS
MS. CANADA. Thank vou.
_

I really feel somewhat out of place-because I represent a person
who happens to be coping with technology; as a professional who
earns her money that way. Our company is in a position of having
to respond to the influences of high technology because of the cable
industry, so my perspective 43 somewhat different than some of the
other witnesses who have -come from an analytical perspective.
However, I am very pleased to have this opportunity to speak on

the impact of technology,_ on education; and training;
While I realize that this session if3 geared more toward the small
business owner, -the technology impact _is generic to all companies;
-

Regardless 44e, high technology is changing the way companies

do business.
To begin, I would like to give you my definition of high technolo-

gy. To me, high technology is a knowledge-based industry as opposed to a natural resource-based industry.
Its pruducts are based on special knbwledge transferred to services or goods. Like molecular action, high technology is in a con-

stant state of flbx. Its perpetual evolution and revolution has

'sparked newindustries, mainly companies which repair; service;
and supply the high technology area.
This is a gold mine for mass employinent opportunities. Today,
my _home city of Atlanta is activelY engaged in a campaign to
become the South's Silicon Valley,
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The base for this effort is software, telecommunications, defense
electronics; biology; and genetic science, energy and computer:supported design and manufacturing companies.
Multimillions of dollars are being spent to build and house These

firms. The biggest hurdle to-this industry growth is a lack -of

trained workers. AS an aside, I believe there was an article in the
Post this-morning that -we lost a bid for a consortium that went to
Austin, Tex., as opposed to Atlanta because, as we understOod its of
the schooling available Austin had a curriculum that was more relevant to the job opportunities that they would have.
In Atlanta alone; there are approximately 158 new technological.
com_panies that have sprouted up that employ anyyvhere from 4 to
perhaps 135 employees. But in total, they have opened up approximately 33,000 jobs in the last year and a half. The cadre of trained
workers begin with their education at the secondary level. In reviewing the secondary school curriculum, I do not see courses refleeting today's business trend .which is high technology and the
support services trades.
Today's environment is a high tech, proficient skills, information
processing world. The skills needed to support this world are mechanical, electrical, and data _processing.. Howeve?,_ the secondaiy
schools are not providing the- basic math and science skills to sup,
port this environment. Our high school dropout rate of 23 tb 25
percent is matched by an 8 percent dropout rate in Japan and a 2
percent rate in Russia.
Even those students finishing school these days aren't such great
shakes. Only one-third of the Nation's 17,000 school districts require more than 1 year of math and science. And on top of that, up
to 20 percent of our high school students are functional illiterates.
The upshot of that is that business has to deliver not only technical
training but some pretty basic "little red schoolhouse"_ stuff as
well. Interestingly enough, all of the industrial trade publications
tell- us that robotics and smart machines are going to require chief
maintenance technicians who will replace wrenches With compder
terminals and troubleshooting programs; Machine repair op
are going to have to develop operation monitoring and preventive
maintenance skills of an extremely high caliber. New, equipment
Will be designed to work well and lon so down equipment will
roblem solving to get
really be down and will require heavy
it _up_ again. Products of new technologies an new factories Will re-

quire new and different maintenance and technical trainin
_

Where are the high school- courses to -begin this educational need9
In industries' _opinion; high schools should _still offer and require
the traditional skill course; and certainly require more than 1 year

of math and science. Since high schools are not producing this

second and third- level of-skill support, it is industries who are providing this training. By determining this,public schools can establish priorities -for their program& However;_ the name of the game
is change, and the schools must react quickly to the ever-occurring
changes technology imposes_ on business, Once_the occupations have

been selected for training, the next step is to determine the content
of the instructional _program. A critical component_ is the occupational skills needed for successful performance on the job, However; occupational skills must be combined with basic skills. These
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basic skills include rending; writing, _mathematics, and verbal communications. As the cfccupational skills are developed, students also

' need to be. aware that employees want workers who have gored
Work habits, dress appropriately, avoid- waste, arrive at work on

time perform their duties conscientiously, and follow_instructions.
A valuable method fqr training people is apprenticeship: Apprenticeship may be inaccurately perceived by some to mean -a training'
model for teaching low4evel skills and, therefore inappropriate as
an educational program model.
These people are _bypassing a model by Which they could_ legitimately prepare students for a variety. of occupations requiring so.phisticated integration of_industry_and education.
Apprenticeship is an educational modeLwItich_involves on-the-job
training and' related instructions. Many_professions require the-integration of education and job training. In each profession, -the pro-,
portions of theory _and practice in trainineare determined by the
complexity of the theoretical .foundation and the specific skills development needed.
Technology can constantly_ change these requirements which
must be evidenced in the training. Most vocational and technical
educators agree that their goal is the integration of education with
job _performance.

Man believe- that adequEite_ job training_can occur within school

workshops and labs. Just as their curriculum is behind the times,

this attitude is unrealistic; _
inschool programs uncovered three major shortAnalysis ocomings, Both students and employers suffered from unrealistic expectations; studenta often lacked essential knowledge; students invariably lacked workplace sophistication_
Graduates of inschool programs -went to their employers assured

that if they did not know it all they knew most_of_it. Employers,

on the -other -hand, expected -the graduates to be knowledgeable and
skillful and _to be immediately productiv$.
Gaps-in student knowledge and tho'lack of workplace sophistica.

tion :dismayed their new emplvelg..Too often, graduates lacked

specific knowledge which- the employer believed essential to competent performanee. In addition, the new employees appeared _utkomfortable in the work environment_ and-Aacked effective coping and
problem-solving skills for the first few months o_ f employment..
Graduates of apprenticeship programs experienced_ few of these

prbblerna and according to their employers; were usually immediately productive employees: A good example of a viable apprentice7
ship program is the one at the_ Community College of Allegheny
County; in Pittsburgh,Pa:.At CCAC, students are not admitted into

a formal_ apprenticeship program until they have completed 10
credits of introductory inschool studies in the preapprenticeship
phase:
Also, students are not admitted until they have secured full-time
et*=:

jobs in their chosen _profession. They are assisted_ in thii_h-Y_pro-

gram coordinaters who work with them and employers for placement. In this apprenticeship model,,problems of unrealistic_expectatibtia were eliminated. Employers 'were informed that they were
part of the education process land were responsible for helping the
student become a competent employee:

ir
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The student approached the apprenticeship.' experience with the
`understanding that 3 years of training remained. Apprentices were
placed on escalating wage scales with full benefits and substantial
financial incentives.

Employers, knowing that apprentices were being trained to

assiirne full prodttctivity within 3 years; bided their student/employees' progress carefully. In this setting, apprentices worked
hard; aware that dismissal from their jobs would mean dismissal
from their apprenticeship programs.
Apprentices graduated frorn the CCAC program after part-time
studies of 4 years and full-time employment of 3 years with: an associate degree, journeyman papers, 3 years of seniority, and placement high on the wage scale. In contrast; nonapprenticed students
complete the inschool program with: an associate degree, no journeyman papers, no job experience, placement at an /entry level
salary aubstantially below that of a: journeyman, and unrealistic
-

job expectations.

Rather than build and equip high technology labs, the school
works closely with industry to design programs that incorporate
the apprenticeship concept. Inhouse training conducted by companies must also, reflect the impact of technology on the way they do
business.

,

There is a multiplicity of training requirements that must be accomplished: Preemployment programs, programs to upgrade current employees, inservice programs to update' employees with the
latest technology, remedial programs to address performance weaknesses. Whatever the training. program level is, the pUrpose of the
program is to prepale employees to perform- a single operation, to
prepare them to grow in their jobg and to adapt to changes in their
jolt
After all, the basic operation:, remain the same; it is the machines, tools, and materials that will changel Whether the training
or education activity is conducted inhouse by industry or by an outside educational institution, an analysis of the occupation for which
''the activity is being planned is essential. A partnership between-industry and education is not only desirable but essential. If one person's reality is not to be another person's fantasy; this partnership
will insure the validity-of occupational analysis and resultant edueat ion- programming--

In conclusion, high technology demands rapid change. Education
as well as business must be able to react in a timely manner. The
era of the 5-year strategic plan is gone.

Companies can strive for long-term direction but the day-to-dayz_____

operating reality is that of 1 year. In this highly volatile environaient, change is constant.
Our 'schools must also adopt this attitude. They cannot take 1 to
3 years to prod* a change in their curriculum. They must implement a structure that is responsive and flexible to today's training
tineeds of business and industry.
Just as technology demands co anies change the way they do
busineSs, technology also demand that schools change the way
they structure their curriculum. In istening to the testimony this
morning, I have to indicate that at Cox Cable,' we are in a mode of
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training approximately 3,000 to 4,000 employees in a change in the
way,they do- business in all of our cable offices;
We are taking them from a manual system to a computer system
Atlanta;
that is termed on-line; that inputs all information
which is our corporate headquarters. We process that information
and give them immediate response. This has helped in capturing a
lot of our receivables in billing. In-going about and developing that

training program and then actually implementing it, we are not
losing any employees.In fact, we are adding onto the payroll of each cable offite by a
minimum of 3 to 5 and sometimes up to 10 employees because_of
the computerization and the fact that we can get more priductivity
with more people that way;
We have not found that management is taking on more of the

employees' responsibilities; If anything; management is decreasing

because they now have reports as tools rather than having to be
hands -on; eyeball-to-eyeball type of supervision.

We have found certainly that payroll has -not decreased. If any thing; based upon_the skills that we have trained our employees in,
the demand for a-higher hourly_ wage has increased;
I- have to say that I am at odds with some of the testimony that
_

has been presented this morning from our own experience from
one_ company.
Mr. .BEDELL; We certainly appreciate that I think that is one of
the problems this committee faces, the differences of opinioni. If
the hearing -in the past few days impressed me with one thing; it_is
that so much of what we are going on is opinions rather than facts;
like -the- Bureau of Labor Statistics; for example.
Whetheri-or not -there are going to be more or less cretaries
really :mostly depeiid on their opinions when you _get right -down to
the reality. Unless I Misunderstand -what_ is happening; most all
consultants and futurists accept those as facts, which could cause
serious troubles if they are wrong.
MEL CANADA. In my opinions they are wrong I owned a small

company that employed 7 people as a management coniltant. I
had two word-processing employees.
In my company alone; you can't find a typewriter. It is all.word
processing.
Mr; BEDELL;_ So you believe the proposal that typists-are going_tb,
be one of the 18 most rapidly growing professions in terms of needs
ofpeo ple is pretty questionable; I take it?
.

Ms. CANADA. Yes.-

_Mr; BEDELL. We alse had some thetiitiony to indicate that because

of the fact that there are so many_ people looking for the few jobs
that_ are available that we are not going te- solve our unemployment problem by simply. retraining people;
I think iii;_VOu look at that testiiiien4r, however, it -does not par-.
conflict with what_ you are saying. I do not think that wit=
ness meant to imply that there was not -a -need to -train people for
the new jobs that are going to be demanded. Indeed,we should giVe
them some practical training as well; would be my impression; _
_

take it that you feel very strongly that the type of practical

training that you are giving. is imperative in the new times that we
have.-Is that correct?
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MS. CANADA. Yes. I think my reality is working with employees,

not only from my own staff of trainers who also have to adapt to
change as I do, but also what oilie would- term hourly employees.
You can go in with all of the nice whipped cream and cherries and
talk to these'.people and say you are going to change from writing
out, work orders to inputting them
a CRT, and we are here to
train you.
We try. to do that with the best
iyiorial psychology that we
can employ in the training program, but bottom line .is, you are
going to have to change the way you do your job or you are not
.

going to have the job.
In fact, all of the employees that I have worked with in the cable

offices that we have dealt with have been for the most part veryreceptive to the Change and--.even though a little bit frightened at
first, have come to enjoy the new sway, of going about their-day-today activity.
,

.

I have found that We have not lost employees at all because of
this concern that our company has fir_ not displacing employees
just because automation and technolog, has created a different approach to the way they do 'their day-to-day activities, but it does
require that they be humanly flex.ble.
Also, on the other hand, you.have new businesses starting up
that are creating a whole wealth of new jobs out there: They require different skills, but they still require a person with two arms
and a mouth to perform those skills;
So you have to come at it from two different avenues, but I don't
really see where it is displacing people other than changing, the
way they do business.
Mr. BEDELL. In your work where you.have been training people,
have you had any experience in training people such as steelworkers or automobile factory workers? The argument that comes forth

is it is going to be very difficult for those types of individuals to
adjust into the new types of jobs that might be aVailable for them
which you would assume would be much lower pay jobs and quite
different types of skill requirements.
Ms. CANADA. I haven't had any personal experience in training
steel or automobile people.. I have worked with trainers, General
Motors and Ford and Chrysler, who are in that position.
Mr. BEDELL. I'm sorry, Mr. Ray. You, do apparently need to get to
another appointment: L would go ahead and yield. to you.
Mr. RAY. Mr. Chairman,. I apologize_ Ms. Canada is from my own

State of Gt orgia. I was going to ineoduce her and I got caught on
the floor over there as we do many times; and it- seems like this

morning has been a 'very difficult one for me. I thank you for

coming; In reading your testimony and_hearing you;.you are enthusiastic and receptive to technology in the future, and it sounds en
couraging to me that you seem to be reaching out and feel that this

is indeed an exciting time that we are in Am I reading that right?,
Ms. CANADA. That's absolutely right.

Mr. RAY. I am from the central- area of Georgia where we have
had a great amount of minority labor through the years in various
types of menial-type jobs,_ farms and so forth; and this technology
has come along, the new farm equipment and the new mechanized
equipment at some of the plants;
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instance, it has thrust a great- number of people
In textiles,
onto the markets with really nowhere to go. So I think we do have
a treitiendouS challenge here with us, Mr. Chairman; as we cope
with a whole segment of society.
I deri' t 'Want progregg to slow down one bit_I think we've got to
have this I think we are going to be moving forward in -that area.
But I dO believe that we are going to have to gear up our le ()cational/technical schools in certain areas to start really concentrating
and coping more so than we are doing right now in some of these
particular areas:
Miring' the laSt- y-ear, 1982, during my _campaign; I talked to
many educators who_were'greatly concerned that_high school pat17
uates now reaching_ College age have no knowledge of the sciences
of math and physics; and that they are going through these scheela
getting degrees that are just not marketable' on the open market
There again I guess I am .testifying before the committee ,here,
but 'I belieVe that educators themselves are-going to have to come
to the rescue of some of. these younger people who are now coming
into the labor markets with no skills.
One thing that disturbed me last year was that five Ph.D's were
going thibugh the -retraining process in the vocational/technical
schools because they had been on the market for 15 months and
they were not able to market their degrees,
At Robbins Air Force Base in our distrid, there were hundreds
of avionics and eleCtrohidg=type jobs and they were searching all
over the United States hunting these people.
So I; too, look flit-Ward With excitement -to the future but am
greatly concerned right now with our work here on this committee
on how we are gOing to approach and look at these people who are
going to be caught in the short run.
Thank you, Mr: Chairman.
Mr. 13EDELL: Thank you very much, Mr. Ray.
other thing you mentioned that I wanted to question you a
little about: You indicated in your opinion that we are actually
Seeing a decrease in, I guess you would call it, white collar jobs or
management jobs. This was also pointed Out by -one- of our witnesses yesterday in terms of fewer layers of management because
automation had made this information more_readily available to
higher management people without the necessity of having people
to transmit such information. Apparently you concur in that. Is
that -right?
Ms. CANADA; Yes: I think that again the fob description is chang-,
ing and you are- branching off with_a lot of what was termed first
level supervisory even to some of the lower level middle management.
Their job function has changed to a certain extent where you
used to have say five employees and a supervisor and then a manager over the supervisor; et cetera.
We de not have that anymore because the reporting capability of
the . automation; whether it is via computers or word processing;

has taken the place.of h'aving a person report back to you on a

daily basis on the productivity of the employees because it is right
there in figures.

.
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However; -that has created another problem or Challenge for

training in that we haVe got to educate our_ Management on how to

use all of these reports coming in and to best utilize the workers

that we have for the productivity that we are looking for.
Mr; BEDELL. Do-you have a "question', Mr. Fithieh?

Mr. _FITHIAN. I have just two to round _out. the record; Ms.
Canada: One; some of the literature would indicate that the Mai-eh
of high tech into the work place tends to polarize_the kinds of skills
that are _reqUired in a given industry, that is 30 or 40 percent of
the_ jobs in the process will be very excitingengineers; 'computers,
management; people like yourself and so on. At the same time it
substantially_ reduces the skills required' for the rest -of the workers
in that -high tech industry. Those workers end up doing entrylevel;
assembly .type functions and so on hi thttp perspective; that I am
beginning to pidk up from some; correct in your view?
Ms. CANADA. I don't know if it is correct or not; but from -my experience it is not correct.
1V147_ FITHIAN.__It is not, The second question is: One of-the policy

isstiff_being talked about around here now is that in order to cope
with this rampant training and retraining which high tech and the
rapid change in the work place require, a system ought to be initiated_ whereby __workers_ would have at their disposal_ a. training
voucher plan. They and management would pay into this over. th
years until a certain amount_ had been built up; If they are :s
turally -displaced, they would draw on that in the way
you
would draw on an IRA. Softie are calling them I
work -ac
_

.

counts, for 'training and retraining or acquisition of new skills.

What would yous_think of that particular- proposal?
Ms. CANADA. Well, from a company point of view; the .company is
very ..cbricerned about the displacement of workers. _1 -find that an

hourly worker morefobften than not does not think about the

future. So'it world be very, hard to convince that person to take a
certain percentage Of his paycheck and 'Tut it into this pool wfOr
future education that mayor may not materialize based upon what
may or may not be doing, because there is a basic feeling of securi-'
ty that the employee-will_4ke-care of me and give me the training
necessary to do the job.

I think it would certainly_ _warrant more investigation- but I
would hold my judgment on that until I saw some more data to
prove out that this would_ be really workable or not; just another
idea that was come up with, because:training is going to be ongoi g.

Eve when you take a construction industry, the kiicitVledge that
the workers have to have in being able to work either
in'our new building because new equipment is coming out.
Even if you take a look at the heavy duty equipnient; just in runnit* that heavy duty 'equipintult, is changing because it is bcoming more computerized and yon can't really_wait until, you build up '
a pot or until you determine that now is the time to go and 'send

this _person to school after they have heen-building up into this pool
for 2 or 3 yearq, because- by then. it has all changed..

If there is one point that I want to leave in the testimony isthat.
it was wonderful to be 'able to deliberate and gather all the facts
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and go through _the_ basic_decision making steps that we used to do
traditionally in business, but you cannot do that today.
You don't want to be impulsive; but you cannot allow yourself to
.

lag behind making the decisions necessary to make sure that you
are viable .and- that you are current and that you are competitive,.
even in a small company.
My husband is a general contractor andl talked -him into getting
a word--priieessor iiind=persoiial computer because it saves so. much
titile-andhe-Was very reluctant to do that;
,He is just a one - person owner that subcontracts everything out,

bitt he needed to do it to make more money and that is what the

name of the game is for ub anyway, is to make more money.
Mr. BEDELL. I think that last comment is one -of the main puzzles
that we face and that _question_ is: How fast is change going to take
place during the next 10 years?

Mr; Etzioni said; for examplei that there would- be less than 1
percent change in the makeup of our work force per year.' I am not
here. to argue that,. but I think there_ is some evidence to indicat5

that we are going to see change in the next 10 years much more
rapidly than we have seen in the past I. take it that is your apin,
ion?
Ms. CANADA. It is my- opinion: It is, also my experiencei.just relat_

_

ing to you our yearly budgetary traditional practices that we go

through.
We are on a fiscal year and we will be going into our budgeting
process to be consummated by August to go into 1984, so naturally
we -have to make some assumptions.
But we have learned in our company that usually from experience we will project our figures and then based upon what happens
AO be happening to us at that particular time, any relationship between the figures that we 'budgeted and the extual expenditures
that we are going thrbugh for the year that we budgeted are totally apart.

Mr. BEDELL. That would be more so today than you think it

would have been 5 years agog
MS. CANADA. AbSoltitely. Five years ago you. really could do a
3- to a 5-year plan and you could really be methodical in plotting out your. direction. That' does not ined0 that we are still not accounta

ble for coming in within the dollar figures, but it means that I

have got to make decisions in Manipulating those figures, where
before I would not have had the leeway in another industry to do '
that.
I am actually robbing from Peterto pay Patel so that I come
down bottom line with my budget. But it has no relationship -to
What I thought my direction. for my center was going to be. We
coined a phrase *id that is a fact that my department turns on a
dime.

[Ms; Canada's prepared statement followsj

PREPARED STATEMENT 151? PEGGY CANADA, MANAGER OF TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT,
COX CABLE COMMUNICATIONS

I sae very pleased to have this opportunity to aim* gm the impact of technology
on education and training. While I rdalize that this session is geared toward the
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small bUsinessitwner, the technology impact is generic to all companies' . Regardless
of me, high-tedinology is changing the way companies do business.
To begin, I would like to give you my definition of high technology. High technology is a knowledge-bits:x1 industry, as opposed to a natural resource-baiied industry.
Its products are based on special knowledge transferred to services or goodie Like
molecular action, high technology is in.a constant state of flux. Its perpetual evolu-

tion and revolution has sparked new industriesmainly, companies which repair,

service and supply the thigh technology areas. This is a goldmine for mass employment opportunities. Today, my home city of Atlanta is actively engaged in a campaign to_become the.South's "Silicon Valley." The base for this effort is software,
telecommunications, defense eledronics,_ biology and _genetic scifince, energy and
computer supporteddesigm and _manufacturing Companies. Mi Iti millions of dollar;
are being spent to build and house these firms. The biggest hurdle to this industry
growth is a-lack of trained workers.
The cadre of trained workers begin with their education at the secondaryieveL Ln
reviewing the secondary school curriculum, I' do not see courses reflecting today's
business trend which is high technology and the support services trades. Today's em,
vironment is a high tech proficient skills; information processing world. The skills
needed to support this world aremechanical, electricW, and data processing. However, the secondary schools are not providing the basic math and science skills to support this environwent.
Our high school dropout rate of 23 to 25 percent is matched by an 8 percent drop-

out rate in Japan and a 2 percent rate in Russia. Even those students finishing

school these days aren'tisfch great shakes. Only one - third of the Nation's 17,000
school districts require more than -1 year of math and science. And on-top of that,
up to 20 percent of our high school students.are functional illiterate:I The upshot is
that business has to deliver not only technical training but some pretty basic "littlt
red schoolhouse stuff' as well.
Interestingly enough,all of the industrial trade publications tell us that robotics
and smart machines are going to require thief maintenance technicians who will
replace wrenches with commuter terminals and trouble-shooting programs. Machine
repair_ people are going to have to develop operation monitoring and preventive
maintenance ,eltills of ad extremely high caliber. New equipment will be designed to
work well at' id_long,_ so Mown': equipment_will really be down and will require
heavy-duty problem solving to_get, it "up" again, Productztof_new technologies and
new ifactories will require new and different_maintenance and technical training:
where are the high school courses to bggin this educationaLnees17 Inindustries_opinion, high schools should still offer an&requfre the traditional skill coursea=and require more than one year of math and science.
Since high schools are not producing this second and third level of skill support=

it's industries who are providing this training-, if industry has the time and re-

sources to do so.
Vozational schools are not exempt from this responsibilityseither: One would tend

to think that vocational-schools would be an ideal avenue for small business- to recruit skilled personnel. Since financial resources are limited for training employees;
what better employment agency is there than vocational schools. But the schools
have not changed their curriculum to reflect today's employment needs.

The trend toward growth in business and industry-tnumng has been noted by
public educators and attempts have been made to speculate on the implications of
the-trend for the future ofipublic education. Nuinerous efforts are underway to improve the connection between school and work.
Existing job opportunities and future employee neIs yrpvide the basis Tor selecting occupations for which public vocational programs- nedto be offered. Sources of
local employment data are: business and industries, State employment commissibn,

State occupational information coordinating committees, chambers of commerce,
etafte_c identifying the occupations in which employment opportunities exist, the
next consideration is whether the occupations require pre-empkorment training' By
determining this,_ptrblic school can establish priorities for their programs. However,
the marne_of the game is change,and schools must react'quickly to the ever occurring changes_ technology imposes on business.

Once the occupations have been selected for training, Ihe.next step is to deter mine-the content of the instructional progrzun. A critical component is the.accupationW skills-needed for successful performance ozh_the job. However, occupational
skills must be combined with basic skills, These basic skills include reading, writing,
mathematics, and verbal communications.
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As the occupational skills are developed, students also need to be aware that employees want workers who have good work habits; dress appropriately; avoid waste,
arrive at work on time; perform their duties conscientiously and follow instructions.
A valuable method for training people is apprenticeship. Apprenticeship may be
inaccurately perceived by- some-to _mewl _a __training model for teaching low-level
skills and; therefore, inappropriate as an educational program model. These people
are bypassing a model by which they could legitimately prepare students for a variety of occupations requiring sophisticated integration of industry and education. Apprenticeship is an edu_cational model which involves on-thejob training and related
instructions. Many professions require the integration of education and job training.

In each profes_sion, the proportions of theory and practice in training are determined by the complexity of the theoretical foundation and the specific skills devel-

_

opment_needed. Techn_ology can constantly change these requirements which must
be- evidenced in the _training. Most vocational and technical educators agree that
their goal is the in te_gration of educationowith job performance.
_Many belie_ve that adequate job training can occur within school workshops and

labs. Justlis their curriculum is behind the times, this attitude is unrealistic. Analysis of most in- school programs uncovered 3 major shortcomings:
Both - students and employers suffered from unrealistic expectations.
Students often lacked essential knowledge.
StUdents invariably lacked workplace sophistication.
Graduates of in-school programs went to their employers assured that, if they did
'

not-'know it all' they 'knew most of it'. Employerson the other hand, expected the
graduates to be knowledgeable and skillful and to be immediately productive. Gaps
in student knowledge and the lack of workplace sophistication dismayed their new
emnloy_ers. Too often_graduates lacked specific knowledge which the employer believed_essential to competent performance. In addition, the new employees appeared

uncomfortable in the, work environment and lacked effective coping and problemsolving skills for the first few months of employment.

G_radu_ates of apprenticeship- programs experienced few of these problems and, according to their employers, were usually immediately productive employees.
_A_good example of a viable apprenticeship program is the one at the Community - N
Callegeef Alleghen _y County, in Pittsburgh, Pa. At CCAC, students are not admitted
into _a formal apprenticeship_ program until they have completed 10 credits of introductory inschool studies in the preapprenticeship phase. Also, students are not admitted un_til they have secured full-time jobs in their chosen profession. They are

:

assisted in thiS by program coordinators who work with them and employers for
placement.

In this_apprenticeship model, problems of unrealistic expectations were eliminated. Emplo_yers were informedithat they were part of the educational process_ruid
were_responsible for helping the student become a competent employee. The student
approached the apprenticeship experience with the understanding that three years
of training remained. Apprentices were placed on- escalating wage scales with full
benefits and substaritial financial incentives. Employers, knowing that apprentices
were being trained _to: assume full productivity within three years, guided then- student/employees' progress carefully. In this setting, apprentices worked hard, aware
that dismissal from their jobs would mean dismissal from their apprenticeship programs.

Apprentices graduate-from the CCAC, program after part-tittle studies of 4 years
and_full-time employment of 3 years with (1) an associate degree, (2) journeyman
papers, (3) :3 years of seniority, arid (4) placement high on the wage scale.

In contrast, nonapprenticed studenta complete the in-school program with: tit an
associate degree, 12) no journeyman papers, (3) no job experience; (4) placernent_at

an entry level salary substantially below that,of a journeymen; and (5) unrealistic
job-expections.

Rather than build and equip high technology labs; the_schooLwerks_closely with
concept.
industry to design programs that incorporate theme
In-house training dOnducted by companies moat also_refIKITheimpact of technology on the way they do business. There_is_a_matinlicity ef training requirements
that mast be accomplished. Pre-employment_pro_grams, programs to upgrade current
employees, in- service programs to update employees with the latest technology, remedial programs to addressixrforrnance weaknesses.
Whatever the training_program level is, the purpose of the program is to prepare
employees to perform a_single operation; to prepare. them to grow in' their jobs and
to adapt_to_changes in their, job. After all, ;.he basic operations remain the same; it's
the machines;_tools and materials that charge. Whether the training_ or education

activity is conducted in-house by industry rr by an outside educational institution,
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an analysis of the occupation for which the activity is being planned is essential. A
partnership Vetween industry and education is not only desirable but essential. If

one persons reality is not to be another person's fantasy, this partnership will

insure the validity or occupational analysis and resultant educational programing.
In conclusion, high technology demands rapid change. Education as well as business must be able to react in a timely manner. The era of the 5 year strategicplan
is gone. Companies can strive for long term direction but the day - today_ operating
reality is that of one year. In this highly volatile_enviranment_change_is_constant
Our schools must also adopt_this_attitude. They -cannot take_l _to_ ayears Coproduce

a change_in their curriculum. They_must_implement a structure that is responsive
and flexible to today's training needs of business and industry Just as technology
demands companies change the way they do-business; technology also demands that
schools change the way they structure their curriculum.

Mr. BEDELL. Thank you very much for you testimony. We appre-

ciate it- -very much.
Ms. CANADA. Thank you.

Mr, BEDELL Wc appreciate the fact that it has been so late and I
apologize to you ror the lateness of the hour.
M CANADA. Thank you.
Mr. BEDELL. Thank you:

The hearing will be adjourned.
[Whereupon; at 12:46 p.m; he- subcommittee adjourned; to reconvene subject to call of the Chair.]
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APPENDIXES
APPILNDIX A. QuRSri -N8 TO AND RESPONEDM FROM WRSTINGHOOSI EIACTRIC CORP.

Question. How rapidly do you see the market for numerically controlled machines
expanding? Project for us the 1980's. Estimate the 199ffe. ,
Answer. The US. market for numerically controllid machines, measured in con-

stantttollars, has leen flat for the past 6 or 7 years. However, the cost of each numerical _enntrol has been declining while the percentage pf machine tools shipped
with numerical controlshas been increasing Presently, only 15 percent of the ma=

chine- tools manufactured in the U.S. have numerical controls associated with them.
This percentage willcontinue te increase.
Westinghouse specializes in numerically- controlled machines for the aercepace industry. In this industry; the percentage of machines requiring numerical control is
much higher.
Question. What industries are the most likely users of robots; numerically controlled machines, eW.?
Answer. Currently, the heaviest usage of robots occur in_the metalworkingindusium,_ widetry, particularly in the automotive segment. While we will_continue
spread use in a, variety of metalworking applications; in the 1980s we will we

robots tried in allkfnanufacturIng, from light electronic to heavy inthurtrial, working
in assembly and material-handling processes; et. Labor costs in all major industries
will allow economic binefita when more than one worker can be replaced by a robot,

In the first half of the 1980's, the aerospace and defense industries will be the

most significant new users of rohotics and factory autchnation.
Question. What are the functional limitations of robots? Of other automation with
which you are familiar? Please address the physical limitations.

Answer. Functional limitations can be categorized in three interrelated ways:

physical, economical and technological.
Actual physical limitations for robots come into play when the object terse- manip-

ulated weighamore than 1,000 pounds or is longer than 10 ftet. These limitations
are set by economics, net by technological deficiencies. There are too few applications with these revrirements to warrant development-expenses.
Sintilarly,_precision_rnanipulatorsrobots which can position accurately and repeatably to plus or minus .901 of an inchare becoming more common but are limiting economically unless their production volume merits the development costa.
Most robots still are not_very accurate, (The significance of accuracy in robots is
that an accurate robot canoe programmed off-line at a CAD system while an inaccurate robot must be programmed on the factory floor, using the robot arm to
create the program.)
The true technological limitations are_inteftence/sensor-related. Many manufacturing tasks call f o r judgment on_thpa_int of the worker. Currently, roliota are not
capable of analyzing complex situations and making decisions. That is the main harrier to implementing robotic systems to replace workers.
The degrees c,f economic er technical risk also are limiting factors. An economic
risk, or detriment, to investmentin_robote is_the dollar magnitude of an 'automating projeci. Current costs discourage_rdl_but multiple shift, capital intensive industries (15 percent to 17 percent of the potential market) from investing readily in rot:loth:B.

The technical risks involved in automating will diminish as robot functions and
applicatflins become more sophisticated FactAry automation involves a trade-off between application engineering tooling; featuring and general purpose devices. Bielof apently, most robot installations function with theassistance of ling* amounts
plication engineering tooling and fixturing.ln the future, as sensors beitme more
commonplace with roboW, internal vision and tactile sensing will enable robota to
(22'7)
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operate with reduced needs for initial investment in application engineering and expensive tooling and fixturing_
Question. Describe She next generation -of robotics Tor us. What is not in the lab
but definitely on_the way? The "smart" robots question.
Robe development will continue-ft...lie evolutionary, not revolutionary. Tixlay's
robot mechanisms will be considered crude and rudimentary as developments in the
areas of sensors (2-3 years) and mobility (4-5 years) evolve. Each of these technological advances will open new opportunities to replace workers who are doing routine
jobs.
Rumples: The robot control -will be able to handle multiple arms simultaneously;
Enough computer power will be available to allow rudimentary for= of artifical
intelligence to operate as part of the robot,_ and_the robot will have communication
links
Other parts of the factory. The military will lead in the development of
mobile robots, with vision systems thatr.an detect obstaclu.
In the future, we must also concentrate on driving the cost of robots down by increased volume, through new or- expanded markets and through increalixi technological sophistication and innovative design that will decrease the risk of 'investment.
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The Impacts of Automation on Aployment, 1963-2000
by

Wassily Leontief and Faye Duchin
with Daniel Szyld, Jesus Alvarez, David Howell, Michel Juillard;
Catherine McDonough, Glenn-Marie Lange and Dimitri Turchin
Th-gtitute forgconOmic Analysis
New York Upiversity
269 Mercer Street
New York, New York
10003
Abs-traat
Is -sues.
There is_no doubt_tkat_computers and computer-based
automationwill have_far-reaching effects on the
economy
andsociety.-.There is,a_broadrange_of views in -the scholarly
literatureand popular press about the nature and extent of
these effects. Government policies; however, Should and can
be based not on_opinion; but no far as possible, on concrete,
detailed_ analysis of_the probable impaCtS Of-the impending
technical changas.'__Only_action based -6e_SUdh-anticipation
will_be able_to_reduce the individUaI and social costs that
belated adjustments to unanticipated structural Shifts will

entail.

Methodology.
This study_incerporates a large body of quantitative information from diverse, especially teChnical, sftrces
into an input- output model of' the U.S., economy to draw a comprehg,nsive and internally consistent-picture of the progressive
introd-ction of computers and of various forms of cqOputerbased Iv tomation into -89 individual industries comatising
the entire economy. _It_spelis out in great detail the probable
effects of_these technological changes on outputs and inputs
of ail goodt and services and in particular on the demand for
_labor services described in terms of 53 different 'occupations.
Thete projections are based on four alternative scenarios
about future technological change.
A fully integrated, dynamic input-output model"developed_,
for this study, provides the analytical framework for capturing'
not only the direct but also the indirect effects of all these
changes.
In particular it takes into account the effects of
tachhological change on the investment requirements of all the
different sectors and the corresponding changes in the outputs
of capital goods producing industries.
Findings.

The intensive use of automation over the next
twenty years will make it possible to conserve about 10% cf
the labor that would have been required to produce the same
bills of goods in the absence of increased automation.
The
impacts are specific to different types of work and will
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involve a significant increase in professionals_ as aproportioff of the labor feted and a_steep_decline_in the relatiive
number of clerical workers. _PrOduction workers_can be expected
to maintain their share of the labor force;_direct_displacement
by specific items of automated evibmentAlike_robots and
numerically controlled machine tools) will be offset during
this period by the increased-investmenCdemand for all sorts
mputers. ,
of capital_goods, especially
Computations that assum the fdll-utilization_ of the
suggest
that per capita - personal
projected future labor forc
and government_consumption will be able to grow at_about 2% a
year in real_terms through the 1980's anclabbUt I.0_.r 0.5%
the 1990's
Wader alternative population projectionS) through
in the
dud to the adoption of_computer-based automation
absence. of other structural cha4es. Whether -or -not the
SMOOth_transition from_the old to the new technology can
actually be realized will depend to a large extent on whether
the necessary changes_in_the skill structure of the labor__
force and its distribution between different_teeters o'f the
economy -land geographic'locetiOns) can be effectively carried
The study_projects_the_direction and magnitude of
out
theSe changes in_the structure of the labor force and of the
educational` and training efforts needed to carry thern oUt;
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Introduction

1.

The opinions expressed in the scholarly literature as
well as the popular press about the impacts of automation on
employment cover a wide range, from assurance that declining
rates of growth'of the labor force in the 1980's and 1990's

will more than compensate for any loss of jobs to predictions
that the manufacturiffg labor force will fall from over 25
million' now to less than 3 million by 2010.

We are told that

some jobs will become more technical and complex than ever but
also about the prospects for a "deskilled" workforce of
sweepers and button-pushers.

Most observers agree about painful

"adjustment" oncl the needs-of retraining, often in the context

of measures to ease the "transition" to some automated future

whicVremains entirely unspecified.
'barely beneath the surface Of these debates there are
clearly passionate social; political,' and philosophical differences.

In this report, we develop and illustrate a fadt-finding

and modeling approach that promises to be fruitful in the dispaSsienate analysis of these issues.

After ascertaining the

operating characteristics d the already existing, newly developed types of computer and computer-based equipment,

we

proceed to derive the consequences of alternative assumptions
concerning future rates of introduction into the different

ihduscres.

Taking into account the corresponding changes in

the combination of other inputs, particularly labor inputs; we
insert the appropriate figures (combinations of so-called

technical input, coefficients) into a dynamic input-output

model and use it to trace the direct and indirect effects of
these technical changes on the future levels of output and
input--particularly labor inputs--throughout all sectors of
the economy.

'while there is no shortage of "expert" estimates of isolated

numbers (like the sales of computers in 1990)i the specialized
literature in this area is still very limited, and robotics
seems to be the only aspect of automation that hAs'been studied.
at all systematically to date;

While technical studies like those that have so far been
carried out only for robotics must be welcomed tend encouraged,

their detailed findings needto be incorporated with the results
of other similar studies into a comprehensive analytical frame.

.work before valid general conclusions can be drawn.

It is

precisely such an effort, based on a newlycJormdlated and implemented dynamic input-output model of the U.S. economy, that
is described in this report.

This research goes far beyond

what has been attempted in any existing studies in providing a
firm and credible basis for the detailed assessment of the
economywide impacts of automation on future emplloyment prospects.
2;

methoddlogy

The state of the national economy in each year over the
time interval 1963-2000 is described in terms of commodity
flows among 89 producing sectors comprising the entire U.S.
economy and labor inputs-absorbed by each of them specified in

terms of 53 occ.apations.

,

Numerical data are organized for

each year into four matrices of technibl parameters describing
the input structures of 411 sectors of the economy during
that year.

These matrices specify the input requirements on

current account, capital expansion and replacement requirementsi

and labor inputs per unit of its respective total output for
each sector.

Vectors of non-investment final deliveries, in-

cluding heusehOld consumption, government purchases, and net
exports are also required.

For past years, government agencies

produce official serieS"containi'ng most of this information.

Figures describing future technological options have been
assembled as part of separate sector:studies which ultimately

yielded descriptions of alternative input structures, that
is, columns and rows of technical coefficients that are inserted into the technical matrices, and a projected vector
of non-investment final deliveries for futbre years.

For

this report the fact-finding efforts were concentrated on
the systematic study of the usp of computers used to automate
production and office operations, as well as the potential
for automation in providing education and health tare.

A dynamic.input-output model was developed for this
study and is used to- project year by year from 1963 to 2000,

the sectoral outputs and investment and labor requirements
of the U.S. economy under alternative assumptions about its
changing technological structure.
tions is a scenario.

Each set of such assump-

(Sy "Scenario" we mean a set of assump-

tions aboutcertain aspects of the economy.

When the

-implications-of-the-scenario are computed, _projections_of

other aspects of the economy are obtainid.

The word is also

A

used to mean both the assumptions and the projections implied
by them.)

Four different scenarios, Sl; S2, S3'and S4, tracing
four alternative paths that the U.S. economy might follow
between 1980 and 2000, were formulated and computed for.this
study.

These scenarios were selected with the view op .b0C.ket7

ing among them the upper and the lower limits of the rates at
which different sectors of the:7174iiiomy might be expected,

to adopt the pew technology.

The referenceseenacto, Si.

'reprAsents the'changing input-outpUt structure of the economy;
year by year, between 1963 and 1980; but assumes no further.

automation or any other technological4thange after 1980:;
in other. words, from 1980 on, robots, numerically controlled
machine tools, and automated office equipment,, to name a few
_

.

examples, are Used only to the extent that they figured in
the average technologies that prevailed in 1980.

Final de-

liveries, howerer, ere assumed to continue to grow over a
projected path through 2000.

The computation of this scenario

is thus an experiment that allows us to assess future empIoy.
meht and other requirements to satisfy pIatlibIe final deliveries
in the absence of technological improvements from 1980 on..

Scenarios S2 and $3 are identical with S1 through 1980
but differ in their technological assumptions for the later
years.

Both scenarios, project an increasing use of computers

in all sectors for specific information processing and
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machine control tasks and their integration.

Computerizing

each task also 'involves changes in other inputs, notably,
labor inputs.

While-thedetails are different-in each case;

Scenario S3 assumes faster technological progress and the
more rapid adoption of available technologies than does S2:
for example, fewer programmers for the effective use of a
Computer and more iapid elimination o- f human drafters.,,
Under both .scenarios, the demand 'for computers (measured in

constant prices per unit of output) is naturally higher in
2000 than in 1990.

These scenarios also represent the greater use of two
other microprocessor-based devices, robots and computer
numerically controlled (CNC) mactine tools, for specific
manufacturing operations.

Scenario S3 assumes :e faster

replacement by robots of six categories of producticn workers
.:16 'many, manilfacturing Sectors (and associated savings in

paint where applicable).

It aIso implies faater substitution

than -S2 of CNC fori7conventional machine tools and greater

savings per tool in steel scrap leading to corresponding
reductions in direct requirements for.the metalworking
occupations.

Both scenarios assume that computer-based workstations
i"

will replace conventional office eguipment-, and that most'
deliveries after 1985 will be for integrated electronic,

systems rather than stand-alone devices.

The process is

accelerated under Scenario '53 where, for eXampIe, conventional

typewriters are no longer produced after 1985.

Corresponding
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direct impacts on the demand for managerial, sales

and six

cacegories of clerical workers in different sectors 9f the
economy are represented in detail.
.Scenarios S2 and Si assume.the continuation of recent
trends in thd input structures of'the health care sectors:

notably increased use per case of various types ofcapital
equipment for diagnosis a.id treatment, of drugs, andother

chemicals, and of plastic dispotaqld7ftems, as well-as an
expansion of nonphysician medical personnel.

These changes

proceed more rapidly under Scenario 53 than S2.

The'heilth

care sectors also continue the automation id office-type operaUnder

tionsi with the ditect consequences described above.

there are no structural changes,-in these or in

Scenario

other sectors, after 1980.
Just as computers are increasingly affecting,the conduct
of professional and leisure activities, the demand for computer-,

based education, training, andrecreation in schools, on the
job, and in homes will also increase.

In an years through

2000 Scenario S3assumes far more computer-based courses per
student and more teacher traAning than Scenario 52.

It also

postulates on-the-job training in more sectors and for a greater
number of occupations.
b

The...dynamic input-output mode' used in this study requires

that projections of final deliveries other than inwees-vn::
'essentially the level and composition of future public_ansl__

private consumption--be provided from outside the model.
present purposes the same 8CS final ,demand plitjections
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For

(excluding deliveries for:inv,estment purposes, were used

,in Scenarios Si, SI and 53 so thIt'differences in scenario
outcomes have to be attributed exclusively to the different.
technological assumptions;
We have not yet examined f'ir'st -hand in detail the impli-

cations of teehnologica?. and demographic change for the future
!input structures of households, of technological 'change and

alternative government policy for the input structures of
.0

the various federal. state and local public administration
_functions, or of technologi=cal change and related shifts,in

international comparative advantage for the composition Qf
U.S. exports and imports.
a

Under these circumstances we

decided that the best starting.point would be the BLS finzi--demand projections which, however, have been revised upwards
with respect to the use of computers by the military and by
houseiiolds.

.

scenario 54 is identica4 to S3 in all of its assumptions
about the technological strUcture-of the economy but the projections of final deliveries incorpdrated in \it are different

from those used in the third as wen-as the fly
i17t and second
Scenarios.

For Scenari0:54, future emiiIoymentwas fixed at

levels corresponding to official projeCtions of the total Li:S.

labor force; the results of the computation show the fatm
rates of growth of final deliveries that could be attained
within the constraints of available labor and under the
technological assumptions of Scenario 53.
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Conclusions

The results of this study show that the intAsive use of
automation will make

it possiole to achieve over the next 20

years significant economies in labor relative to the production
of the same bills of goods with Ehe mix of technologies currently
in use

Over 11 million fewer-workers are required in 1990,

and over 20 million fewer to 2000, under Scenario S3 compared
to SI; this represents a saving of 8.54.and 11.71, respectiVely,
of the referedce scenario lebor requirementS (see Table /).:

The compdsitton and level of employment in 1978 under
BLS estimates

Scenarios Si, S2, and S3 are shown in Table 1.1.
for the same year are included.for.comparison.

Since the

BLS sectoral direct labor coofficiehts were used in, the IE.A.

database, it is not surprising that the twg.isets of estimates
fiat- the economy as a whole are within 1% of each other.

The impacts of automation are different for, different

types of work, and this is apparent even in terms ofthe 9
`''broad categories of labor shown in TabXes I and 2.

By 1990

-there is a progressive increase th the proportion of gx0.-

fessionals:And a steep reduction in the number and proportion

of clerical workers as we move from Scenatqo S1 through S2
to Si.
By the year 20011, professionals.wi.11._.accOuht for nearly

20% of all labor requirements under Scenairb S3

compared to

15.6% in;,1978,and demand for clerical workers falls,to 11.5%
from 17.8% in 1978.

The demand for managers Alec) slacken'

.

noticeably by 2000 under Scenario S3, and in absolute numbers,
p
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teveis_ofiimpIoymentOunder-SceAarios

Table

'Si, SL-and 63 in- 1978;_1990 and 2000
(millions of person-years)

Scenarios

a

Si; S2, and S-3

Professionals
Managers_
Sales Workers
Clerical Workers
Craftsmen
Operatives
Service Workers.
Laborers
Farmers,
Total
.

.

1978

.b

.,

I3.9
9;5
5.9
15.9
11.8
14.0
11.1
4.3
_2.8
89.2

Scenario
$1
ProfeetiehAIS

19.8
14.4
9.1
24.7
18.0
22.0
16.7
6.6
4.2

Managers_
Sales_Workers
Clerical 'Workers
1990

Craftsmen
Operatives
Service Workers
Laborers
'Farmers

Total

alkomilam135.5

Professionals*
Managers .
Sales Workers
ClericaA Workers
Craftsthen

2000

Operatives
'Service Workers
Laborers
Farthers

Total

25.6
rs.o
12.4
32.6
23.3
27.6
22.3
8.7
5.3
176.8

Estimtesb
13.3
9.6
5.9
15.6
'12.0
14.3
10.6
4.5
2.8
88.6

Scenario

Scenario

-S-221.2
14.4
8.9
21.2
17.9
21.8
16.8
6.6
4.2
132.9

6.4
4%2
124.1

28.4
17.1
11.8
25.0
22.9
26.1
22.4
8.6
5.3
167.7

31.1
11.2
10.2
17.9
23:4
25.8
23.0
8;7
_5;4
156.6

S-3-

20.9
12.4
8.2
16.7
17.5
21.1
16.8

aIncludes-all private sector employment (jobs plus employMent in pUblic education and health.
Does not include
public administration, armed forces, or household employees.

'

0CaIcuIated_from_IU.5. Department of_Labor, 1981] using
the employment 'definitions of the IEA Model.
_

a
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Table 2.

composition of. Employments_under Sce4rios
SI, S2, and 53 in 1978, 1990 and 2000
(percentages)

_Scenarios
Sl; S2tand 53
Professionals
Managers
Sales Workers
Clerical Workers;
Craftsmen
Operatives
Service Workers
Laborers
Farmers

1978

Total

15:6
9.5
6.6 .

17.8
13.3
15.7
12.4
4.9

.

2000
0,

SI
14.6
10.6
6.7

Professionals
Managers
SaIas Workers.
Clerical Workers
Craftsmen
Operatives
Service Workers
Laborers
Farmers
Total

'43.3
16.3
12.3
4.9
3.1
100.0

Professionals
Managers
Sales Workers
Clerical Workers
Craftsmen
Operatives
Service Workers
Laborers
Farmers
Total

14.5
10.8
7.0
18.4
13.2
15.6
12.6
4.9
3.0
100.0

)16,.

2

30-- _----100.0 '
Scenario

1990

b

18.2b

----

15.0
10.8
6.7
17.7
13.6
16.1
12.0
5.0

3.2
100.0

Scenario
S2
16.0
10.8
6.7
15.9
13.5
16.4
12.6
4.9
3.1
100.0

16.9
10.2
7.0
14.9
13.7
15.6
13.4
5.1
3.2

100.0

4

Scenario
S3

16.8
10.0
6.6
13.5
14.1
17.0
13.5

-

5.2
3.3

100.0
19.8
7.2
6.5
11.4
15.0
16.5
14.7
5.5
3Y4
$
100.0

a. bfree-T.
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is lower than in 1990 even though in the Aggregate 32 million
workers haw. been added to the labor force by the end of ihe
decade according to this scenarlo.
Inspection of the Tabor requirements at the level of detail
of 53 occupations shows that the increased demand for professionals is mainly for computerzspeCiaIiStS and engineers while
the demand for all categories of clerical workett is significantly
lower under Scenario 53 than SI.
The projected demand for construction craftsmen

as a

markedly different pattern than that Which has been'discussed so
'far;

it follows the cycles of the investment demand for struc-

tures. and the peaks under Scenario S3 reflect the increased
demand for capital. The sharp fall in demand for skilled
metalworkers reflect.a in part ttle increased use of CNC machine tools.

The impaet.s of robots on demand lot the affected semiskilled occupation

and laborers is much more mOdeat.

While the

reduCtion in demand for these categories of workers, WhiCh is
direCtIy atteit,Ctable tO'robots, is about 400,000 in

1990 and

almost two million in 2000 Under Stenario S3, the net demand is
about the same as under Scena'rio SI. apparentlY due to the off-

setting effects of increased production of capital odods;
For most sectors increases in output are accompanied by

reductions in employment under Scenaricv3 as compared to SI,
particularly for many of the MetaI-Working sectors and semiconductors.

While employment in the computer sector increases

substantially, output grows at a much greater rate.

under,

the given assumptions--in particular, the same deliveries to
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f1211 demand (except investment) for all scenarios--the
dezna":;( for output of most service sectors is about the same
under alternative scenarios, and the labor savings in the
service sectors due to office automation are very large.
The proportion of employment'absOdbed in the production.
of capital goods varjes considerably
pation.

ft-6M occupation to occu-

while there are differences over time and across

scenarios,

it appears that 5-6% of the private economy labor

rce is employed directly or indirectly in the production
Of the private economy's capital good'. About 12-15% of

craftsmen are involed in the production of capital goods, 9-11%
of laborers, and a SOMeWhat smaller percentage of operatives.
workers'
As could be anticipated; practically no agricultural
While under
and bse61s, 1% of service workers are involved.

mr.t scenarios for most Tears only 2 -3% of professionals
2000
au. se engaged, this rises to Slightly more than 4% by
uncic,r Scenario S3.
_

Annual investment as a percentage of total final deli- aeries
under Scenario S3 than Scenarios 51 and 53 since the
savings discussed earlier are

naturally, in part made

p,,isible by the substitution of capital for labor., Thit is
inr-r,;iue

1.

During both decades 1981-1990 and 1991-2000, about-half-,
Scenario 53 as
the value of the additional investment under
Total investment
r 521 it for computers.
compared vitn SI
.ner und.,r Scenario S3 than,a1 in the 1990's
is abovt 1%
an'.

59% hi, :her in the 1990's.

'
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Figure I.

Investment as a Percentage of Total
Final Dellveries,a 1963-2000

Seenario Si
S2
53

BLS

aInvestment_is defined as gross private fixed capital
formation, incIuding_investment for public-education and
health care.
Total final deliveries inIcude investment.
Source of BLS figures:

(U.S. Department of Labor, 1982, p.

141.

The increasing use of automatic equipment involves shifts',

not only in the occupational but also in the sectoral distribution of the work force, with the increased production of capital goods stewing the transfer from manufacturing to service
sector employment over the next twenty years;

This is seen

in Figure 2, which is a graphic presentation of the percentage
of employment in manufacturing, service, and other sectors
between 1963 an? 2000;

245
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Figure 2.

Perdentage Diatribion_Pf_Employment among Service,
manufacturing. and Other Sectors, 163-2000

5

95

85

Manufacturing

75

15

'it1?:7r-1

25

77.

35

Other Sortors
65

45

55

Service Seetors
45

55

35

65

25

75

15

85

Scenario SI
S2
95
S3

1995
1985
1975
1965
_
Manufacturing
is-defihed
to_include_IEA 412-66 and 86.
Notez
includes Agriculture-CIEA
The residual category; Othar_Sectorss
Construction
(IEA 411). All
41-4), Mining (lEA 45-10I._and
Services.
remaining sectors are included as
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Scenario S3 assumes the accelerated adoption through
the year 2000 of computer-based automation into all sectors
of the economy, accompanied by a continual increase in the
material standard Of living:

While investment is computed

within the IEA model, the other components of final deliveries
(personal consumption, government purchases, and net exports)
are prescribed, based on BLS:,2.rojections; to grow over

the next twenty years at about 2% a year under the high
population projections.

The first row of Table 3 shows the levels of employment
whiCh according to the IEA model would be required in otder

to sAiefy thit growth in total final'deliverielunder the technological assumptions of Scenatio S3.
A

The first four entries

of the third row show data for the same employment concept
prepared from government sources for benchmark yeari between
1963 and 1977; and the match with the IEA results is excellent.

For 1990, the projectipnba3ed on BLS assumptions (which

are -,,

described in the notes to the table) is presented as a range
of low to high,.

Since no comparable figures have been projected

fOt 2000-, We include in the last.,row Of the row of the table

civilian labor force prOjedtione for the purpose of comparison
with the IEA employments projections.

The differencebetween the

employment concept of the first three rows and thediViIian
labor force is that the latter measures persons rather than jobs
and includes both the unemployed and those employed in households
and public administration.

For the years shown between 1963 and

1977, this difference amounts to between 6 1/2 and I0

%1>

20

Table 3.

U.S. Employment Under Scenarios S3 and S46
and Other Sources, 1963-2000

200---

19.17,

1972-1-9-7-7-149-0-

62.8
62.8

69;6
69.6

78.2

78;2

86;2
86.2

124.1
115.3

Actual_and_Projected Employment from
Other sourcesb.c

62.8

70:9_

78.1

87.4

not
111.0123.9 availabte

Actual and Projected Civilian LabOr
Forced

71.8

77.3-

86.5

. 97.4

1963
]

IEA Emp ymentb Estibates and
Project ons'

Scenario S3,--Seehario S4;

)

123;9138.3

156.6
128.2

132.8157;4

.1See text for description of Scenario S4.

bincludes privatelsector employment (jobs) plus,OmplOymentAn public'educ'etton and
Excludes public adminiStration, armed forces, and household workers.
health.
1981,.1982a1. The ratio_
cEntries for 1963-1971 are_from_It4S. Department of Commercd,
of "busineSe_eMployment,las'defined Un-iitIt-e-'a'l to civilPin,:,labor force projected by
the BLS for 1990_IU.S. Department of Labor, 19811 was applied to-the civ.iIian_la6or_
force projections for 1990 which are given in- this table. The BLS haff_not_projected
low to high.
figures for 2000. Figures for 1990 and 2000 are reported as a -range from
dEntries for 1963-1977 are from ,(U.S. Department -of- Labors- 19801,__ -The range. of pro-

jections for-1990 and 2000 are hated on -the most recent_pepulation estimates'summarizDepartffient of Commerce;- 1982b1 and rates of participation in the labor
ed in (U.S.
force of the portion of_the_population over:age_16 (U.S, Department of Labor, 1982a,
from the lowest partiAppendix C1. The lowest projection,for example, is calculated
cipation rate and the 'over -16 portion of the lowest population projection.
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Projected labor requirements Under Scenario S3 for 1990
fall at the upper limit of the BLS-based projection of 124

million (and the latter assumes an exogenous unemployment
rate Of about 4d).

Looking further Into the future, if the civilian labor
force projections reported in the table are accepted,
the projected labor requirements of 156.6 million under
Scenario S3 for the year 2000 exceed the available labor
force (because even a maximum civilian labor force of 157.4
million must allow for public adminiStration, household
workers, and some multiple job-holders).

Thus the rate of

growth in final deliveries that haw been assumed under
Scenario S3, based on BLS projections, could not be achieved

through only those aspects of technological change that haVe
been represented'in this scenario.
The foUrth scenario, S4, was ipa-mulated to assess what

future rates of growth of final deliveries could actually be

attained within the constraints of available labor, according
to current labor force projections, and under the technological
assumptions of Scenario S3.

For Scenario S4 we progressively

reduced the ieve1; while maintaining the compositon, of
.

final deliveries prescribed by Scenario 53 for 1990 and 2000
(and accordingly also for years between 1980 and 1990 and
between 1990 and 2000).

For each sequence of final deliveries

up to the year 2000; the corresponding labor requirements

24
were computed.

The procedure was repeated until the computed

labor required foi 1990 and for 2000 fell within the range of
-

labor force projections reported in Table 3.
when the value (in 1979 prices) of final deliveries ex7.-

cluding investment under Scenario S3 (based on BLS projections)
is reduced by 4.4% in 1990 and 16.8% in 2000 the aggregate

employment requirements under ScenariO S4 fall within the
range of the projected IabOr force (Table 3).

Betause overall

economic activity is lower under Scenario S4 than S3, there
will be less investment.

For this reason the percentage re-

duction in the demand for labor as compared to that of Scenario
S3 ii even greater than that of final deliveries.

For any

given year, the occupational composition of employment turns
out to be virtually identical under icenarios S3 and S4,

with a lower representation under B4 of those engaged par.

tiduIariy in the prOdUCtiOh of capital goodst for examplei
craftsmen represent 14',-7% of the employed in 2000 compared

to 15.09 under Scenario S3.

Under Scenario S4, per capita final deliVeries.grow at
about 2% a year through the 1980's and about /.0-0,5%, cortetpOriding respectively to low and high population projections,
through the 1990's.

This is an estimate of the extent to

which real per capita consumption will be able to increase
over the next two detadet if the entire projected labor
force is employed using the progressively phased-in computer
based technologies.

Figure 3 summarizes the differences in

postulated aggregate final deliveries and resulting levels
Of employment between Scenarios S3 and ea.

r.
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Figure 3. Growth in-Final Deliveriesa-and-Employmentb
under Scenarios 53 And 54; 1963-2000
.(1963 = 1.0)

j.

Scenario 53Final Deliveriesa

Scenario 54

Employmen0,c

Scenario 53
-- -- Scenario 54.

1963 1967 1972 1977

1990

2000

aFinal-deliveries include goods and services for public and
personal-consumption and net_exportS;_ Gross private fixed
non-residential investment is excluded.
bSee note b, Table 3.
cHashed
based on
the same
given in

lines (_j -show range of employment-projections
official sources. The Lange for 2000 assumes
employment to-civilian labor force ratios as.
Tale 3 foe 1990.
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Based on the computations presented in this report, it i
not yet poiSible to pass a final verdict on the question of
technological unemployment by the year 2000.

Technological

change Eaken into account in the scenarios described in this
report has been limited to certain aspects of computer-based
automation.

It will be necessary to ascertain by equally de-

tailed factual inquiry and to incorporate into the technical
matrices -used in these projections other types of change
that are beund to take place, for example in agriculture and
in the substitution of materials --Iike plastics for metals

on the one hand and for paper on the other.

Moreoveri we

have expliCitly excluded from our scenarios any major breakthroughs in computer technology that might affect significant
numbers of workers before the year 2000.

While it is likely

to be at least twenty years before products embodying future
breakthroughs in areas such as automatic programming, speech

4

recognition, or robot vision are actually adopted on a large
scale, some surprises are certainly possible.
The great industrial revbIution inaugurated by the introduction of mechanical power continued to transform western
economy and society over a period of some two hundred years.
The electronic revolution became viiible only a few years ago,

and by the year2000 it will be nut more'advanced than the
mechanization of the European economies had advanced, say, by
the year
'

11820.

A major consideration in realizing the transition from

the old to new technologies will be the availability of
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workers with the training and skills that match the work
that needs to be done.

Actording to Scenario S3, labor

requirements to satisfy a continually but moderately increasing
standard of living will number 124 million jobs in 1990 with
the required occupational composition; reflecting the technologies that will be in place (given in Table 2).

Let

us suppose that there is an adequate total number of individuals to fill these jobs, but that because of very slow
change in the orientation of education, training, guidance,
--and so on, these individuals' skills and occupational expectations will reflect the mix of jobs that corresponded to
the technologies that were in place in 1978.

Under these

assumptions, 741,0000 manlgers_(0.6% of 124 million), and
over five millimo clerical workers would be potentially
unemployed in 1990 while there would. be unfilled positions
(in ehe same total amount under the- dresent simple assumptions)

in the other aggregate occupational categories.

Of course

some of those seeking managerial and clerical employment
would

able to find jobs of other kinds but with Obvious

limitations on the degree of job mobility.

The same considerations apply within each broad occupational category:

Among professionals, for example, the IEA

employment projections for 1990 show a greatec proportion of
engineers and especially of computer specialists than in 1978.
Among skilled workers, the projections include a higher proportion of foremen and production mechanics and a lower proportion of construction and metal-working craftsmen than in 1938;
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The crude experiment described above peovides'of course
only a very rough approximation of the ability of the future

labor,force to fulfil' specific job reguiremenA.

An adequate

evaluation will require comparably detailed analysis of the

.

future structure of households and the job-related attributes
of their members.

This has not yet been carried out.

Concerted efforts in edOcation and training can faciI tate
shifting the occupational composition of the labor force.
Scenario 53 requires that the production of electronic educa-;'
tit:1nel courseware grow in real terms at over 35% I ,year in

the 1900's and over 108 in the 1990's,

In the past, higher

levels of "conventional" education in the U.S. relative to
other countries also played a'key

the successful_

transformation of our labor force from mainly agricultural'
workers into a wide range of other occupations.

As was

cgse in the past for'conveptional education, the growth andi
quality of computer-based education and its delivery will no
dOubc become an item of government policy and corporate and
trade union strategies.

This'study has taken a first systematic albeit partial
glance at prospects for employment for almost twenty years
into the future, a significant lengthening of the usual time
horizon for economic inquiry.

With the feasibility and

fruitfulness the approach taken in this study now hopefully

demonstrated, we need to extend and improve the sector studies
on which the scenarios are based and iAOestigate the impacts
on the distributiob of income implied by the technological
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assumptions:

It will also be necessary, instead of taking

'final deliveries as given, to formulate and ,implement a com-

pletely closed dynamic input-output model in.wthch eonsumption
and employment are determined simultaneously.

-Thes,4 are

some of the next steps in our agehda.
-In the meantime, the framework developed for this study .

can profitably be used to investigate numerous criti:aI

economic issues which have until now not been subject to
systematic inquiry.
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